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Dr. Percy A. Pierre, dean of engineer- tion, U.S. Department of Housing and
ing at Howard University, doctor of engi- Urban Development, accompanied me to
an appointment with Mr. Larry Simons,
neering degree.
Catherine B. Cleary, chairman of the Assistant Secretary, Housing and Urban
board and chief executive officer of the Development, at the conclusion of the
First Wisconsin Trust Co., a doctor of markup session of the House Banking
Committee, at which both Mr. Simons
laws degree.
Prof. Philip B. Kurland, professor of and I had to be present until after 4 p.m.
law at the University of Chicago, a doc- Our meeting at HUD did not conclude
until after 6 p.m., and my presence at
tor of laws degree.
Mr. Speaker, Father Hesburgh's words, that meeting was the reason for my ablast
sence from the floor. Had I been present,
spoken at a Bicentennial celebration
year, are ones that I believe should guide I would have voted for the Pike amendment. I ask that the House accept this
us in our work here:
I, for one, do not believe that America is explanation and my apology for this
a thwarted experiment, a burned-out case, absence.
a fading hope. Despite the negativism of the
day, we are becoming "twice born," coming
of age and it is not the decrepitude of old
age ... The world may or may not follow, but
we must lead because our tradition says we
must: liberty is worth the effort, and the
creation of justice and peace abroad will in
large measure depend on the measure of justice and peace that we create here at home,
increasingly in our America. Whatever its
faults, America is still the most exciting
human experiment in all the world.

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Sundry messages in writing from the
President of the United States were communicated to the House by Mr. Chirdon,
one of his secretaries.

REVEREND THEODORE M. HESBURGH, CSC
(Mr. MAZZOLI asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, I would
just like to echo the words spoken by my
colleague, the gentleman from Indiana
(Mr. BRADEMAS), in testimony to the person who addressed our House and opened
it with a prayer today, Father Theodore
M. Hesburgh, CSC, the president of the
University of Notre Dame.
Mr. Speaker, it was my privilege to
be a student at Notre Dame at the very
time that Father Hesburgh became president. That'was 25 years ago, and in that
25 years Father Hesburgh has not only
led the university to its greatest milestones in achievement, both educationally and from a religious standpoint, but
Father Hesburgh has distinguished himself in many, many ways as a person of
the church and as a champion of human
rights.
I would like to thank the Speaker for
having, during his busy schedule, attended the luncheon given by the gen-

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A message from the Senate by Mr.
Sparrow, one of its clerks, announced
that the Senate agrees to the report of
the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H.R. 3843) entitled "An act to authorize
additional funds for housing assistance
for lower income Americans in fiscal
year 1977, to extend the Federal riot reinsurance and crime insurance pro- tleman from Indiana (Mr. BRADEMAS) for
grams, and for other purposes."
Father Hesburgh. I think it is a fitting
The message also announced that the tribute to a person like Father Hesburgh
Senate had passed bills of the following who has done so much during these past
titles, in which the concurrence of the 25 years.
House is requested:
S. 955. An act to amend the Federal Crop
Insurance Act; and
S. 1240. An act to extend the time for conducting the referendum with respect to the
national marketing quota for wheat for the
marketing year beginning June 1, 1978.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
(Mr. ALLEN asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his
remarks.)
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Speaker, I regret very
much that I was not present on the floor
of the House late yesterday afternoon at
the time several amendments to the first
concurrent resolution on the budget,
House Concurrent Resolution 195, were
being considered.
With 10 hours of general debate having been provided for the budget resolution, it was my impression that no
amendments to the resolution would be
taken up until today.
On yesterday, the Middle Tennessee
Director, Federal Housing Administra-

FIRST CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
ON THE BUDGET-FISCAL YEAR
1978
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Speaker, I move that
the House resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union for the further consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con.
Res. 195) setting forth the congressional
budget for the U.S. Government for the
fiscal year 1978.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
motion offered by the gentleman from
Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMo).
The question was taken; and the
Speaker announced that the ayes appeared to have it.
Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Speaker, I object
to the vote on the ground that a quorum
is not present and make the point of
order that a quorum is not present.
The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum is
not present.
The Sergeant at Arms will notify absent Members.
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The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-yeas 409, nays 0,
not voting 24, as follows:
[Roll No. 155]
Abdnor
Addabbo
Akaka
Ale-ander
Allen
Ambro
Ammerman
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson, ll.
Andrews, N.C.
Andrews,
N. Dak.
Annunzio
Applegate
Archer
Armstrong
Ashbrook
Ashley
Aspin
AuCoin
Badham
Badillo
Bafalis
Baldus
Barnard
Baucus
Bauman
Beard, R.I.
Beard, Tenn.
Bedell
Bellenson
Benjamin
Bennett
Bevill
Blaggi
Bingham
Blanchard
Blouin
Boland
Bolling
Bonior
Bonker
Bowen
Brademas
Breaux
Breckinridge
Brinkley
Brodhead
Brooks
Broomfield
Brown, Calif.
Brown, Mich.
Brown, Ohio
Broyhill
Buchanan
Burgener
Burke, Calif.
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Burton, John
Burton, Phillip
Butler
Byron
Caputo
Carney
Carr
Carter
Cavanaugh
Cederberg
Chisholm
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Clay
Cleveland
Cochran
Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Ill.
Collins, Tex.
Conable
Conte
Conyers
Corcoran
Cornan
Cornell
Cornwell
Cotter
Coughlin
Crane
D'Amours
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.

YEAS-409
Danielson
Davis
de la Garza
Delaney
Dellums
Derwinski
Devine
Dickinson
Dicks
Dingell
Dodd
Dornan
Downey
Drinan
Duncan, Oreg.
Duncan, Tenn.
Early
Eckhardt
Edgar
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Calif.
Edwards, Okla.
Eilberg
Emery
English
Erlenborn
Ertel
Evans, Colo.
Evans, Del.
Evans, Ga.
Evans, Ind.
Fary
Fascell
Fenwick
Findley
Fisher
Pithian
Flippo
Flood
Florio
Flowers
Flynt
Ford, Mich.
Ford, Tenn.
Fountain
Fowler
Frenzel
Frey
Fuqua
Gammage
Gaydos
Gephardt
Giaimo
Gibbons
Gilman
Ginn
Glickman
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Gore
Gradison
Grassley
Gudger
Guyer
Hagedorn
Hall
Hamilton
Hammerschmidt
Hanley
Hannaford
Hansen
Harkin
Harris
Harsha
Hawkins
Hefner
Heftel
Hightower
Hillis
Holland
Hollenbeck
Holt
Holtzman
Horton
Howard
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Hyde
Ichord
Ireland
Jacobs
Jeffords
Jenkins
Jenrette

Johnson, Calif.
Johnson, Colo.
Jones, N.C.
Jones, Okla.
Jones, Tenn.
Jordan
Hasten
Kastenmeler
Kazen
Kelly
Kemp
Ketchum
Keys
Kildee
Kindness
Kostmayer
Krebs
Krueger
LaFalce
Lagomarsino
Latta
Leach
Lederer
Leggett
Lehman
Lent
Levitas
Lloyd, Calif.
Lloyd, Tenn.
Long, La.
Long, Md.
Lott
Lujan
Luken
Lundine
McClory
McCormack
McDade
McDonald
McEwen
McFall
McHugh
McKay
McKinney
Madigan
Maguire
Mahon
Mann
Markey
Marks
Marlenee
Marriott
Martin
Mathis
Mattox
Mazzoll
Meeds
Metcalfe
Meyner
Michel
Mikulski
Mikva
Miller. Calif.
Miller, Ohio
Mineta
Minish
Mitchell, Md.
Mitchell, N.Y.
Moakley
Moffett
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moore
Moorhead,
Calif.
Moorhead, Pa.
Moss
Mottl
Murphy, Ill.
Murphy, N.Y.
Murphy, Pa.
Murtha
Myers, Gary
Myers, Michael
Natcher
Neal
Nedzi
Nichols
Nix
Nolan
Nowak
O'Brien
Oakar
Oberstar
Obey
Ottinger
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Panetta
Patten
Patterson
Pattison
Pease
Pepper
Perkins
Pettis
Pickle
Pike
Poage
Pressler
Preyer
Pritchard
Pursell
Quayle
Quie
Quillen
Rahall
Railsback
Rangel
Regula
Reuss
Rhodes
Richmond
Rinaldo
Risenhoover
Roberts
Robinson
Rodino
Rogers
Roncalito
Rooney
Rose
Rosenthal
Rousselot
Roybal
Rudd
Runnels
Ruppe
Russo
Ryan

Sarasin
Satterfield
Sawyer
Scheuer
Schroeder
Schulze
Sebelius
Seiberling
Sharp
Shipley
Shuster
Sikes
Simon
Sisk
Skelton
Skubitz
Slack
Smith, lows
Smith, Nebr.
Snyder
Solarz
Spellman
Spence
St Germain
Stangeland
Stanton
Stark
Steed
Steers
Stelger
Stockman
Stokes
Stratton
Studds
Stump
Symms
Taylor
Thompson
Thone
Thornton
Tonry
Treen

Trible
Tsongas
Tucker
Udall
Ullman
Van Deerlin
Vander Jagt
Vanik
Vento
Volkmer
Waggonner
Walgren
Walker
Walsh
Wampler
Watkins
Wamnan
weaver
Weiss
Whalen
White
Whitehurst
Whitley
Whitten
Wiggins
Wilson, Bob
Wilson, C. H.
Wilson, Tex.
Winn
Wirth
Wolff
Wright
Wydler
Wylie
Yates
Yatron
Young, Alaska
Young, Fa.
Young, Mo.
Young, Tex.
Zablockl
Zeferetti

NAYS-0
Boggs
Chappell
Dent
Derrick
Diggs
Fish
Foley
Forsythe

NOT VOTING-24
Myers, Ind.
Fraser
Price
Goodling
Roe
Harrington
Rostenkowski
Heckler
Santini
Eoch
Staggers
Le Fante
Teague
McCloskey
Traxler
Milford

So the motion was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 195) setting forth the
congressional budget for the U.S. Government for the fiscal year 1978, with
Mr. NATCHER in the chair.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Committee rose on Tuesday, April 26, 1977, the
concurrent resolution had been con-

sidered as having been read and open to
amendment at any point.
Are there further amendments?
AMENDMENT

OFFERED BY MR. PIKE

Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. PIKE: In the
matter relating to the appropriate level of
total new budget authority strike out
"$580,757,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof
"$500,627,000,000";
In the matter relating to the appropriate
level of total budget outlays strike out
"$463,857,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof
"$463,727,000,000";
In the matter relating to the amount of
the deficit strike out "$65,763,000,000" and
insert in lieu thereof "$65,633,000,000";
In the matter relating to the appropriate
level of the public debt strike out "$792,093,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$791,953,000,000";
In the matter relating to the amount by

which the statutory limit on the public debt
should accordingly be increased, strike out
"$92,093,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof
"$91,963,000,000";
In the matter relating to national defense,
strike out "$115,986,000,000" in budget
authority and insert in lieu thereof "$115,968,000,000"; and strike out "$109,647,000,000" in outlays and insert in lieu thereof
"$109,629,000,000";
In the matter relating to allowances, strike
out "$1,069,000,000" in budget authority and
insert in lieu thereof "$957,00000"; and
strike out "$1,021,000,000" in outlays and
insert in lieu thereof "$909,000,000."
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back where we were before the 28- or
29-percent pay raise.
Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON of California. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON of California. Does the gentleman's amendment
include officers of the House of Representatives and committee staff members
who had pay raises based upon the pay
raise of Congress?
Mr. PIKE. Well, if they got those raises
under that process, the answer would be
yes. If they got those raises under the
process whereby we got our pay raises,
the answer would be yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from New York has expired.
(On request of Mr. BUTLEa and by
unanimous consent Mr. PIKE was allowed
to proceed for 1 additional minute.)
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman

Mr. PIKE (during the reading). Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the amendment be considered as read
and printed in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from New
York?
There was no objection.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, this is the
other amendment which I advised the
Members that I would offer if the first
amendment which I offered yesterday
were passed. The amendment which I of- from Virginia.
fered yesterday cut $7 million from the
Mr. BUTLER. Does this amendment
general government function of the bill contemplate that the recent increases for

This

amendment

cuts $130

million, judges will be turned back?
Mr. PIKE. Yes, it does.
called allowances; but a small amount
Mr. BUTLER. How does that square
from the Defense function of the budget with the provision of article III, section
for civilian employees.
1 of the Constitution?
The figures which were given to the
Mr. PIKE. I am aware of what the genHouse yesterday on what other people tleman is going to read, and if it is posgot as far as raises were concerned were, sible that we cannot reduce their salaries
I regret to say, inaccurate, in that they while they are in office, then we cannot
represented what the Commission had do it. But, I am going to try.
recommended and not what the people
Very frankly, we heard an awful lot of
got; however, what the people got, and complaints from judges about how they
we are talking now about some 22,000 were being underpaid and how they were
people in the Federal Government who forced to leave the bench, but every time
got pay raises averaging about 23 per- there is a vacancy for a district court
cent in March, some of them got more judge where I live, there is no shortage
than 23 percent, some of them got less of applications to fill the vacancy. I have
than 28 percent, but it averaged 28 per- yet to hear of a Federal judgeship going
cent in pay raises.
begging anywhere.
Members wil recall that our own conMr. BUTLER. Will the gentleman yield
gressional pay raise was 28.9 percent, further?
and it took us from $44,600 to $57,500.
Mr. PIKE. Certainly.
Exactly the same raise went to the
Mr. BUTLER. I have a further quesjudges of the Circuit Court of Appeals, tion, if I may. Is it the gentleman's opinthe judges of the Court of Claims, the ion that we can constitutionally reduce
judges of the Court of Military Appeals, the salaries of these judges?
the judges of the Court of Customs and
Mr. PIKE. I think the question dePatent Appeals. They went from $44,600 pends on when they took office. I think
to $57,500. The judges of the U.S. district that if they took office earlier, and this
courts went from $42,000 to $54,500. As a pay raise does not reduce what they were
percentage, that was larger than our pay getting when they took office, then the
raise. Instead of being 28.9 percent, that answer constitutionally is yes, we can do
was 29.8 percent.
it. I think if they took office after the
The other people who got 29.8 percent pay raise, we could not.
pay raises are the judges of the Customs
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the genCourt, and the judges of the Tax Court. tleman from New York has again exThe people in executive level II got the pired.
(On request of Mr. HARRIS and by
same 28.9 percent that we did. And so it
goes, right on down the line, for $130 unanimous consent Mr. PIKE was allowed
largely from the function of the budget

million worth of pay raises averaging 28
percent.
Now, there is no sense in spending a
great deal of time on this particular
amendment. I happen to think that a 28or 29-percent pay raise for Members of
Congress was too high. I happen to think
that a 28- or 29-percent pay raise for
these other people is too high. My amendment will put them back as they were
before the 28- or 29-percent pay raise,
just as my amendment yesterday put us

to proceed for 2 additional minutes.)

Mr. DAN DANIEL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman
from Virginia.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Will the gentleman
tell us whether or not his amendment
would affect the White House staff?
Mr. PIKE. The answer is, "Yes." There
are 2,500 people in the so-called executive positions, in the executive and judicial branches of Government, who would
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be affected by this amendment. Below
that, there are some 18,000 people in the
so-called supergrades who would be
affected.
Mr. THOMPSON. In response to the
gentleman's answer to the gentleman
from California (Mr. CHARLES H. Wn.-

soN), he addressed the question of pay
raises for the officers of the House. I
would like to point out that this would
not affect them, since they were done by
separate resolution.
Mr. PIKE. Then the officers of the
House are safe, and we can safely vote
for this amendment and cut out $130
million worth of 28 or 29 percent raises.
Mr. THOMPSON. If the gentleman
will yield further, I am not so sure about
the safety factor.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words,
and I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I sat through the discussion and debate yesterday. I was as
impressed with the argument and
persuasiveness of the gentleman from
as I was sevNew York (Mr. Pmn)
eral weeks before, when I heard him
argue exactly the opposite, that without his outside income he could not
keep his job in the House. I took a position on that matter. I took a position
against the Democratic incumbent in the
last election. I stated that my opponent
cast a deciding vote in the cost-of-living
increase, and I certainly would have
voted against the pay increase had it
come up. But now we are talking about
something quite different, and I think it
is irresponsible. We are talking about
having given 22,000 employees of the
U.S. Government a pay increase. We are
now talking about rescinding it, or taking
it back as of October 1. What employer in
his right mind in these times ever did
such a thing to his employees? They undoubtedly incurred obligations, may have
bought automobiles on time, and may
have done other things in reliance on the
raises we gave them by our failure to act.
If we, as a result of the Pike amendment yesterday-which, incidentally, I
voted for, not because I was persuaded
the second time, but because I saw a
chance to save $7 million in the budgetwe put ourselves in the ridiculous position, which, I am told, we are not, by
people who know a good sight more about
this procedure thanf I do yet, of being
paid less than all of these other people,
we did it to ourselves.
But that is no excuse, in my opinion,
to embark on such a reckless and irresponsible course of conduct after 6
months of raises to employees, to tell
them, "Now we rescind it, and it is just
too bad you are taking a 28-percent pay
reduction at this time."
I cannot go along with that kind of
thinking. I think we have crossed the
Rubicon on this entire pay raise matter
by not voting on the salaries. I think we
are now up against two intolerable
choices, either reducing 6 months from
now the pay of 22,000 Federal employees,
and/or putting ourselves in a position
where we are paid totally out of scale.
I am now prepared, notwithstanding
a totally different opinion before, to vote

not only against this amendment, but
for an appropriation for a pay increase
when it comes up for a vote.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words, and
I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to point
out that we are also talking about
the pay of people in grades 15 and
16, who will be affected here and will be
cut back. We are talking about all of
those pay scales which were formerly tied
to executive level 4 which were unfrozen
somewhat by this pay increase. We are
not just talking about supergrades in this
amendment. We are talking about civil
service people under the merit system,
whose pay will be reduced if we in fact
adopt this amendment.
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the reauisite number of
words.
Mr. Chairman, if I might have the attention of the gentleman from New York
(Mr. PnE), who offered the amendment,
I would like to propound a couple of questions to him.
Of course, as the gentleman knows, I
served a number of years with him on
the Committee on Armed Services in
the past. Then we had the misfortune of
losing him to a higher calling. I have
certainly been aware of the gentleman's
interest in the Armed Services and those
in uniform.
I would like to ask the gentleman this
question: Would his amendment cut out
the pay raises of any of our military people who are in uniform?
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DICKINSON. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, the answer
is: No.
Mr. DICKINSON. Would that refer
only to civilian personnel? Would that
include only civilians with the Department of Defense? Do I understand that
only civilians would be affected, but no
one in uniform?
Mr. PIKE. The gentleman is correct.
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words,
and I rise in support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the
author of this amendment, the gentleman from New York (Mr. PIKE) a follow-up question to the question that was
just addressed to him as to whether or
not this would affect the pay of anyone
in the military.
Would this amendment affect the pay
of anyone?
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, at the moment I would say to the gentleman that
that is more up to him than it is up to
me.
Mr. GIAIMO. No; I am asking the gentleman a question, Mr. Chairman.
If this amendment carries, will it in
fact terminate the pay increases of any
of the people who are designated in it,
anybody at the executive levels, the su-
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pergrades, or the people in the Federal
court system?
Mr. PIKE. At the moment it will reduce
the budget by a certain amount of money.
Mr. GIAIMO. It will reduce the amount
in the allowance function of the budget
by the amount of $130 million. Is that
not all it would do?
Mr. PIKE. In the allowance and in the
defense function. The gentleman is correct.
Mr. GIAIMO. It will not do anything
else; it will not cut anyone's salary or
affect anyone's salary?
Mr. PIKE. Not per se, but once again,
as I said yesterday, it is going to take a
little effort by the gentleman from Connecticut with his cohorts in the Senate,
and then it is going to take a little effort
by the gentleman from Connecticut with
his cohorts on the Committee on Appropriations in order to accomplish that.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I would
remind the gentleman that this is my
time. I have received his answer that this
amendment per se-by itself-under our
actions here today would have nothing
to do with reducing or increasing or affecting anyone's pay.
In fact, all this amendment does is two
things: One is very real, and one is what
I might call very ephemeral. The real
thing it does is it reduces the total budget
by $130 million. What it portends to do
is to give an impression to the American
people that Congress has acted on its own
pay raise as of last night and now on
the pay raises of people in the judicial
branch and at the executive levels of
Government.
That is something this amendment
does not do. It has no business in this
budget resolution.
However, since this House in its wisdom last night saw fit to remove the
moneys from this function to the tune
of $7 million, hoping that in some way
it could conceivably affect congressional
salaries-which I submit it will not-I
think we should be consistent. Therefore,
let us include our conferees and our colleagues in the judicial branch and at the
executive levels of Government, and let
us put this word out to them: "Don't get
too upset, because this amendment does
not and cannot legally affect your salary
increases."
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, since I think
we should all be treated equally and
fairly, I believe we should accept the
gentleman's amendment.
PARLIAMENTARY

INQUIRY

Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I have a
parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state his parliamentary inquiry,
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, as I
state my parliamentary inquiry, I would
appreciate it if I could have the attention
of the gentleman from New York (Mr.
PIKE), who offered the amendment.
I .understand that the amendment
offered by the gentleman from New York
(Mr. PIKE) does touch upon the national
defense category.
I am very deeply concerned, Mr. Chairman, because the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. BURLESON) has an amendment
which also touches upon the defense
category and would restore the Presi-
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funds in the resolution does not reflect
any expertise on the part of OMAR BRaLESON, but it does reflect the judgment
of the President of the United States and
the opinion of the Department of Defense, and the OMB.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
(On request of Mr. ICHORD, and by
unanimous consent, Mr. BuaRLsoN of
Texas was allowed to proceed for 5 additional minutes.)
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. Mr. Chairman, let me call the attention of the
committee to these figures:
President Carter recommended a
budget for national defense of $120.1
billion. The House Committee on Armed
Services recommends $120.9 billion. The
Senate Committee on Armed Services
recommends $121.3 billion; the House
Committee on Appropriations, the same
as that of the President; the Senate
Committee on Appropriations recommends $121.7 billion; and the Senate
Budget Committee, $120.6 billion. The
Budget Committee comes up with $116
billion, an arbitrary figure simply plucked out of midair.
Mr. Chairman, with all due respect
to my chairman of the Budget Committee, I simply am more willing to rely on
the judgment of the expert witnesses before these many committees. To put it
bluntly, Mr. Chairman, I am more willing to do that than I am to rely on his
opinion and recommendations-solely
his and really not too much of that of
the committee, because, I repeat, the
Task Force on the National Defense had
no input into this resolution whatever.
Mr. Chairman, as some of the expertise, let me read to the Members a letter that I received yesterday from the
Secretary of Defense addressed to me,
dated April 26. I requested the letter
from the Secretary, I might add. He did
not do it on his own initiative, but he
was aware that the amendment would be
offered:

have a copy of the amendment which I
am offering, the meaningful part is the
last four lines. The other parts are with
respect to the total adjusted figures, in
case the amendment is accepted.
Mr. Chairman, no one should have any
difficulty in understanding this amendment. It simply restores to the budget
the President's recommendation for national defense. It would add $4.1 billion
in budget authority and $2.3 billion in
outlays to the amount recommended by
our Committee on the Budget.
That figure, I hasten to point out, is
$2.8 billion below the recommendation
of the previous administration.
Opponents of this amendment will arMissouri (Mr. ICORDn), the Chair would gue that the recommendation of the
like to cite from page 721 of our new Committee on the Budget should be
adopted since it represents a balanced
manual which provides as follows:
response to overall national priority that
Where there is pending in the Committee
of the Whole a perfecting amendment to a
was arrived at by the committee only
concurrent resolution on the budget changafter a comprehensive analysis of the
ing several figures therein, the Chair indirequirements of each functional comcated that adoption of that amendment
ponent of the budget. However, as memwould preclude further amendments merely
bers of the committee well know, in the
changing those amended figures.
area of national defense, no such analgentleman's
to
the
That is in answer
ysis was ever conducted.
inquiry. Therefore, such an amendment
The Defense Task Force of the Comas the gentleman has in mind would not mittee on the Budget, on which I serve,
be in order at that time.
held only three formal hearings of about
However, if the amendment to be pro- 6 hours in all. It made no recommendaposed and to be offered by the gentleman tion to the chairman nor to the Commitfrom Texas should be more inclusive in tee on the Budget. It had absolutely no
nature, changing other unamended por- input, and there was no discussion with
tions of the resolution, then such an respect to this matter.
amendment might be in order.
On the basis of the chairman's recMr. ICHORD. Then, Mr. Chairman, I ommendation, and only his recommen(Mr.
Texas
from
gentleman
the
will ask
dation, really, the level of $116 billion is
BURLESON) to offer his amendment to the included in this resolution for national
amendment offered by the gentleman defense and a narrow majority of the
from New York (Mr. PIKE).
committee supported an additional reAMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BURLESON OF
duction of $300 million. You will search
TEXAS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE AMENDin vain for any valid rationale for this
MENT OFFERED BY MR. PIKE
action because there is none. The recMr. BURLESON of Texas. Mr. Chair- ommendation of the Committee on the
subas
a
man, I offer an amendment
Budget is totally inconsistent with recstitute for the amendment.
ommendations of the congressional comThe Clerk read as follows:
mittees of the Congress which bear the
Amendment offered by Mr. BuRLESON of primary responsibility for national deDEAR MR. BURLESONr: I understand that you
Texas as a substitute for the amendment fense. Without exception the House and
offered by Mr. PIKE: On page 1, strike out
the Senate Committees on Appropria- plan to propose an amendment to the First
lieu
thereof
"$500,757,000,000 and insert in
tions and the Committees on Armed Concurrent Resolution on the FY 1978 Budgwhich would restore the Defense spending
"$504,907,000,000";
Services of both Houses, recommended et
target to the level recommended by the
On page 2, line 2, strike out "$463,857,000,defense
the
in
decreases
not
increases,
President. This action coupled with your
000" and insert in lieu thereof "$466,157,budget, after extensive hearings. These efforts in Committee to maintain this budget
000,000";
conclusions were reached, covering days is appreciated.
On page 2, in line 5, strike out "$65,763,of study, line by line items. There was
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$68,As you are aware, the President's budget
063,000,000";
no such action in the Committee on the has had a thorough review which resulted
On page 2, line 7, strike out "$792,093,Budget. If we are compelled to com- in a reduction of $2.8B from the total obliga000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$794,pletely ignore the recommendations of tional authority for FY 1978 proposed by
previous Administration. The resulting
393,000,000";
the responsible committees of this Con- the
budget, submitted by the Pres!deni in FebOn page 2, line 9, strike out "$92,093,budget
arbitrary
an
establish
and
gress
ruary of this year, was designed to insure
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$94,393,on defense, I fear for the integrity of required force modernization and to improve
000,000";
this committee.
overall readiness and combat capability. In
On page 2, line 20, strike out "$115,986,This resolution completely ignores the my view, the further Budget Committee re000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$120,knowledgeable
most
the
ductions In the Defense function of $4.1B in
136,000,000";
advices,
best
On page 2, line 21, strike out "$109,647,witnesses to come before the various Budget Authority and $2.3B in Outlays,
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$111,committees on this vast and enormously would adversely affect our Defense posture.
947,000,000".
It would reverse our objective of a modest
important subject.
real growth in the Defense budget and inis
the
matter
the
of
truth
simple
The
the
(during
Texas
of
BURLESON
Mr.
stead produce a decline in the resources dereading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unani- proposed reductions in the defense budg- voted to our security needs, at a time when
mous consent that the amendment be et have nothing to do with defense. They I think this would be most unwise.
I consider .the restoration of the Budget
considered as read and printed in the were manufactured because the committee wanted to find $4 billion somewhere Resolution to the level proposed by the
RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to in the budget to offset programs it wished President to be necessary to our national
security.
the request of the gentleman from to add.
Sincerely,
The defense categories must be reTexas?
HAROLD BROWN.
stored to what is actually required for
There was no objection.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. Mr. Chair- national defense.
Mr. Chairman, the restoration of these gentleman yield?
man, for the benefit of those who may
dent's budget on national defense to
$120.1 billion, as requested by President
Carter.
My question is, Mr. Chairman, if this
amendment is adopted, would the
amendment of the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. BuRLESON) be in order?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would
like to advise the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. IcHORD) that if the amendment offered by the gentleman from New
York (Mr. PIKE) changes the figure in
the category which the gentleman has
suggested, then an amendment merely
seeking to further change that figure in
the same category would not be in order.
For the benefit of the gentleman from
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Mr. BURLESON of Texas. I yield to
the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. ICHORD. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
My understanding is that all the
gentleman is seeking to do by this
amendment is to restore the national defense level of spending to that requested
by President Carter; is that correct?
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. That is correct.
Mr. ICHORD. It is my further understanding that President Carter has
called the Speaker of this House and
asked for a restoration. Is that the understanding also of the gentleman from
Texas?
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. I understand that the President called the
Speaker this morning-I was not privy
to that conversation-recommending
that the full amount recommended for
national defense be restored to this resolution.
Mr. ICHORD. I commend the gentleman from Texas for offering this
amendment.
Mr. BOB WILSON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. I yield to
the gentleman from California.
Mr. BOB WILSON. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman
from Texas is making a very important
and commendable statement. I associate
myself with his remarks. It is inconceivable to me that this House would adopt
a budget resolution $4 billion below what
the Senate Budget Committee, what the
Senate Armed Services Committee, what
the Senate Appropriations Committee,
what the House Appropriations Committee, and what the House Armed Services
Committee recommended. I fully support
this substitute amendment.
I hope that our vote this week on the
Department of Defense authorization bill
for fiscal year 1978 is a bellwether of
things to come. I am optimistic that
Congress will continue to show concern
for our status of forces and other defense issues. For the past decade there
has been a steady decline in the purchasing power of the defense dollar; a more
pronounced effect in purchasing power
than in most other sectors of the economy. The situation has been aggravated
by the tendency of the Congress to treat
defense dollars as though they flowed
from a bottomless well.
The stark reality is that the well began
to dry up a number of years ago, as inflation and the rising costs of manpower
and commodities drove the costs of
weapons systems out of sight.
That is what we are faced with today.
It is a costly proposition for the Congress
to provide for the common defense of
these United States. Nonetheless, the
Congress is tasked with that responsibility. Something has to give. The time has
come to reevaluate budget priorities and,
to look at defense expenditures in their
proper prospective. It will be a painful
process, but we cannot afford to ever
again, shortchange our military preparedness as we have tended to do in
the past decade.
The national defense function of the

first concurrent resolution on the budget
contains two proposals which, if enacted,
could have a devastating effect on large
industrial type defense programs, particularly the shipbuilding program. The
largest chunk of the approximately $4
billion cut in defense, which the House
Budget Committee recommended, contains the following proposals.
The Budget Committee wants to take
$1.3 billion out of "unexpended balances"
and $1 billion out of "modernization
and readiness". These proposals tear at
the very guts of some of our most important programs. The effects of the proposals would counteract what the Congress adopted yesterday as the fiscal year
1978 defense bill.
"Unexpended balances" run high in the
shipbuilding programs because of the
very nature of that industrial operation.
Warships are very expensive. When the
Congress fully funds a ship, there is a
lot of money obligated to pay for that
ship. The Congress adopted the fullfunding principle a number of years ago
to lend a measure of stability to the industrial process. Otherwise, the entrepreneurs such as shipbuilders, aircraft
and tank manufacturers, would not
choose to invest the huge amounts of
capital required to carry out such operations.
The Navy shipbuilding account is a full
funded appropriation. Funds are appropriated for the full estimated cost of a
ship in the year it is authorized. In building a ship, a great many things must be
procurred from a large number of suppliers. Typically, ship-construction obligations run about 7 years. These obligations are earmarked for things such as
the detail design contract, construction
contract escalation payments, construction contract change orders, government
furnished equipment and material, and
a small project-manager's reserve to allow for unforeseen contingencies. A typical scale of expenditures would show
about 58 percent of the funds obligated
during the first year of the contract, followed by 11 percent the next 2 years, 9
percent the fourth year, 5 percent the
fifth year and 3 percent the sixth and
seventh years.
A ship's project manager must estimate
fund requirements based upon projected
contract award dates. To assure himself
that funds are released and available to
cover any contract awards which should
occur, his plan must be adequately conservative. Hence, the "unexpended balances" might appear to be money just
laying around doing nothing. I think you
can readily surmize what havoc would
occur to the naval shipbuilding program
if these unobligated balances were suddenly jerked out from under the project
managers control. Yet this could be the
practical effect of the Budget Committee
proposal, to take $1.3 billion out of "unexpended balances" in the defense function.
The first budget resolution also calls
for a slowdown in "modernization and
readiness" expenditures. That is exactly
what we cannot afford to do in the shipbuilding program. The Budget Committee would reduce funding for modernization and readiness by $1 billion in budget
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authority. Such action, if implemented,
would severely impact on fleet readiness.
An important part of the overall naval
shipbuilding program includes modernization and improved readiness for older
naval vessels. Our new shipbuilding program, as you well know from the Armed
Services Committee Report to the Congress, is far below what this country
ought to have in order to attain the naval
forces structure the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Chief of Naval Operations estimates we should have in the 1980's. We
are going to have to rely on some of our
older ships to fill the gaps in naval force
structure.
This year, the Armed Services Committee recommended authorization of
$94.5 million for advanced procurement
funds for modernization of the Charles
F. Adams-DDG--2-class, guided missile
destroyers. These funds will be used to
upgrade the first 6 of 23 ships in this
class with the Standard ARM, surfaceto-air missile, and Harpoon, a longrange surface-to-surface, antiship missile. This is a very important program
designed to balance fleet weapons capability.
One of the most vital modernization
and readiness programs is coming up.
This involves a service life extension program, the so-called SLEP, for our aging
aircraft carriers. Any move to divert
modernization and readiness away from
that program would be disastrous. This
is particularly true since the Congress
recently denied funds for the Navy's replacement carrier program. This Nation
cannot afford a $1 billion cut in modernization and readiness funds for the Armed
Forces.
As I said earlier, I think it's high time
that the Congress looked toward other,
and in my estimation, more lucrative
areas to capture dollars for needy programs. We throw a lot of money down
the drain on programs which have long
ago gotten out of hand and over which
there is not anywhere near the oversight
we give to defense expenditures. How
much time do we spend on the Floor of
Congress in debate over HEW or Agriculture expenditures, the food stamps program, and revenue sharing? When was
the last time we spent 2 or 3 days going
over those programs as we do defense
programs?
I firmly believe that the budget recommendations for a $4 billion cut in the
national defense function of the first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1978 is
out-of-step with the realities of defense
expenditures. Apparently the majority
of the Congress agrees with me. So does
public opinion. The public opinion polls
of recent years have consistently shown
that Americans are willing to spend more
dollars for strong and effective Armed
Forces. I urge my colleagues to support
amendments to House Concurrent Resolution 195 to restore to the budget for
fiscal year 1978 the funds truly required
for national defense.
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. I thank my
colleague from California for his contribution and support for my amendment.
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
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Mr. BURLESON of Texas. I yield to
the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. LATTA. I thank the gentleman for
yielding.
I asked the gentleman to yield to'clarify one thing and to ask him a question.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. BURLESON
of Texas was allowed to proceed for 2
additional minutes.)
Mr. LATTA. If the gentleman would
yield, I should like to ask the question
whether or not this puts all the money
back as requested by President Carter.
I think the gentleman answered in the
affirmative. The figure I have on the
Carter budget as of the OMB April 22
update was a figure higher than this$112.8 billion in outlays. The figure the
Pentagon and the Secretary of Defense
have agreed upon is a figure almost $1
billion less than that estimated by OMB
for President Carter on the 22d of April.
I am pointing this out only to clarify
the record. I fully intend to support the
gentleman's amendment. As a matter
of fact, when I propose the Republican
substitute later in the day, we will use
the exact figure the gentleman in the
well is proposing to the House.
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. I thank the
gentleman. The recommendation of the
Carter administration is $20.1 billion.
This sum is requested by the Defense Department as a level necessary for the
security of our Nation. I ask your support of my amendment.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. JOHN L. BURTON
TO THE AMENDMENT OTFERED BY MR. PIKE

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I will explain
it.
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Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the
gentleman from California (Mr. Rous-

SELOT).
Mr. ICHORD. How long is it?
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, do I
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. The amendment would transfer $7.95 billion from understand that the gentleman's prothe military budget and use it to retire posal is to take all of the money which

the national debt, and rather than have
the Clerk read the amendment and go
through the whole series, I ask unani-

mous consent to have it considered as
read.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my reservation of objection, and I
reserve a point of order on the amend-

ment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to

the request of the gentleman from California?

There was no objection.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Missouri (Mr. ICHORD) reserves a point
of order on the amendment.
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman,
the amendment provides for a reduction
of the military debt by $7.95 billion and
transfers that to the national debt. I
have spent some time looking at the national debt and some time looking at the
words of our first great Secretary of
Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, and it is
enough to curl one's hair. The Secretary
of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton in
reporting to the Congress said:
And as the vicissitudes of nations beget a
perpetual tendency to the accumulation of
debt, there ought to be in every government
a perpetual, anxious, and unceasing effort
to reduce that which at any time exists, as
fast as shall be practicable, consistently with
integrity and good faith.
And as Secretary Hamilton further

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman,
I offer an amendment to the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:

states:

fornia?
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve
the right to object.
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I will explain
it.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, reserving
the right to object, I would like to ask the
gentleman, what does this amendment
do?

other people willing, to vote on it. There

Nothing can more interest the national
credit and prosperity than a constant and
systematic attention to husband all the
Amendment offered by Mr. JOHN L. BURTON
previously possessed for extinguishto the amendment offered by Mr. PIKE: On means
ing the present debt, and to avoid, as much
page 1, line 11, strike out "$500,757,000,000"
as possible, the incurring any new debt.
and insert in lieu thereof "$492,807,000,000";
On page 2, line 2, strike out "$463,857,000,But at the time Secretary Hamilton
000" and insert in lieu thereof "$463,807,000,made this speech, he found that because
000";
such
On page 2, line 5, strike out "65,763,000,- of the war with the Indians it was
a drain on the budget that we did not
000" and insert in lieu thereof "$65,713,000,have sufficient revenues to retire the debt.
000";
Now when we go home we can talk
On page 2, line 7, strike out "$792,093,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$792,043,000,about this and we can talk about that
000";
and we can talk about fiscal integrity.
On page 2, line 9, strike out "$92,093,000,- Although this is not an election year, it
000" and insert in lieu thereof "$92,043.000,- still may be a very difficult vote because
000";
On page 2, line 20, strike out "$115,986,- the people might remember it. They
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$108,- might remember that we voted to reduce
the national debt. But I say we are here
036,000,000";
On page 2, line 21, strike out "$109,647,- as servants of the people and there comes
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$101,697,a time when we have to take the heat,
000,000."
and I am willing to go back to my conMr. JOHN L. BURTON (during the stituents and stand before them and say
reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unani- we are right.
I offer an amendment for the first time
mous consent that the reading of the
amendment be dispensed with and that in I do not know how many years to
reduce the national debt. My colleagues
it be printed in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to on this side of the aisle always talk about
the request of the gentleman from Cali- it. I am giving them a chance now, 19
is enough money in the military budget
left over and in the pipeline to absorb
this without in any way detracting from
our defense capability. I believe we should
remember the admonition of Alexander
Hamilton when we vote.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

will be utilized to reduce the debt, which
I certainly favor, from the national defense function category?
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. That is the
only one we found out will not have an
adverse effect on local property taxpayers throughout the Nation.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, if
the gentleman will yield further, I really
do not know how it is decided that the
national defense expenditure is the only
one that relates to property taxes. I
would be glad to see that advocated.
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I do not have enough time to yield
further.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I would be glad to
get the gentleman extra time if the gentleman will explain how the expenditures
at the Federal level for national defense
are the only expenditures that relate to
property taxes at the local level and that
the fraud in medicare, the fraud in the
food stamp program and many other
areas now being brought out, does not
also relate to property taxes.
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the gentleman and I
hope the gentleman is so concerned in
this area that the gentleman might support the Renegotiations Board. If we reduce the contribution to the States for
medicare, we increase the burden to the
States for medicare.
If we reduce aid to education, it places
the burden on the homeowner and the
ad valorem taxpayer.
As I understand it, $7.95 billion would
not adversely affect the defense of this
great Nation. We have an overkill capacity of some 125 in nuclear weapons
and I think would be a sufficient deterrent from attack by a foreign power.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield further?
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. The gentleman can
find no other areas in the functional
categories where there is excessive
spending? He can only find excessive
outlays in national defense? I favor the
reduction of the debt and I rise to tell
my colleague from California that I support that concept and I hope the gentleman will continue to insist on the idea
that we utilize part of our revenues to
reduce the debt, whether it is $7 billion
or $5 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California (Mr. JOHN L.
BURTON) has expired.
(At the request of Mr. ROUSSELOT,
and by unanimous consent, Mr. JoaN L.
BURTON was allowed to proceed for an
additional 2 minutes.)
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield further?
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. But I cannot believe the gentleman was not able to find
waste in other functional categories like
he suggests he has found in the defense
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to the request of the gentleman from
Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, here is
the parliamentary situation. The gentleman from New York (Mr. PIrs) has offered an amendment to reduce expenditures by some $130 million, having to do
with pay in the executive and judicial
The estimates which accompany the re- branches of Government.
There is an amendment to that pendport of the Secretary, of the 14th ins., will
show that, during the continuance of the ing. That amendment offered by the genpresent Indian War, the appropriations for tleman from California (Mr. JOns L.
interest and the demands for current serv- BURTON), which would reduce expendiices are likely to exhaust the production of tures by some $7.9 billion, almost $8 bilexisting revenue.
lion, to our military expenditures.
There is'a further amendment pending
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, will
that would increase military expenditures
the gentleman yield?
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the by approximately $4 billion, to bring it
back to the President's total budget regentlewoman from New York.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I quest. The President requested approxihope we pay close attention to the words mately $120 billion to be spent on the
of wisdom of the gentleman from Cali- military. The Budget Committee reduced
fornia (Mr. BURTON). If we had listened that to approximately $116 billion. The
to the gentleman about the march of Budget Committee cut some $4 billion
retrieving American's gold bars from our below the President's budget request. I
Indochinese allies at the end of the war, am advised that in the Senate the Budget
we would perhaps not need this amend- Committe has reported a bill which is
approximately the same as the Presiment today.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the dent's request of $120 billion.
Now, it seems to me that we need to
gentleman yield?
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the find reasonable ground on which reasonable people can agree. Perhaps we have
gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, with cut a little too much, considering the
great respect and confidence for the gen- situation in the world today. I do not see
tleman from California, but not for the any reason, however, why the House must
gentleman's amendment, I withdraw my of necessity accept the figure of $120 bilpoint of order.
lion just because the President has sent
The CHAIRMAN. The point of order it up here. Otherwise, why should we
is withdrawn.
have a Budget Committee?
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would say this is a gentleman yield?
Mr. WRIGHT. Well, if the gentleman
vote to reduce the national debt, but I
am willing to stand up and be counted will give me some time, when I get
through I will yield to the gentleman
and ask for a "aye" vote.
AMENDMENT OFFEP.EDB MR. WRIGHT TO THE for colloquy, and I will be delighted to
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BURLESON OF talk with him about it, because my
TEXAS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE AMENDMENT
judgment is not infallible in this area,
OFFERED BY MR. PIKE
certainly.
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I offer
Here is where the Budget Committee
an amendment to the amendment of- can establish a national defense spending
fered as a substitute for the amendment. target, recommending reductions in three
The Clerk read as follows:
broad areas.
First, the Budget Committee recomAmendment offered by Mr. WRIGHT to the
amendment offered by Mr. BURLESON of
mends financial adjustments which do
Texas as a substitute for the amendment
not have any direct impact on defense
offered by Mr. PnIE: On page 1, line 11,
programs. Second, it recommends reducstrike out "$504,907,000,000" and insert in
tions in personnel and compensation pollieu thereof "$501,757,000,000";
icy. Third, it recommends reductions in
On page 2, line 2,,strike out "$466,157,the level of defense purchases to operate
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$464,and modernize our forces.
057,000,000";
Now, my amendment would restore $1
On page 2, line 5, strike out "$68,053,billion, which would bring only that sec000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$65,963,tion, the procurement section, the weap000,000";
On page 2, line 7, strike out "$794,393,onry section, the sinew section, to what
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$792,the President has requested. It would
293,000,000."
allow to stand some $3 billion in cuts
On page 2, line 9, strike out "$94,393,by the
000,000" and insertIin lieu thereof "$92,- which have been recommended
Budget Committee in the areas of finan293,000,000."
cial adjustments and personnel and comOn page 2, line 20, strike out "$120,136,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$116,pensation policy reforms.
986,000,000";
It does seem to me, however, having
On page 2, line 21, strike out "$111,947,talked with Secretary Brown and with
000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$109,President Carter as recently as today,
847,000,000."
that it is extremely important for us
Mr. WRIGHT (during the reading). not to cut the sinew, not to cut the weapMr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent onry, not to cut the muscle of our Dethat the amendment be considered as fense Establishment at a time when the
read and printed in the RECORD.
Soviet Union is increasing its defense
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection capabilities.
function. How about foreign aid? Can
we not reduce it in foreign aid?
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. That is a point
when I discussed the issue earlier. I wish
the gentleman would have made that
suggestion. Seventy-five percent of the
national debt is war related.
I just would like to state, this is back
on December 3,1792:
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I believe I can say that the President
and the Secretary of Defense are concerned that if the House takes the position of reducing actual weaponry procurement at this particular time, it
weakens us in our attempts to achieve a
meaningful arms reduction and arms
limitation agreement through the procedure of the SALT talks.
Therefore, it seems plausible to me
that the House would perform a service,
and at the same time retain its credibility and its independence of judgment,
by accepting the cuts which the Budget
Committee has recommended in these
somewhat more esoteric areas, but in restoring the amounts Which the President of the United States has requested
in purchases and equipment.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas has expired.
(On request of Mr. ICHORD and by
unanimous consent Mr. WRIGHT was allowed to proceed for 5 additional minutes.)
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, of course I do yield
to my friend, for whose judgment I have
great respect, and in whose friendship
I revel.
Mr. ICHORD. I thank my distinguished majority floor leader for yielding to me. I do not have the eloquence
or the effectiveness of our distinguished
majority floor leader, but he asked the
rhetorical question in his presentation,
"Why have the Budget Committee?"
I could ask the same rhetorical question, "Why have a House Armed Services
Committee?"
I would point out to the gentleman
that in the Committee on the Budget we
had amendments offered, even, for example, cutting out the B-1 bomber.
But if the gentleman may reply to
this, is not the amount requested by Mr.
BURLESON reasonable? The House Armed
Services Committee recommended $120.9
billion. President Carter only requested
$120.1 billion.
Let me give the figures. President Ford
requested $122 billion. President Carter,
in the campaign, said he wanted to reduce military expenditures $5 billion. He
could not do it, I am sure, out of good
conscience, because of what is going on
in the SALT talks at the present time.
He only reduced the defense budget to
$120.1 billion.
The House Armed Services Committee,
$120.9 billion; the Senate Armed Services Committee, $121.3 billion; the Senate Appropriations Committee, $121.7
billion; the House budget, a measly $116
billion; and Senate budget, $120.6 billion.
Why have the House Armed Services
Committee? Let us abolish it. Let the
Budget Committee do everything.
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the comments the gentleman has
made. Let me respond to the question,
if a question there was, posed in the nature of a commentary by the gentleman
from Missouri (Mr. ICHORD).
Certainly, I have great respect for the
House Armed Services Committee. I
think in it reposes the responsibility of
questions of military policy. I do think
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the House budget process is a very important process.
If we are to have a House budget process, then I think we must make some
judgments of cur own rather than simply adopting figures submitted by the administrative branch of Government.
There is nothing magic about the figure I have offered. It is simply an effort
to achieve some modicum of understanding among us. All of us want an adequate defense. Perhaps, as we go to conference with the other body, it will move
upward toward our figure.
But at the same time, I think all of
us want a vehicle that the majority of
us can support when we come to passage
of a final resolution on the budget. That
is why I have offered this particular
amendment, so that we can add back
$1 billion for weapons and for procurement, for sinew, for muscle to strengthen
ourselves.
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I will
first yield to the gentlewoman from
Maryland (Mrs. HOLT), and then I will
yield to the gentleman from California
Mr. DELLUMS).

Mrs. HOLT. I thank the gentleman for
yielding.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a
question of the very distinguished majority leader and member of our Budget
Committee. The gentleman sat through
all of our hearings and all of our deliberations. The gentleman says that we took
out three areas. Is it not true that it
would be absolutely impossible to effect
any personnel saving, which is one of
those categories the gentleman mentioned, in fiscal year 1978, without drastically reducing civilian Government
jobs? And is it also true that we would
have to pass legislation, such as wage
board reform, to effect that?
And let me ask one further part of that
three-part section that the gentleman
divided the budget into. As far as the financial transaction, the unexpended balances, the unobligated balances, did we
not go over that in both years that we
have served on that Budget Committee
and discovered that that is long leadtime funding, that it is absolutely necessary if we are going to have full funding on our weapons systems, that we cannot play with that figure completely, it
cannot be deducted?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT) has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. WRIGHT
was allowed to proceed for 1 additional
minute.)
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the question asked by the gentlewoman from Maryland (Mrs. HOLT), and
as the gentlewoman knows, I have
worked with her on several occasions in
respect to these matters.
At the risk of oversimplification, let
me simply say to the gentlewoman that
I think we do have too many generals
and too many admirals, but I do not
think we have too many airplanes and

too many battleships. That is about
where I stand generally on that issue.
Mrs. HOLT. As to the matter of civilian personnel, I wonder if the gentleman
would respond to that part of the
question?
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, my time
is growing short, and I have promised
to yield to the gentleman from California
(Mr. DELLUMS).
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT) has
again expired.
(On request of Mr. DELLnMS and by
unanimous consent, Mr. WRIGHT was allowed to proceed for 2 additional
minutes.)
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield to me?
Mr. WRIGHT. Of course, I yield to the
gentleman from California.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the distinguished majority leader for
yielding.
In the gentleman's opening statement,
both explaining and justifying his
amendment, he indicated that the Soviet Union is increasing its defensive
capabilty. That is one of the important
points that the gentleman mentioned to
justify support for the amendment.

I would like to offer a comment to the
gentleman, and I hope he will respond
in terms of whether this might change
his thinking.
Several Members over the last few
days have raised that same issue, that

the Soviet Union is increasing its defensive capability, as if the only two na-

tions in the world are the Soviet Union
and the United States. I would submit
that the Soviet Union has one other potential enemy that the United States at
this moment does not have. The SinoSoviet conflict has been going on for
years. Many experts have indicated that
if the Soviets went to war, the probability, as between their going to war against
the United States or China, in their estimation, would be that they would more
than likely go to war with China.
So if the Soviet Union is indeed increasing its defensive capability, that
does not have to be totally a defensive
move against the United States, but it
may be a defensive move as it relates to

mainland China, a nation that the Soviets have been in conflict with for a
long time.
The point I am trying to make is simply that I think we have become overly
fearful and overly paranoid about every
move the Soviet Union makes when it is
clear that the Soviet Union has an enemy on its border that it has struggled
with and been in conflict with for many
years. If they are increasing their defensive capability, it may be because
their defensive problems are more immediate than the defensive problems of
the United States.
Mr. Chairman, would the gentleman
respond to that in terms of whether that
would be a justification for not supporting the gentleman's amendment?
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I will
try to respond in the remaining time that
the gentleman so graciously secured for
me.
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I would just have to say that attempting to fathom the intentions of the Soviet Union or the Sino bloc is a bit beyond me at this time. Both of them would
have to be described, I think, in the terms
in "which Winston Churchill once described Russia when he said that Russia was "a riddle wrapped in a mystery
buried in an enigma."
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas (Mr. WcIGHT) has
again expired.
(On request of Mr. Dan D.I EL and by
unanimous consent, Mr. WRIGIT was allowed to proceed for 2 additional minutes.)
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, if I may
proceed, I would simply like to suggest
to my friend, the gentleman from California (Mr. DELLUrMS), that I want very
much for the arms reduction and limitation talks to succeed. I believe that President Carter and his negotiators are dedicated to a successful conclusion of those
talks. Ultimately they should bring about
a reduction in forces across the board
and a reduction in the mutual balance of
terror that exists in the world.
However, I do believe-and I think the
President is concerned about this, and
perhaps rightly so-that at this time we
dare not unilaterally reduce our actual
weaponry procurement for fear that in
so doing it would weaken us in our attempts to achieve a meaningful, balanced
mutual reduction in arms.
Mr. Chairman, that is about the best
answer I can give.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. WRIGHT. Of course, I yield to the
gentleman from Virginia.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Mr. Chairman, the
gentleman in the well made a very profound wish, a moment ago when he said
that he hoped that SALT would be successful. I think all of us do.
But the only way that those talks can
be successful is if we negotiate from a
position of strength.
What I rose to say at the beginning
was that the gentleman from Missouri
(Mr. ICHORD) enumerated the ceilings
which various standing committees had
established for national defense, in addition I am informed now that the Senate Committee on Armed Services has
today added A-7's and also the nonnuclear lance. I do not know what the
cost is, but the result is more money. This
also must be taken into account.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike the requisite
number of words, and I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, because of a very peculiar parliamentary situation in which
the Burleson amendment was tacked
onto the Pike amendment, I find myself
in a very threatened position because
some votes will occur prior to my having
an opporutnity to present a transfer
amendment, with which I think most
Members of the House are familiar.
Mr. Chairman, I want to oppose, with
reluctance, the distinguished majority
leader.
Let me first deal with the argument
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about defense spending and the SALT
talks.
First, I would point out that on April
20 of this year, I inserted into the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD a point-by-point re-

buttal of the argument that we have to
increase our defense spending because of
the alleged breakdown of the SALT talks.
If the Members of this House have read
the newspapers, they know that the
SALT negotiations have not broken
down and that, indeed, the President is,
as of this day, preparing to resume those
talks.
The argument is made that a larger
military budget will signal the Soviet
Union that it either must accept the proposals that we offer or face an enlarged
military threat.
Mr. Chairman, that just does not make
sense. If anybody has followed the negotiations between the United States and
the Soviet Union, he will know that
neither the Soviet Union nor any other
major power that has existed since the
birth of America can be coerced in that
way.
Mr. Chairman, no enlarged defense
spending is going to coerce any nation to
back down. That has just never happened in history. To rebut that argument
advanced by the distinguished majority
leader, I refer the Members to the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of April 20 where we

make a specific rebuttal.
Mr. Chairman, let me deal with the
amendment of the majority leader in
terms of a compromise and what it seeks
to compromise. It seeks to compromise
the difference between the President's
request, the requests of some committees of the House, and what the Committee on the Budget has proposed.
Those experts, Mr. Chairman, those
experts on whom the House committees
depend are the members of the Department of Defense establishment. They are
always going to come in asking for more
and bigger sums, on and on and on. It
just does not make sense from their
point of view for them to do otherwise.
However, Mr. Chairman, for some of
us who have looked at the Defense Department spending and who have examined present policies, there are some
things we ought examine. In my own
transfer amendment I simply made some
suggestions as to where reductions could
be made. These are merely suggestions.
Mr. Chairman, we cannot mandate a
line-by-line budget cut. Let me just
briefly, in the time that I have, discuss
where we suggest some of those cuts
can be made.
For example, it is simply logical and
sensible to look at the cancellation of
the F-18 program because the Department of Defense itself considers this to
be a very, very controversial effort.
As of this moment it is undergoing extensive reevaluation, and it may well be
that this is going to be scrapped anyway.
Why not, as of this time, while we are
undergoing this further reevaluation by
the Department of Defense, cancel it at
least on a temporary basis?
Mr. Chairman, I would also suggest
that we slow down production of the
F-18. That could be accomplished by
slowing it down from 105 to 60.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland was allowed to proceed
for 5 additional minutes.)
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, the reason I would recommend slowing down the production of
the F-18 is again based on actions being
taken by the Department of Defense
right now and the pattern it has followed in terms of procurement. On this
particular weapons system the Department of Defense has come in at an extremely high initial buy rate. Historically it has come in at a buy rate of
somewhere between 3 to 5 weapons in
a month, but on this one they have come
in with a buy rate which is almost 5
times as great as the normal average
buy rate. This is an area where cuts
can be made.
There was a great deal of discussion
about reducing the level of troops. I included that as one of my recommendations in the transfer amendment. The
Department of Defense is looking at this
itself. If the Members will read the material that comes across their desks it
would indicate to them that the DOD
is now in the process of examining bases
and the utilization of bases, with the
end object of reducing the number of
bases. That means a reduction in personnel and that means a subsequent
reduction across the board. It is obvious
that here is an area where we could consider some cuts.
I thank the chairman of the committee for attempting to obtain order in the
committee but I think the lack of order
reflects the feeling on the part of a large
number of the Members that what the
military wants it is going to get anyway
whether it needs it or not, so that they
do not even have to listen to anyone who
is discussing any other approaches. So,
Mr. Chairman, do not try too hard to
obtain order because you are just bucking the power of the military, as it wields
its might in this House.
I would repeat: Do not try too hard,
nobody truly bucks the military or talks
back to it in its wants and thus we
have difficulty in getting the House to
listen to somebody who wants to try
to talk back to the military for a change.
Mr. Chairman, the amendment that
I would have proposed, would phase out
the air defense aircraft, that is the AF106. If the Members would read the material coming from the Department of
Defense, they would see that there are
plans now to phase out the old AF-106
because it does not do the job.
We would recommend that the proposed Trident submarine, the procurement of that submarine, be reduced. We
do that for a very simple reason. That
is that in the shipyards where the Trident is to be constructed, there is a 7year backlog-7 years. So if we cut
down there just a little bit we will not be
hurting our national posture at all.
In conclusion, in explaining my proposed cuts, let me point out that the annual sum of unobligated funds-and that
is $72 billion-is too big for us to spend
in the next 20 years. But if we proceed
as the distinguished majority leader has
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suggested, or even if we proceed in voting
or recommending what the Committee
on the Budget suggests, what we are
going to do is just pour some more
money into those unobligated funds, and
we will have once again increased that
amount and increased the number of
years before we can spend it.
The most demonstrable piece of evidence that I think of it is the fact that
last year we overloaded the military. We
overloaded the DOD based upon the request of the experts; and there was a
$15-billion shortfall in spending. Again
this year-again this year-there are
predictions that the shortfall in spending will be just as great, if not greater
than it was last year. In the name of
God, what kind of sense does it make to
accept either the Burleson amendment
or the amendment offered by the distinguished majority leader, when the facts
and logic make it clear that these are not
needed amendments?
Mr. Chairman, I would urge that we
oppose the majority leader's amendment.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, we have indicated a
number of times that the first budget
resolution at this point prior to the time
that we are moving on the authorization bills and the appropriation bills
is merely a target resolution. There
is no point of order that lies for
violation of these targets, and so we
are not in conflict with the Committee
on Armed Services. The Committee on
Armed Services, of which I am a member, brought the bill to the floor the other
day, resisted all amendments effectively,
and effectively passed with strong support a $35-billion authorization bill for
procurement of miscellaneous items and
R.D.T. & E. They did cut research by
three-quarters of $1 billion, which essentially was at the discretion of the chairman of the Research Subcommittee.
Everybody has some input on overall national defense. We all start from a different framework.
My colleague, the gentleman from
Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL,) would like to

cut defense $12 billion in his transfer
amendment and transfer that into miscellaneous domestic programs. We have
the minitransfer amendment of my colleague, the gentleman from California
(Mr. JOHN L. BURTON),

to transfer $8

billion out of defense and put that into
reduction of the national debt. We have
got the majority leader, who would add
$200 million to the outlay figure suggested by the Budget Committee, and
add a billion dollars to the budget authority amount. We have the President of
the United States, who has acted on the
prior Ford budget, who reduced the
budget authority by $2.8 billion and outlays by $400 million. The chairman of
our committee has started from the $120
billion program. The chairman of the
full committee, the Budget Committee,
has taken a look at President Carter's
budget, and as Carter did not rubberstamp Ford, so Chairman GIAIMO did
not rubberstamp Carter, and then the
committee worked its will on these estimates.
I am the chairman of the defense task
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Sforce. We did not have enough time to
work on these estimates as diligently as
we would have liked this year, but we
Shave looked at these concepts in past
-years, and we know that there is nothing magic in a particular number. It is
all in what we want to relate to.
If we want to take the target of the
committee which was $116 billion, that
is $4 billion below the President's budget
authority number, but it is $7.1 billion
above last year's program, or an increase
of almost 7 percent. As far as the outlay number of $109.6 billion, which is
the target number we are talking about,
that is $2.3 billion below the President's
number of $111.9 billion.
But the number is $9.5 billion over the
$100 billion we had for outlays in national defense last year. Our figures do
not affect the B-1 bomber; they do not

affect the MX program; they do not af-

fect the carriers; they do not affect the
F-14; they do not affect the F-15, F-16,
or F-18; they do not affect the SALT
talks; they do not relate to line items.
All we say is that we have got 52 percent, some $61 billions in the budget related to personnel. Everybody is concerned that we are spending too much
on personnel, so we reduced that estimate by 1'. percent, and it comes out to
a reduction of about $600 million in outlays. That is not mandatory. That is a
target.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. LEGGETT
was allowed to proceed for 5 additional
minutes.)
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, we
have looked at overall purchases in the
Department of Defense, and these are
purchases that occur in research and development, in procurement, and in operations and maintenance accounts. We
thought that a rate of escalation of
around 7 percent ought to be enough to
maintain purchasing power. This resulted in a rate of real growth of 6 percent or $3.5 million. We have recommended a reduction there of $1 billion.
leaving a growth rate of almost 5 percent.
That is a $1 billion reduction in general
purchases, but we allowed for a further
$500 million increase in the area of purchases for major weapon systems.
We also looked at the overall spending
program of unobligated and unexpended
balances. As I indicated in general debate this number has increased dramatically. These are now estimated to
reach over $72 billion by 1978. For the
fiscal year 1976 we had a $4.4 billion
shortfall in outlays. The projections are
we will have a shortfall again for next
year.
As a result, in this area, the chairman
suggested $1 billion be proposed for
transfer from prior year balances to fiscal year 1978. By a majority vote in
the committee this was raised to $1.3 billion.

So these numbers are a little bit tangential to the numbers that the Armed
Services Committee is used to considering. I would point out the Armed Services

Committee view of the budget as presented to our committee related to sevCXXIII---
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eral parts of the budget over which they
have no direct responsibility.
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentle-

woman from Maryland.
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the chairman of our Task Force on National Security for yielding to me.
I just want to make the point perfectly clear about the purpose of the
task force. As I understood it last year,
I served on the Budget Committee, and
the Task Force on National Security, and
the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr.
GIAIMo) was chairman of our subcommittee at that time. We had extensive
hearings and discussed all the testimony we heard and we made recommendations to the chairman of the full
committee.
Those recommendations were considered in the chairman's mark. Was any
such procedure following this year?
Mr. LEGGETT. The gentlewoman
knows exactly the procedure that was

followed this year. As everyone knows,

we were confronted, not by a transition
quarter, but by the third budget resolution.
Mrs. HOLT. There was no recommendation?
Mr. LEGGETT. The procedures required us to act on the new President's
recommendation on rescission bills to cut
the fourth nuclear carrier and conversion of the U.S.S. Long Beach. This,
along with our work on the third budget
resolution for fiscal year 1977. This limited the time available for work on the

fiscal year 1978 budget.

Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I think
we ought to make this point clear, be-

cause there is a great deal of talk in the

Chamber about what task forces do and
do not do. I think we should make it
eminently clear that we do not have subcommittees on the Budget Committee.
Our task forces do not act as subcommittees. Task forces apply themselves to

studying long-range trends and prob-

lems, so that the members of the task
force can have a more meaningful participation in the full committee where
everything is done. Things are not done

in the Budget Committee in subcommit-

tees, as they are in the other committees
of this House. In the Budget Committee,
all matters are debated and discussed and
decisions made in the full committee.
Our task forces are assigned particular

jobs. For example, to study long-range
problems in defense; or to study the projections of our budget over a 5-year
period. But substantive issues are decided
in the full committee.
Now, how do we start? It is not the
chairman's decision that controls the

committee's budgetary decisions. But we

have to have a starting point.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
(At the request of Mr. GIAIMO, and by
unanimous consent, Mr. LEGGETT was allowed to proceed for an additional 5 minutes.)

Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield further?
Mr. LEGGETT. Certainly, I yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, what
happens is that we start with a benchmark, or a chairman's mark that is a
recommended figure in each function.
In the national defense function, this is
developed by the chairman in constant
work with the staff experts in the defense
function area. As the gentlewoman from
Maryland knows, we study the recommendations which are made to us and
also call upon our past year's experience
with the task force. We then come up
with a recommendation or a benchmark
figure to start with. That is then discussed and marked up in the committee.
We have a full discussion, not of line
items, but of budget priorities involved,
how much of our total dollar budget
should be allocated to defense and to
other budget categories. That is how we
proceed.
So let us understand clearly, this fictitious argument that the task forces did
not have time to make recommendations
to the committee. That is not so and that
is not the function of the task forces. The
function of task forces is to give Members
of the committee greater expertise, so
that they can participate more meaningfully in the full committee deliberations.

Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I would

state that I do intend that our task
forces be more than a conversation piece.
I do intend that it will have some muscle,
that we look into some major expenditure
issues and come up with some conclusions and make recommendations to the
full committee.
Obviously, we did not have a chance to
do this this year.
The question was asked, "Is there any
weakness in our estimates relating to
personnel and will it result in personnel
cuts?" The answer is "No," because, after
we submitted these numbers, OMB came
in and reestimated what we would be
spending for personnel in fiscal year 1978.
The revised estimate reduces the current
estimate by $500 million in outlays, which
is more than 80 percent of our target of
$600 million. So these numbers do fluctuate and there will be changes between

now and the second budget resolution.

There has been some thought that we
have cut too deeply into the inflation requested for operating accounts, because

we only allowed $500 million instead of

$1.1 billion estimated by the Department
of Defense. We cannot control those
numbers exactly. But if our assumptions
are accurate, we think it will be down
near $500 million in fiscal year 1978.
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentlewoman from Maryland.
Mrs. HOLT. The gentleman is saying,
then, that it would require drastic reductions in civilian jobs if we stuck to

this figure.
Mr. LEGGETT. What I am saying is
that it would not, because OMB itself has
estimated that the current operating
budget of the Department of Defense will
not use S500 million of the projected
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funds they thought they would need in
fiscal year 1978.
I would go back again and reiterate the
bottom line number: The outlays, which
are the dollars expended in fiscal year
1978, are 9z percent higher, $9.5 billion
higher than the amounts that we are
spending this year. This is an increase,
not a decrease.
I think we ought to defeat all amendments and we ought to stay with the
committee recommendation. I think we
have done a good job, and we will see on
the second budget resolution how far we
have missed the target.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. SIMON. If I may just add one
point: the gentleman's point that we
have, in fact, increased expenditures 6.6
percent should be backed up by two other
figures. I have just roughly calculated
them. People are pointing out that the
House Armed Services Committee has
been cut back from its estimate. In fact,
the estimates from the House Armed
Services Committee have been cut back
15.6 percent, while the average committee
estimate has been cut back 25.1 percent.
The Budget Committee has been responsible and the House should back our cuts.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word, and I rise to oppose
the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, before I proceed, I
would like to ask the chairman of the
Budget Committee a question. It has been
alleged at least twice on the floor that the
action of the Budget Committee has, in
fact, accomplished reductions in weapons purchases. I would like to ask the
chairman whether, in fact, there is any
significant reduction in weapons purchases in the cut made by the Budget
Committee.
Mr. GIAIMO. If the gentleman will
yield, he will recall now that we are setting the total, overall dollar figure for
the defense budget, so that we do not
say where these moneys go. But, we suggest, in justifying our cuts, we suggest
where they could find moneys in other
areas and other parts of the budget to
accomplish the job.
For example, we said that they could
find moneys in purchases, in foreign military sales, and in unobligated balances.
We felt very strongly, and it is our belief
that we do not, as a result of our cuts,
compel DOD to cut major weapons systems purchases at all, or purchases of any
weapons of war. As a matter of fact, we
added $500 million to the President's February 22 amendments which he sent up
to restore moneys for additional procurements of major weapons systems.
So, it is our belief that our cuts will not
affect the Defense Department in its efforts to continue purchases of munitions
or weapons systems. Nor will it affect
them in their personnel end-strength
and the number of personnel.
Mr. OBEY. I thank my chairman. I
would like to make several points, in light
of the chairman's response.
Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to understand all of these amendments in
terms of where we stand on the overall
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budget resolution which is before the and I rise in opposition to the amendHouse this afternoon. We had Mr. BUR- ment.
LESON of Texas, who is asking that we
Mr. Chairman, we have to really
add several billion dollars in outlay and recognize what we are doing here toover $4 billion in budget authority. We day, and that is to adopt a congreshad Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland, who sional budget resolution. The Defense
indicated a little earlier in the debate Department wants $120 billion in apthat what he would like
to do is cut, I propriations and $112 billion in estithink, a little over $31/2 billion in actual mated outlay. The Committee on the
outlay for defense and transfer that Budget has reduced them by $4.1 billion
money to other portions of the budget to in budget authority and $2.3 billion in
enable us to fund items such as EDA outlay. For this we are being challenged
budgets, rural development, housing, and that we are not following our President.
mentally retarded programs.
I will say to the Members that our
Mr. Chairman, given by bias on these function here in the Congress is to
things, I would love to support most of establish budget priorities. Our function
the programs recommended by the gen- here is to determine how the totality of
tleman from Maryland. But what we are Federal spending will be apportioned.
trying to do in this committee is to exerYesterday we discussed the eliminacise some degree of fiscal restraint, and tion of the $50 rebate for many of the
that means, occasionally, that we have little people who live back home in our
to oppose additional spending, not only districts. When I was back home last
for programs that we do not like, but week, they asked me, "When am I goeven for programs that we do like. That ing to get my $50 so that I can help pay
is the consistent position which the some of my bills?" The $50 rebate has
Budget Committee is trying to take here been withdrawn, but we left in funds
today.
for the business tax credit.
That is why I would urge the Members
Where do we set priorities here? Do
of this House to oppose the amendment we ask the little people to tighten their
offered by the gentleman from Texas belts? Do we ask the 71/2
million or 8
(Mr. WRIGHT), the amendment offered by million people who are unemployed to
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. BURLE- tighten their belts? Do we ask the farmSON), and the amendment of the gentle- ers of America to tighten their belts?
man from Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL), if
Lord knows that in the Budget Comin fact it is offered.
mittee we asked the urban people to
I think we have to be disciplined in all tighten their belts and to reduce their
areas. I hope I do not offend anybody requests and their demands, as my
here--I am just trying to speak very friend, the gentleman from Maryland
frankly-but we all know that it is very (Mr. MITCHELL) will affirm, because of
difficult for the Armed Services Commit- the economic necessities of the dollar.
"But now," they say, "in the area of
tee to say no to its constituency. We all
know that is very difficult for the Edu- national defense, don't you dare touch
cation and Labor Committee to say no to one single dollar of that budget." They
its constituency. The job of the Budget say that even though the defense budget
Committee is to help each of those com- can claim the unique distinction in this
mittees and to help the Appropriations overall fiscal year 1978 budget of having
Committee to say no occasionally to all grown from last year's budget by $9/2
of those constituencies, all of whom may billion over last year. "But don't touch
have valuable programs and defensible one penny of it. We need it all," they say.
And then they told us in their estiprograms but who do not, unfortunately,
all have affordable programs. I urge you mates and in their reestimates which
to support the committee in its effort to they sent up to us this April, "Gentleachieve balanced restraint.
men of the Congress and ladies of the
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the Congress, we are sorry, but we didn't
gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY) estimate properly on our expenditures
last year, and even though we resisted
has expired.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I ask you in Congress when you tried to take
unanimous consent that I may be al- $2 billion off the defense bill last year,
lowed to proceed for 1 additional minute. we had a shortfall in defense spending of
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection at least $4/2 billion." That is their estito the request of the gentleman from mate, not ours.
Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY) ?
I think that we all ought to tighten
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I re- our belts and share the burden of keeping this budget deficit down. It is already
serve the right to object.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from too big. I think that when the President
New York (Mr. STRATTON) reserves the asks us to tighten our belts in energy and
tighten our belts in our expenses and our
right to object.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, we demands for Federal goods and services,
have been on this amendment, I think, the Defense Department can do so also,
for nearly an hour.
and I also think that they can do it
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I will with- without jeopardizing national security
draw my request.
in any way.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, we
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
have been on this for nearly 2 hours.
the gentleman yield?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Mr. GIAIMO. I will when I have
Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY) has withdrawn finished, if the gentleman can help me
his request.
get some more time.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I move
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
to strike the requisite number of words, will be delighted to do that.
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Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, we said
that we could cut the personnel budget.
We said we could cut $600 million spending off the personnel budget, and this is
a total budget of $52 billion. We said,
"You can find a 1½-percent reduction in
that. budget, and we can take out $600
million."
Do the Members know what has'just
happened with their April reestimates?
In their April reestimates they reestimated their military pay item, and they
said there is $450 million there that they
do not need. They reestimated their retired pay, and they found another $50
million there that they do not need.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMo)
has expired.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that I may be permitted to proceed for 5 additional
minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, we have now
been on this resolution for 2 hours. We
have had before us the major defense
amendment, which is the Burleson of
Texas amendment, for over an hour, and

every speaker who has been recognized
since the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
BURLESON) offered his amendment has
been against the Burleson amendment.
I am going to begin objecting unless
some Member can be recognized to present the other side.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
from New York (Mr. STRATTON) object?

Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I will
withdraw my reservation of objection on
this request, but I am going to object to
any other requests for extension of time.
We have a Budget Committee made up
of Members who are overwhelmingly
against the defense budget, and we
have just three or four Members who are
on the other side.
Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my reservation of objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to say to my friend, the gentleman
from New York (Mr. STRATTON), that I

believe he knows I am not against the
defense budget. I have voted for defense
budgets here for the last 19 years.
However, I do think that they can
help share the burden of bringing the
deficit down. I think they can make a
modest cut in what they are asking for
in their inflated requests, especially
since their record of spending and obligation indicates they are not spending
the moneys that we have already voted
them.
As I was saying, Mr. Chairman, in the
area of personnel, just as an example,
just this week their budget re-estimates
from OMB show reductions in military
pay of $450 million and a reduction in
retired pay of $50 million, along with the
usual pay absorption in DOD, which
averages out to be 14 percent of absorp-

tion per year, which they do every year,
and that will come to $230 million. That
is a net spending reduction of $730 million in personnel.
Our Committee on the Budget only
took out $700 million. I will say to my

colleagues that we should have taken
out $30 million more, according to their
figures.
This is the kind of thing we are up
against. We are saying that we should
take out the fat. That is an example
of fat, the figure relating to personnel
in this budget of $52 billion. We are saying that in these unobligated balances
of billions and billions of dollars that we
should take a billion from this and use
it.
We are saying that in foreign military
sales, where the President himself has
indicated that he is going to fight to
reduce the military sales of weaponry by
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add them to the budget. We have to exercise judgments, and in exercising those
judgments I feel a very strong responsibility as one who has defended the Defense Department and supported it since
my days in service in the Army and during my days in service here in Congress.
I feel a responsibility to allocate available dollars in our budget more equitably
so that we can take care of the unmet
needs of those unemployed, and those
unskilled and those untrained, the sick,
and the old.
Mr. Chairman, we are asking everyone
to share that burden just to a little degree and that includes the Department
of Defense.

Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words,
and I rise in opposition to the Wright
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I certainly appreci-

the United States which are proliferating the world and doing no good in many

ate the sincere job that the chairman of our Committee on the Budget

areas of the world, we can find another
$500 million. Moreover, we can find
other places, such as ERDA, stockpile
sales, and a reduction of modest amounts
for military assistance.
In those areas, Mr. Chairman, we are
saying that we can find $4.1 billion in
appropriations and $2.3 billion in outlays this year. We will not affect troop
levels; we will not affect purchases of
major weapons systems; and we will not

affect all of the necessary things that

does. I know that it is a very difficult task
to take all of the requests that come to
the Committee on the Budget and try
to be equitable about them and try to
stay within our revenues and yet meet
all of the requirements of this great
Nation of ours.
However, Mr. Chairman, I cannot understand why in the defense area we
completely overlook the recommandation of the President of the United
States, a new President who deserves our

we need in order to properly defend our-

support in order to try to cope with all

selves against the Russians or against

of the problems that he has.
Mr. Chairman, the House Committee
on Armed Services and the Committee
on Armed Services of the other body, the
Appropriations Committees, have gone
over this defense budget very, very
carefully.
I think we should reject the Wright
amendment. I strongly believe that we
should support the amendment of the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. BURLESON)
to restore the budget authority and outlays for this function to levels approximating those recommended by President
Carter.
Mr. Chairman, I am for fiscal integrity and a balanced budget; but I am for
a strong and viable national defense. I
think we have to provide for it. It is my
belief that those two are not mutually
incompatible. We can do it.
In my own experience here, during the
few short years that I have been in Congress, that experience has fully demonstrated to me that of all of the budget
requests, none has the scrutiny that the
Department of Defense has in our House
Committee on Armed Services. We go
over it minutely. This is the way it should
be because defense does not come cheap.
Yet, most Americans will agree that this
sustained, strong defense posture is of
the utmost importance to our Nation.
That is the point that I am trying to
make when I say that our task force did
not really make recommendations. I feel
that all of these bodies in the House have
gone over this rationally and carefully.
They have listened to the voice of the
American people and these are the recommendations that we come up with.
And then this committee, made up of a

anyone else.
We will do one other thing. Let us
remember that this is a transition budget
in the sense that we have a new President and a new administration. Presi-

dent Carter came into office in January
with the Ford budget presented to him.
He then had to make some quick adjustments to it in the area of defense,

and he did so in his February 22 message.
We know that the new administration
is looking at the whole defense establishment and at the $120 billion that they
have in mind to modernize it, modify it,
change it.
Mr. Chairman, let us give our President and our new administration that
flexibility to do so this year. Let us not
lock him in by decisions on major expenditures which will take away his
flexibility.
It has also been said previously,
"What right has the Committee on the
Budget to make these changes when the
other committees of this House which
are so expert and so proficient in matters of the Defense Department have
ruled otherwise?"
Mr. Chairman, let me say that the job
of the Committee on the Budget is to set
priorities and to establish a budget for
the Congress. The Committee on the
Budget is not to be just a bookkeeping
committee.
If the requests and recommendations
to the Committee on the Budget by all
of the committees of this House recommended additions to the President's
budget of somewhere in the neighborhood of $23 billion, obviously, we can-

not just take these recommendations and
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few," can completely gut the defense
budget.
It is a proven fact, Mr. Chairman, that
while the Soviet Union has maintained
its momentum and its acceleration in a
defense buildup-and we see it everywhere-that our own defense outlays
since 1964 have been on a steady decline
in terms of current dollars. I heard Admiral Moorer say just recently that the
defense budget has dropped by $10 billion in real dollars from the 1964 level.
This is really very dangerous. I think we
have really got to pay more attention
to it.
Last year we saw responsible Members of the Congress representing a
coalition on both sides of the aisle, who
took positive action to stop this decline
and provide for some fiscally sound and
feasibly sensible means to bolster our
national defense.
The Carter revision of the Ford budget
was, as I say, reviewed by the Committee
on Armed Services and also by the Committee on Appropriations. I was not
totally happy with the recommendations
that President Carter made. I think we
absolutely should not do anything that
would further erode our military posture.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. HOLT. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
appreciate my colleague, the gentlewoman from Maryland, yielding to me.
The gentlewoman from Maryland (Mrs.
HoLT) I know is an active and responsible member of not only the Committee
on the Budget, but the Committee on
Armed Services as well.
Let me inquire of the gentlewoman
from Maryland if the effect of what she
is saying in support of the substitute offered by the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
BURLESON) and in disapproval of the
Wright amendment is that the House
would thus have an opportunity to support President Carter's original recommendations in both outlays and authorizations as they relate to the national
defense of our country?
Mrs. HOLT. That is my understanding.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. And further the
Wright amendment would take us below
those levels in both of those national
defense functions and so would not provide Secretary Brown and President
Carter with what they feel the country
genuinely needs in this important area
of defense?
Mrs. HOLT. That is absolutely right.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I appreciate the
gentlewoman yielding and explaining
that important point.
Mrs. HOLT. We heard from the Secretary today, through the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. BURLESON) that it is
absolutely essential that we go back to
that level. The House passed the defense
authorization bill, with an overwhelming
majority.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.
(On request of Mr. RoUSSELOT, and by

unanimous consent, Mrs. HOLT, was allowed to proceed for 3 additional minutes.)

Mrs. HOLT. As I say, Mr. Chairman,
we passed that defense authorization bill
by a vote of 347 to 43. That is the voice
of the American people. I think it is clear
that that is what they want us to do
here.
In the light of that I just cannot really
see how we can go along with the cuts
that the Committee on the Budget has
recommended.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, if
the gentlewoman will yield further, in
other words, those people who the other
day supported the defense authorization
bill that we had on the floor of the
House, as a followup and as a parallel
with that action those Members again
ought to support the Burleson-IchordHolt position?
Mrs. HOLT. That is absolutely right.
I strongly urge it.
Mr. Chairman, I believe there are just
a few further points that we ought to
think about.
SAfrica today is a powder keg. We are
getting all kinds of surprises there on
a daily basis.
Then look at the Soviet expansion in
the Middle East.
Some of my colleagues say that they
cannot believe we need to fear this defensive posture that the Soviet Union is
taking. I just cannot understand how
they can take that attitude when we see
the tanks pouring into the Fulda Gap
there in Germany.
Mr. ROBERT W. DANIEL, JR. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. HOLT. I yield to the gentleman
from Virginia.
Mr. ROBERT W. DANIEL, JR. Mr.
Chairman, I cannot help but feel that the
Budget Committee has overreached its
prerogatives when the House and Senate
Appropriations Committees and Armed
Services Committees have all recommended increases instead of cuts in the
defense budget. The recommended increases by these other four committees
came after intensive investigations into
our defense needs. In contrast, the Budget Committee's national defense task
force apparently held only a handful of
meetings and was not asked to make any
recommendations to the full Budget
Committee.
Although the Budget Committee is
charged with the responsibility of balancing national needs against national
resources, it would appear that it failed
in its responsibility to adequately consider our national defense needs. The
House Armed Services Committee has
spent weeks of deliberations on our defense needs, yet after little consideration
the Budget Committee is attempting to
negate that work in favor of those who
have a deep and often irrational distaste
for anything associated with national
defense.
The Budget Committee would have us
slash the defense budget while the Soviet
Union is engaged in the greatest arms
buildup in history. We hope President
Carter's negotiations with the Soviets
will reduce the level of international
weaponry and tensions, but we may have
little left to bargain with if the Budget
Committee cuts are left intact. At the
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very least; we should give President Carter the budget authority he requested to
deal with the Soviets from a position of
strength.
I might note that even President Carter's request, which the Budget Committee felt compelled to slash, was some $2.8
million below the amount recommended
by former President Ford as the minimum needed to protect peace and our
national security.
As my colleagues Mr. BURLESON and
Mrs. HOLT noted:
The Budget Committee recommendation
eliminates all real growth in the defense
budget at a time when Soviet forces are in
the midst of an unprecendented buildup and
the SALT negotiations are floundering.

I urge my colleagues to restore an adequate level of budget authority for national defense.
Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. HOLT. I yield to the gentleman
from Virginia.
Mr. WHITEHURST. I thank the gentlewoman for yielding. I rise in strong
support of the sentiments expressed by
the gentlewoman.
Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in support of the Burleson amendment to restore the Defense function
budget to the level requested by President Carter.
During the campaign last fall, Candidate Carter pledged to cut Defense
spending by $5 billion. But once he took
office and accepted responsibility, President Carter found that cuts of that magnitude would be inconsistent with the defense of this country, and he acted responsibly. The Budget Committee has
ignored the President's present recommendations in response to some invisible
mandate to reorder our national priorities. I submit that that reordering has
already taken place. Since 1964, Defense
spending has increased 90 percent. At
the same time, spending by other Federal
agencies has gone up by 372 percent.
These trends clearly illustrate why there
has been such an alarming shift in the
balance of power. And yet, Defense is
singled out as the bogeyman in our battle against rising costs.
Let me cite a few examples of how the
Budget Committee justifies cuts in the
defense budget.
The committee recommends a reduction of $1 billion in budget authority
for procurement which it terms a modest slowdown in a transition budget. Of
course, they are silent as to where this
slowdown should occur.
The fact is that a slowdown or stretchout in the procurement of weapons systems is not going to save money. In the
long run it is going to cost the taxpayers untold million of dollars because
we will be forcing the Department of
Defense to buy inefficiently.
They also suggest that slowing down
procurement will strike a better balance
between modernization and readiness.
How they expect to accomplish this gets
a little fuzzy since they also slashed $600
million out of operations and maintenance funds which were earmarked to
enhance readiness.
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Their basic logic seems to be: The way
to strike a better balance between modernization and readiness is to cut the
funding for both. Presumably if that
does not strike the proper balance, you
just keep cutting defense to make it
stronger. Apparently, Joseph Heller's
"Catch 22" has been adopted by the
Budget Committee as a guiding principle.
In my judgment, the goals are confused. Instead of trying to strike a better balance between modernization and
readiness, this Congress should concern
itself with trying to strike a better balance between the United States and the
Soviet Union.
The Budget Committee recommended
a reduction of $300 million in military
assistance and energy research or ERDA
projects which should serve as a classic
illustration of the kind of games they are
playing with the Defense budget. These
two programs are about as similar as
elephants and potato chips and yet they
have been lumped together as a single
cut.
When the State Department people
tried to find out how much of that $300
million reduction applied to military assistance they were told: "Oh, that all
comes out of ERDA."
Now, what do you suppose the ERDA
people were told when they called? You
guessed it-"Oh, that all comes out of
military assistance."
The truth of the matter is that the
Budget Committee has no idea where
any of these cuts some from because they
just grabbed them out of thin air.
I submit that that is a rather haphazard way to guarantee the security of
the United States.
Mr. MITCHELL of New York. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. HOLT. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
Mr. MITCHELL of New York. I thank
the gentlewoman for yielding, and I rise
in support of the Burleson amendment.
Mr. Chairman. We cannot allow the
proposed $4 billion cut in defense spending to remain. If we do, we will be partners to an effort which will seriously
compromise our nation's defense capability.
To gouge our defense spending, and in
the process reduce our preparedness at
a time in history when the Soviets are
increasing their defense effort in an unprecedented manner, seems suicidal.
Others will address the arbitrary and
capricious method used by the Budget
Committee to slash the vital $4 billion; I
will concentrate my remarks on the area
I feel will be most severely and adversely
impacted by what certainly appears to be
a thoughtless, dangerous move.
Since we are falling behind the Soviet
Union in both conventional and strategic
weaponry, I doubt we will take very
severe cuts here. Our civil defense program is in disarray; theirs is excellent.
No room to cut here, we are already far
behind.
Our active duty military personnel are
at the lowest point in many years, less
than one-half of the Russian strength.
In 1964, the Soviets had an active military force of 3.4 million; we had 2.7 mil-

lion in uniform. Now 13 years later, the
Soviets have added another million to
bring their total to 4.4 million; we have
reduced our active military strength
during that period by 600,000. Right
now, the Soviets have more than two
military personnel for every one of ours.
Surely, we cannot cut deeply here.
Within the past 48 hours, the House,
during deliberation on the Department
of Defense authorization for fiscal year
1978 voted overwhelmingly, 301 to 88, to
reject an amendment that sought to reduce the end-strength troop level by 50,000. Clearly and emphatically we have
gone on record in opposition to further
widening the gap between Soviet military personnel strength and ours.
When then, would the cuts likely be
made? About the only remaining area
for deep budget cutting would involve
the closing and consolidating of military
installations, creating further disruptions in the already distressed and depressed economies of so many areas of
our country, with civilian employees of
the Department of Defense losing their
jobs at worst, or being forced to uproot
and move at best.
Many of us in this Chamber have experienced firsthand what a base closure
or major reduction does to people. For
openers, it puts many of them out of a
job.
It is almost a weird irony that we
would be talking about a $4 billion cut in
defense spending that would place in
immediate jeopardy thousands of jobs in
the civilian workforce and further exacerbate the problems of so many areas
of the country with high unemployment
within hours after the Senate-House
conferees have come to agreement on a
$4 billion public works jobs bill designed
to do exactly the opposite, that is create
more jobs in the civilian workforce and
stimulate depressed local economies.
Where is the sense to it all?
I know, as many of you here know,
unwarranted base closings and major
realinements forced by well-intentioned
if ill-advised budget slashers is seriously
disruptive to critical missions and to
people.
I must admit, the people aspect of the
problem is one I just cannot come to grips
with, one that I cannot walk away from.
I have seen it first hand. I know what
these arbitrary actions do to their lives
in terms of human misery brought about
by family separations, financial losses
due to the devastating impact on property values and the economy in general when closure/realinement announcements are made public. Children
are torn from their happy and familiar
environment.
And it is not just those directly involved who suffer. Businesses fail, entire
economies collapse.
While all this is occurring, the critical missions these people are assigned
to perform fall by the wayside. Decisions are not made, valuable personnel
are lost, everything is chaotic not just
for weeks or even months. It has been
proven time and again, the disruption
often stretches into years before a return to normalcy in operations is close
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to possible. Many questions whether it is
ever possible.
I submit it is pennywise and pound
foolish to proceed on a course when we
know such a course to be reckless and
fraught with danger. I urge my colleagues to resoundingly beat back this
ill-timed, unprecedented, unthinking reduction in DOD spending.
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, in the
Washington Post on April 25 Evans and
Novak wrote about the Russian adventures in Turkey. I certainly recommend
that reading to all of my colleagues.
Look at what is happening in Ethiopia.
We are being asked to leave there. I think
that we can only helplessly watch what
is happening in Zaire. And at a time
when our President is trying to renew
the SALT negotiations. I think that it
would be inexcusable if we do not give
him the strength that he needs to go
into those negotiations.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. HOLT. I yield to the gentleman
from Texas.
Mr. WHITE. I thank the gentlewoman
for yielding.
The gentlewoman mentioned a gap on
the East German border. Is it not true
that the East Germans and the Soviet
Union are spending almost three-quarters of a million dollars per mile along
the border for defenses, plus stationing
rear area troops, plus tanks and artillery
that would roll over our people if we do
not support them?
Mrs. HOLT. The gentleman is absolutely right.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.
(At the request of Mr. RoussELOT, and
by unanimous consent, Mrs. HOLT was
allowed to proceed for 1 additional minute.)
Mr. WHITE. If the gentlewoman will
yield further, is it not true that during
the Israeli War, had we not positioned
in Europe supplies and tanks, we would
not have been able to give the support
that we gave to Israel, and we would not
have been able to strengthen these forces, which supplies and equipment still at
this time have not been brought back to
par?
Mrs. HOLT. I think that is absolutely
true. I just cannot understand how anybody can lose sight of the fact that if we
did not have the strength we had at the
time of the Middle Eastern situation,
where we were able to back the Soviet
Union off and through that promote the
fragile peace which exists in the Middle
East.
Mr. WHITE. If anyone here is supportive of Israel, then they should support a stronger defense posture than
either the Wright posture or the committee resolution as presented to this
Congress, because in fact we are trying
to replace and bolster our defenses.
Mrs. HOLT. That is correct.
Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the
requisite number of words, and I rise
in opposition to the amendment offered by the distinguished gentleman
from Texas (Mr. BURLESON) a member of the committee.
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As a member of the Budget Committee, I am concerned that there are some
misconceptions as to what the committee target for defense spending does, and
I would just like to point out in very clear
terms what our recommendation actually
means; $116 billion in budget authority
and $110 billion in outlays, the target
suggested by the committee, amounts to
an increase in defense spending over 1977
of almost 10 percent. Of the 16 functional categories in the budget, that is
the single largest increase, and I honestly cannot see how a 10-percent increase
can be portrayed as a drastic reduction.
My own feeling is that a somewhat
lower rate of increase could be achieved
without jeopardizing any of our legitimate defense needs. Perhaps the sentiment for an actual reduction in defense
spending is not shared by many of our
colleagues, but I trust that if we take the
time to look at how we on the Budget
Committee arrived at our recommendation, a majority will agree that our actions are reasonable. We hae taken a
look at three areas in the defense function: One, personnel and compensation;
two, inflation estimates; and, three, unexpended balances.
First, in the area of personnel and
compensation we are recommending $750
million less in budget authority and $600
million less in outlays than President
Carter.
Many in this body are no doubt aware
of the numerous studies which have been
conducted in recent years in this area.
Reports such as the President's Panel on
Federal Compensation, the Defense Manpower Commission, the Third Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation,
and many others have all concluded that
drastic changes must be made in the
management of defense manpower. While
President Carter has decided he needs to
establish another Presidential Commission to restudy the previous studies, the
Budget Committee felt that enough
studying had been done to warrant a
decrease of what amounts of less than
1/2 percent. I hope my colleagues can
agree that a modest reduction such as
this in personnel and compensation does
not endanger our national security.
The second area in which the committee is recommending a decrease in the
President's budget request is relating to
inflation estimates in operation and
maintenance accounts.
As we are all well aware, the Defense
Department Appropriation Authorization
Act of 1977 established a special procedure for the Pentagon to include estimates for inflation in operation and
maintenance accounts and no other Government agency is allowed such an index
for inflation. The argument is made that
this is necessary because of the large
industrial type programs that go on for
several years. Obviously, there are activities in the operation and maintenance
account over at the Pentagon that are
peculiar to that agency-but not all of
them should necessarily be given a special inflationary cushion. Of the $1.1 billion inflation adjustment requested by
President Carter, only $500 million is for
special activities such as ship overhauls,

aircraft and mobile equipment repair.
The other $600 million is for expenses
similar to those occurring in any other
Government agency. It was that inflation adjustment of $600 million for ordinary Government expenses which was
eliminated and I hope you will agree that
that cut will not get into the real substance of the defense budget.
The third area is the reduction from
the Presidential budget request in transferring some of the unobligated and unexpended balances to finance 1978 requirements.
Again, if my colleagues will look at
what the committee is recommending in
this area, I am convinced you will agree
that a decrease of $1.3 billion in budget
authority and $300 million in outlays
is not only judicious but also necessary.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that I be allowed to
proceed for 3 additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from California?
There being no objection, the gentleman is recognized for 3 additional minutes.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I object.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's objection comes too late. The Chair had already ruled the gentleman from California is recognized for 3 additional minutes.
Mr. MINETA. I thank the Chairman.
The Congress in the last several years
has sought to fully fund Defense building
projects. However, over the past few
years these unexpended and unobligated
balances have increased even more than
the Defense Department had expected,
and in 1976 the unexpended balances
were $2.5 billion higher than anticipated.
In June 1976, the actual unexpended balance was $54.1 billion and their estimate
was $52.6 billion. In 1977 the actual unexpended balance is $62.4 billion. Again
it is $1.3 billion higher than the Department of Defense estimate of $61.1 billion. It seems reasonable to me that if
the Department of Defense has over a
billion dollars more in unexpended balances than even they expected, it is our
responsibility in Congress to tell them to
put that money into use next year. Again,
this cut in no way impinges on our defense effort.
As with the recommendations for savings in those three areas of: First, personnel and compensation; second, inflation estimates; and third, unexpended
balances that I have described here, these
recommendations are realistic, and the
result of a hard look at the President's
budget revisions. In my estimation they
leave us with a better, more effective, defense budget.
Mr. Chairman, I urge all my colleagues
to vote "no" on the Burleson substitute
amendment which seeks to reverse the
Budget Committee's recommendation for
a more efficient defense budget. I hope
we can see past the singleminded logic
that says anything but a huge increase
in defense spending is a signal to our adversaries of our lack of resolve.
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Nothing could be further from the
truth. The 10-percent increase provided
in the committee recommendation is
more than adequate. One of our greatest
responsibilities here in the Congress,
which I stated in additional views of the
budget report, as well as reiterated from
the well yesterday, is one which all of us
have committed ourselves to, and that is
to decrease wasteful Government spending. There is nothing sacrosanct about
wasteful spending in the Pentagon. My
hope is that we will say no to the substitute amendment of the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. BURLESON).
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
(At the request of Mr. ROUSSELOT, and

by unanimous consent, Mr. MINETA was
allowed to proceed for 1 additional minute.)
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MINETA. I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I thank my colleague for yielding. Mr. Chairman, could
my colleague, the gentleman from California, tell me how he suggests we vote
on the Burton amendment, which was
attached to the original Pike amendment
relating to reduction of the debt. I know
the gentleman is interested in reducing
debt as I am.
Mr. MINETA. Which amendment?
Mr. ROUSSELOT. How would the gentleman suggest we vote on the Burton
amendment?
Mr. MINETA. On the Burton amendment?
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Yes.
Mr. MINETA. I will be voting no on all
the amendments and substitutes.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. So the gentleman
suggests that we vote no on the Burton
amendment?
Mr. MINETA. I will be voting no on
the Burton amendment.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I thank my colleague.
Mr. BURGENER. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words. I rise in strong support of the
substitute amendment offered by the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. BURLESON).
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr..BURGENER. Yes, I yield to the
gentleman from New York.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate my friend, the gentleman from
California, yielding to me so that at least
a few of us that are in support of the
Burleson substitute amendment and
against the Wright amendment would
have the opportunity to state our case.
Very simply, what we are asked to do
in the Burieson amendment is, as already
has been said, to support the President
of the United States. He cut the defense
budget originally by $2.8 billion, but he
strongly wants the figure he came up
with after that cut maintained. Six congressional committees, as has already
been indicated, have either supported
the President's recommendation or have
recommended a figure higher than that.
Only the House Budget Committee has
cut the President's figure and cut it by a
whopping $4 billion. The President feels
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very strongly about that cut. He called
the Speaker this 'afternoon to get the
money restored.
The Secretary of Defense has also
called the Speaker and various Members of the House. Yet this afternoon we
are being asked to take the recommendations of the Budget Committee, those of
the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr.
GIAIMO) and the gentleman's associates, in preference to the recommendations of all of the committees who are
knowledgeable on Defense in the Congress, the Secretary of Defense and the
President of the United States.
Well, now, if the Budget Committee
had really made a careful analysis of
Defense matters, had covered them
carefully, then perhaps one might be inclined to go along with the recommendation of my friend, the gentleman from
Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMO); but we have
it on the authority of the chairman of
the defense panel, the gentleman from
California (Mr. LEGGETT), that they did

not look as "diligently" at these figures
as they would like. The gentleman also
referred to the figures which the gentleman's committee has recommended as
being "tangential", whatever exactly
that means. But at least it means that
they really do not know what they are
talking about. They simply pulled a few
figures out of the air and those are the
figures we are now supposed to take on
faith, and in preference to the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense,
the President of the United States, and
the people in Congress on both sides of
the Capitol who have spent not only all
of the last 3 months, but a good many
years in the Capitol studying Defense
matters.
Now, the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
WRIGHT), my good friend-and I hesi-

tate to oppose the gentleman's amendment-but I do not think the gentleman
really understands, because he has a lot
of other responsibilities as majority
leader, precisely what his amendment
would do. The gentleman says his
amendment puts $1 billion back into the
procurement side of defense, but he also
says that the Wright amendment does
not add anything back in what he calls
these other "esoteric areas."
Well, do you realize what these socalled esoteric areas are? The committee, for example, recommended a reduction of $750 million in personnel compensation. The gentleman from California (Mr. LEGGETT) says, "Why, that is

only a little, tiny cut." The fact is that if
we cut personnel funds by $750 million
that represents 200,000 jobs knocked
out of the Defense Establishment, either
in uniform or civilian.
That means 200,000 more people who
are going to be out on the street, unemployed, looking for unemployment insurance or welfare. Is that the kind of
thing we really want?
I have joined with colleagues in this
House in the last several months in the
"Great Northeast Coalition." The purpose of the Great Northeast Coalition,
including our State Governors, is to
come down here to Washington and
pound on the desk of the Secretary of
Defense and say, "Don't close down our
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The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will count.
military installations. Don't close down
our facilities at Fort Devens. Don't close Eighty-six Members are present, not a
down these other installations. We want quorum.
SThe Chair announces that pursuant to
you to send more defense business into
clause 2, rule XXIII, he will vacate proNew England and the Northeast."
The gentleman from Massachusetts ceedings under the call when a quorum
(Mr. HARRINGTON) has even bigger ideas. of the Committee appears.
Members will record their presence by
He is head of the "Great Northeast-Midwest Coalition." That takes in about half electronic device.
the country. They have recently sent a
The call was taken by electronic device.
letter to the Secretary of Defense, and I
QUORTUM CALL VACATED
joined in signing it. They said I had
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr.
some clout with the Defense Department, ALLEN). One hundred Members have
although I have not seen that clout. But appeared. A quorum of the Committee
I signed the letter and its purpose was of the Whole is present. Pursuant to rule
to prevent them from phasing out op- XXIII, clause 2, further proceedings
erations at Fort Monmouth, in New Jer- under the call shall be considered as
sey and transferring them to the Sun vacated.
Belt.
The Committee will resume its busiWell, if Members want to close down ness.
MonFort
down
close
and
Fort Devens
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
mouth, put thousands of people out of from
Florida (Mr. BENETr-T).
work and close down many more bases,
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I had
I will tell them how to do it. They should
just go along with the committee's $4 intended to talk about what the recombillion cut. And they should go along mendation of the Committee on the
with the Wright compromise, because it Budget would do in the field of procureadds not a penny to those so-called eso- ment in the Navy. But so much has been
teric areas where the money for person- said that also needs attention that I have
to
nel and operating expenses is contained. decided to address myself primarily
the
Unless we restore those funds, as the other matters. I have a chart on will
Burleson amendment will do, we can ex- Navy procurement needs here andofI my
pect to see devastating cuts in both bases discuss them at the conclusion
remarks.
and jobs.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I wonder
amendment and in opif we could get an idea of how many more of the Burieson Wright
amendment.
position to the
Members wish to debate this question.
has been said that there is waste in
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- theIt military.
There probably is. We do
sent that all debate on the Pike amend- the best we can
to try to find it and
ment and all amendments thereto con- eliminate it. There is waste also in food
clude in 15 minutes.
stamps, there is waste in welfare, and
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to there is waste in medicare. There are
the request of the gentleman from Con- actually programs which should be
necticut?
ended, programs like foreign aid and revMr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I enue sharing which our country can no
object.
longer afford at least in their present
The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard. extravagant form. These are things we
Mr. REGULA. Mr. Chairman, I move cannot now afford when the country is
to strike the last word, and I rise in sup- almost bankrupt. Those are things we
port of the Burleson of Texas amend- ought to address if we are to get the
ment.
money we need to have an adequate deMr. Chairman, I serve on the national fense.
security task force of the Budget ComAll of the objective experts who speak
mittee. I would point out that what we out on the subject of the national deare talking about here are the recom- fense of our country are unanimous in
of the administration saying that our country is not adequately
mendations
brought to the task force by the Secre- defended. There is not a dissent I know
speaking on behalf of of in this field. Even foreign observers
Defense,
tary of
the President. It seems to me that they have looked at us and said that. This
are in a unique position to point out the gives us great concern that this is so.
needs of this Nation in the field of naLet us think for a moment about what
tional defense.
has been said concerning the position of
Obviously, if we remember the cam- the Committee on the Budget concerning
paign rhetoric, we will realize that the this. They say, "OK, but it has nothing to
President, since taking office, has been do with procurement."
educated to these needs. I would suggest
There is no way we can do that. When
that the recommendations of the Presi- we cut this money out of this resolution,
amendBurleson
the
in
as
embodied
dent
it is going to affect procurement, just
ment represent a minimum amount like it affects everything else. They say
needed for our national security.
we can take it from personnel. That is a
Mr. Chairman, at this point I would nice thing to say, but a week or so ago
like to yield to the distinguished gentle- we were being criticized for not having
man from Florida (Mr. BENNETT).
enough patriotic young men willing to
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I look join the services. The Armed Forces were
around, and I see about 79 Members as I being criticized for not having enough
counted. This is the most important as- men to fill the quotas which Congress
thinks are necessary for national depect of the budgetary process.
Mr. Chairman, I make the point of fense and which Congress has specifically sanctioned and directed.
order that a quorum is not present.
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We have criticized the Armed Forces
for not building themselves up, and then
we in the Budget Committee would say
we are going to cut their pay or cut the
personnel numbers. That seems ridiculous to me.
Some remarks have been made today
to the effect that we can cut down on
the numbers of generals and admirals.
They say if we can abolish some of them,
that would help. I myself think there
could be a reduction in that area, but
we will not see substantial cuts resulting
from anything like that. If all admirals
and generals were fired that would be
but a small portion of the amounts of
money involved here.
The next thing that was mentioned
was inflation on the OM accounts. That
is the maintenance accounts for ships
and things like that. Of course, we could
take the inflation out of the OM accounts, but let me ask this: Who imposes
that requirement? Congress imposes that
requirement and it does so to get a handle
on real costs and to reduce them.
Congress has by law said: "We don't
want you to have any phonies. We don't
want you to come in here and say there
is not going to be any inflation in OM
accounts."
So we could, as I said, stop that, but
we would have to appropriate for how
much the inflation goes up in OM accounts. This is not a place where we are
going to save money; it is one way in
which we could waste money by not
knowing and planning for real inflation.
That requirement of reporting inflation
in OM accounts was imposed by Congress; it was not requested by the Department of Defense.
They say also that we are going to do
this on unobligated balances. What are
the unobligated balances? Who imposed
that obligation on the Defense Department? The unobligated balances are very
largely the billions of dollars in materiel
which we decided we were going to fund.
In case the ships take more than 1 year
to build we provided that fund to them
fully, rather than so much a year. We
can fight about that one all we want to,
but Congress said by law, "We want you
to fully fund this." This came from the
Congress; it did not come from the
executive branch and Congress did this
to gain control of the financing.
We required full-funding so they could
not say to us that the ship costs more
in later years than we expected. That
could easily slide up the cost of the ship.
It was required that the ship be funded
in that way. So Congress imposed that
requirement.
Therefore, the only real savings that
have been suggested by this position of
the Committee on the Budget, are
ephemeral things. They are esoteric.
They are not real. They are just powder
dust; there is nothing to them. They have
no significance or reality whatsoever
except to cut personnel, and Congress
has said that we cannot do that.
Now I would like to address this chart
about the Navy. In order to emphasize
the need for a Navy, I have had this map
prepared. First of all, it shows our general imports, 60 percent of which come
from Latin America, 10 percent from
Asia, 5 percent from Africa, and 1 percent

from Australia. Second, it shows our oil
imports, 45 percent of it comes from
Persian Gulf, 20 percent from Africa, 9
percent from South America, and 9 percent from Indonesia. Last, it shows our
main exports, 30 percent to Europe, 40
percent to Asia, 2 percent to the Indian
Ocean, and 1 percent to Africa. As you
can see, the sea lanes on which we rely
are spread all over the globe. Look especially at those two lanes, the one from
the Persian Gulf carrying 45 percent of
our oil and the one from Indonesia carrying 9 percent.
Our Navy has to insure that we are
able to use those sea lanes from the
United States to the terminal in the other
countries as we need them. That is what
sea control is all about. However, the
Soviets only have to cut those lanes and
make the cuts wherever they choose. That
is a far different, far easier task.
Now I would like to show you in 1968,
how our Navy and the Soviet's Navy operated around the world. In the far Pacific we had a good number of operating
days because we were involved in the
Vietnam war. We had more days in the
Atlantic than the Soviets and roughly the
same number of days in the Mediterranean. In 1968, we had a Navy of almost
560 principal combatants, 417 on the surface and 142 attack submarines. In that
year the Soviets had 200 surface combatants and 230 submarines.
Now let us look at last year. Our operations in the Pacific dropped considerably-by one-third. The Soviets surpassed us by 36 percent in the Atlantic,
in the Mediterranean their operations increased 50 percent and they outstripped
us by 20 percent. In the Indian Ocean
where we get half of our oil, the Soviets
operations have increased six times. Their
total principal combatants increased
in 1976. Our surface combatants dropped
to nearly one-fourth of what they were
in 1968. Our attack submarines have
dropped by 50 percent and the Soviets
submarines have decreased by 23 percent. We have only 240 principal combatants compared to the Soviets 485-50
percent-and we used to have a two
ocean Navy. No wonder Admiral Holloway testified last year that the "U.S.
Navy will be able to control any ocean
or major connecting sea unless directly
opposed by the Soviet Navy." This is
what has concerned the Seapower Subcommittee and the Armed Services Committee. This is why there can be no further cuts in money for the Navy at this
time.
Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition
to the Wright amendment to the Burleson amendment.
As has been said here earlier, we are
not cutting the defense budget. We are
increasing the defense budget over last
year's budget by over $6 billion. We have
heard here this afternoon about what we
did last year. Last year we cut the defense budget by $4 billion.
We-this Congress cut it by $4 billion.
What did that mean in real growth?
Over $5.8 billion in real growth.
Mr. Chairman, today I hear the same
story that we heard in 1975. We hear
that a $4 billion reduction is going to de-
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stroy our national security. De we remember that in 1975 what we heard
about the $7 billion cut that the Congress made? The Defense Department
said that this was a deep arbitrary cut
and would destroy our natonal security.
What happened in 1975? We had a
real growth of $4 billion.
Let us look at the unobligated and unexpended funds. We heard my colleague,
the gentleman from Florida (Mr. BENNETT), speak about these unobligated
funds. Unobligated funds are unearmarked funds that are there for the
Defense Department to change around.
Unexpended funds mean things like fully
funding a ship, which are under contract. Those are unexpended funds.
Let us look at those amounts in the
unexpended balances. We start out in
1972 with $42 billion in unexpended
funds, and in 1978 the Defense Department estimates $80 billion in unexpended
funds-unexpended, $80 billion; unobligated funds are funds which are not earmarked as yet.
What do we have there? In 1972 it
was $37 billion. How much will we have
at the end of 1978? It will be $74 billion.
Just between the years of the 1977 to
1978 budget, that unobligated balance
will increase, according to the Defense
Department's own statement, by $2 billion. We are going to give them another
$2 billion and they do not know yet
what to do with it.
Mr. Chairman, back in 1955, after the
Korean war-and the Korean war budget was $67 billion-the peacetime budget was $32 billion. During the Vietnam
war, when we were spending $10 billion in Vietnam, the budget was only
$79 billion. The American people were
told that they would receive a peace
dividend after that war.
Mr. Chairman, where is that peace
dividend? Here we are in peacetime,
fighting no war in 1977, and looking for
a $121 billion budget, a budget 50 percent greater than the wartime budget
during the Vietnam war.
Mr. Chairman, when are the American
people going to receive that peace dividend? Do we not care about their needs?
We have a budget here, Mr. Chairman,
that is $6 billion over last year's.
I say, Mr. Chairman, that the American people should be given a chance. The
Committee on Appropriations will be
looking at the entire spending, but let us
also today, as we set priorities within
this budget figure, tell the American
people that we are going to start giving
them consideration.
Mr. Chairman, we hear about these
great war threats. It always surprises
me-and it is almost miraculous-that
every time we are about to debate defense spending, suddenly the Defense Department comes up with some great
threat.
Just 2 days ago, out of a clear blue sky,
a Russian bomber was 60 miles off our
coast. We know the Russian bombers
have been flying to Cuba, 90 miles off our
coast.
Suddenly the Defense Department releases that information when it appears
so opportune to them.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
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Mr. DAN DANIEL. Mr. Chairman, I
words, and I rise in opposition to the
Wright amendment and to the Burleson move to strike the requisite number of
words.
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, on April 25, the
Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment
my colleague, the gentleman from New House passed the defense authorizaYork (Mr. ADDABBO), for the thought- tion bill by the largest yea-to-nay
ful statement he has made here. The ratio in recent years. Today I find
point that he has driven home-and I myself defending that portion of the
hope that my colleagues will under- Federal budget which provides this Nastand it-is that it is about time that tion with its nuclear deterrent-our
we take a look at this total budget weapons of peace-the Energy Research
and looked at the role that defense and Development Administration naspending plays in it. And it is also tional security programs. This includes
time that we tried to give the Amer- programs for nuclear weapons, naval
ican people some relief from this extraor- propulsion, as well as inertial confinedinary level of spending which is not ment fusion, popularly known as laser
really directed at meeting military needs, fusion.
The ERDA fiscal year 1978 budget
yet which at the same time deprives us
of the opportunity to meet this country's proposed by the new administration is a
budget. To arbitrarily recommend
tight
human needs.
Mr. Chairman, it is interesting that the a 14-percent cut, as the Budget CommitSecretary of Defense has been deeply tee has done, appears to be playing
concerned about the problem of illiteracy games with our national security, and
in the Armed Forces and of recruiting will seriously compromise our position in
into the services persons who can actually SALT negotiations.
The modernization of the U.S. nuclear
read and write.
Yet nobody understands that by in- deterrent forces is a cyclical phenomcreasing this military budget unneces- enon, Fiscal year 1978 is a year when
sarily and wastefully we remove our many of our weapon systems, which will
ability to deal with the problem of illit- enter our inventory over the next deceracy in this country and we increase the ade, go into the engineering development
problem of illiteracy in the Armed Forces. phase. Slippage or deferment of research
We are 12th in the world in literacy. We and development on nuclear components
cannot even find enough people for our now would mean that U.S. delivery sysArmed Forces who can read. But we still tems in the future would not have the
continue to subsidize military waste while associated nuclear warhead ready on
time.
starving our schools.
Nuclear weapons testing is an integral
That is why this budget resolution is
before us today: To try to put in focus part of the weapons program of research
at one time all of the needs of our coun- and development, fabrication, testing,
try so that we can make decisions about and stockpiling. Twice a year the Presipriorities. I think the resolution is trying dent approves the testing plans. Should
to do a good job on priorities. I believe, the United States produce weapons
however, that it has not met enough of whose characteristics are unknown beour needs. It still permits too much cause they were not tested? I hope not.
Nuclear weapons require special nuwasteful spending in the military budget,
despite the fact that it still will contain clear materials. It takes 3 to 5 years to
over $70 billion of unexpended funds at produce the required plutonium, tritium,
the end of this year, 1978, and $18 billion and other substances necessary to fabriin unobligated balances. The money that cate nuclear arms. The fiscal year 1978
is in the pipeline-$18 billion-that the special nuclear material budget also promilitary cannot even spend we so des- vides for the management of the nuclear
perately need to improve our schools in waste associated with weapons producthe country, to try to rebuild our cities, tion and for research and development on
to deal with health care, to make sure better and less expensive methods of prothat all Americans are getting adequate ducing material in a time of rapidly rising costs.
shelter and food to eat.
The naval reactor development proThe defense spending in this budget
accounts for over 50 percent of the con- gram for fiscal year 1978 will require $243
trollable outlays. The more we increase million in new budget authority. What
defense spending, my colleagues, the less will this buy for the United States? It
buys a big measure of peace for the world
we will have for other programs.
because there is no way, today, for poThis is the tradeoff.
If we endorse the Wright amendment tential adversaries to know where our
and if we endorse the Burleson of Texas SSN's and SSBN's are. If ever there was
amendment, we reduce, very simply, our an appropriate slogan, "Run Silent, Run
ability to deal with the pressing human Deep"- it applies to that part of our
needs of this country. And these needs deterrent triad which is on station, unare real. All one has to do is walk out- detected. And it is from this $243 million
side on the streets of this Capital City *that updated propulsion systems will
and see that we are confronted with the ,allow our submarine forces to continue
problems of crime, bad housing, the lack to survive by being silent, thereby proof adequate schooling.
viding for our survival as a nation.
I believe it is about time that we started
Surface ships with nuclear propulsion
recognizing the importance of the budget, run for 10 or more years at flank speed
the importance of rectifying our priori- without having to sit dead in the water
ties, and the importance of the tradeoffs waiting for an oiler. The surface ship
that are made. The more we meet the propulsion reactor research program is
human needs of our people then the deeply involved in providing higher shaft
greater will be the strength of this horsepower systems of longer life to keep
whatever fleet we have a modern fleet.
country.
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Finally, there is the laser fusion program. The $94 million requested in the

Carter budget for laser fusion operating

expenses provides for developing programs with high-level potential payoffs;
for example, relatively inexpensive
means to simulate within the laboratory
certain nuclear effects. We need to learn
how our weapons would react, and if they
even survive, in a hostile environmentthat is, under attack. This is important
to insuring the survivability of our deterrent forces.
For a Budget Committee, after a few
hours of meetings, to unilaterally and
arbitrarily cut the funding for deterrent
weapons by $300 million is not a responsible approach to national defense or to
budgeting.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DAN DANIEL. I am happy to yield
to the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman from Virginia for yielding to me and I rise in opposition to the

Wright amendment and in favor of the
Burleson of Texas substitute, and definitely in support of the level of defense

spending recommended-and I speak to
my Democratic colleagues on this side
of the aisle-by our Democratic President, President Carter.
I say to my Democratic colleagues that
this is the only issue involved in this
amendment-whether or not we are
going to support President Carter, because this is an issue which President

Carter has probably agonized over more
than any Member of this House. more
than any member of the Committee on
Armed Services, more than the Chairman of the Budget Committee, and more
than any member on the Budget
Committee.
Mr. Chairman, my colleagues will remember that during the campaign President Carter said, "I want to cut defense
spending $5 billion." What did he do?
He only ended up cutting it about $2 billion from the Ford budget. Let me read
the figures to the Members as to just
what we are doing today: Ford, $122 billion; Carter, $120.1 billion; the House
Committee on Armed Services-and we
are compromising with the Burleson
Committee, and we are the committee
that is supposed to know about the defense needs of this country-whether we
do or not is a judgment for the Members to make-$120.9 billion that we
brought in to the Members. The House
Committee on Appropriations brought
in to the Members a recommendation of
$121.1 billion. What did the budget committee do? It ignored the House Committee on Appropriations, which even
came in above the House authorization
committee. The Senate Armed Services
Committee, $121.3 billion. The Senate
Appropriations Committee, $121.7 billion. The Senate Budget Committee,
$120.6 billion. And we are asked to buy
$115.9 billion, and now as a compromise
we are asked to buy the Wright Amendment providing only $116.9 billion, $3.2
billion under President Carter's budget.
Mr. Chairman, as chairman of the
R. & D. subcommittee, I can assure the
Members that the members of my subcommittee scrutinized our defense pos-
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ture in detail as a part of our deliberations. I speak to my Democratic colleagues. We did not approve everything
the President and the Pentagon asked
for. In fact, we cut their request.
Listen to this, Mr. Chairman. We cut
their request by $776 billion, almost
three-quarters of a billion dollars, and
our actions were dictated by a concern
for current deficiencies in our defense
posture, and those programs which did
not contribute to the near term correction of those deficiencies, or which were
poorly justified, or inefficiently managed,
did not survive.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, if the budget figure
stands, I state to my distinguished chairman and the members of the Budget
Committee, you have defeated everything
we have done in the R. & D. committee,
everything we have done, and you have
cut the legs out from under the President of the United States. Why do I say
this? We cut with the intention of putting the money back into hardware,
which we did in the full committee.
Mr. Chairman, I would hope that some
day I will be able to live in a world where
the United States of America does not
have to spend a dime for defense. I hope
and I pray that my children and my
grandchildren will be able to live in that
kind of world in the future.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ICHORD. Not at this time. I will
yield to the gentleman if he will get
me additional time later on
Mr. Chairman, I hope and I pray that
my children have that kind of world,
but we cannot stick our heads in the sand
like the ostrich and think in terms of how
we would like the world to be rather than
what it is.
The Budget Committee in its recommendation for defense is asking this
House to accept a $1 billion reduction
justified on the basis of level of purchases. The proposal, Mr. Chairman, is
made right in the face of a rpeort on
NATO by Senators NUNM and BARTLETT,

reaffirmed by the staff of the House
Armed Services Committee, that the
shortfalls in reserves and preposition
stocks are of such magnitude that deployed combat units might not be able to
sustain themselves for more than a few
days of high intensity combat.
Mr. Chairman, I do not share all of the
views of General Keegan but I do share
the views of Senator NUNN and Senator
BARTLETT. I am frightened by the deteri-

orating capability of U.S. military
strength vis-a-vis the Warsaw Pact nations and most particularly the Soviet
Union.
To permit, I would state to my good
friend, the chairman of the Budget Committee, such a situation to continue unabated is absolutely suicidal. To defer
needed purchases, which the gentleman
is doing, is absolutely absurd, penny wise
and pound foolish, false economics, and
destined to cost the American taxpayers
more for the same equipment. He is asking Congress to acquire weapons systems

at an uneconomical rate. This basic
premise of economics was obviously overlooked by the Budget Committee. To correct this oversight I urge Members to
support the Burleson amendment.
And to my friends who do not see the
need for as strong a defense as I, and
particularly those who would vote dry
and drink wet, and I am talking about
those who supported the Cohen amendment only Monday on the House floor, I
say they cannot expect to have a $116.9
billion level and keep our bases open.
They cannot vote dry and drink wet.
Bases will have to be closed if the Burleson amendment is not adopted.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Missouri has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. ICHORD
was allowed to proceed for 3 additional
minutes.)
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I state to
my friends on my side of the aisle who
supported so overwhelmingly the amendment that was adopted to increase civilian workers in the Department of Defense, you cannot vote dry and drink
wet. The increase in civilian workers will
have to be eliminated.
I state to my friends over on the Senate side who added on the nonnuclear
Lance and the A-7 airplanes, and I
state to the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. WRIGHT) that he cannot vote
dry and drink wet. All of those add-on's
are going to have to go if the Budget
Committee is sustained.
Let us restore, Mr. Chairman, President Carter's budget. Let us permit him
to deal with the Soviet Union from a
position of strength in the SALT talks,
not from a position of weakness, which
situation he will be in if we do not vote
for the chance to have the world in the
future that we all want to live in. I urge
a vote for the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. BURLESON).

Vote for our Democratic President, President Carter.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. ICHORD. I yield to the gentlewoman from New York.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I
thank my distinguished colleague for
yielding.
I just want to point out for him that
if the Burleson amendment were adopted
the Armed Services Committee would be
the only committee in the House to
have its recommendations virtually
fully funded in the budget. The other
committees are not in that position.
Mr. ICHORD. I will say to the distinguished gentlewoman, I am sorry but
her statement is inaccurate, and the
reason why it is inaccurate is that the
House Armed Services Committee asked
the Budget Committee to give us a level
of spending at $120.9 billion. The Burleson of Texas amendment is a compromise. It is between your figure and the
figure recommended by the Budget Committee. The House Armed Services Committee recommended $120.9 billion. The
Burleson amendment only calls for $120.1
billion for defense.
Mr. Chairman, it is only $120.1 billion.
I see that the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. BURLESON)

is nodding his head.

I would like to have the time, Mr.
Chairman, to read from a speech made
by a Member who knows more about the
defense needs of this country, who unfortunately is now in the hospital, than
any Member in this House. I am talking
about our distinguished friend and our
colleague, and I hope that the gentleman
will speedily recover from the minor
operation he is about to undergo and return to us soon. I do want the Members
of the House, and particularly my good
friend, the gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAIMO) to hear portions of a speech
recently made by the honorable gentleman from Illinois (Mr. MEL PRICE).
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. ICHORD) has
expired.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for an
additional 3 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Missouri?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, I regretfully object.
The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard.
The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from California
(Mr. JOHN L. BURTON) to the amendment

offered by the gentleman from New York
(Mr. PIKE).
PARLIAMENTARY

INQUIRY

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I have a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, it has been some time since I offered the amendment. I wonder if the
Members might be aware of what the
amendment does.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman does
not state a parliamentary inquiry.
The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from California
(Mr. JOHN L. BURTON) to the amendment

offered by the gentleman from New York
(Mr. PcIE).
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. JOHN L. BUR-

TON), there were-ayes 27, noes 66.
RECORDED VOTE

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.
4 recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 64, noes 344,
not voting 25, as follows:
[Roll No. 156]
Addabbo
Ammerman
Badillo
Beard, R.I.
Bedell
Beilenson
Bingham
Blouin
Bonior
Brodhead
Burke, Calif.
Burton, John
Burton, Phillip
Carr
Chisholm
Clay
Collins, Ill.
Conyers
Dellums
Drinan
Early
Edgar

AYES-64
Edwards, Calif.
Gaydos
Harrington
Hawkins
Holtzman
Jacobs
Johnson, Colo.
Kastenmeier
Keys
Kostmayer
Lederer
Lundine
Maguire
Markey
Metcalfe
Meyner
Mikva
Miller, Calif.
Mitchell, Md.
Moakley
Mottl
Myers, Michael

Nolan
Oberstar
Ottinger
Pattison
Rangel
Richmond

Rodino
Rosenthal
Roybal
Ryan
Schroeder
Seiberling
Shipley
Stark
Stokes
Studds
Thompson
Vanik
Weaver
Weiss
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NOES-344
Abdnor
Del.
Evans,
Akaka
Ga.
Evans,
Alexander
Evans.
Ind.
Allen
Fary
Ambro
Fascell
Anderson,
Fenwick
Calif.
Findley
Anderson, Ill.
Fisher
Andrews,
N.C.
Flippo
Andrews,
Flood
Dak.
N.
Flowers
Annunzio
Flynt
Applegate
Mich.
Ford,
Archer
Tenn.
Ford,
Armstrong
Fountain
Ashbrook
Fowler
Ashley
Frenzel
Aspin
Frey
AuCoin
Fuqua
Badham
Gammage
Bafalis
Gephardt
Baldus
Giaimo
Barnard
Gibbons
Baucus
Gilman
Bauman
Ginn
Beard, Tenn.
Glickman
Benjamin
Goldwater
Bennett
Gonzalez
Bevill
Goodling
Biaggi
Gore
Blanchard
Gradison
Boland
Grassley
Bolling
Gudger
Bonker
Guyer
Bowen
Hagedorn
Brademas
Hall
Breaux
Hamilton
Breckinridge
HammerBrinkley
schmidt
Brooks
Hanley
Broomfield
Hannaford
Brown, Calif.
Hansen
Brown, Mich.
Harris
Brown, Ohio
Harsha
Broyhill
Heckler
Buchaan
Hefner
Burgener
Heftel
Burke, Fla.
Hightower
Burke, Mass.
Hillis
Burleson, Tex.
Holland
Burlison, Mo.
Hollenbcck
Butler
Holt
Byron
Horton
Caputo
Howard
Carney
Hubbard
Carter
Huckaby
Cavanaugh
Hughes
Cederberg
Hyde
Chappell
Ichord
Clausen,
Ireland
Don H.
Jeffords
Clawson, Del
Jenkins
Cleveland
Jenrette
CochranCalif.
Johnson,
Cohen
Okla.
Jones,
Coleman
Tenn.
Jones,
Collins, Tex.
Jordan
Conable
Kasten
Conte
Kazen
Corcoran
Kelly
Corman
Kemp
Cornell
Ketchum
Cornwell
Kildee
Cotter
Kindness
Coughlin
Krebs
Crane
Krueger
D'Amours
Lagomarsino
Daniel, Dan
Latta
Daniel, R. W.
Leach
Danielson
Leggett
Davis
Lehman
de la Garza
Lent
Delaney
Levitas
DentCalif.
Lloyd,
Derwinski
Tenn.
Lloyd,
Devine
La.
Long,
Dickinson
Md.
Long,
Dicks
Lott
Diggs
Lujan
Dingell
Luken
Downey
McClory
Duncan, Oreg.
McCloskey
Duncan, Tenn.
McCormack
Eckhardt
McDade
Edwards, Ala.
McDonald
Edwards, Okla.
McEwen
Eilberg
McFall
Emery
McHugh
English
McKay
Erlenborn
McKinney
Ertel
Madigan
Evans, Colo.
Mahon

Waggonner
Taylor
Winn
Walker
Thone
Wirth
Mann
Walsh
Thornton
Wolff
Marks
Wampler
Tonry
Wright
Marlenee
Watkins
Traxler
Wydler
Marriott
Waxman
Treen
Wylie
Martin
Whalen
Trible
Yates
Mathis *
White
Tsongas
Yatron
Mattox
Whitehurst
Tucker
Fla.
Young,
Mazzoli
Whitley
Udall
Mo.
Young,
Meeds
Whitten
Uilman
Tex.
Young,
Michel
Wiggins
Van Deerlin Zablocki
Mikulski
Wilson, Bob
Vander Jagt Zeferetti
Miller, Ohio
Wilson, C. H.
Vento
Mineta
Wilson, Tex.
Volkmer
Minish
Mitchell, N.Y. NOT VOTING-25
Moffett
Fraser
Boggs
Mollohan
Harkin
Derrick
Montgomery
Jones, N.C.
Dodd
Moore
Koch
Dornan
Moorhead,
LaFalce
Fish
Calif.
Le Fante
Fithian
Pa.
Moorhead,
Milford
Florio
Moss
Myers, Ind.
Foley
Ill.
Murphy,
Price
Forsythe N.Y.
Murphy,
Murphy, Pa.
Mr. PANETTA and Mr. RUPPE
Murtha
changed
Garytheir vote from "aye" to "no."
Myers,
Natcher
So the amendment to the amendment
Neal
was rejected.
Nedzi
The result of the vote was announced
Nichols
Nix
as above recorded.
Nowak
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
O'Brien
rise in support of the amendment offered
Oakar
by the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
Obey
Panetta
as a substitute for the
BURLESON)
Patten
amendment offered by the gentleman
Patterson
from New York (Mr. PIKE).
Pease
Pepper
Mr. Chairman, I will be brief.
Perkins
Mr. Chairman, as some time has exPettis
pired since the original discussion on the
Pickle
Pike
Burleson amendment, I believe much of
Poage
the debate that has preceded this point
Pressler
in consideration of this budget resolution
Preyer
Pritchard
has been more than adequate. However,
Pursell
I thought that since the chairman of
Quaylc
the Committee on Armed Services (Mr.
Quie
PRICE) felt very strongly on this issue, I
Quillen
Rahali
would like to yield to my colleague, the
Railsback
gentleman from Missouri (Mr. ICFOROD),
Regula
from the Committee on Armed Services,
Reuss
Rhodes
to relate the message of our disRinaldo
tinguished chairman of the Committee
Risenhoover
on Armed Services.
Roberts
Robinson
Mr. Chairman, I yield to my colRogers
the gentleman from Missouri
league,
Roncalio
(Mr. ICHORD), a member of the ComRooney
mittee on Armed Services, to relate that
Rose
Rousselot
message from the chairman of the ComRudd
mittee on Armed Services.
Runnels
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I thank
Ruppe
Santini
the gentleman for yielding.
Sarasin
Mr. Chairman, regrettably, a Member
Satterfield
objected to my reading portions of a
Sawyer
Scheuer
speech by the gentleman from Illinois
Schulze
(Mr. MELVIN PRICE).
Sebelius
Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Chairman, will
Sharp
the gentleman from California (Mr.
Shuster
Sikes
ROUSSELOT) yield a half minute to me,
Simon
in the interest of order?
Sisk
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
Skelton
Skubitz
would be glad to do that, but I promised
Slack
the gentleman from Mismy colleague,
Iowa
Smith,
souri (Mr.
Nebr. ICHORD), that I would yield to
Smith,
Snyder
him for what I think is a significant
Solarz
statement by the chairman of the ComSpellman
mittee on Armed Services.
Spence
St If
Germain
there is any time left after that, I
Stangeland
be glad to yield to my colleague, the
will
Stanton
gentleman from Wyoming (Mr. RoNSteed
CALIO).
Steers
Steiger
Mr. ICHORD. I realize, Mr. Chairman,
Stockman
that we are pressed for time; but regretStratton
tably, a Member did object to hearing
Stump
Symms
this message from our good friend, the

gentleman from Illinois (Mr. PRICE), now
in the hospital, who, I state unequivocally, knows more about defense than
any Member in this House.
The speech was made on March 29,
1977, and it was precisely on the subject we are now considering as we are
about ready to vote on the Wright
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the Wright amendment would cut President Ford's defense
budget by $3.2 billion. The Burleson
amendment will restore President CarRoe
Rostenkowski
Russo
Staggers
Teague
Walgren
Young, Alaska

ter's budget of $120.1 billion.
This is what the chairman of the
Committee on Armed Services, the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. PRICE), has to
say:
There are real problems in Defense procurement that I would have liked to review
with you: There are shortages in our ground
forces, where twenty-year-old artillery and
vehicles are being used. There is deep division
on what the size and shape of our future
Navy should be.

Mr, Chairman, I hope that I do have
the attention of my good friend, the distinguished gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAIo) as I read this.

The

gentleman

from

Illinois

(Mr.

PRICE) goes on to say:
I supported the Congressional Budget Act.
I hope it is going to work.
But it is not going to work if it is going
to be based on arbitrarylimits that disregard
real problems and actual policies in the real
world.
It is not going to work if national defense
is going to be made the whipping boy for
those who want to spend money in other
areas or try out favorite theories on economic stimulation.
Proposals are now being advanced for massive reductions in the President's defense
request.

These are being brought to us, requests
for $4.1 billion under our President
Carter's proposal, I would state to my
Democratic colleagues by our Budget

Committee.
I return to the text of Chairman
PRICE'S speech:
Proposals are now being advanced for massive reductions in the President's defense
request. These reductions are justified by
generalized statements based on untestedand unexamined-presumptions. They have
not had the benefit of detailed analysis or
of hearings--

Which the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMO) admits:
Or of hearings to test the validity of the
presumptions.

Listen to what our chairman, the gen-

tleman from Illinois, MEL PRICE says,
listen to this, and I quote precisely:
I applaud the President for being unwilling to make greater cuts-regardless of campaign statements-because he could not be
assured that greater cuts could be made
without hurting capability.
In our committee we disagreed with some
of the President's proposals. We recommended that almost $1 billion of his proposed reductions be restored.
We also carefully considered each of the
programs involved and attempted to determine the actual effect on military preparedness.
I think it is instructive to note that the
Armed Services Committee in the Senate
estimated a requirement of $1.2 billion above
the President's proposed figure. Thus our
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committees were within half a billion dollars
of each other.
I think there are three verities we in the
Congress have to remember in ordering national priorities:
First, our priorities are sometimes dictated
by developments beyond our control.
Second, the American people recognize
what is needed.
Third, we cannot determine defense requirements by how much we think we need
for housing programs, or medical research, or
urban renewal, or pollution control, or domestic programs.
I happen to be a Democrat. I consider myself a pretty good one. I have supported all
of the major social programs advanced by my
party for the past 30 years. I never felt it was
necessary to cut national defense to do so.
National defense is not in competition with
social programs.
There is no and/or conjunction in the
United States Constitution.
The Constitution says we shall "promote
the general welfare and provide for the common defense." It does not say we should do
one or the other.
I do not think the Congress as a whole will
support a $4 billion reduction in President
Carter's defense budget.
We have to have a rational system for determining our national priorities.
Our new procedures are not going to work
if they are used as a vehicle to attack the
defense budget-before the hard, detailed
work of congressional study is even completed.
It is time for those of us in Congress to
reexamine the intent of the congressional
budget reforms and how we intend to use
them.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. So the gentleman's
point is that the chairman of the House
Committee on Armed Services (Mr.
PRICE) is suggesting to vote down the
Wright amendment and vote for the
Burleson of Texas amendment?
Mr. ICHORD. That is correct, and to
support the President of the United
States.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I appreciate my
colleague's statement.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
the Pike amendment and all amendments thereto close in 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Members standing
at the time the unanimous-consent request was made will be recognized for

dealing with line items in this resdlution.
So, any reference to procurement is
meaningless. The $3-billion reduction
could apply to the procurement of planes,
ships, guns, ammunition-everything. I
may have misunderstood the gentleman,
but that was the impression I got. I ask
the Members to vote down the Wright
amendment in order that there be opportunity to vote on the amendment I
have proposed.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida (Mr.
BENNETT).

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, earlier
in the debate we discussed the things
that the 'Budget Committee addressed
itself to, like estimates of how many
people are going to be in the military, and
these other various things. None of them
really add up to any real savings. The
objection to estimates of escalation
could not really save money. The only
thing that was real at the end of the
discussion of the budget proposals was
that there will be a cut in procurement
of weapons under the Wright amendment, despite what he says, because the
overall amount of money cut is there. It
is not his intention to cut it, but we
would be bound to cut it if Wright prevailed. The national defense of our country is at a level where we should increase
it, not decrease it.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. MITCHELL
of Maryland yielded his time to Mr.
GIAIMo).

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Wisconsin
(Mr. ASPIN).
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Chairman, I rise to
make an appeal to the liberal Members
of the Democratic side to vote in favor
of the Wright amendment. I think what
we are talking about here is two alternatives: A $4 billion add-on and a $1
billion add-on. I think a $1 billion add-on
is justifiable on the basis that some increase is justified in real growth. I think
liberals can defend it on the ground that
what we are talking about at this point is
the better of two alternatives.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from California (Mr. LEGGETT).
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I want
to reinforce the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. AsPIN). I think we ought to
support the Wright amendment and
then maybe consider later on whether or
one-half minute each.
not we want to defeat it as a substitute.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. STRATTON I think the Committee on Armed Servyielded his time to Mr. BURLESON of ices is unduly alarmed about this bill.
Texas.)
Normally there is a $2 billion shortfall
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- between what the Armed Services Comnizes the gentleman from Texas (Mr. mittee passes and what the AppropriaBURLESON).
tions Committee enacts every year. There
Mr. BURLESON of Texas. Mr. Chair- is today a $4.4 billion shortfall between
man, one brief point: My dear friend, what the Appropriations Committee has
neighbor and colleague, the gentleman passed and what the Department of Defrom Texas, (Mr. WRIGHT) our majority fense has spent. The committee targets
leader, in suggesting approximately $1 should be supported in the defense funcbillion restoration to category 050 of tion and the amendments defeated.
this resolution, by implication suggested
(By unanimous consent, Ms. HOLTZthat this sum would protect military pro- MAN yielded her time to Mr. GIA•mo.)
curement of hardware, to put it another
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
way, there will be a $3-billion reduction, the gentleman from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT).
and that this would not touch procureMr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, the
ment. Let it be understood we are not amendment I offered is an attempt to
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preserve most of the economies that have
been made wisely by the committee, but
still to give to the President that which
he says he needs, namely, enough leverage in procurement to strengthen our
hand in the SALT limitation talks. It
would increase by $1 billion the amount
in the committee resolution, rather than
$4 billion as proposed by the administration.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. LATTA).
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the President and of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. OMAR BURLESON) and
against the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT).
I realize that the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. WRIGHT) is a great compromiser but in this instance I think he
is absolutely wrong, the President is
right, and the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. BURLESON) is right.
I do not think we should be picking
figures out of the air that we cannot substantiate and compromising our defense
posture. We should not compromise when
we have six committees of the Congress
saying this is where we should be and we
should go no lower. We should stick with
the people who know whereof they speak.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAIMO) to conclude the debate.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, we are
trying to put together a budget resolution for fiscal year 1977 and we are trying to treat every segment of our national interest fairly and provide for the
necessary and available funds. We believe in the area of national defense, the
only area of the budget where there was
a massive increase this year over last
year-$9.5 billion, that we are not treating them poorly.
Certainly my friend, the gentleman
from Missouri (Mr. ICHORD) and others
object to the fact that we cut them even
$1, but the fact is that they have a $9.5-

billion increase over last year.

Another fact is that even though these
same objections to our suggested cuts
were heard last year, the Department of
Defense did not even spend all the money
or obligate all the money we gave them
last year. There is a spending shortfall
in defense of some $4.5 to $5 billion in
the present year's budget.
As we try to arrive at an equitable
budget for the Nation, everyone has to
absorb a little bit of the reduction; that
is what we areasking Defense to do. It is

reasonable. It will not affect our national
security in any way. It will not jeopardize our defense effort. It will give our
President some greater flexibility to address himself to the real defense needs
of this Nation.
I urge the Members to vote down the
Burleson amendment.
PARLIAMENTARY

INQUIRY

Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I
have a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will

state it.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman,
would it not be in order for me to ad-
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vise my colleagues at this time that the
President called the Speaker this afternoon to ask him to stay with the President?
SThe CHAIRMAN. The Chair would like
to advise the gentleman that is not a
parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. STRATTON. I thank the Chair-

man.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT) to the amend-

ment offered by the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. BURLESON) as a substitute
for the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York (Mr. PIKn).
The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Chairman, I demand
a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was refused.
So the amendment to the amendment
offered as a substitute for the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. BURLESON)

as a

sub-

stitute for the amendment offered by the

gentleman from New York (Mr. PnKE).
The question was taken; and the
chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.
RECORDEDVOTE

Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 225, noes 184,
not voting 24, as follows:
[Roll No. 157]
Abdnor
Akaka
Allen
Ambro
Andrews, N.C.
Andrews,
N. Dak.
Annunzio
Archer
Armstrong
Ashbrook
Badham
Bafalis
Barnard
Bauman
Beard, Tenn.
Bennett
Bevill
Bowen
Breaux
Breckinridge
Brinkley
Broomfield
Brown, Ohio
Broyhill
Buchanan
Burgener
Burke, Fla.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Butler
Byron
Caputo
Carter
Cederberg
Chappell
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Cleveland
Cochran
Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Tex.

AYES-225
Conable
Corcoran
Cornwell
Crane
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.
Davis
de la Garza
Delaney
Devine
Dickinson
Dicks
Dornan
Duncan, Tenn.
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Okla.
Emery
English
Erlenborn
Ertel
Evans, Ga.
Evans, Ind.
Fary
Findley
Fithian
Flippo
Flowers
Flynt
Fountain
Fowler
Frenzel
Frey .
Fuqua
Gammage
Gibbons
Gilman
Ginn
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Gradison
Grassley
Gudger
Guyer
Hagedorn

Hall
Hammerschmidt
Hanley
Hansen
Harsha
Hefner
Heftel
Hightower
Hillis
Holt
Horton
Howard
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hyde
Ichord
Ireland
Jeffords
Jenkins
Jenrette
Jones, Okla.
Jones, Tenn.
Kasten
Kazen
Kelly
Kemp
Ketchum
Kindness
Krueger
Lagomarsino
Latta
Lent
Levitas
Lloyd, Tenn.
Long, Md.
Lott
Lujan
McClory
McDade
McDonald
McEwen
Madigan
Mahon

NOES-184
Addabbo
Mottl
Fisher
Alexander
Murphy, Ill.
Flood
Ammnerman Myers, Michael
Foley
Anderson,
Nedzi
Mich.
Ford,
Calif.
Nix
Tenn.
Ford,
Anderson, Il. Nolan
Gaydos
Appiegate
Nowak
Gephardt
Ashley
Oakar
Giaimo
Aspin
Oberstar
Glickman
AuCoin
Obey
Goodling
Badillo
Ottinger
Gore
Baldus
Panetta
Hamilton
Baucus
Patterson
Hannaford
Beard, R.I.
Pattison
Harrington
Bedell
Pease
Harris
Beilenson
Pike
Hawkins
Benjamin
Pressler
Heckler
Biaggi
Pritchard
Holland
Bingham
Pursell
Hollenbeck
Blanchard
Rahall
Holtzman
Blouin
Rangel
Hughes
Boland
Reuss
Jacobs
Bolling Calif. Richmond
Johnson,
Bonior Colo. Rodino
Johnson,
Bonker
Roncalio
Jordan
Brademas
Rosenthal
Kastenmeier
Brodhead
Keys
Roybal
Brooks
Ryan
Kildee
Brown, Calif. Santini
Kostmayer
Brown, Mich. Scheuer
Krebs
Le Burke,
Fante Calif. Schroeder
Burke, Mass. Seiberling
Leach
Burton, John Sharp
Lederer
Carney
Leggett
Shipley
Carr
Lehman
Simon
Cavanaugh
Smith, Iowa
Lloyd,
Calif.
Chisholm
Solarz
La.
Long,
Clay
Luken
Spellman
Collins, DIl. St Germain
Lundine
Conte
Stark
McCloskey
Conyers
McCormack
Steers
Corman
McFall
Stokes
Cornell
Studds
McHugh
Cotter
Thompson
McKay
Coughlin
Traxler
McKinney
D'Amours
Tsongas
Maguire
Danielson
Tucker
Markey
Dellums
Mattox
Udall
Dent
Van Deerlin
Mazzoli
Derwinski
Meeds
Vanik
Dingell
Vento
Metcalfe
Downey
Volkmer
Meyner
Drinan
Waxman
Mikulski
Duncan, Oreg.Weaver
Mikva
EarlyCalif.
Weiss
Miller,
Eckhardt
Whalen
Ohio
Miller,
Edgar
Wirth
Mineta
Calif.
Edwards,
Wolff
Md.
Mitchell,
Eilberg
Wylie
Moakley
Evans, Colo. Yates
Moffett
Fascell Pa. Yatron
Moorhead,
Fenwick
Moss
NOT VOTING-24
Derrick
Dodd
Boggs
Evans, Del.
Burton, Phillip Diggs
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Fish
Koch
Florio
LaFalce
Forsythe
Milford
Fraser
Myers,
Ind.
Harkin
Price
RoeJones, N.C.

Mann
Regula
Stump
Marks
Symms
Rhodes
Marlenee
Taylor
Rinaldo
Marriott
Thone
Risenhoover
Martin
Roberts
Thornton
Mathis
Tonry
Robinson
Michel
Treen
Rogers
Minish
Trible
Rooney
Mitchell, N.Y.Ullman
Rose
Mollohan
Vander Jagt
Rousselot
Montgomery Waggonner
Rudd
Moore
Walker
Runnels
Moorhead,
Walsh
Ruppe
Calif.
Wampler
Sarasin
Murphy, N.Y. Watkins
Satterfield
Murphy, Pa. White
Sawyer
Murtha
Whitehurst
Schulze
Myers, Gary Whitley
Sebelius
Natcher
Whitten
Shuster
Neal
Wiggins
Sikes
Nichols
Wilson, Bob
Sisk
O'Brien
Wilson, C. H.
Skelton
Patten
Wilson, Tex.
Skubitz
Pepper
Winn
Slack
Perkins
Wright
Smith,
Nebr.
Pettis
Wydler
Snyder
Pickle
Young, Fla.
Spence
Poage
Young, Mo.
Stangeland
Preyer
Young, Tex.
Stanton
Quayle
Zablocki
Steed
Quie
Zeferetti
Steiger
Quillen
Stockman
Railsback
Stratton

Rostenkowski
Russo
Staggers
Teague
Walgren
Young, Alaska

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

On this vote:
Mr. Teague for, with Mr. Walgren against.
Mr. Milford for, with Mr. Staggers against.
Mr. Price for, with Mrs. Boggs against.
Mr. Evans of Delaware for, with Mr.
Phlllip Burton against.
Mr. Fish for, with Mr. Koch against.

Messrs. ABDNOR,

NEAL,

COHEN,

and SARASIN changed their vote from

"no" to "aye."
So the amendment offered as a substitute for the amendment was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York (Mr. PIKE), as amended.
The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the ayes appeared to have it.
RECORDED VOTE

Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 218, noes 185,

not voting 30, as follows:
[Roll No. 158]
AYES-218
Abdnor
Akaka
Allen
Ambro
Andrews, N.C.
Andrews,
N. Dak.
Annunzio
Archer
Armstrong
Ashbrook
Badham
Bafalis
Barnard
Bauman
Beard, Tenn.
Bennett
Bevill
Bowen
Breaux
Breckinridge
Brinkley
Broomfield
Brown, Ohio
Broyhill
Buchanan
Burgener
Burke, Fla.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Butler
Byron
Caputo
Carter
Chappell
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Cleveland
Cochran
Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Tex.
Conable
Corcoran
Cornwell
Crane
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.
Davis
de la Garza
Delaney

Devine
Jenkins
Dickinson
Jenrette
Dicks
Jones, Okla.
Dornan
Jones, Tenn.
Duncan, Tenn. Kasten
Edwards, Ala. Kazen
Edwards, Okla. Kemp
Emery
Ketchum
English
Kindness
Evans, Ind.
Krueger
Fary
Lagomarsino
Findley
Latta
Fithian
Lent
Flippo
Levitas
Flowers
Lloyd, Tenn.
Flynt
Long, Md.
Fountain
Lott
Fowler
Lujan
Frenzel
McClory
Frey
McDade
Fuqua
McDonald
Gammage
McEwen
Gibbons
Madigan
Gilman
Mahon
Ginn
Mann
Goldwater
Marks
Marlenee
Gonzalez
Goodling
Marriott
Gradison
Martin
Michel
Grassley
Minish
Gudger
Mitchell, N.Y.
Guyer
Mollohan
Hagedorn
Montgomery
Hall
Moore
HammerMoorhead,
schmidt
Calif.
Hanley
Murphy, N.Y.
Hansen
Murtha
Harsha
Myers, Gary
Hefner
Natcher
Heftel
Neal
Hightower
Nichols
Hillis
O'Brien
Holt
Patten
Horton
Pepper
Howard
Perkins
Hubbard
Pettis
Huckaby
Pickle
Hyde
Poage
Ichord
Preyer
Ireland
Quayle
Jeffords
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Quie
Quillen
Railsback
Regula
Rhodes
Rinaldo
Risenhoover
Roberts
Robinson
Rogers
Rooney
Rose
Rousselot
Rudd
Runnels
Sarasin
Satterfield
Sawyer
Schulze
Sebelius
Shipley
Shuster

Sikes
Sisk
Skelton
Skubitz
Slack
Smith, Nebr.
Snyder
Spence
Stangeland
Stanton
Steed
Steiger
Stockman
Stratton
Stump
Symms
Taylor
Thone
Thornton
Tonry
Treen
Trible

Ullman
Vander Jagt
Waggonner
Walker
Walsh
Wampler
Watkins
White
Whitehurst
Whitley
Whitten
Wiggins
Wilson, Bob
Wilson, C. H.
Wilson, Tex.
Winn
Wright
Young, Fla.
Young, Mo.
Young, Tex.
Zablocki
Zeferetti

NOES-185
Mottl
Fisher
Addabbo
Murphy, Ill.
Flood
Al exander
Murphy, Pa.
Florio
Ammerman
Foley
Myers, Michael
Anderson,
Nedzi
Mich.
Ford,
Calif.
Nix
Anderson, ll. Ford, Tenn.
Nolan
Gaydos
Applegate
Nowak
Gephardt
Ashley
Oakar
Giaimo
Aspin
Oberstar
Glickman
AuCoin
Obey
Gore
Badillo
Ottinger
Hamilton
Baidus
Panetta
Baucus
Hannaford
Patterson
Harrington
Beard, R.I.
Pattison
Bedell
Harris
Pease
Beilenson
Hawkins
Pike
Benjamin
Heckler
Pressler
Holland
Biaggi
Pritchard
Bingham
Hollenbeck
Pursell
Blanchard
Holtzman
Rahall
Blouin
Hughes
Rangel
Boland
Jacobs
Bolling
Johnson, Calif. Reuss
Bonior
Johnson, Colo. Richmond
Rodino
Bonker
Jordan
Roncalio
Brademas
Kastenmeier
Rosenthal
Brodhead
Keys
Kildee
Roybal
Brooks
Kostmayer
Ruppe
Brown, Calif.
Krebs
Ryan
Brown, Mich.
Santini
Burke, Calif.
Le Fante
Scheuer
Burke, Mass.
Leach
Schroeder
Burton, John Lederer
Leggett
Seiberling
Carney
Lehman
Sharp
Carr
Simon
Lloyd, Calif.
Cavanaugh
Long, La.
Smith, Iowa
Chisholm
Luken
Solarz
Clay
Spellman
Lundine
Collins, Ill.
St Germain
Conte
McCloskey
Stark
McCormack
Conyers
Steers
Corman
McFall
Stokes
Cornell
McHugh
Studds
Cotter
McKay
Thompson
McKinney
Coughlin
Traxler
D'Amours
Maguire
Tsongas
Danielson
Markey
Tucker
Dellums
Mattox
Udall
Dent
Mazzoli
Van
Deerlin
Meeds
Derwinski
Vanik
Metcalfe
Dingell
Vento
Meyner
Downey
Volkmer
Duncan, Oreg. Mikulski
Waxman
Mikva
Early
Weaver
Eckhardt
Miller, Calif.
Weiss
Miller, Ohio
Edgar
Whalen
Edwards, Calif. Mineta
VWirth
Mitchell, Md.
Eiiberg
Wolif
Moakley
Eitel
Wylie
Moffett
Evans. Colo.
Moorhead, Pa. Yatres
Fascell
Moss
Yatron
Fenwick
NOT VOTING-30
Fish
Myers, Ind.
Boggs
Price
Burton, Phillip Forsythe
Roe
Fraser
Cederberg
Rostenkowski
Harkin
Derrick
Russo
Jones. N.C.
Diggs
Staggers
Kelly
Dodd
Teague
Koch
Drinan
Walgren
LaFalce
Erlenborn
Mathis
Wydler
Evans, Del.
Young, Alaska
Milford
Evans, Ga.

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

On this vote:

Mr. Teague for, with Mrs. Boggs against.
Mr. Milford for, with Mr. Staggers against.
Mr. Mathis for, with Mr. Walgren against.
Mr. Evans of Delaware for, with Mr. Phillip

Burton against.
Mr. Fish for, with Mr. Koch against.
Mr. John T. Myers for, with Mr. Diggs
against.
Mr. Young of Alaska for, with Mr. Drinan
against.

Mr. AKAKA changed his vote from
"no" to "aye."

So the amendment, as amended, was
agreed to.
AMENDMENT IN THE INATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE
OFFERED BY MR. MIITCHELL OF MARYLAND
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment in the
nature of a substitute.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment in the nature of a substitute
offered by Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland: Strike
all after the resolving clause and insert in
lieu thereof the following:
That the Congress hereby determines and
declares pursuant to section 301(a) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, that for
the fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1977(1) the recommended level of Federal
revenues is $398,094,000,000;
(2) the appropriate level of total new
budget authority is $500,642,000,000;
(3) the appropriate level of total budget
outlays is $462,332,000,000;
(4) the amount of the deficit in the budget which is appropriate in the light of economic conditions and all other relevant
factors is $64,239,000,000; and
(5) the appropriate level of the public
debt is $801,084,000,000, and the amount by
which the statutory limit on such debt
should accordingly be increased is $101,084,000,000.
SEC. 2. Based on allocations of the appropriate level of total new budget authority
and of total budget outlays as set forth in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of the first section
of this resolution, the Congress hereby determines and declares pursuant to section
301(a) (2) of the Congressional Budget Act
of 1974 that, for the fiscal year beginning on
October 1, 1977, the appropriate level of new
budget authority and the estimated budget
outlays for each major functional category
are as follows:
(1) National Defense (050) :
(A)
New budget authority, $109,477,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $106,074,000,000.
(2) International Affairs (150):
(A) New budget authority, $9,543,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,397,000,000.
(3) General Science, Space, and Technology (250):
(A) New budget authority, $4,930,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,737,000,000.
(4) Natural Resources, Environment, and
Energy (300):
(A) New budget authority, $20,950,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,677,000,000.
(5) Agriculture (350):
(A) New budget authority $2,153,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $2,880,000,000.
(6) Commerce and Transportation (400):
(A) New budget authority, $22,169,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,377,000,000.
(7) Community and Regional Development (450) :
(A) New budget authority $10,092,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,086,000,000.
(8)
Education, Training, Employment,
and Social Services (500):
(A) New budget authority, $25,621,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,233,000,000.
(9) Health (550):
(A) New budget authority, $47,710,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 844,258,000.000.
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(10) Income Security (600):
(A)
New budget authority, $182,993,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $148,589,000,000.
(11) Veterans Benefits and Services (700) :
(A) New budget authority, $19,935,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,903,000,000.
(12) Law Enforcement and Justice (750):
(A) New budget authority, $3,560,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.
(13) General Government (800):
(A) New budget authority, $3,898,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,998,000,000.
(14) Revenue Sharing and General Purpose Fiscal Assistance (850):
(A) New budget authority, $9,847,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,803,000,000.
(15) Interest (900):
(A) New budget authority, $43,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $43,000,000,000.
(16) Allowances:
(A) New budget authority, $1,069,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $1,021,000,000.
(17)
Undistributed Offsetting Receipts

(950):
(A) New budget authority, $16,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $16,000,000,000.
SEC. 3. In the third budget resolution for
fiscal year 1977, the Congress provided for
revenue and spending proposals designed to
stimulate the Nation's economy in order to
reduce unemployment. These proposals, together with recent indications of more vigorous economic growth in the private sector,
provide evidence that the Nation's economy
may be returning to the levels needed to provide jobs to millions of our unemployed.
The Congress recognizes, however, that unusual uncertainties surround the current economic outlook for 1977 and 1978-primarily,
the economic impact of the stimulus proposals and the likelihood of continued economic
growth in the private sector-and that additional time and information are needed to
make final determinations with respect to
fiscal policy for fiscal year 1978; and declares that, if economic recovery does not
proceed satisfactorily during the months immediately following adoption of the first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1978, it will
be necessary to provide additional stimulus
to the economy in appropriate amounts to
be determined in the second budget resolution for fiscal year 1978. On the other hand,
if the recovery continues to show signs of
long-term renewed growth, it may be desirable to reduce some of the economic stimulus
provided for fiscal year 1978 in order to make
more rapid progress toward a balanced
budget.
SEC. 4. Pursuant to section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974
(1) Section 1 of S. Con. Res. 10 is amended
to read as follows:
"That the Congress hereby determines and
declares, pursuant to section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, that for the
fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1976(1) The recommended level of Federal
revenues is $355,000,000,000, and the amount
by which the aggregate level of Federal revenues should be decreased is $3,300,000,000;
(2) The appropriate level of total new
budget authority is $469,700,000,000;
(3) the appropriate level of total budget
outlays is $414,250,000,000;
(4) the amount of the deficit in the budget which is appropriate in the light of economic conditions and all other relevant factors is $59,250,000,000; and
(5) the appropriate level of the public
debt is $707,970,000,000."
(2) Section 2, paragraph (10) of S. Con.
Res. 10 is amended to read as follows:
"(10) Income Security (600):
(A) New budget authority, $167,700,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $138,100,000,000."
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Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland (during
the reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendment
in the nature of a substitute be considered as read, printed in the RECORD,
and open to amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Maryland?
Mr. ICHORD. Reserving the right to
object, the gentleman is offering this as
a substitute. Is he affecting defense levels
which have already been set?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ICHORD. I yield to the gentleman
from Maryland.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I am
offering it as a substitute, and that will
affect the defense levels that have been
set, but there is a procedure by which
technical changes can be made to
adjust the figures.
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my reservation of objection, but
I reserve a point of order on the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Maryland?
There was no objection.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, what this amendment will attempt to do is to take $6.5 billion from
the military function 050 and transfer
it into the domestic programs which need
it. As many Members know, I was originally proposing a $12.3 billion cut with
those funds to be transferred to domestic
programs. In the light of the action
which has taken place on the floor today,
I do not think I should offer that original amendment. Instead, I offer the
amendment for transferring $6.5 billion
from function 050 into the various categories of domestic programs which have
need.
I want to thank the gentleman from
California for securing time to allow the
reading of the correspondence from the
chairman of the Armed Services Committee. I had originally objected, and in
retrospect that was wrong, because now
I am glad that correspondence was read.
The gentleman provided the opportunity
for the gentleman from Missouri (Mr.
ICHORD) to read the correspondence. I am
glad the correspondence was read, because in the reading of it we had a chance
to place emphasis once again on the double responsibility, the dual responsibility
that this House has, this Congress has,
as given to us by the Constitution.
We are supposed to provide for the national defense. That is one part of our
dual responsibility; but we are also supposed to promote the general welfare. In
all the debate that has gone on up to this
point, what we have done in all the discussion up to this point, what we have
done is to address only one part of that
responsibility. That is all that we have
done. We have completely ignored the
other part of our constitutional mandate, and that is to promote the general
welfare of the people.
I hope that my amendment will give
the Members the opportunity to address

the other part of our constitutional responsibility, and God knows it needs to
be addressed. Despite the best efforts of
the chairman of the Budget Committee
and the members of the Budget Committee, what we have done, what we have
really done is almost ignore the fact that
we have not promoted the general welfare in this country.
It is true, it is true that we have a
whole host of programs designed to help
people, designed for the survival of people, designed for their general welfare.
But what we do is to fund those programs in such a niggardly fashion that
we provide for only the general welfare
of a small percentage of our people.
Every man and woman who serves in
this House ought simply raise the question in his own heart, soul, and mind:
Are we meeting the needs of all our senior citizens? And if we raise the question,
the answer is going to come back loud
and clear: No, we are not. We are meeting the needs of about 10 per cent of
them.
Every man and woman who serves in
this House ought raise the question: Are
we meeting the educational needs of children? Sure, we have a day care or early
education program or Headstart, and
everybody in this Chamber supports them
and says they are good programs. But
we fund them at a level where only 15
percent of the kids who need the programs, get them.
Is that promoting the general welfare?
All we need do is ask ourselves the question.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Maryland has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. MITCHELL
of Maryland was allowed to proceed for
3 additional minutes.)
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, all we have to do as honorable
Members of this House is to ask ourselves the question: Is it not wise to promote the general welfare by putting
people back to work? Is that not what
we are talking about? And if that is true,
then we have got to raise the subsequent
question: How many people are out of
work? And the answer comes back:
8 million known are out of work.
If we dig a little more deeply, we come
up with the other part of the answer,
add 5 million on to that and we are talking about 13 million Americans out of
work. We are talking about making a
mockery of the ethic of work upon which
this kind of democracy is supposed to
function.
Mr. Chairman, I do not intend to belabor the Members with any long argument. In my own mind the issue is very
clear. We spent 3 hours debating and
arguing over one part of our constitutional responsibility. I am asking this
House in a few short minutes to look at
the other part of that responsibility and
that is to promote the general welfare.
Mr. CARR. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield
to the distinguished gentleman from
Michigan.
Mr. CARR. Mr. Chairman, I thank the
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gentleman for yielding. I would like to
associate myself with the gentleman's
remarks. I think the gentleman has
made a lot of thoughtful and worthwhile comments about our budget resolution. This is supposed to be about national priorities. Instead, it has turned
into a debate on vested interests. I think
the gentleman has put his finger on it
when the gentleman says we have not
addressed our constitutional responsibilities for the health, safety, and welfare
of the people we represent.
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield
to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding. This
resolution is very much like the effort
which the gentlewoman from New York
(Ms. HOLTZMAN) and I tried to put
through last year. It does raise the critical question of the reordering of priorities and getting our people back to work
in accordance with the commitment we
made in our platform and most of us
made in our speeches.
Mr. Chairman, I congratulate the
gentleman for his efforts. His amendment has been very carefully and
thoroughly researched. I would like to
associate myself with his remarks.
Mr. Chairman, the most important
function of the congressional budget
process is to permit Congress to set priorities for Government revenues and
expenditures. The "transfer resolution" presented by the gentleman
from Maryland (Mr. MrrCHELL), admirably exercises this function, shifting extravagant and wasteful defense
expenditures
to underfunded jobcreating programs. Unfortunately, the
Budget Committee made only minor revisions to the existing budget, albeit in
the right direction, and failed to endorse
programs that would make a really substantial inroad into the huge unemployment burdens on our society.
Mr. Chairman, I think the President,
the Budget Committee, and Mr.
MITCHELL all share a common objectiveto restore the health of our economy
while maintaining an adequate defense,
and to that end work toward a balanced
budget. The difference is as to the means
to achieve those ends. It is my firm conviction that only the Mitchell approach
will do what is needed. The only time we
have had a balanced budget in recent
history is when we had full production
and full employment. We actually had a
surplus. Given the Congressional Budget
Office's figures that for every 1 percent
increase in unemployment we add $16
billion to the national deficit-$14 billion
in lost taxes and $2 billion in unemployment and welfare benefits-it seems so
clear to me that the only way to balance
the budget is to get our people back to
work.
Furthermore, the social costs of millions of unemployed Americans are
horrendous. The soaring crime, delinquency, and drug-use rates in our country are unquestionably tied to our high
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unemployment rate, particularly as it is in the committee report to which I can
broken down to show highest unemploy- give my unqualified support is the
ment-as high as 50 percent-among Mitchell amendment which seeks to diminority youth in our cities. A continua- vert billions of dollars from defense
spending and transfer the moneys thus
tion of this situation invites a socialsaved to public employment, energy conand economic-disaster.
From an economic standpoint, it has servation, and other social programs.
Since the inception of the congresalways seemed clear to me that the underpinning of our prosperity is the high sional budget process, I have urged time
standard of living achieved by our work- and again that we in Congress would
ing people, enabling them to buy the finally seize the opportunity presented to
goods and services which our industry us by this new planning tool to establish
produces. When 7 million Americans are sound national priorities and set realisofficially out of work-and 6 million tic funding levels for badly needed domore are unemployed but unlisted-the mestic programs. Unfortunately, this did
markets of our economy are seriously not come to pass. As the gentleman from
Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL) SO eloquently
undermined.
Congressman MrITCELL has offered an points out in his supplemental views ac23.2 percent
alternative, a "Transfer Resolution," companying this resolution,still
dedicated
that responds to some of the most seri- of the budget authority is
while only 4.5 perous problems that confront this Nation. to defense programs,
It is an opportunity to fulfill all of the cent is allocated to health, and 9.5 perof
promise inherent in the budget process cent is earmarked for a combination
by seriously considering the priorities we education, training, employment, and soset and by changing them for the benefit cial service programs.
Additionally, although this was not
of the American people. A transfer of
MITCHELL, only 2 perfunds from the defense function to job- emphasized by Mr.
outlay recommendations
creating programs is imperative; we cent of the total
reserved for the community developcannot accept the present budget target are
block grants, rural water and waste
of a 6.3-percent unemployment rate, or ment
community services, economic
6 million unemployed, at the end of 1978. disposal,
assistance, accelerated pubTo its credit the Budget Committee development
works, Appalachian regional, Indian,
significantly reduced the budget author- lic
relief, and flood insurance proity and the budget outlays proposed by disaster
Translated, this means that our
the President for the defense function, grams.
domestic programs together acan action unfortunately reversed by the major
for only 16 percent of the budget,
action just taken by this committee; it count
or little more than two-thirds of the
increased funds for commerce and trans- amount dedicated to military spending
portation and for education, training, alone.
employment, and social services. I might
I find this, coming from a Democraticadd, though, that I am somewhat mysti- controlled Congress and under a Demofied as to why the committee failed to cratic administration, discouraging and
take more assertive action with regard disgraceful. Once again, as in the Nixon
to the Defense Department's failure to years, I find myself obliged to express my
meet its estimated outlays by a whopping strong opposition to such policies by sup$5 billion over the last 19 months.
porting only the perfecting amendments,
Overall the committee resolution re- such as the one before us now, and reluctantly accepts the existence of a class jecting the budget resolution as a whole.
of chronically unemployed of substanIncidentally, my concerns in this retial dimension. I cannot accept this.
spect are shared by a large number of
Passage of the "Transfer Resolution" people in my district and throughout the
would confront the problem of unem- country. As an example of this shared
ployment and all of the social ills which concern, I would like to insert here, for
it engenders. It would provide the basis the information of my colleagues, an
for over 800,000 new jobs to combat editorial which appeared in the New
youth unemployment, to construct nec- York Times today:
essary public facilities, to begin thouTHE FrasT QUARTER Or MR. CARTER
sands of new housing units, and to supWhen Jimmy Carter became President 98
port small businessmen in their efforts days ago he had little to fear except fear
to maintain their livelihoods.
itself. His remarkable campaign for the White
The decision which we make on this House showed him to be shrewd and intelliamendment is one of the most important gent, dedicated and poised, efficient and huand far reaching to be made during this mane. He was a man of obvious self-confiCongress. The choice is clear and we dence, but also one who sometimes scared
must have the courage to choose the cor- easily; when the race grew tense he not only
but cut and ran from apparent
rect path. I most strongly urge my col- trimmed
to full employment and social
leagues to support the bold initiative of commitments
spending toward a balanced budget and inCongressman MITCHELL and pass this creased defense spending. Fear rather than
amendment.
conviction seemed to move him from side
Mr. BADL.LO. Mr. Chairman, will the to side. It was a fair preview of the leader
we have seen so far.
gentleman yield?
Since first-quarter stocktaking seems to
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield
be
desired in the Oval Office this week, we
to the gentleman from New York.
would
reiterate: Mr. Carter need fear only
Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Chairman, a careitself. Taken individually, his retreats
ful perusal of the items contained in fear
from the tax rebate, from defense cutbacks,
House Concurrent Resolution 195. the from cancellation of costly water projects
First Concurrent Resolution on the and from the human-rights test in foreign
budget, led me to the regrettable con- affairs can be seen as prudent accommodaclusion that the only proposal outlined tions with the business community or power-
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ful forces in Congress or simply reality. But
cumulatively, the compromising suggests an

excessive haste either-in the embrace of policy or withdrawal from it. These were probably habits carried into office from the cam-

paign, into the second campaign, so to speak,

by which the new President wished to make
his mark abroad and at home. This running
for President from the office of the President
should be ended now, the accumulated popularity and confidence invested where it
counts.
What counts? The President's choices of
priority for real and not just rhetorical commitment have been excellent. He has shown
himself eager to promote the recovery of
the domestic economy, to adopt a wise and
far-reaching energy policy and to build upon
past negotiations with the Soviet Union toward a genuine reduction in nuclear arms.
Difficult though they will be to achieve,
these goals are not enough.
Like arms control and energy management,
the American economy needs to be redirected.
As Mr. Carter recognized, more forcefully
before his election than since, unemployment

is a cruel waste of present resources and
future strength. The traditional responses
of more inflation or more protectionism or
both will only compound the problem. Huge

investments in the training, education and
relocation of people and in the structure of
our urban communities are no less essential
than investments in new sources of energy,
and no less a task for Presidential leadership.
It was probably sound to deal first with
energy, to assure continued growth. It would
be assuring now to sense a comparable commitment "to put Americans back to work,"
as Jimmy Carter used to say.
As with energy, an imaginative and farreaching program for full employment is also
an international imperative. The American
people cannot be persuaded to endure truly
free trade and investments in economic development elsewhere if their own needs are
not boldly addressed. Unless they are, the
country will keep sliding back from involvement in the world, unable to influence the
economic and political environment upon
which real security depends. Mr. Carter's
championship of human rights has restored
a necessary measure of idealism to our reputation abroad, but like the other useful
gestures of the first quarter it is prelude to
policy, not a substitute for it. Both the industrial and developing nations seek American
leadership in new trade and investment policies. New generations that have never known
the inspirational qualities of America need
to be addressed with a diplomacy finally
liberated from Vietnam.

The accounts of the President as he concluded his first hundred days in office stress
his increased efficiency, and the compartmentalizing of his life into periods of study,
action and public relations. In settling in,
he has clearly been adept and impressive.

But on the most important questions Mr.
Carter must now become obsessive, unafraid
to proclaim some vision, unafraid to persist
as his popularity and constituency diminish,

unafraid to lose some campaigns that need
to be fought.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield
to the gentleman from California.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding. I
think the gentleman has courage in offering this amendment at this particular
point in time. I am extremely saddened
that the parliamentary situation arose
that the gentleman was put in the situation of offering an amendment for
the good of the country after we have
dabbled around with the issue of a pay
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Committee and the various committees
would still prevail over my amendment.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. If the gentleman
will yield further, the reason I asked that
question is that I feel that we should
have some restraint on the increase that
by unanimous consent, Mr. MITCHELL of has been suggested in the field of agriculMaryland was allowed to proceed for 1 ture. The present agriculture category is
rather substantially over what we really
additional minute.)
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr Chairman, will the voted on originally in committee, as the
gentleman well knows. I just regret that
gentleman yield?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield my colleague made his individual decision to reduce as much as the gentleto the gentleman from California.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, we man did in the defense area.
spent 3 hours dealing with "The Russians
But, my reading of the gentleman's
are coming."
amendment, as presented, is that he is
I daresay we probably will spend less cutting from the chairman's recomthan 30 minutes dealing with the re- mendation-and I realize it is only a
ordering of the priorities of this country. recommendation, that it is roughly a
I think that is very tragic. We should reduction of $1.5 billion in the category
have dealt with this pay raise issue yes- of agriculture. I agree with my colleague
that in too many of the areas in this
terday and got it out of the way.
I know the gentleman from Maryland budget resolution we are not talking
has worked for several months and about cuts. We are talking about merely
placed an extraordinary amount of in- trying to restrain increases which are
formation in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD too large.
trying to educate all the Members of
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I
Congress with respect to this amendment appreciate the gentleman's comments.
to help our national constituency of Let me point out the implication of the
passage of this amendment. In the event
people.
Now, we find ourselves after 3 hours that it should be passed, then the whole
in the parliamentary situation dealing budget process goes back to the Budget
with the military budget, precipitated by Committee, where the gentleman will be
a discussion of the pay raise, which is an given an opportunity to suggest cuts in
issue which should have been dealt with other areas.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Restraints in
yesterday.
I am extremely saddened that with all increases. I think we are increasing in
the hard work the gentleman put in the every functional category in this
gentleman's amendment that now the resolution.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. This
gentleman is placed in the parliamentary
situation where we are looking at well amendment gives the gentleman that
over 230 Members of this congressional opportunity, and I hope he will vote for
body who have already voted to extend it.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
the military budget, thereby giving the
gentleman from Maryland no time to gentleman from Maryland has again
argue for the amendment.
expired.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen(On request of Mr. BURGENER and by
tleman from Maryland has again expired. unanimous consent Mr. MITCHELL of
(At the request of Mr. ROUSSELOT, and Maryland was allowed to proceed for
by unanimous consent, Mr. MITCHELL of 1 additional minute.)
Mr. BURGENER. Mr. Chairman, will
Maryland was allowed to proceed for 3
additional minutes.)
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
to the gentleman from California.
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BURGENER. Does the gentleMr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield to
man, in his amendment, address himself
the gentleman from California.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I thank my col- to additional public service jobs?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Yes, I
league for yielding. Mr. Chairman, I
agree with the point my colleague has do.
of
his
Mr. BURGENER. To what degree,
made. I disagree with specifics
amendment, but I think it is important roughly?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. What
that we consider all aspects of the budget
we are talking about, I think, is the
in total.
Could the gentleman tell me again, be- creation of another million public servcause I have had some correspondence ice jobs, as I recall the figure.
Mr. BURGENER. The gentleman will
from individuals that support the gentleman's position of reordering priorities; recall, in our discussions in the Budget
approximately how much does this sub- Committee, that the Under Secretary of
stitute reduce the functional category of Labor testified that under no condition
could they handle more than 725,000
agriculture?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr. public service jobs. They just plain could
Chairman, I cannot answer that. The not do it.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I recall
general premise that I worked on was as
follows: All I could do was to suggest that very well, and I also recall that
areas of reduction, because I am limited some gentlemen representing the adminby the budget process. All I could do was istration appeared before us, individually
suggest the areas where it can be done and collectively, just a few short weeks
and that is all the amendment was in- ago, and said that a tax rebate was estended to do. It did not try to cover every sential for the country, for the little
people. A week or so later, they changed
category. The wisdom of the Budget
CXXIII- 787-Part 10
raise when the sky is really falling and
we should be dwelling on the issues of
our time.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Maryland has expired.
(At the request of Mr. DELLTIS, and
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their minds. They are neither omniscient nor omnipotent, and I will not be
bound by their decisions.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Maryland has again
expired.
(On request of Mr. OTTINGER and by
unanimous consent Mr. MITCHELL of
Maryland was allowed to proceed for 1
additional minute.)
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I yield
to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Chairman, I
would just like to say that I was derelict,
when speaking before, in not giving
credit to the gentleman from Michigan
(Mr. CONYERS). He played perhaps the
key role in putting together this effort
last year. I am sure he joins me in
saluting the gentleman from Maryland

in his effort.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. I thank
the gentlemen.
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I do not think I have
ever come to the well of the House before
to oppose an amendment without having
read it, but I went to the Budget Committee desk on the Democratic side. They
were unable to provide it for me, and
told me to find it someplace else. I cannot walk fast enough to get it elsewhere
so I have to discuss an amendment which
I have not read.
Mr. Chairman, I want to say that I
do not know something about the gentleman who introduces this amendment.

There is not a finer man in this House
than he. His humanitarian aspects have
touched my heart, and I feel that he
would want to do what is best for the
country.
But, the remaining part of my remarks
really are addressed to the fact that I do
not think this Congress is, and I do not
think our country is, facing up to the
very substantive places where we can
save money and cut money in a politi-

cally realistic manner and have it avail-

able for human needs. Foreign aid is
one thing we could end, at least in its
present mammoth size. There is no reason why we should continue our present
multibillion-dollar foreign aid program.
If there is a famine or something of that
nature, we should help, but to have the
present program, which is just an inducement to ask for more and to be on
the string, as these countries are today,
is something that has long outrun its
course.
If Congress is so mossbacked, so old
fashioned, that it thinks that just because we have had that or anything else
in the past makes it automatically all
right for today, that would be a criticism
of us. Another serious criticism of us is
the passage and retention of a program
which we just undertook, the billions of
dollars Federal revenue-sharing program. There is no rhyme or reason to
that program. The power to tax and the
power to expend should be in the same
hands. That is fundamental to good gov-

ernment.

If we had substituted something in
that program for what was already done
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it would be another matter; if we had
taken education or something like that
and given the same amount of money, it
would have made some sense; but the
revenue-sharing program we have today
has no constituency at all.
It used to be that people who were at
City Hall often pulled the strings and
Congressmen were elected. When I came
to Congress there were a lot of people
here like that. A lot of people were sent
here by labor organizations. This is not
true today. Today Congressmen are independent-minded individuals and are
capable of voting for all their constituents, not just apparent power groups.
The leaders of those groups no longer
speak for block votes of any substantial
size in most districts.
These massive programs of foreign aid
and revenue sharing should be ended.
There are also programs which represent an absolutely colossal waste and
the waste in them should be ended. A
man came to me and talked to me about
the food stamp program. He said that
at expensive colleges, there are children
of wealthy men who are obtaining food
stamps simply because they are eighteen
and without earned income. By cutting
out waste and in other programs we
could take care of all of these other really humanitarian things in the Mitchell
amendment if we really wanted to do so.
So I rise in opposition to this amendment, not having had an opportunity to
e to get the opporturead it, having tried
nity to read it and not finding it at the
desk where it ought to be. I am not blaming anybody about it.
At this time, when our country really should do the things that need to be
is almost faced
ois
done, and th country
with bankruptcy, there ought to be more
people who voted like I did on the last
two tax cuts. I did not vote for the tax
cuts.
We ought to come face to face with
reality in this matter, turn down this
amendment and go forward. I know what
my good friend, the gentleman from
Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL) has in his
heart and his mind. It is well-motivated,
but I oppose his amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I urge the Members to
vote down the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
from Missouri (Mr. IcHoRn) withdraw
his point of order?
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my point of order.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words, and I rise in support of the
amendment.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, I want to compliment my
colleague (Mr. MrTCHELL) for raising
the question of human needs and national priorities for the consideration
of members of this committee. My
colleague has offered all of the Members of the House the opportunity to
remove the waste from the military
budget and at the same time end
the waste of human resources in this
country: The waste of the productivity of those who are unemployed, the

waste of talents of those who are uneducated, the waste of the potential of our
cities.
There is no question, when we have a
military budget which will have over
$18 billion of unobligated and unexpended moneys by the end of this fiscal
he
t
address
year, that there is room to ar
human needs.
How can we justify spending millions
of dollars on civil defense shelters when
our central cities are bombed out and
our people do not have adequate housing? How can we justify spending millions of dollars on educating our topheavy officer corps in the War College
and sending them to Harvard, Yale, and
Dartmouth for endless graduate degrees
when we have thousands of Americans
who are illiterate and millions of children in overcrowded classrooms and the
quality of our public schools is not getting better? How can we justify adding
to the over 7,000 missiles that we have
and worrying only about the Russians
when our cities are on the brink of
decay and collapse? How can we justify
spending millions of dollars for the Defense Department's medical school when
so many medical students in this country have to go out of the country to get
educated and when people do not have
adequate health care in our United
States at this time?
We have not done anything about increasing our programs for mass transit
although we are in the midst of an energy crisis.
We talk about national security, and
yet this country's security is in the
hands of the OPEC countries. If they
were to raise the price of oil they could
plunge us into economic chaos-yet we
spend four times as much money on
weapons research as we do on research
for energy.
I think the gentleman from Maryland does this country a public service
by trying to point out where we are going
wrong and offering this "transfer amendment."
Sure, we need a strong defense. But
we do not need waste, and we cannot
afford the waste of our human resources.
Mr. Chairman, I urge the Members
to adopt the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAIuM).
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
the amendment in the nature of a substitute end in 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, I wonder if
the gentleman could make his request
read "10 minutes"?
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I will
amend my unanimous consent request.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate on the amendment
in the nature of a substitute end in 10
minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
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to the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Members standing at
the time the unanimous-consent request
was made will be recognized for one and
three-quarters minutes each.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. RoussELOT yielded his time to Mr. DORNAN.)
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California (Mr.
DORNAN).
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Chairman, some of
us who are new Members of this 95th
Congress were elected in very hardfought races by voters who asked us to
come here and speak out for the middleclass taxpayers, who have reached the
breaking point. They demand tax relief.
But we were told that the last thing we
should touch is national defense, given
the malignant growth of Soviet power.
I survived what I believe was the most
expensive congressional race in the history of the United States, costing over a
million and a half dollars spent by 14
candidates: 8 Democrats, 6 Republicans.
I know that sounds more like a New York
or a Californian Senate race, but the Bis built in my district which is the Nation's most important aerospace area.
My opponent spent over $640,000,
while walking both sides of the street on
national defense.
The B-1 "Guardian of Liberty" was a
major issue in the primaries. My opponent was adamantly against it. He
switched his position on defense after he
had purchased his primary election for
over $220,000. Then he started echoing
me on defense all during general election. The voters reject duplicity and most
voting Americans want a strong national
defense shield.
Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL) recommends
the B-1 bomber be cut out completely in
his amendment. The MX is cut out completely. The gentleman has even gone so
far as to recommend cutting out some of
the "older B-52's and C-135's." I oppose
this absurd budget charade.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, if the gentleman will yield,
my amendment does not cut anything.
We cannot cut anything under this
budget resolution. I wish the gentleman
would clarify that.
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will allow me to continue, I
do not have his final version but only his
amended version No. 3, the one circulated throughout the country. I have two
versions of the gentleman's amendment
here. In both there are recommendations for massive cuts in the national
defense area.
I believe that the average American
feels that under our constitutional duty
to "promote the general welfare" we have
about promoted welfare long enough. We
are going broke. We have had a complete
reversal in the percentages as to what we
allocate to national defense and what we
allocate to social programs. But now we
are endangering our existence as a free
nation.
I know that our country is now so
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gerrymandered and chopped up that
many Members of this body come from as
peculiar a looking geographical district
as mine in Los Angeles County. And I
know that after the 1980 census, because
of the Watergate disgrace and its effect
upon our two-party system, with the lopsided control by the majority party of
most State legislatures that our Nation is
going to be dissected again like a carvedup Christmas goose. And because of this
artificial gerrymandering we will see even
more duplicity. I think what we see here
in doubletalk is also due to the power
of incumbency-and I learn each day
just how powerful incumbency is-what
we see are Members who sing one song
in their districts about being tigers for
national defense, as the gentlewoman
from Colorado (Mrs. SCHROEDER) has just
indicated, but when they come to this
House they attempt, through obfuscation
and through deliberate fork-tongued dialog, to talk defense but vote disarmament. For example they pretend to
prefer and work for the Cruise missile
so that they can kill the B-1 or cut the
MX, but then when the Cruise missile
comes up the next year or the following
year, they will emerge as Mr. Hyde to kill,
as fast as they can, their decoy, their
recently praised defense shield substitute. It is a betrayal of our constitutional
duty to "provide for the common defense."
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from New York (Mr.
WEISS).

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chairman, at the very
outset, I want to extend my highest regards to the gentleman from Maryland
(Mr. MITCHELL),

not only for the elo-

quent manner in which he made his presentation, but for the very necessary task
that he has performed.
Until he got up to speak, perhaps most
of us in this House forgot why it was that
we are here.
This being my first term, this week has
been for me a sort of nightmarish kind
of experience. Mr. Chairman, if someone had told me before I came here that
we would be debating how much we
should add to an already bloated and extravagant military budget, and not only
would we be debating but would be adding billions of dollars to what has already been reported out of the Committee on the Budget, I would have thought
that that could not be true-especially
not when, as the gentlewoman from New
York has said, our cities are falling down
around our people's ears.
With all the deprivation, all the need,
all the poverty we do not know from 1
day to the next or from 1 year to the
next, whether, this society we are so
proud of will survive. Yet, we persist in
believing that we can add, add, add to the
military budget and subtract, subtract,
subtract from the real day-to-day needs
of our people. And we think we are doing
our job.
Mr. Chairman, the people are not going
to be fooled. They will know what we
have done and what we have not done.
Mr. Chairman, on April 5 I appeared
at a press conference with the distinguished gentleman from Maryland, Mr.

PARREN

MITCHELL,

and

Congressmen

JOHN BURTON, NOLAN, and DELLUMS to
announce my support for the "transfer
amendment"-an amendment to revise
the Nation's budget for 1978 by selectively eliminating excessive expenditures
for military programs and reusing these
funds for domestic programs for education, employment, health, and other
purposes.
I am delighted to be able to reaffirm
my support for the transfer amendment
today and urge my colleagues to join
me in voting in favor of this very important improvement in our national
spending patterns and redirecting our
national budget priorities.
The reasons for supporting this
amendment, in my view, are along two
lines: the immediate benefits of increasing and expanding our domestic programs and the long-term effects of taking steps now toward reducing our accent on national defense spending and
reviving our commitment to pressing domestic needs.
Under the transfer amendment, if it is
passed, $4.96 billion would be authorized for new Federal spending commitments in 1978 and $2.023 billion in immediate outlays on domestic programs
beyond those funds authorized under
present budget proposals. In specific the
authorization of these sums would be
utilized in expanding the comprehensive
employment and training program-our
Nation's major employment programand other domestic programs so that
252,300 new Jobs would be created. This
number of new jobs would supplement
the amount provided under the present
budget proposals being considered. Another 22,500 jobs would be provided by
expanding the public works program administered by the Economic Development Administration. Other programs
would also receive increased emphasis
under the transfer amendment including programs for older Americans, the
Urban Development Bank, day care and
small business. All of these increments
in domestic programs would result in
a net total gain of 274,800 jobs.
We cannot afford to pass up this vast
job-creating opportunity and providing
this kind of a boost to people-oriented
programs. This valuable revamping of
the budget, under the transfer amendment, would be accomplished without
any increase to the overall budget;
rather it would be accomplished within
the boundaries of present budget
proposals.
These important increments in domestic programs would be made possible by
cutting military programs. These cuts
would be made through efficiency steps
and elimination of unnecessary or wasteful military projects. In my belief no
cuts would be made that would reduce
our combat readiness or endanger national security; rather it maintains our
high military preparedness capability
while making much needed funds available. For example, a huge saving would
be realized by declaring a moratorium on
shipbuilding for 1 year. A 2-year backlog
already exists in the shipbuilding industry and a moratorium would allow the
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industry to catch up. In the meantime,
the funds normally committed for this
area of concern could be utilized for the
kinds of domestic programs I described
above.
The cancellation of the B-1 bomber
program is an excellent example of how
the transfer amendment would eliminate
an excessive and wasteful military project. As I said earlier this week in regard
to a defense authorization bill-see page
12076 of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-

which included funds for the B-1 bomber: The Federal Government, including
Congress, must learn to be less obsessed
with programs like the B-1 bomberprograms which never seem to take off
the ground while extracting terrible financial costs to us all without reaping
any constructive returns. The termination of the B-1 bomber program under
the transfer amendment would result in
freeing up over $1.5 billion for use in
constructive domestic programs.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
point out that a major part of the congressional budget process involves setting national priorities. In the "declaration of purposes" section of the Congressional Budget Act it says:
The Congress declares

that it

is essen-

tial . . . to establish national budget priorities . ..

The transfer amendment represents a
rare opportunity for Congress to fulfil
this part of the Budget Act by enacting
the amendment today. Together we can
take a first step in redirecting our country's budget toward a renewed and expanded commitment to our domestic
needs and trimming the waste from our
excessive military undertaking by enacting the transfer amendment-let us put
our domestic needs first rather than subordinating them to a bloated military
budget.
I hope that the House will realize this
tremendous opportunity to set our country's sails on a new course; I strongly
urge my colleagues to vote in favor of the
transfer amendment.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. OTTINGER

and Mr. GIAIMO yielded their time to Mr.
NOLAN.)
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Minnesota
(Mr. NOLAN).
Mr. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the chairman of the Committee on the
Budget, the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMO), as well as the gentleman from New York (Mr. OTTINGER) for
yielding me their time.
I particularly want to thank the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. MrTCHELL)

his staff and the people who have worked
with him to put together this most important transfer amendment.
I know a lot of us have some different
views on what the budget process is all
about. Some people view it as an instrument to stop or cut Federal spending.
Others view it as an instrument for establishing national priorities. However,
I think regardless of what our view of
the budget process is, the fact remains
that by our action or by our inaction on
the budget, what we do essentially is dis-
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tribute America's wealth. We distribute
America's resources. We distribute
America's opportunities.
Mr. Chairman, that is not so much a
matter of philosophy as it is a matter of
fact; and that is what our responsibility
is here as the elected Representatives of
this country.
I know that we hear a lot of talk about
not putting some moneys into the budget.
Some people say, "Let us let free enterprise take care of it."
Mr. Chairman, I remind everybody
here that the free enterprise system did
not decide to build any free public schools
for the children of this country. The free
enterprise system did not decide to build
a national transportation system. It did
not decide to build housing for the poor
and for the elderly in this country. It
did not decide to set up social security
or medicare or welfare or set up any of
the general welfare benefits for people
in America. It was the people's elected
Representatives who made those decisions.
I realize, Mr. Chairman, that private
entrepreneurs were there to bid on the
contracts and do the building and make
the profits which accrued from it; but it
was the people's elected Representatives
who made those decisions.
Now, Mr. Chairman, we are faced with
a budget that relegates over 6 million
people in our society to a position of nonproductive unemployment. It accepts a
continued inflation rate in the neighbor-hood of 6 percent. It continues the deficits that we have been plagued with for
8 years, and it does not fulfill the unmethuman needs of people in our country.
Mr. Chairman, we have a priority list
that provides 4.5 percent for the health
of our people; 9 percent total for education, for jobs, for training, and for social
services; 1 percent for agriculture, for
feeding our people and feeding the world;
and 24 percent for defense, in spite of
the fact that our President was elected
promising to cut defense spending by an
amount almost equal to the proposed
transfer.
Mr. Chairman, there are those including President Carter who argue that
America's strength is also dependent
upon the internal strength and the confidence of our people and the ability of
America to deal with its own internal
domestic and human problems.
I submit that the defense authorization level here means more inflation, it
means fewer jobs and the end product is
not something that will improve the
quality of life for the American people.
I submit that many of the items included are unneeded. They contribute to
a conventional arms race that threatens
world peace. They contribute to a nuclear
arms race that threatens the survival of
the world.
I submit we have an opportunity here
through this amendment to redirect
those misguided priorities, to provide
greater help for the health, education,
and social service needs of our people,
so that our people may have jobs, so that
our people may have training for jobs.
I hope that the committee has the good
commonsense to adopt the amendment so
as to improve the quality of life for some

of the unfortunate and the dispossessed
people of America, so as to give them
some hope, to give them more opportunity, to give them confidence in our
system and strengthen America in the
process.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by the gentleman from
Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL).

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the ayes appear to have it.
RECORDED VOTE

Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 102, noes 306,
not voting 25, as follows:
[Roll No. 159]
AYES-102
Addabbo
Ford, Tenn.
Ammerman
Gaydos
AuCoin
Harrington
Badillo
Hawkins
Baldus
Hollenbeck
Beard, R.I.
Holtzman
Bedell
Jordan
Beilenson
Kastenmeier
Bingham
Keys
Kildee
Blouin
Bonior
Kostmayer
Bonker
Le Fante
Brodhead
Lederer
Brown, Calif. McHugh
McKinney
Burke, Calif.
Burton, John Maguire
Burton, Phillip Markey
Metcalfe
Caputo
Meyner
Carney
Mikulski
Carr
Mikva
Chisholm
Miller, Calif.
Clay
Mineta
Collins, ll.
Mitchell, Md.
Conyers
Moakley
Corman
Cornell
Moffett
Dellums
Moorhead, Pa.
Diggs
Moss
Drinan
Myers, Michael
Nix
Early
Nolan
Eckhardt
Nowak
Edgar
Edwards, Calif. Oakar
Oberstar
Fenwick
Abdnor
Akaka
Alexander
Allen
Ambro
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson, Ill.
Andrews, N.C.
Andrews,
N. Dak.
Annunzio
Applegate
Archer
Armstrong
Ashbrook
Aspin
Badham
Bafalis
Barnard
Baucus
Bauman
Beard, Tenn.
Benjamin
Bennett
Bevill
Biaggi
Blanchard
Boland
Bolling
Bowen
Brademas
Breaux
Breckinridge
Brinkley
Brooks
Broomfield
Brown, Mich.

NOES-306
Brown. Ohio
Broyhill
Buchanan
Burgener
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Butler
Byron
Carter
Cavanaugh
Cederberg
Chappell
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Cleveland
Cochran
Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Tex.
Conable
Conte
Corcoran
Cornwell
Cotter
Coughlin
Crane
D'Amours
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.
Danielson
Davis
de la Garza
Delaney
Dent
Derwinski

Ottinger
Panetta
Patterson
Pattison
Pease
Rahall
Rangel
Reuss
Richmond
Rodino
Rosenthal
Roybal
Ryan
Scheuer
Schroeder
Seiberling
Simon
Smith, Iowa
Solarz
Spellman
St Germain
Steers
Stokes
Studds
Thompson
Tsongas
Udall
Vanik
Vento
Waxman
Weaver
Weiss
Whalen
Yates
Devine
Dickinson
Dicks
Dingell
Dornan
Downey
Duncan, Oreg.
Duncan, Tenn.
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Okla.

Ziiberg

Emery
English
Erlenborn
Ertel
Evans, Colo.
Evans, Ga.
Evans, Ind.
Fary
Fascell
Findley
Fisher
Fithian
Flippo
Flood
Florlo
Flowers
Flynt
Foley
Ford, Mich.
Fountain
Fowler
Frenzel
Frey
Fuqua
Gammage
Gephardt
Giaimo

McCloskey
Runnels
Gibbons
Ruppe
McCormack
Gilman
Santini
Ginn
McDade
McDonald
Sarasin
Glickman
Satterfield
McEwen
Goldwater
Sawyer
McFall
Gonzalez
Goodling
McKay
Schulze
Gore
Madlgan
Sebelius
Sharp
Mahon
Grassley
Shipley
Mann
Gudger.
Guyer
Marks
Shuster
Sikes
Marlenee
Hagedorn
Sisk
Marriott
Hall
Martin
Skelton
Hamilton
Skubitz
Mathis
HammerSlack
Mattox
schmidt
Smith, Nebr.
Mazzoli
Hanley
Snyder
Meeds
Hannaford
Spence
Michel
Hansen
Stangeland
Miller, Ohio
Harris
Stanton
Minish
Harsha
Mitchell, N.Y. Steed
Heckler
Mollohan
Steiger
Hefner
Stockman
Montgomery
Heftel
Stratton
Moore
Hightower
Stump
Moorhead,
Hillis
Symms
Calif.
Holt
Taylor
Mottl
Horton
Thone
Murphy, Il.
Howard
Thornton
Murphy, N.Y.
Hubbard
Tonry
Murphy, Pa.
Huckaby
Traxler
Murtha
Hughes
Treen
Myers, Gary
Hyde
Trible
Natcher
Ichord
Tucker
Neal
Ireland
Ullman
Nedzi
Jacobs
Van Deerlin
Nichols
Jeffords
Vander Jagt
O'Brien
Jenrette
Volkmer
Johnson, Calif. Obey
Waggonner
Johnson, Colo. Patten
Walker
Pepper
Okla.
Jones,
Walsh
Perkins
Jones, Tenn.
Wampler
Pettis
Kasten
Watkins
Pickle .
Kazen
White
Pike
Kelly
Whitehurst
Poage
Kemp
Whitley
Pressler
Ketchum
Whitten
Preyer
Kindness
Wiggins
Pritchard
Krebs
Wilson, Bob
Pursell
Krueger
Wilson, C. H.
Quayle
Lagomarsino
Wilson, Tex.
Quie
Latta
Winn
Quiilen
Leach
Wirth
Railsback
Leggett
Wolff
Regula
Lehman
Wright
Rhodes
Lent
Wydler
Rinaldo
Levitas
Wylie
Risenhoover
Lloyd, Calif.
Yatron
Roberts
Lloyd, Tenn.
Young, Alaska
Robinson
Long, La.
Young, Fla.
Rogers
Long, Md.
Young, Mo.
Roncalio
Lott
Young, Tex.
Rooney
Lujan
Zablocki
Rose
Luken
Zeferetti
Rousselot
Lundine
Rudd
McClory
NOT VOTING-25
Roe
Harkin
Ashley
Rostenkowski
Holland
Boggs
Russo
Jenkins
Derrick
Staggers
N.C.
Jones,
Dodd
Stark
Koch
Evans, Del.
Teague
LaFalce
Fish
Walgren
Milford
Forsythe
Myers, Ind.
Fraser
Gradison
Price

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

On this vote:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fraser for, with Mr. Teague against.
Walgren for, with Mrs. Boggs against.
Stark for, with Mr. Derrick against.
Koch for, with Mr. Staggers against.

Messrs. RINALDO and WHITTEN
changed their vote from "aye" to "no."
So the amendment in the nature of a
substitute was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
AMENDMENT

OFFERED BY MS. HOLTZMAN

Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Ms. HOLTZMAN:
Page 1, line 11, increase total new budget
authority by $249 million.
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Page 2, line 2, increase total budget out- rate. There are projects operating in
eight cities to help crime victims and
lays by $75 million.
Page 2, line 5, increase the amount of the witnesses. The purpose is to avoid trial
deficit by $75 million.
delays, and assure that witnesses and
Page 2, lines 7 and 9, calculate appropriate victims will appear in court to testify.
adjustments in the public debt and the stat- There are important juvenile diversion
utory limit on such debt.
in States and cities. Their purPage 4, line 5, strike out "3.560,000,000" programs
pose is to help those juvenile offenders
and insert in lieu thereof "3,809,000,000".
Page 4, line 6, strike out "3,800,000.000" and who can be trained and rehabilitated by
providing counseling and job training. In
insert in lieu thereof "3,875,000,000".
some of these programs, the recidivism
Ms. HOLTZMAN (during the reading). rate is reduced by 60 percent or more.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
Seven hundred police departments
that the amendment be considered as have been trained in disposal of bombs.
read and printed in the RECORD.
Four hundred and fifty police officers
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to have been trained in dealing with hostthe request of the gentlewoman from age situations. Security has been imNew York?
proved at 28 airports with LEAA funds.
There was no objection.
Criminal code reform has been financed
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, this by LEAA.
is an amendment that deals with the
There have been 460 projects for the
Law Enforcement Assistance Adminisrenovation of correctional facilities, 422
tration. The purpose of my amendment projects for new construction and a vais to restore the very substantial cuts riety of programs to reduce prisoner ilthat were made by the Budget Commit- literacy and cut recidivism.
tee in this item. My amendment actually
The amendment which I propose would
is very modest in total amount. It adds not in any way increase funding over past
$249 million in budget authority and years' levels, but will just keep it at the
$75 million in actual outlays to the only 1977 level. It has been endorsed by the
program that the Federal Government League of Cities, the Conference of Mayhas to help State and local governments ors, the Governors Conference, the Confight crime.
ference of State Chief Justices, and many
Mr. Chairman, the Budget Committee State law enforcement officers.
cut one-third from the 1977 funding of
Reducing crime is a high priority to
the LEAA program. The actual cut may Americans everywhere. This is the only
be even more devastating than that. Of program we have to fight crime. Let us
the total amount that goes to State and give this program a chance by preventlocal governments to fight crime in the ing devastating cuts that may eliminate
block grant programs, as much as 50
the good programs along with the bad.
percent could be cut under this amend- Let us work to have an effective Federal
ment.
anti-crime program.
Mr. Chairman, let me say to my colThe CHAIRMAN. The time of the genleagues that I know very well that there tlewoman from New York (Mrs. HoLTzhas been substantial criticism of LEAA MAN) has expired.
programs. Some of it is justified. I do
(On request of Mr. RoDINO and by
want to point out to my colleagues, howunanimous consent, Ms. HOLTZ,MAN was
ever, that last year we passed a new bill allowed to proceed for 2 additional minwhich should eliminate many of the utes.)
problems of the program, and should
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, will the
improve its effectiveness so that it really gentlewoman yield?
does help control crime.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. I yield to the genLet me also point out to the members tleman from New Jersey, my distinof this committee that there have been guished chairman.
criticisms that too much money has been
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
spent on hardware. Actual figures show, support of the amendment offered by
however, that the amount of moneys
the gentlelady from New York.
spent on hardware was only 6.1 percent
As she expressly noted, this amendof the total in 1975.
ment does not constitute an endorsement
LEAA, under the new legislation, is
of LEAA's past performance. Rather, it
going to have to focus on speeding trials,
is part of an effort to improve the agency
ending revolving door justice, fighting
so that it becomes a more effective injuvenile
crime, crimes against the
strument for the betterment of the
elderly, and drug addiction. For the first criminal justice system. In the last Contime, all programs are going to have gress, as part of that effort, amendments
to be evaluated, to see which have worked to allow us to measure LEAA's performand which have not. The LEAA is going
ance were passed. Now, in order to perto have to tell States and local governmit that work to go forward, it is conments about successful programs and sistent and proper for us to approve the
about failures.
necessary funds.
Community anticrime programs can
The Budget Committee has proposed a
be funded for the first time, and there is $200 million reduction for the Departan antidiscrimination provision in the ment of Justice in fiscal 1978. Not only
law.
is this below the President's recommenLEAA has funded programs that have dation for the Department, but all of
worked and that have helped to reduce this money would come from the budget
crime. For example, in Sting-type fence of LEAA. This action would result in a
operations-there
have
been
eight 33-percent cut in the agency's programs,
operations made public so far-$32 mil- including funds that go to the States.
lion was recovered in stolen goods, and
That reduction could have immediate
there has been a 98-percent conviction
and serious affects on the programs in
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many States and cities. This morning I
received a telegram from Mayor Kenneth
Gibson of my home city of Newark urging that the House restore the $200 million to LEAA's budget.
Mayor Gibson pointed out that, thanks
in large part to LEAA programs, major
crime in Newark has declined by 16 percent in the past 6 years. Not long ago
Newark's crime rate was the highest in
the Nation-today it has dropped to 23d.
Here is what Mayor Gibson had to say
about that change:
I am of the firm opinion that the massive
infusion of LEAA resources into the city of
Newark served as the catalyst for this significant reduction in crime.
And the mayor added:
The effect of reducing LEAA's funding
would be disastrous for Newark as well as
the Nation's largest cities.
Mayor Gibson knows these problems
well. Not only has he with great competence led the city of Newark, but he
also is president of the United States
League of Mayors. In that capacity,
Mayor Gibson warns that "a reduction
in the national LEAA appropriation can
only be counter-productive to local government's attempts to combat crime."
I also have received a telegram from
Chief Justice C. William O'Neill, of the
Ohio Supreme Court, the chairman of
the National Conference of Chief Justices, and Chief Justice Robert J. Sheran
of the Minnesota Supreme Court, who
chairs the conference's committee on
Federal-State relations.
These two fine judges, long involved in
efforts to improve our courts, had this to
say about the proposed LEAA reduction:
Our present concern is that the cut of $200
million recommended by the Budget Committee not only would prevent the hoped-for
growth in court programs but would almost
certainly curtail current efforts to reform
and modernize the courts in many States.
Mr. Chairman, if LEAA has not been
successful as we had hoped, it is our responsibility to seek out the problems and
solve them instead of cutting essential
funds. For all its faults, LEAA has made
important contributions that might not
have been realized in any other way. Under congressional direction, it has improved the relationship and communications between the police, the courts and
the correctional agencies. It has funneled
money and new ideas to each of those
institutions.
Undoubtedly LEAA can do better. And
it is up to us to insure that it does just
that. All of us know that our policies in
the criminal justice system need great
improvement. LEAA is the agency at the
Federal level that can help us make those
improvements-and then to implement
those policies across the Nation.
Mr. Chairman, we have learned the
hard way that neither LEAA-nor any
other agency-can single handedly reduce crime in America. But LEAA can
make a major contribution to the establishment of a criminal justice system that
works fairly, effectively, and justly to
protect both the property and the rights
of the people.
This amendment, to increase the funding of LEAA to the authorized 1977 level,
is a step in that direction. I urge the
adoption of the amendment.
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efforts at reforming LEAA through Congress 3-year reauthorization which was
overwhelmingly passed last session.
LEAA still represents our Government's only major effort to provide financial and technical assistance at the
State and local levels to improve criminal justice and to reduce and prevent
crime and juvenile delinquency. Before
LEAA's development, police training was
a luxury in all but the largest departcould show
funds for the Department of Defense, ments, and few departments
good community
which they do not need, then we fall citizen advisory boards,
or even adequate
over ourselves in order to hand the relations programs,
Since its infunds to them even though they do not citizen grievance procedures.
ception, LEAA has been the sole finanneed it.
jurisdictions
cial means whereby these
Nevertheless, I oppose this amendhave brought about innovation in their
ment. We do have a responsibility to try
criminal justice planning.
to keep this budget deficit at a reasonOne of LEAA's major strengths is the
able level. With the adoption of the
new legislation which we enacted last
Burleson amendment we are now up to
October. This law will prevent any of the
a $68 billion deficit for fiscal 1977.
excessive expenditures on equipment
Let us defeat this amendment at this
and weaponry which justifiably drew
time. Remember that this is a target ressuch heavy congressional criticism. In
olution. This is the first budget resoluaddition, we have now identified specific
tion. We will be finalizing our budget acpriorities and program thrusts which we
tions in September; at that time we can
expect LEAA to respond to. In particumake a final decision on LEAA budget
lar, areas such as juvenile justice, comlevels. There is widespread discontent
bating crime against the elderly, improLEAA
with
among the Members
proving the courts, and reducing drug
grams. There have been serious questions
abuse and drug-related crimes are manraised about continuing this program at
for a primary focus of LEAA's athigh levels within the administrations dated
If we allow this additional $200
of both President Ford and President tention.
million cut, we will in effect be demandCarter. The new Attorney General has
achievements in these
significant reservations about the whole ing significant
without providing LEAA sufficient
LEAA program. The House Budget areas
resources to accomplish them.
Committee recommended the funds
I believe that it is imperative that my
provided for law enforcement, of which
LEAA comprises about 20 percent, be colleagues consider the devastating imreduced about $200 million in budget pact this cut would have, not only on
authority and $62 million in outlays. continuing programs, but also on LEAA's
And we took that action, recognizing new ventures. Recently, I had the opporthat this is a target resolution and that tunity to review the first edition of
there would be another chance to ad- LEAA's programs results inventory for
dress this matter in September. This 1976. I was greatly impressed by the
will give the committees time to consider scope and creativity of these efforts. One
our action. It will certainly give the such program begun last year in eight
Committee on Appropriations an oppor- cities, provided victim and witness astunity to scrutinize the LEAA program sistance. Faced with a lack of knowledge
very carefully and to decide what it feels about our court system, and overcrowded
the correct funding recommendation court dockets, many witnesses have felt
should be. Then we can finalize our judg- alienated by what they view as the court's
ment and decision in the second budget indifference to them. This alienation is
reinforced through their frequent court
resolution in September.
cases and the
Again, I think we have to be careful appearances for continued
getting
how we add additional expenditures. I difficulties often experienced in
services
wish we could be consistent in all parts of property returned. Some of the
the budget. I am a little disheartened by provided for victims and witnesses insome of the work we have done here to- clude: A general orientation to courtroom procedures, notifications to appear
day in the area of defense, but neverthethe case is
less we have the responsibility to hold in court, call-off services-if
social service rethe line cn expenditures wherever pos- continued or postponed,
return, notifisible. I think this is one area where we ferral, child care, property
cation of case disposition, and transporcan hold that line.
tation. The impact of this program is
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Mr. Chairman, I noteworthy-in 1976 over 44,000 people
move to strike the requisite number of were notified of court appearances, 15,000
words.
received escort services, over 26,000 peoMr. Chairman, I rise in support ple received case dispositions, and almost
of the amendment before us to re- 1,000 had property returned. This service
store LEAA's budget to its 1977 level. avoided over 19,000 unnecessary witness
I believe that it is of critical importance appearances, saving witnesses over $90,that Congress not sustain the 33 percent 000 in lost wages. When combined with
cut for LEAA which the Budget Commit- other court savings, this resulted in savtee has recommended for this first budget ings totaling over $400,000, with a poresolution for fiscal year 1978. Such a tential for considerably more in the
reduction would all but nullify our Fed- future.
eral effort to reduce crime. Furthermore,
Another vital area of LEAA's achieveit would render meaningless all of our ment has been in the diversion of youth
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
amended version No. 3, the one circuMr. Chairman, it is with the greatest of reluctance that I rise in opposition to this amendment. It pains
me that whenever we have efforts
here to add funds for social programs, we are required to restrain ourselves and tighten our belts. But let it
be a business tax credit or additional
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from juvenile delinquency. Within the
past year, the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention has made
remarkable progress in the dissemination
of research and information, as well as
the initiation of programs. Just this past
month, LEAA released a major study of
the link between learning disabilities and
juvenile delinquency. It is clear that we
will have to focus on the amelioration of
these learning problems as an integral
part of reducing delinquency. My constituency has been extremely enthusiastic
about the prospect LEAA's youth development programs have to provide as a
remedy for the youth-crime epidemic our
country has suffered. Will my community
still have this optimism and hope for our
efforts if we now cut them back by onethird? I hardly think so. It has taken a
long time to gain the active interest and
cooperation of communities in our crime
prevention efforts. It will be tragic for
this progress to be stopped, because of
Congress unwillingless to make a true
commitment to this partnership.
In areas where young people are involved in LEAA-developed youth service
programs, the rate for recidivism of previously delinquent youths range from 16
percent to 30 percent. This compares to
45 percent to 80 percent reported in other
areas with delinquent youth populations
that do not have such programs. I repeat,
areas served by LEAA youth programs
have recidivism rates for previously delinquent youths that are some two-thirds
less than for other areas.
For all of these reasons, I ask my colleagues that we pass this amendment to

restore LEAA's budget to its 1977 level.
If we are truly serious about preventing
crime and delinquency, we must continue
our full commitment to the success of
LEAA. I hope that we will respond favorably to this challenge by passing this
amendment.
Mr. ZEFERETTI. Mr. Chairman, will

the gentlewoman yield?

Mrs. CHISHOLM. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. ZEFERETTI. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentlewoman for yielding.
I would like to associate myself with
the gentlewoman's remarks and give my
support to the amendment.
Along with that, let me say this: As
one who came out of law enforcement
prior to coming to Congress and as one
who sat on one of the State boards that
gave credence to the type of funding
that was necessary for law enforcement,
let me say that this is an essential piece
of legislation that we are taking up today. Beyond that, it is the only vehicle
we have today in law enforcement to
take care of the needs.
Mr. Chairman, I strongly support this
amendment.
Mr. MATTOX. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words,
and I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I am very slow to
rise, but I feel compelled to for
the simple reason that LEAA is a
prime example of how we can create a
Federal program and, despite the fact
that it has failed, continue to vote money

and .waste the taxpayers' dollars for a
wasteful program.
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It seems next to impossible for us ever
to put a program into action and then
to kill it when it does not succeed. That
impossibility is exactly what has happened with regard to LEAA. I notice that
the other speakers before me have not
said in any way that LEAA is really a
success.
Mr. Chairman, let me read from a letter of the gentlewoman from New York
(Ms. HOLTZMAN). She says:
LEAA's operation in its last years has
been subjected to substantial justified criticism.
She goes on to say:
This new bill that we passed in 1976
should correct many of the serious problems
of the past.
What she is saying, Mr. Chairman, is,
yes, this has been a failure, an admitted

failure, but let us continue it anyway.
Mr. Chairman, there has been substantial criticism also by other agencies.
Let me just read some of the words of
some of the others. Here is a report of
the Committee on Appropriations here
in the House of Representatives. This is
our committee, our staff. What did they
say about the matter? They said that
testing whether LEAA has succeeded in
reducing crime is no longer debatable.
They said that the consensus is that it
has not.
Mr. Chairman, this is the report of
our staff committee.
Let us go on a little bit further. What
does GAO say about the program? It
says:
..
we believe the more appropriate way
to assess the worth of the program is to ask:
Are we any closer now, after 8 years of the
LEAA program, to knowing why the crime
rate increases, and what to do to reduce it?
We believe the answer is no.
Let us go one step further. What does
OMB say about it? They say:
Funds are so widely dispersed that their
potential impact is reduced. The absence of
program evaluation severely limits the agency's ability to identify useful projects . . .
What does the present Attorney General say about LEAA? He has appointed
a task force to study it and to try to
make a determination whether this program should continue to exist. As a matter of fact, he made a recent statement,
on March 15, 1977, in front of the National District Attorneys Association. He

said:
But you know, we are all grown-up people, and I don't have to tell you that there's
a lot of waste in the LEAA and there's too
much money spent on overhead. Yes, there
is about 14 percent spent on overhead.
He went on to say, in another speech
dated April 6, 1977-and I am summarizing, just to give some of his criticismas follows:
And I know that we're having conventions
all over the country financed by LEAA. That
must be one of the greatest boons that ever
hit the tourist travel industry.
What we are saying, Mr. Chairman, is,
yes, the program has failed, but give it
some more money so it will fail further.
Mr. Chairman, when we look at the
criticism that has been made of this program, we see that it has not succeeded.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman,

just to give one further example, Sena-

tor PROXMIRE recently awarded LEAA his
Golden Fleece Award. The award was
given, because they spent nearly $27,000
to determine why inmates want to escape from prison.
Just think of it: $27,000 to try to determine why inmates want to escape
from prison. I think we all know the
answer to that question, and we do not
need LEAA wasting money to hunt for
another answer.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. MATTOX) has
expired.
(On request of Ms. HOLTZMAN and by
unanimous consent, Mr. MATTOX was allowed to proceed for 2 additional minutes.)
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MATTOX. I yield to the gentlewoman from New York.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Is the gentleman
aware that the GAO report that he cites
made recommendations and that those
recommendations were virtually entirely
incorporated into legislation passed by
the Congress last year? Is the gentleman
aware of that fact?
Mr. MATTOX. The gentlewoman from
New York (Ms. HOLTZMAN) should know
that the recommendations that have
been put in the law are simply directive
in nature and that they will have no
significant impact in the administration
of this program.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. MATTox) acknowledge that the criticisms
made by the GAO were addressed and
taken care of in the legislation that was
passed last year?
Mr. MATTOX. No, they were not addressed, and they were not taken care
of in the legislation. The legislation has
not cured the problem.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I wonder
if we can get some idea on how many
Members wish to debate this matter?
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate on this amendment
and all amendments thereto end in 10
minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Members who were
standing at the time the unanimousconsent request was granted will be recognized for 2 minutes each.
The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. BLANCHARD).
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Chairman and
my colleagues, I will try to be very brief.
We have just heard a litany of the sins of
the LEAA, implying that the LEAA has
not worked, because the crime rate has
not dwindled down to zero, thus, it is
said, LEAA is a failure.
I would suggest that you could say
almost every program in the Federal
budget has not worked under that criteria when we start looking at the billions of dollars we have expended.
Mr. Chairman, I believe it is important
that we realize that our budget is not
only a statement of realities but a statement of priorities. Right now less than
1 percent of the Federal budget is de-
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voted toward crime control. I repeat, less
than 1 percent. We have a little program
that is struggling to develop. It has been

improved. Then the Committee on the
Budget knocks off $200 million. That is
a lot of money, but earlier we have been
throwing around figures like $1, $4, $6,
or $9 billion all day today, and in fact

all week.

It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman,
that perhaps in the Members' districts,
and certainly throughout most of urban
America, that the major concern of people is crime. Our Congress and our Government ought to at least make some
sort of commitment toward helping the
local communities fight crime.
Recently in a survey in my district I
asked the people whether they would

rather spend more, less, or the same
amount of money on the following subjects, and then we listed everything one
can imagine from energy, environment
to highways, crime control and defense.
Seventy-eight
percent
recommended
spending more money on crime control.
We ought to begin to reflect that priority
in our budget and this amendment is
only a beginning, but a necessary step
tonight.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the delegate from Puerto Rico (Mr.
CORRADA).

Mr. CORRADA. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment offered by
the Congresswoman from New York
(Ms. HOLTZMAN) to restore funding for
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration to its fiscal year 1977 level.
As we consider House Concurrent Resolution 195, I believe it is important to
keep in mind that law enforcement is one
of our national priorities that should not
go away. Any reductions in the Federal
budget seems contrary to this thesis.
Law enforcement is also one of the
most important of our priorities for a
better society in Puerto Rico and one of

the most difficult to solve.
Since 1968, the combined efforts of the
Federal and the Puerto Rican Government, through the availability of Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration
funds, have made possible the establishment of solid grounds from which to
launch an effective campaign against
crime on our beautiful island. The present administration in Puerto Rico is
deeply committed in its efforts to reduce
crime as well as to enhance our local
criminal justice system. To win the war
against crime we will need the continuous assistance of the Federal Government. For that reason, I am deeply concerned about any congressional action
that might lead to a reduction in the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration
program funds. We have to avoid any
further reduction in funds if we want to
continue the fight against crime as well
as to enhance the criminal justice system in the United States.
While we should be diligent in assuring that LEAA funds are spent wisely,
we should give the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration a chance to
prove they can administer a national
program under a new administration and
a new team. Cutting their appropriations
would be counterproductive.
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The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. McCLORY).
Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in strong support of the amendment.
First, let me emphasize that the amendment does not increase the funds in the
budget for LEAA but does restore the
funds to the LEAA program. The LEAA
program was debated at length here just
a few months ago, and at that time we
extended the program for 3 years. We
were very frugal with the amount of
funds that we authorized, and the
amendment before us is really a minimum amount which is required in order
to support the program.
May I say that the overhead for administering this program is extremely
low. Most of the funds are distributed as
directed by local, regional, and State
planning agencies and the decisionmaking is right there at the State and local
levels. If the decisions are wrong, they
are wrong decisions that are made at the
local level, and that is where the decisions-good and bad-should be made.
Let me just say that LEAA provides
funds for a great many programs including police and sheriffs' departments,
courts, juvenile delinquency, and many
others. As I say, it is the only Federal
program which supports law enforcement at the local and State levels where
law enforcement has to be carried out. It
is the only program providing any opportunity for innovation in the effort to fight
crime. It provides support for neighborhood programs, one of which we have
over here in my neighborhood just a few
blocks from this Chamber. I would say
that is the level where crime is going
to be conquered, if we are going to conquer it at all-in the neighborhoods, in
the blocks, and in the precincts. This is
the only Federal program which provides
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within those States participating in the Sme point out very briefly that my amendLEAA program. Chairman RODINO spon- ment is minimal in amount. It affects
sored portions of the act which permit the deficit by only $75 million.

LEAA to assist in the development of

programs to identify "the special needs
of drug-dependent offenders-including
alcoholics, alcohol abusers, drug addicts,

and drug abusers." Similarly, authoriza-

tion was given to fund efforts designed
specifically to reduce and prevent crime
against elderly persons.
Just last week, I joined Chairman
RoDono in submitting a statement in support of LEAA to the Appropriations Committee. In it I recited the contents of the
1976 act.. But, more than that, I feel I
should note with concern the continuing
role in which the Congress has sought to
cast LEAA. Time and time again we have
attempted to pin the blame for the increase in crime on a Federal block-grant
program designed simply to assist the
States in stemming the tide. And now,
after substantial evaluation procedures
have just been integrated into the new
act, a cut in LEAA's budget is being proposed before it even gets started. How
can we expect LEAA to accomplish its
worthwhile purposes, much less even
pursue that course, when we attack its
budget and its functional existence as is
attempted in the Budget Committee's
we
The reauthorization
resolution?
passed in October was for 3 years, not 6
months. Now is not the time to curtail
or frustrate LEAA's laudable aims and
purposes.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentlewoman from Ohio (Ms.
OAKAR).

Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment. I am sorry
I do not have the time to list all of the
functional programs of LEAA that exist
in the largest county in Ohio. I do not
think this program should be evaluated
support for that kind of anticrime on the basis of isolated examples that my
good friend and colleague, the gentleman
activity.
I cannot see any reason why in this from Texas, has listed. Frankly, a lot of
people in the neighborhoods do not alsingle effort of the Federal Government
we want to deny funds to this program. ways agree with the Attorney General.
They are the ones who are the victims of
May I say that the sheriffs of my areaSheriff Klusak of Kane County, Sheriff crime. They are the ones who see at a
Tyrrell of McHenry County, and Sheriff local level what the problems of crime
La Magdaleine of Lake County-are re- are. People are saying crime exists. Howlying on this, as are the police depart- ever, we know that in recent years, acments, and I am sure that the other law cording to recent FBI statistics, that
enforcement people throughout the en- crime has been reduced. It is interesting
tire Nation are looking to us for support that it was reduced at about the same
of this program. I hope the committee time, in terms of the duration of these
will restore the funds eliminated from statistics, that LEAA has existed.
the budget resolution, and that the
I really believe that it would be ironic,
amendment offered by the gentlewoman when we see crime reduced at ever so
from New York (Ms. HOLTZMAN) will be minimal a level, that we in fact take out
adopted.
crime-reducing programs. The minimum
You will recall, Mr. Chairman, that we that the American people expect is to be
spent nearly 3 days last fall debating the safe, and they expect to be safe in their
pros and cons of LEAA. The Senate spent neighborhoods-senior citizens, men and
a similar amount of its time on the issue. women. I think it is just unbelievable that
What evolved was the Crime Control Act people could oppose a crime-reducing
of 1976, a new authorization for LEAA, program when we have no other alternalasting 3 years with an annual fund- tive. This is the only opportunity, Mr.
ing of roughly $800 million. It also con- Chairman, to have a creative approach
tains new uses for LEAA funds. For ex- to reducing crime. So I want to urge my
ample, under the act signed by the Presi- colleagues to have courage in voting for
dent just 6 months ago, a community internal matters important to this counanticrime program has been developed try-crime-reducing programs.
for the purpose of involving the public in
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the fight against crime. Numerous the gentlewoman from New York (Ms.
amendments were included to increase HOLTZMAN).
the participation of the State judiciary
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, let

Contrary to misstatements made on
the floor, I have not said that this pro-

gram has been a failure. To the contrary,
many important programs, including
speeding up the trial of felony cases, dealing with juvenile crimes, and enabling
criminal code reform have been financed
by LEAA. Contrary to statements made,
the GAO's criticisms of the program were
addressed in legislation passed last year
and many of its recommendations incorporated. Contrary to statements made,
the Committee on Appropriations' recommendation to the Budget Committee this
year was to keep the program at the
President's level and not to cut it by onethird, as is done here.
I would urge the Members to give the
only Federal crime-fighting program a
chance to try to deal with the very serious problems of crime that plague our cities and plague our country.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAIMO).
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I yield
back my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from New York (Ms. HOLTZMIAN).
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Ms. HOLTZMAN) there
were-ayes 52, noes 56.
RECORDED VOTE

Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 224, noes 179,
not voting 30, as follows:
IRoll No. 160]
Addabbo
Akaka
Allen
Ambro
Ammerman
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson, Il.
Andrews, N.C.
Applegate
Badillo
Bafalis
Baldus
Beard, R.I.
Beard, Tenn.
Bennett
Biaggi
Bingham
Blanchard
Blouin
Bonior
Bonker
Bowen
Breaux
Breckinridge
Brinkley
Brodhead
Broomfield
Burke, Calif.
Burke, Mass.
Burton, John
Burton, Phillip
Butler
Byron
Caputo
Carr
Chappell
Chisholm
Clausen,
Don H.
Clay
Cleveland
Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Ill.

AYES-224
Conable
Corcoran
Corman
Cornell
Cornwell
Coughlin
D'Amours
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.
Danielson
Davis
de la Garza
Delaney
Derwinski
Dicks
Dornan
Downey
Drinan
Eckhardt
Edgar
Edwards, Ala.
Eilberg
Emery
Evans, Ga.
Evans, Ind.
Fenwick
Findley
Fithian
Flood
Florio
Flowers
Ford, Tenn.
Fowler
Frey
Fuqua
Gammage
Gaydos
Gilman
Glickman
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Gore
Gudger
Guyer
Hall

Hamilton
Hammerschmidt
Hannaford
Harris
Hawkins
Heckler
Hefner
Hillis
Holland
Hollenbeck
Holtzman
Horton
Howard
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Hyde
Ireland
Jeffords
Jenkins
Jenrette
Jones, Tenn.
Jordan
Kazen
Kelly
Kildee
Kindness
Kostmayer
Krueger
Le Fante
Leach
Lederer
Lloyd, Calif.
Lloyd, Tenn.
Luken
Lundine
McClory
McCloskey
McCormack
McEwen
McHugh
McKinney
Maguire
Mann
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Markey
Marks
Ottinger
Marlenee
Patten
Martin
Pattison
Mathis
Pepper
Mazzoli
Pickle
Metcalfe
Pressler
Meyner
Preyer
Michel
Pursell
Mikulski
Quie
Miller, Calif.
Quillen
Minish
Railsback
Mitchell, Md.
Rangel
Mitchell, N.Y.
Regula
Moakley
Rhodes
Moffett
Rinaldo
Moore
Risenhoover
Moss
Robinson
Motti
Rodino
Murphy, Pa.
Roncalio
Myers, Gary
Rosenthal
Myers, Michael
Roybal
Natcher
Sarasin
Neal
Sawyer
Nedzi
Scheuer
Nix
Schroeder
Nolan
Schulze
Nowak
Sebelius
O'Brien
Selberling
Oakar
Sharp
Oberstar
Skelton
Smith, Nebr.
NOES--179
Abdnor
Alexander
Foley
Andrews,
Ford, Mich.
N. Dalk.
Fountain
Annunzio
Frenzel
Archer
Gephardt
SArmstrong
Giaimo
Ashbrook
Gibbons
Ashley
Ginn
Asnin
Goodling
AuCoin
Grassley
Badham
Hagedorn
Barnard
Hanley
Baucus
Hansen
Bauman
Harrington
Beilenson
Harsha
Benjamin
Heftel
Bevill
Hightower
Boland
Holt
Boiling
Ichord
Brademas
Jacobs
Brooks Calif.
Johnson,
Brown, Calif.
Colo
Johnson,
Mich.
Brown,
Okla.
Jones,
Brown, Ohio
Kasten
Broyhill
Kastenmeier
Buchanan
Kemp
Burgener
Ketchum
Burke, Fla.
Keys
Burleson, Tex.
Krebs
Burlison, Mo.
Lagomarsino
Carney
Latta
Carter
Leggett
Cavanaugh
Lehman
Cederberg
Lent
Clawson, Del
Levitas
Cochran
La.
Long,
Collins,
Md.Tex.
Long,
Conte
Lott
Conyers
Lujan
Cotter
McDade
Crane
McDonald
Dellums
McFall
Dent
McKay
Devine
Mahon
Dickinson
Marriott
Dingell
Mattox
Duncan, Oreg.
Meeds
Duncan, Tenn.
Mikva
Early Ohio
Miller,
Edwards, Calif.
Mineta
Edwards, Okla.
Mollohan
English
Montgomery
Erlenborn
Moorhead,
Ertel
Calif.
Evans, Colo.
Pa.
Moorhead,
Fary Ill.
Murphy,
Fascell
Murtha
Fisher
Nichols
Flippo
Obey
Flynt
Panetta
Patterson
VOTING-30Fraser
NOTBedell
Gradison
Boggs
N.Y.
Murphy,
Derrick
Harkin
Ind.
Myers,
Diggs
Jones, N.C.
Price
Dodd
Koch
Richmond
LaFalce
Evans, Del.
Roe
Fish
Madigan
Rostenkowski
Milford
Forsythe
Russo
St Germain

Solarz
Spellman
Staggers
Teague
Wilson, Bob
Steers
Winn
Stark
Walgren
Stokes
Stratton
The Clerk announced the following
Studds
pairs:
Thompson
Thone
Thornton
On this vote:
Tonry
Mr. Fraser for, with Mr. Teague against.
Traxler
Mr. Derrick for, with Mr. Staggers against.
Treen
Mr. Koch for, with Mrs. Boggs against.
Tucker
Udall
Mr. Walgren for, with Mr. Price against.
Vander Jagt
Vanik
So the amendment was agreed to.
Vento
The result of the vote was announced
Volkmer
as above recorded.
Walsh
Waxman
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. ANDERSON OF
Weiss
CALIFORNIA
Whalen
Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr.
White
Whitehurst
Chairman, I offer an amendment.
Wiggins
The Clerk read as follows:
Wolff
Amendment offered by Mr. ANrDEsoN of
Yatron
Young,
Fla. Page 4, line 2, strike out "$19,California:
Young,
Tex. and insert in lieu thereof "$20,935,000,000"
Zeferetti
435,000,000".

Page 4, line 3, strike out "$19,903,000,000"

and insert in lieu thereof "$20,403,000,000".
Page 1, line 11, strike out the dollar figure
Pease
and insert in lieu thereof "$501,264,000,000".
Perkins
Pettis
Page 2, line 2, strike out the dollar figure
Pike
and insert in lieu thereof "$462,849,000,000".
Poage
Page 2, line 5, strike out the dollar figure
Pritchard
and insert in lieu thereof "$64,755,000,000".
Quayle
Rahall
Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr.
Reuss
Chairman, I am introducing an amendRoberts
ment to the veterans section of this
Rogers
Rooney
budget resolution which provides for an
Rose
increased budget authority outlay of $500
Rousselot
million. It is my hope that this increase
Rudd
Runnels
in budget authority will allow the VetRuppe
erans Affairs Committee to consider auRyan
thorizing funds for a pension for vetSantini
Satterfield
erans of World War I.
Shipley
Over 160 Members of this House and
Shuster
six Members of the other body have
Sikes
joined in cosponsoring a bill to provide
Simon
Sisk
this much needed pension.
Skubitz
When I discuss this proposed pension
Slack
of the Committee on Vetwith members
Iowa
Smith,
Snyder
erans' Affairs, I am often told that any
Spence
veterans

pension would take away from

Stangeland
other veterans' programs-programs
Stanton
presently in effect, and, I might add that
Steed
Steiger
these are programs that I support.
Stockman
I want to say right here that I comStump
mend the Committee on Veterans' AfSymms
Taylor
fairs, particularly the chairman of that
Trible
gentleman from Texas,

committee,
Tsongas

the

RAY ROBERTS, because I think the comUllman
Deerlin
Van
is doing an outstanding job. I have
mittee
Waggonner
supported practically everything they
Walker
have recommended. However, the one
Wampler
Watkins
area where I feel they have fallen short
Weaver
is in the area of helping the World War
Whitley
I veterans.
Whitten
H.
Wilson,
I am proposing would
ThisC.amendment
Wilson,us
breathing room; it would give us
give Tex.
Wirth
a hearing.
Wright
Wydler
We may be told that the World War I
Wylie
veterans are already receiving enough
Yates
I talked with Representatives of
money.Alaska
Young,
Administration this afterthe Veterans'
Mo.
Young,
Zablocki
noon, and I talked with the national
commander of the World War I veterans. I find that there are about 400,000
of these World War I veterans who are
getting help.
If a veteran is a single person, and if
his income is way below the poverty level,
he can get $185 a month. Under these
conditions, the Veterans' Administration
brings his income up to the poverty level,
up to the figure of $3,540 a year. If the

12515
recipient is married, then the VA brings
that couple's income up to the poverty
level of $4,760. This would maintain
them at what I think most of us know is
not adequate for a family-particularly
during these days of inflation. These are

the current veterans pensions that we
are providing.
All pensions are based on need, and
those with the least income get the most.
Mr. Chairman, when the veterans of

World War I were discharged almost 60
years ago, there was no GI bill, there

were no educational benefits, and there
was no job training. Social security had
not started yet. There was not any social
security until 1935. These veterans of
World War I are really the forgotten
people of this country of ours. My feeling
is that these are the people that we
should recognize for what they have done
for our country-for all of us.
During the last year, 94,000 World War
I veterans have died. It is my hope that
we can demonstrate our support to the
remaining 800,000 by agreeing to this
amendment to the budget ceiling, which
would be a major step. Then we must

pass H.R. 55, the World War I Pension
Act of 1977. I think it is long overdue.
By doing this we are not giving these
World War I veterans a lot of money;
we are just giving them a little bit-they
deserve much more.
I want to make this clear. I am only
asking for $500 million; $500 million
would really only mean a pension of
about $50 a month, but if we add $50 a
month to the present $3,540 that most of
them are getting, it would help. It is
not very much money.
Mr. Chairman, I ask for an aye vote
on this amendment.
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding, and I rise in
support of the amendment.
I feel that the 15,000 world war veterans in Tennessee are entitled to this
increase; $52 a month more is not
enough. We should provide food for these
veterans instead of letting them eat what
is commonly known as "dog food."
I am in strong support of the amendment. Let us do what we can for these
World War I veterans.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from California.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I commend
the gentleman from California (Mr. ANDERSON) for offering his amendment, and
I want to go on record as being in support of it.
If we would stop and think about it,
the fact is that World War I for these
Americans began in 1917. That is 60

years ago. Those who are still alive today

are now in their late 70's and going into

their 80's. Statistically, they will not be
around much longer.

These veterans have never received
the benefits that other veterans who are
presently alive have received, and that is
true of any war the United States has
ever fought. They are old men, they are
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resolution on the budget. This money
could provide these men and women who
served during the First World War with
a $50 monthly pension.
tleman from California (Mr. ANDERSON)
This amendment does not "earmark"
has expired.
(On request of Mr. QUILLEN and by funds, it does not "circumnavigate the
unanimous consent, Mr. ANDERSON of legislative process." All it does is provide
California was allowed to proceed for 5 the Veterans' Committee with some financial "room" to consider the World
additional minutes.)
Mr. .EMERY. Mr. Chairman, will the War I Pension Act of 1977, H.R. 55.
This bill is currently cosponsored by
gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield 160 Members. I urge my colleagues to
support this amendment to the budget
to the gentleman from Maine.
Mr. EMERY. Mr. Chairman, I thank and give the committee a chance to seriously consider this needed legislation.
the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Chairman, will the
Mr. Chairman, I also rise in support of
the pending amendment. I wish to con- gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
gratulate the gentleman from California
(Mr. ANDERSON) for offering this most to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
constructive proposal.
As the gentleman knows, I am co- the gentleman for yielding and I do want
sponsor of the original bill that he in- to commend the gentleman from Califortroduced to provide veterans' benefits for nia (Mr. ANDERSON) for bringing to the
World War I veterans. In too many cases attention of this body this very worthy
they have been ignored, and I think it is bill for veterans of World War I who are
altogether proper that we go on record in so deserving of our attention and concern
support of helping these people who are at this time.
in very dire economic straits. In many
Mr. Chairman, I hope that in the
cases they are the most needy of all vet- weeks ahead we will work together to
erans, and they are certainly worth of make certain that this World War I
our consideration.
veterans bonus proposition which we are
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. Chair- discussing tonight will soon become a reman, will the gentleman yield?
ality during this session of Congress.
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Chairman, will
to the gentleman from California.
the gentleman yield?
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. ChairMr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
man, I want to associate myself with to the gentleman from Wisconsin.
the gentleman from California (Mr. ANMr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Chairman, I rise
DERSON) and rise in support of the in support of the amendment.
amendment. As a cosponsor of the legMr. Chairman, on behalf of the 21,000
islation to provide badly needed bene- veterans of World War I living in the
fits for World War I veterans, I have State of Wisconsin, I rise in support of
consistently supported their efforts to the amendment offered by my friend and
attain a realistic commitment from the colleague from California (Mr. ANDERFederal Government in the form of a SON).
payment at a time in their lives when
The $500 million that this amendment
it is very meaningful and important to provides will go far to provide the necesthem. The money authorized would im- sary funds for our Veterans' Affairs
mediately find its way back into the Committee, and hopefully for H.R. 55,
economy in the form of purchasing a bill to provide a $150 monthly pension
power.
to these needy senior veteran citizens.
There are some 800,000 World War I
Last session, 94,000 of these men and
vets and each year approximately 10 per- women who served our Nation in its
cent of them pass away. This will no time of need died. How many more must
doubt increase with each passing year. I leave us before we hear their pleas for
hope we can fulfill this commitment be- help?
fore it is too late for these deserving vets
I urge my colleagues to join with me
of yesteryear who served their country and the 160 cosponsors of H.R. 55 in
at a very critical'time in our Nation's support of the amendment of the genhistory.
tleman from California (Mr. ANDERSON).
Mr. EDWARDS of Oklahoma. Mr.
Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Chairman, will the
chairman, will the gentleman yield?
gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
to the gentleman from California.
Mr. EDWARDS of Oklahoma. Mr.
Mr. ROYBAL. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
Chairman, I just want to commend the support of the amendment of the gentlegentleman from California (Mr. ANDER- man from California (Mr. ANDERSON)
sON) for his amendment. I support it and and compliment him for bringing it beappreciate very much his offering it.
fore the House.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Chairman, will the
As a member of the Committee on
gentleman yield?
Aging, I have had the experience of holdMr. ANDERSON of California. I yield ing hearings throughout the counto the gentleman from West Virginia.
try. I can attest to the fact that the
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Chairman, on behalf statement made by one of my esteemed
of the 9,000 veterans of World War I liv- colleagues that there are senior citizens,
ing in my State of West Virginia, I too particularly veterans of World War I,
rise in support of the amendment offered who because of lack of money find it
by my friend and colleague from Cali- necessary to eat dog food is documented
fornia (Mr. ANDERSON).
in the hearings that we have held.
This amendment seeks to add $500
Mr. Chairman, as again I commend
million to the veterans section of this the gentleman from California (Mr.
sick men in many cases, and they deserve
our help.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-

ANDERSON), and I urge that his amendment be adopted.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I want to
commend the gentleman from California
(Mr. ANDERSON) for his amendment, and
I want to associate myself with the remarks of the dean of our Tennessee delegation on the other side of the aisle. He
has hit the nail right on the head, and
I am going to vote in support of this
amendment.
Mr. SCHULZE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment offered by the
gentleman from California (Mr. ANDERSON) to increase both the total budget
authority and total outlays by $500 million in order to provide for the enactment by this Congress of a pension system for veterans of World War I.
As a cosponsor of legislation that would
establish a $150 pension to veterans of
World War I or their surviving spouses,
I know that such legislation addresses
the needs of the over 50,000 World War I
veterans in the Commonwealth of
Pennslyvania.
Mr. Chairman, it is no less true today
than it was over 100 years ago when
President Lincoln charged this Nation to
remember the debt that it owed to those
who had answered their Nation's call,
that we have a moral obligation to remember those who rallied to their Nation's banner in time of national danger.
President Lincoln sounded the clarion
call of a Nation at peace which dared
not forget the debt it owed to: " * * *

care for him who shall have borne the
battle and for his widow and his orphan
* *

,,

Mr. Chairman it is time that this Congress belatedly accepted that responsibility to the Nation's 867,000 veterans
of World War I.
I urge the adoption of the amendment
offered by the gentleman from California.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I will not take the entire 5 minutes.
I simply want to say that I had planned
to oppose all amendments to this concurrent resolution, and I asked earlier
that the House do the same. However, in
all honesty, I have no sense of guilt in
supporting this amendment, after I see
that we have added $200 million to one
of the most miserable programs I have
had the experience to watch over the last
10 years and after I see that we have
added about $4 billion in additional
appropriations for the Pentagon.
Mr. Chairman, if we are going to pro-

vide $4 billion to the Pentagon which it
probably will not even be able to spend,
then I am not the least bit embarrassed
in supporting an amendment of this nature for World War I pensioners who will
be able to spend every dime that we
appropriate.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. WOLFF AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE AMENDMENT OFFERED BY
MR. ANDERSON OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, I offer

an amendment as a substitute for the
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
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Amendment offered by Mr. WOLFF as a
substitute for the amendment offered by Mr.
ANDERSON

of California:

Page 1,

line

11,

strike out "$500,764,000,000" and insert in
lieu thereof "$501,593,000,000".
Page 2, line 2, strike out "$462,349,000,000"
and insert in lieu thereof "$463,178,000,000".
Page 2, line 5, strike out "$64,255,000,000"
and insert in lieu thereof "$65,084,000,000".
Page 4, line 2, strike out "$19,935,000,000"
and insert in lieu thereof "$20,764,000,000".
Page 4, line 3, strike out "$19,903,000,000"
and insert in lieu thereof "$20,732,000,000".
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman and Members of the House, I know that the time
is late. However, I should just like to
make note of the fact that this year the
request for veterans' readjustment benefits was some $2 billion less than the
1976 request.
Mr. Chairman, I rise to offer an amendment as a substitute for the Anderson
amendment to the budget resolution now
before us. This amendment would increase the veterans benefits and services
function by $829 million in toto. This
year there was a request for $2 billion
less than 1976 for Vietnam veterans
readjustment.
Although I am a strong supporter of
the amendment that has just been offered by the gentleman from California
(Mr. ANDERSON) I must say that I feel
that it is important that we do justice as
well to the Vietnam veterans who up to
this time have not had the opportunity
to take advantage of the educational
benefits that are due them.
This body has time and time again
acknowledged its special obligation to
those men and women who so honorably
served their country during the Vietnam
war. There presently exists a severe
problem, of which perhaps some of my
colleagues are not aware, concerning the
underutilization of educational benefits
by Vietnam veterans. If we are to provide
these people with meaningful career opportunities we must first provide them
with access to educational training. I
think that we sometimes tend to view our
Vietnam veterans as statistics rather
than as people. Today, the average Vietnam veteran is just over 30 years of age,
is married, and has more than one child.
About 20 percent of them have had less
than 12 years of education prior to their
separation from the service; countless
others have a high school education
which was not college preparatory.
While we have enacted programs designed to provide these veterans with
educational opportunities the fact is that
hundreds of thousands of Vietnam veterans in this Nation simply cannot afford to make use of their educational
benefits because they are unable to support themselves and their family at the
same time. I think this situation is amply
demonstrated by the fact that for fiscal
year 1977, authorized expenditures for
veterans' educational purposes exceeded
actual expenditures by approximately

$829 million.
This is not my figure, but one supplied by the Veterans' Administration in
response to my questioning at a committee hearing last month.
If we fail to address this problemif we fail to improve the access of Vietnam veterans to educational trainingwe then say to these men and women

that our promise to them as contained
in the GI bill is an empty one.
My amendment would simply restore,
in fiscal year 1978, those funds which
were authorized, but not spent for veterans educational purposes in fiscal year
1977. I think we must recognize that this
whole question is a complex one which
should-indeed must-be considered by
the Committee on Veterans Affairs. Now
pending before that committee is specific legislation which addresses this issue. Without these additional funds
neither the committee nor the House can
even consider these legislative initiatives.
Educational training is an investment

in the future of these men and women
and an investment in the future of our
country. I believe it is far wiser and far
more socially desirable to provide them
with educational opportunities than it
is to limit their alternatives to unemployment compensation, dead-end public
service jobs, or demeaning and degrading welfare.
We as a body acquiesced when decisions were being made that sent these
Veterans to combat; it is our duty to respond when they need our help to open
educational opportunities that are now
closed to them.
All that is being requested is authority
to put back into their budget funds not
used last year-restoring unexpended
funds. Remember this is not an appropriation-but unless we get this allocation back it will be impossible for the

Veterans'

Affair Committee and this

Congress to even address the serious
problem faced by our young people who
risked their lives. We should be able to
take the risk of helping them to a better
education.
This is not an appropriation, all this
amendment provides is for the House to
be able to work its will.
We just voted some $4 billion additional for defense, for equipment and the
like. How about voting some $800 million
for those veterans who were out defending this country and who today are
getting less than what their full share
should be?
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the statement that
the structure of the GI bill has
denied millions of Vietnam veterans
access to educational opportunities
just does not stand up under close
scrutiny. The present GI bill was au-

thorized in 1966 to provide financial

assistance to veterans for tuition and
general living expenses while in training.
It was never the intent of the Congress
that the educational program would be

sufficient to pay all of a veteran's ex-

penses while in full-time training.
By the end of fiscal year 1976, in just
10 years, more than 6.5 million veterans
and service personnel had trained under
the current GI bill. This is about 84
percent as many as the total who trained

under the original World War II GI bill.
It is almost three times as many as the
number who trained under the Korean

GI bill at the college level.
At the college level, nearly 3.7 million
Vietnam veterans have trained under

the GI bill surpassing the 2.2 million who
trained under the World War II GI bill
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and the 1.2 million trained in college
under the Korean conflict GI bill.
In 1966, less than 500,000 veterans took
advantage of the GI bill at a cost of
about $305 million. In 1976, over $6 billion was authorized for veterans' readjustment benefits for over 2 million eligible persons. Today, a single veteran in
full-time training is entitled to receive
$292 a month, or over $2,600 for the
ordinary school year of 9 months. The
Veterans' Administration tells me that
$2,600 is more than sufficient to pay the
costs of education including tuition, fees,
books, and board and room for the great
majority of colleges and universities. A
veteran with one dependent is entitled
to $347 a month; with two dependents,
$396 a month; and $24 for each additional dependent. Sin-e the great majority of veterans are entitled to a maximum of 45 months of educational training, translated into dollars, a Vietnam
veteran without dependents is eligible
for over $13,000 of educational assistance under the GI bill. With this kind of
assistance, I wonder what kind of educational opportunity Vietnam war veterans
are being denied.
Last, the cumulative participation
rate by the end of 1976 was over 63 percent for Vietnam veterans. This compares favorably with 50 percent participation for World War II veterans and 43
percent for Korean conflict veterans.
The 10-year total of educational assistance payments authorized by Congress
as of June 1976, was $20 billion for the
Vietnam veteran. This exceeds the combined total of the two previous GI bills
by more than $1.2 billion. For fiscal year
1976, 25 percent of all expenditures for
the Veterans' Administration was veterans' education and training.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBERTS. I will be happy to yield
to my colleague, the gentleman from
New York.
Mr. WOLF-F. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
The question of Vietnam veteran unemployment today is such that it is about
double the unemployment that exists for
the rest of the Nation. In other words,
we have an 8 percent unemployment

figure on an overall basis. For the Vietnam veteran that figure is about 15 percent.
I ask the Chairman-and I have great
respect for the Chairman-which would
it be better to do: to keep this young
veteran on unemployment insurance and
on welfare, or to permit him to enter an
educational institution? Every one of the
veterans who have been in an educational program has provided extra income to
the United States in the way of taxes.
Veteran education has been the best investment this Nation has ever made.
Mr. ROBERTS. That is true, and I
certainly agree with the gentleman. But
yesterday, as a member of the conference on the President's job bill. I signed
a conference report that will be before
the House tomorrow or early next week
that would provide $9 billion, and with
specific emphasis for the Vietnam veteran.
Mr. WOLFF. Will the gentleman yield
further on that?
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Mr. ROBERTS. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. WOLFF. We had hearings today,
only today in the committee, on the
amount of CETA jobs that were available to veterans, and only 3 percent of
those CETA jobs are going to veterans.
Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBERTS. I yield to the gentleman from Arkansas.
Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the Wolff
amendment. There is no one in this
body more concerned than I am with the
special needs of our veterans. If we consider this measure without having to
worry about the ever-increasing Federal
budget and deficit, I would probably support it-but we cannot do that.
The Veterans' Affairs Committee is
working toward making VA benefits more
responsive to our veterans' educational
needs. It is anticipated that the committee will report a measure to increase educational allowances by 5 percent later
this year. The Subcommittee on Education and Training has held several oversight hearings, and more are scheduled
in order to insure that every reasonable
educational need of the Nation's veterans
is met.
It is true that the fiscal year 1977
budget overestimated the number of veterans who would be taking advantage of
their educational benefits. However, the
$829 million which was originally appropriated for this use has either been transferred, or is in the process of being transferred, to cover the cost-of-living increases in pension and compensation
rates granted in the 94th Congress. It
must be made clear that this $829 million
has already been earmarked for other
purposes. It is not available for use in
educational benefits.
With the Federal deficit estimated at
nearly $65 billion for fiscal year 1978, it
would be fiscally irresponsible for the
Congress to adopt this amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I also rise in opposition
to the amendment of the gentleman from
California, as well as the Wolff substitute.
The funds sought by the gentleman's
amendment would underwrite the costs
of an additional pension program exclusively for veterans of World War I. I use
the word "additional" because that is
precisely what the gentleman's bill would
accomplish. Veterans of World War I,
along with veterans of other wars, and
their dependents, already have an ongoing pension program for which they
may qualify with payments ranging from
$209 monthly to a minimum of $5
monthly, depending upon the number of
dependents and'the amount of income
received from other sources.
Thus, it would be possible for a World
War I veteran to receive $209 monthly
pension under existing law plus an additional $150 monthly under the gentleman's bill for a total monthly pension of
$359. This, Mr. Chairman, would be payable to veterans who were fortunate
enough to have been separated from military service with no disability.
On the other hand, Mr. Chairman, we
pay to the veteran who is 80-percent disabled from wounds received in action in

Vietnam or any other war, the magnificent sum of $350 monthly.
Mr. Chairman, the increased funds
sought by the gentleman's amendment
would fund a measure that could only
disturb the traditional relationship between service-connected disability compensation and non-service-connected
pension.
The major veterans organizations have
not sought this legislation and it is unlikely that the Committee on Veterans'
Affairs would approve such a measure.
Let me hasten to add that I do believe
the non-service-connected pension program is in need of revision. For this reason, the 94th Congress authorized the
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to
conduct a comprehensive study of the
pension program and submit the results
of the study together with his recommendations for revision of the program
not later than October 1 of this year. I
am hopeful that this study and its associated recommendations will permit us to
consider and act upon constructive alternatives that will be equitable for veterans
of all wars who are entitled to pension.
It would be premature for the Congress
to enact pension legislation other than
the cost-of-living increase already proposed and included in the budget resolution until we receive the results of this
study.
I shall, therefore, oppose the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the recommended level
of $19.9 billion in budget authority for
veterans' benefits and services represents a fair and adequate estimate of the
Veterans' Administration's fiscal needs
for fiscal year 1978.
As ranking member of the Veterans'
Affairs Committee, I reviewed the Veterans' Administration's budget requirements with great interest. As a member
of the VA Committee, I am well aware of
the special needs of our veterans and
their dependents. As the Representative
of the people in the Third Congressional
District of Arkansas, I am well aware of
the need to keep Federal spending to a
minimum.
The aggregate budget figures contained in the measure before us are
staggering. That is the only word which
can be used to describe a $500 billion
budget. Yet, this figure is a reduction of
$31 billion from the aggregate views and
estimates of the committees of the House
made earlier this year. This reduction is
due to a large degree to the forceful efforts of the chairman of the Budget
Committee, iMr.G?Amto. His efforts to
keep Federal spending to a minimum
should be applauded by all of us.
The bipartisan leadership of the Veterans' Affairs Committee and the leadership of the Budget Committee worked
together in reaching the $19.9 billion
figure for veterans' benefits and services.
I am disappointed that many of the VA
Committee's recommendations to increase and improve medical facilities
within the Veterans' Administration
could not be included in the fiscal year
1978 budget. However, the $19.9 billion
figure represents a fair compromise between fiscal priorities and the needs of
our veterans.
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I am, therefore, opposed to this
amendment or any other which will increase the VA's fiscal year 1978 budget.
I believe this position will be shared by
anyone who has studied this matter and
is dedicated to fiscal responsibility.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman,
I move to strike the requisite number of
words, and I rise in opposition to the
substitute amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I certainly understand
the mood of the House, and it is getting
late. I will try to be as brief as possible.
I do have the privilege of being chairman
of the Subcommittee on Compensation,
Pension, and Insurance of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, and I have been
this chairman for the last 3 years. We
handle all veterans compensation and
pensions, and I think that the House is
entitled to know what we have done. Of
course, then the Members can make up
their minds.
In speaking against the Wolff amendment, let me just throw out this one
fact, that a Vietnam veteran without
dependents is now eligible to receive over
$13,000 of educational assistance under
the GI bill, and this is a lot of help. I
see no reason to say that the veteran is
not receiving enough educational benefits, and I think that the Wolff substitute should be voted down.
As to the gentleman from California,
he has been very conscientious in his
bill. In fact, the 160 persons who signed
his bill, H.R. 55, have come to our subcommittee. The cost of this bill to give
$150 to every veteran whether the veteran needs it or not, whether he is the
richest man in America or not-we would
give him $150 under the gentleman's
bill-would be $2.4 billion for this year.
He has asked for $500 million, and I do
not know how we could divide the $500
million or how our subcommittee could
act on it.
We do have some problems in our
compensation and pension programs, but
by law, which we passed last year, the
Veterans' Administration has to report
to the Congress in October of this year
and make recommendations how we can
improve the compensation and pension
programs. I think it would make more
sense-and the American Legion and the
VFW agree with this statement-that no
additional programs be added to compensation and pension programs until
we get this report in October. We have
problems pertaining to the veteran who
receives a pension and also a social security check is affected by social security
raises. We hope this study by the VA will
solve part of this problem.
We are doing something for the World
War I veterans; I would be the first to
admit maybe we are not doing enough.
We are not doing enough for a lot of veterans, but we do try to stay within the
restraints of the funds we do have. Since
we started veterans' programs many
years ago, through 1976, the World War
I veteran has gotten one-quarter of these
funds. The World War I veteran received
a World War I bonus. This cost $4.9 bil-

lion. It was given to all World War I veterans in 1939 and it was given in Depression dollars which was most helpful to
the veterans.
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We have done something in this Congress last year. We passed unanimously a
provision that a World War I veteran
who was 78 years old and was drawing
a non-service-connected pension would
receive an add-on of 25 percent. And
everyone in this House voted for this and
it passed and became law. In other
words, we increased the World War I
benefit for the needy guy, who really
needed it, by 32 percent last year.
In the next few weeks we will present
a bill to the Members that will take care
of the widows of World War I veterans
who are drawing these pensions. We will
suggest to the House, and it will pass the
Congress, an increase in the benefits,
an add-on to this widows' pension by 25
percent plus 6-percent cost-of-living increase.
We have also on the aid-and-attendants for these World War I veterans increased that every year to take care of
these aged veterans.
Next Tuesday we will vote on a bill
and I think it will pass by unanimous
consent to provide that all World War I
veterans that are 100-percent disabled
would be entitled to an automobile with
an adapter on the automobile.
We are doing our best. I do hope the
Members will give us a chance to get this
report in October from the VA and
analyze our pension and compensation
programs. This amendment will only
slow our committee down on trying to do
the best we can for not only the World
War I veterans but for all veterans. I
hope the Wolff substitute will be defeated
as well as the Anderson amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Mississippi has expired.
(On request of Mr. BROWN of Ohio,
and by unanimous consent, Mr. MONTGOMERY was allowed to proceed for 1
additional minute.)
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MONTGOMERY. I yield to the
gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
if we pass this legislation, would it be
appropriate at this point for an amendment to the budget resolution to be
drafted that would also do something for
the veterans of World War II and the
Korean conflict veterans?
Mr. MONTGOMERY. As I said, those
veterans also need help. Our veterans'
programs, I admit, barely meet the needs
of the veterans or their widows or their
dependents, but we are doing the best
we can, and I would hope this amendment would be defeated. Those other
veterans have their problems too.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, there are three basic
issues before the Veterans Affairs
Committee which are of concern to
me as a member of that committee.
For a number of years these three issues
have come back to haunt us over and
over again as we receive mail from constituents. The three issues are these:
Issue No. 1. We receive mail from
many of the veterans of the Vietnam
era and those veterans whose GI education has been delimited so that they
are unable to use their GI educational
benefits.

Issue No. 2. This is the large number of
letters we receive from widows and pensioners who say that every time their
social security increment goes up their
veteran pension goes down. The question
is why?
Issue No. 3. We receive letters, and I
have several here that I will show Members if they would like to read them,
from World War I veterans who are in
dire need. These are World War I veterans who if they make $3,500 of maximum income may receive no more than
$5 of veteran's pension.
You will recall a year ago I offered on
this House floor an amendment to add
$610 million to extend the GI education delimiting date, because I felt very
seriously and strongly that we needed
to do something in the area of education, with high levels of unemployment,
with a number of our Vietnam-era veterans out of work. I felt that it was important that we should provide educational benefits. We have learned that
for every dollar we spend on education
we receive $3 or $4 back in increased
taxes and these men and women pay because of better qualified jobs and better
education.
Today I stand in the well, not to support the amendment of the gentleman
from New York (Mr. WOLFF) for education, while I believe that is a worthy
cause and important. I stand in the well,
not to support the issue of trying to
make an accurate adjustment in legislation so that when a pensioner or widower receives an increase in social security, their veteran's benefit is not reduced. I stand in the well today to support the gentleman from California, to
support the amendment the gentleman
offered to provide some $500 million that
would provide a partial pension, not
$150 for each veteran, but $500 million
to be used by the Committee on Veterans' Affairs under the leadership of the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. ROBERTs),

and the subcommittee chairmanship of
the gentleman from Mississippi (Mr.
MONTGOMERY). We must respond to the

neediest veterans in this country who
happened to have served our country
well in World War I. So I urge that we
defeat the Wolff amendment, not because it lacks merit, but because I believe there is a higher priority today.
That priority is to be concerned and
focused on those World War I veterans
who are in the deepest need.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman has indicated that my amendment would be limited to the idea of
help to the Vietnam veterans. There is
no such thing in the amendment that I
offered. What I did was raise the amount
of money that would permit the Committee on Veterans' Affairs to work
their will. Unfortunately, we cannot
here, on a budget resolution, make a determination as to how that money
should be spent. The idea that I had set
forth was to permit the members of the
Committee on Veterans' Affairs to work
their will, whether it be on veterans-ofVietnam education, or pension funds for
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World War I veterans, or a combination
of both.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the gentleman's explanation of
what the gentleman's amendment will

do. I still stand by my earlier comments.
I feel that the $500 million amendment
offered by the gentleman from California
is much more realistic at this time in
our history and at this point in the
budget resolution.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to

the amendment. We have two amendments here; one would add $500 million
to the budget; the other would add still

another $829 million to the budget. Now,
that is $1.3 billion more.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman. What we
have before us is a substitute amendment and adds only $800 million. It does
not add to the amendment of the gentleman from California. It is a total of
$800 million.
Mr. GIAIMO. Yes; but the gentleman's
amendment for $500 million would still
be in order.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield further, my amend-

ment is a substitute amendment.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Chairman, as I understand the parliamentary situation, it
is that if the amendment of the gentleman from New York were to fail, the
amendment of the gentleman from California would still be before us for a vote.
If the amendment of the gentleman
from New York would succeed, that
would supersede the amendment of the
gentleman from California.

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, the
amendment that I offered adds a total of
$800 million.
Mr. GIAIMO. Is it delimiting?
Mr. WOLFF. For any purpose, including that of World War I veterans
pensions. The only reason this is a

substitute amendment is because it was
the only parliamentary device possible.
Mr. GIAIMO. For anything?
Mr. WOLFF. For anything. This is
only a budget request so that the Committee on Veterans' Affairs has the opportunity of working its will.
Mr. GIAIMO. One is for delimiting.
The other involves $500 million for
World War I veterans. The Committee
on Veterans' Affairs has indicated that
it would like to have time to study the
$500 million amendment, where a report is to be made, as I understand it, by
October 1.
In the case of the substitute amendment of the gentleman from New York,
the committee has not made a determination in this matter.

We in the Budget Committee are
criticized at different hours in the day
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Messrs. PATTEN, RHODES and
SIMON changed their vote from "no" to
"aye."
So the amendment was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
AMENDMENT

OFFERED BY MR. PIKE

Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. PIKE: On page
1, line 11, strike out "$505,656,000,000" and
insert in lieu thereof "$505,526,000,000";
On page 2, line 2, strike out "$466,732,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$466,602,000,000";
On page 2, line 5, strike out "$68,638,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$68,508,000,000";

On page 2, line 7, strike out "$794,968,000,-

000" and insert in lieu thereof "$794,838,000,-

000."

On page 2, line 9, strike out "$94,968,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$94,838,000,-

000."

On page 2, line 20, strike out "$120,136,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$120,118,000,000";

On page 2, line 21, strike out "$111,947,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$111,929,000,-

000."

On page 4, line 18, strike out "$1,069,000,-

000" and insert in lieu thereof "$957,000,000";
On page 4, line 19, strike out "$1,021,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$909,000,000."

Mr. PIKE (during the reading). Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the amendment be considered as read and
printed in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from New
York?
There was no objection.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, when we entered the Chamber yesterday, the Budget
Committee had a budget resolution which
called for a deficit of $64.3 billion. At the
moment we have a resolution which calls
for a deficit of $68.6 billion. In 2 days
we have added $4.3 billion to the deficit.
Mr. Chairman, everybody talks about
national priorities, and obviously we have
different views of what our national
priorities are. It is obvious that things
for defense and for veterans are high on
our list of national priorities, and things
for the benefit of social welfare programs
are low on our list of national priorities,
because that is the way we voted here.
Frankly, I have voted against all of the
amendments which increased the budget
and increased the budget deficit, and I
am a little embarrassed that I am again
offering an amendment which reduces
the budget and reduces the budget deficit. This L; the same amendment which
I offered earlier. It reduces spending in
two categories-allowances and defense-a total of $130 million, which is
the amount of the 29 percent or 28 percent pay raise which people in those
categories outside of the Congress got.
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We have discussed it already. The committee accepted it once. It got wiped out
by the. Burleson amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I oppose this amendment particularly with respect to the
item on page 4, line 18, where it is
provided to strike out $1,069,000,000
and insert in lieu thereof $957 million. That is the provision that has
to do with what is called allowances, and
of that amount there is approximately
$112 million total that has to do with
pay increases of relatively high paid
executive employees, and about $10 million which has to do with Federal
judges.
I know that when I enter the well I
am always subject to somebody saying,
"You are bringing up the darned Constitution again." Of course, I know that
is a very unpopular thing to do here, and
I shall probably be referred to as a constitutional authority and thus attacked
for presenting a somewhat pedantic
proposition here. I am not a distinguished
constitutional authority; I only come

here as a person who can read the English language.

The Constitution is of course written
in plain English. We take only one oath
when we enter this body, and that is to
abide by the Constitution. The Constitution says in article 3 that the judges
of both the Supreme Court and the inferior courts shall hold their offices during good behavior and shall at stated
times receive for their services a compensation-now listen to this-which
shall not be diminished during their
continuance in office. The Constitution
says that the salary shall not be diminished. That does not mean if they got
less money when they first came here
40 years ago we can cut them back to
the figure they had 40 years ago. It
means once their salary goes up we cannot diminish it.
Why did the framers provide that
way? Because they wanted the three divisions of the Government to be independent of each other, and if we had
the power to tell John Jones who went
on a bench of the Federal court in 1945
that we were going to cut his salary back
to what he got in 1945 because he decided
a case in a way we did not like, we would
be in control of the judiciary branch of
the Government.
The framers of the Constitution did
not want to do that, did not want to let
one branch of our Government to determine the salaries of the judiciary.
This is because, if we should do so, we
would put an enormous pressure on the
judiciary to respond to every breeze
that blows and affects our Government at
any particular time.
I am not saying that the amendment
offered by the gentleman from New York
(Mr. PIKE) is unconstitutional. Indeed
it is not, because that $10 million that
he purports to take away from the
judges to reduce their salaries to what
they were before they were increased
cannot be taken away from the judges.
And if they go to the courts on this par-
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ticular proposition, they will win. They
are not unlearned in the law.
Now, where will the $10 million come
from? It will come out of other parts of
that budget. And in order to make up
that $10 million we have got to take it
either from some supporting budget
items or from the pay of the other executive officers. We have already taken
away their increase and in order to reduce this item by an additional $10 million we have got to take 2.6 percent from
them and reduce their pay by 2.6 percent below what it was before they got
their increase. Do we want to do that?
Is that fair? Is it fair to reduce the salaries of these persons below that which
existed before their increase? We cannot take it away from the judges.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I think
we have all discussed this amendment
enough today. It was up earlier. We all
know what it is. I think everybody is
ready to decide on it.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from New York
(Mr. PIKE) and all amendments thereto
end in 2 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Tennessee
(Mr. ALLEN).

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, as much
voter appeal as Mr. PIKE's amendment
has, and as justified and as much voter
appeal as his amendment which passed
yesterday, affecting our own salaries,

may have had, I must oppose this clearly
unconstitutional amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I have taken a solemn
oath to support and uphold the Constitution of the United States, and God being my witness, I intend to do just that.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
LATTA).

Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I have
been here a few years. During those few

years I have not agreed with the gentleman from Texas too many times; but to-

day I agree with the gentleman completely. This move, is against the Constitution. We took an oath, as the gentleman from Tennessee indicated, to sup-

port the Constitution of the United
States. We do not have to be lawyers to
read the Constitution, and it says exactly what the gentleman from Texas
indicated. I intend to support the Constitution. Some people will say we can get
judges for any amount. Sure, we can get
"two-bit" lawyers any place, at any time
and put them on the bench, but we do
not want judges of this kind on the Federal bench.
Mr. Chairman, our judges deserve the
salary they are getting.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York (Mr. PIKE) .
The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT

OFFERED BY ME. EMERY

Mr. EMERY. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
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Amendment offered by Mr. EMERY: In the
matter relating to Natural Resources, Environment, and Energy (300) strike out $20,950,000,000 in budget authority and insert in
lieu thereof $20,850,000,000; and strike out
$20,677,00,000 in outlays and insert in lieu
thereof $20,577,000,000.
Mr. EMERY. Mr. Chairman, my col-

league from California, GEORGE MILLER,
and I are proposing this amendment to
House Concurrent Resolution 195, which
provides a $100,000,000 cut of funding
for water projects funded under function
300, for projects under the category of
natural resource, energy, and environment. Although some of these projects
may be worthwhile, much greater congressional review is needed to weed out
those which are environmentally unsound and economically questionable. I
am in agreement with President Carter's
call for more oversight responsibility by
the Executive and the Congress in the
budget process. The TVA, the Army
Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of
Reclamation have proposed and constructed some water projects which are
technically deficient, environmentally
damaging, and economically wasteful.
Close congressional review is very necessary to insure that we find useful projects that are not merely traditional pork
barrel programs.
On April 18, President Carter presented the Congress with a detailed and
comprehensive position. I quote from
that message:
I am recommending the development of
major policy reforms in the following areas:
1. more realistic project evaluation criteria;
2. dam safety:
3. cost sharing for federal projects;
4. water conservation; and
5. redirected public works programs.
In balancing the budget, cutting back on
inflation and making the federal government more responsive to the needs of the
people, difficult choices have to be made. Activities which are wasteful, unsafe or economically or environmentally
unsound
simply cannot be pursued. Water resource
development programs of the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation and the
Tennessee Valley Authority are a case in
point.
In my budget recommendations to the
Congress last February I initiated a major
review of ongoing water resource projects.
The review is now complete and I have specific recommendations for the Congress on
the 32 projects which were subject to public
hearings. They are based on reviews by the
Interior Department, the Corps of Engineers
and the Tennessee Valley Authority, with

assistance from the Office of Management
and Budget and the Council on Environmental Quality.
My decision on individual projects was a
difficult one. I have tried to be fair and to
give the benefit of the doubt on some projects which would certainly not be justified
if they were proposed today. However, I
have not hesitated to recommend termination or modification of projects which appeared justified when they were originally
authorized.
In consultation with the Congress, state
and local governments and the public, I intend to develop detailed policy recommendations to insure that our water-related needs
are met in the best manner, and to use realistic criteria for water project evaluation.
The review process I started during the first
days of my Administration is not going to
stop here; further work needs to be done
and fundamental improvements need to be
made in our water poliices and programs.

The drought in the West and recent severe
flooding in the East have shown us that
despite the massive numbers of federallyfunded water projects in existence, we are
still as susceptible as ever to the ravages of
the weather. Instead of proceeding down the
same road of more and bigger structural
projects, we need to rethink our policies.
The President then went on with more
specifics. The Emery-Miller amendment

does not specify which projects should
be cut. Although we are not here to argue
the individual pros and cons of dozens of
water projects, sufficient facts have been
presented in the President's factsheets
by environmental groups and State
associations on these projects for reasonable people to determine their
worthiness. Some are particularly questionable. In one project. the review
showed the investment for irrigation was
over $4,000 per acre of which only $208
will be repaid. The benefit cost ratio on
this project is below unity, even at the
authorized interest rate.
In another case, the President's review found that about a third of the
benefits resulted from recreation benefits, but that these benefits depended on
the reservoir getting almost as many
visitors per year as Yellowstone National
Park. The project would inundate 10,000
acres of prime farmland as well as destroying wildlife habitat. The benefit
cost ratio on these projects is also below
unity.
In another of the projects reviewed,
the local sponsoring entity has requested
that there should be no funding for fiscal
year 1978. This project, at a cost of more
than one-half billion dollars, would damage water quality for others who depend
on the water.
One project would destroy so much
critical wildlife habitat that a number of
nearby States, as well as the State's
house of representatives where the project is situated, have opposed it.
Let the Subcommittee on Public Works
of the Appropriations Committee choose
among those that are most justifiable
from all the water projects.
In line with the President's energy
goals, it is desirable to construct projects
which provide energy benefits greater
than energy costs. Specifically relating to
water energy sources the President talks
about small-site hydro in his energy program. Development of already existing
dams to provide needed energy supplies
is much less costly per kilowatt-hour
than many of the proposed new dams.
Existing dams do not damage the environment and provide electricity with
no high priced foreign fuel costs.
The amendment I am proposing is relatively modest. I have not prejudged
the merits of the specific projects. I
have asked that we reduce the ceiling by
considerably less than would be the cost
of cutting or modifying all the projects
which the President recommended. However, the primary focus of this amendment-to demonstrate our seriousness
about fiscal responsibility-and our interest in greater oversight of water projects-will be met.
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chair-

man, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. EMERY. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
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Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chairman, I want to say that since the President made those remarks, he also de-

livered a letter to the gentleman in the
well and myself today thanking us for
our support of his recommendations. The
letter is as follows:
STHE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, D.C., April 27, 1977.
The Hon. GEORGE MILLER,
The Hon. DAVID EMERY,

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
To

GEORGE

MILLER

AND

DAVID

EMERY:

Thank you for your support of my recommendations to the Congress on curbing unnecessary spending on federal water projects.
By cutting back and eliminating some
projects, we have an opportunity to save the

taxpayers billions of dollars, preserve irreplaceable natural resources and still meet our
Nation's water-related needs in an equitable
fashion.
Thank you again for your support.
Sincerely,
JIeMY CARTER.
Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman's
amendment is well thought out, and provides the kind of scrutiny and direction
to the Appropriations Committee to
make sure that these projects come under the scrutiny which they have escaped
for decades.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Maine has expired.
(On request of Mr. OTTINGER and by
unanimous consent Mr. EMERY was al-

lowed to

proceed

for

2

additional

minutes.)
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. EMERY. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
SMr. OTTINGER. I would like to congratulate the gentleman on his amendment. If we are serious about cutting out
the fat in the budget, we have to bite
some hard bullets. I know this is hard
for some of our colleagues, but this is a
good place to start-with an evaluation

of these very controversial and questionable projects.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, will the

gentleman yield?
Mr. EMERY. I yield to the gentleman
from Kentucky.
Mr. PERKINS. I would like to ask the
distinguished gentleman from Maine
whether he supports the Dickey-Lincoln
project.
Mr. EMERY. The answer to the gen-

tleman is no, I do not.
Mr. PERKINS. And the President has
already restored the funds in his budget
for Dickey-Lincoln, am I correct?
Mr. EMERY. Unfortunately, the gentleman is correct, but if I can prevail
upon the President to change his mind,
with the eloquence of the senior Senator

from Maine, I would have him object to
the project. It is not included in this
amendment. I am opposed to DickeyLincoln, and I think it is a case in point.
It cannot possibly meet the standards the
President himself has set down in his
message.
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
It is always easy to suggest as some
have done tonight that we must start
someplace to bite the hard bullet of economy. And how very much easier when
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that someplace involves somebody else's
project or program.
There are none of these presently endangered water projects that lie within
or adjacent to my district, but I think I
know a little bit about water resource
programs and their value to the Nation.
I believe it can be demonstrated that, by
and large, the water resources development program of the United States has
paid for itself many times over.
It seems quite ironic to me that, almost alone among all the things the Government does, the development of the
waters that fall on our Earth is required
to meet benefits-cost criteria. It seems
even more ironic that the advisors to the
President, newly installed in their advisory capacities, presume that within 6
short weeks of study they can reach
finite judgments better than the judgments which have been reached deliberately and carefully by the Congress and
its committees over the periods of 6, 8, 12,
sometimes 20 years of continuous study
on these various projects.
One would gain the impression from
some of the rhetoric here tonight that
Congress has no concern for economic
feasibility or no established mechanism
for determining it.
The gentleman's amendment would
deny to the Committees on Appropriations of this Congress the right to review
those projects by the existing criteria of
law and it would deny to this House the
right to make judgments on those projects in the appropriations process.
You say water projects do not pay for
themselves? Let me review just a few
brief statistics. During the period in
which this Government hrs been spending money to control floods, we have
spent some $7 billion on flood control.
Some 235 projects already have saved us
$53 billion in calculable damages that
otherwise would have been inflicted upon
the American people. They have paid for
themselves seven times over.
You say that irrigation projects do not
pay? Anybody who does not live in the
West cannot know that water is more
important than oil or coal or uranium or
any other resource of the Earth. In the
West, water is life. We have expanded
some $8 billion on irrigation projects to
make the deserts bloom, to bring foodstuffs out of the dry and unremitting
Earth. And do you know how much the
foodstuffs we have produced through the
reclamation program have added to the
wealth of this Nation? Some $60 billion
worth of food stuffs have been added, to
help feed the growing population of this
hungry world and to help lower the cost
of food in the marketplaces of America.
You say navigation does not pay? Let
us stop here and think about the savings
in energy. A few years ago, calculations
revealed that $1 worth of gasoline or
its equivalent will move 1 ton of freight
5 miles by air, 16 miles by truck, about
65 miles by rail, or 333 miles by barge.
Can that kind of saving to the Nation
be called a boondoggle?
Yes, we do need to reexamine the
methods by which we determine the
value of water projects, but we need to
reexamine and upgrade not only the
costs but the values we attribute to them.
CXXIII-
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Some people seem to know the cost of
everything and the value of nothing.
It is suggested that the Corps of Engineers are too optimistic in their benefits
analyses. In most cases, the actual results
have proven that they were quite conservative. When Congress authorized the
Gulf Intracoastal Canal, the corps predicted ultimately it ought to be able to
carry some 7 million tons of freight. Do
the Members know what it carried last
year? More than 100 million tons of
freight.
Nobody who has ever seen the ravaging
floodwaters sweep away the lifetime
dreams of families can call flood control
"pork-barrel."
Nobody who has ever seen the industry
that can come and thrive in an otherwise
undeveloped area where water navigation is made possible so that people can
have jobs in the smaller towns along the
rivers can call navigation "pork-barrel."
Nobody who has ever seen the parched
and thirsty earth drying up from
drought and swept by duststorms can
call sound Western reclamation "porkbarrel." And nobody who has ever really
evaluated our Nation's water resource
development program carefully can say
that it has not paid for itself. Water is
more important than any other resource
we have.
This glass containsThe CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT) has
expired.
(On request of Mr. EVANs of Colorado
and by unanimous consent, Mr. WRIGHT
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional
minutes.)
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, there is
exactly the same amount of water in the
world that there was in the beginningno more, and no less. Science tells us
that this glass of water contains some
tiny molecules that fell in the flood of
Noah, some that parted in the Red Sea,
some that floated fishing craft on the
Sea of Gallilee, and some that washed
blood off the beaches of Normandy in
World War II.
The manner by which this fixed supply
completes its never-ending rotation, moving by surface and subterranean streams
to be gathered up into the great ocean
reservoirs, is a mystery. From there it is
drawn skyward again by the magnet of
the sun to be purified anew, then returned
by wind and cloud to refresh the parched
and thirsty Earth. This process goes on
ad infinitum. It is a marvelous process of
a miraculous universe. Man can comprehend it, but he can never duplicate it.
The best we can do is to use it well, to
husband it, to keep it pure and take care
of it, and conserve it.
Mr. Chairman, that is what the Nation's water program is all about, and I
urge the Members to vote "no" on this
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAnIM).
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
this amendment end in 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Connecticut?
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There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Members standing
at the time the unanimous consent request was agreed to will each be recognized for 20 seconds.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. PEFKINS
and Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado yielded
their time to Mr. EVANs of Colorado.)
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Colorado (Mr.
EVANS).

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Chairman, there are just two items that I
would like to add to the eloquent statement made in opposition to this amendment by our majority leader.
Number one, 85 percent of the costs
of these programs are repaid to the
Treasury of the United States.
Number two, going back 20, 30, and
40 years, States located in the Rocky
Mountain area and in the West have
gone through battle after battle to solve
the question of property rights as it relates to the flow of water in natural
streams. Agreements have been reached,
and they have been reduced to interstate compacts approved by the Congress
of the United States.
Then after that happened, the States
within themselves have had battles over
the division of water, and there have
been battles as well between States.
There have been battles featuring
Arizona versus California, Arizona and
California versus Colorado, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Utah, et cetera.
Mr. Chairman, I hope that we will not
destroy this delicate balance by supporting this amendment, and I hope that the
Members vote against the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Alabama (Mr.
BEVILL).

Mr. BEVILL. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to this amendment.
I would like to point out that the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations is doing exactly what the President has asked. We are reviewing these
matters and holding hearings. The
Secretary of the Interior testified Friday,
the Corps of Engineers testified Thursday, and we are going into this. Certainly we want the opportunity to
handle this in the normal procedure as
we have in the past.
Mr. Chairman, I urge the Members to
vote for this procedure and against the
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California
(Mr. MILLER).
Mr. MILLER of California. Mr. Chairman, there is nothing in this amendment
that would prevent any justified water
projects from being completed. Let me
tell the Members that we have looked
into this, and we find that it would cost
$20 an acre-foot to get this water, and
yet the richest corporations and families in America pay only $7.50 an acrefoot.
How is this money going to be repaid?
It is going to take 492 years to repay the
costs of these projects. We have now decided that it is too expensive, and so we
are going to give it to the taxpayers because the price has gone up too far.
Mr. Chairman, this data is indexed,
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62 percent of the citizens of Utah affected.
by the project are so committed to it that
they are paying an ad valorum tax to
support it.
Third. They say the cost of the investment per acre for irrigation is too high.
They say it is $4,295 an acre. That is true
if you assume that all the water delivered
is to new land only. The facts are that
new land will account for only 29,370
acres. This project also sends supplemental water to 213,170 acres; that is,
land presently irrigated but with an inadequate water supply. Therefore, the
actual cost per acre is only $1,434.
Fourth. They say the economic value
is marginal, that it only has a 1 to 1 ratio.
But in fact, if you use the current rate of
interest-6% percent-to compute costEMERY.)
Mr. EMERY. Mr. Chairman, I must benefit ratios, as they have done, then
say I hope that after I have been in the the current rate should also be used in
House of Representatives for as long as estimating benefits. Looking at the enthe gentleman from Texas (Mr. WRIGHT) tire picture, the true ratio is 1.5 to 1.1,
has, I will be able to assemble some of which is very good. Even if it were only 1
the eloquence that he has displayed. It to 1, the administration h_s already apwas a masterful speech, and I under- proved projects with less than a 1 to 1
stand the position he has taken. I can ratio.
Fifth. They say that the beneficiaries
understand the differences that he has
with the administration's policy con- would not pay enough of the share of
cerning water projects, and I respect the capital investment and the operating costs.
that.
The truth is that the Federal investThe difference, of course, between a
glass of water on the rostrum and a dam ment in Bureau of Reclamation comor water project is the fact that a glass pleted facilities since 1902 nationwide is
$6 billion; 84 percent of the investment
of water does not cost $100 million.
Mr. Chairman, I ask the Members to is reimbursable, a record no other Fedsupport the amendment because I be- eral program can equal. The cumulative
lieve it will provide us with some measure gross crop value during the same period
of review, badly needed review, in the is $50 billion, 8 times the investment cost.
In Utah the cumulative gross crop
construction of water projects.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- value for reclamation projects is $1 bilnizes the gentleman from Utah (Mr. lion as of 1975. The total cost of all projects in Utah is only $176 million.
MARRIOTT).
The current estimated Bonneville unit
Mr. MARRIOTT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the Emery amendment, cost is $862 million, of which $175 milwhich would have the effect of cutting lion has been expended. The reimbursathe water projects. This amendment, as ble cost will be $739 million, or 86 percent
well as the entire proposition, is ill of the total cost, with 14 percent alloadvised, ill conceived, illogical, insensi- cated to public uses such as flood control,
fish and wildlife, recreation, and hightive, and based on faulty premises.
This amendment would cut funding way improvement.
Repayment of reimbursable costs to
for the Bonneville unit of the central
Utah project, along with many other the Federal Treasury as required by law
will come from water sales, electrical
projects in your States.
The Carter administration and other power sales, and ad valorum tax reveproponents of these cuts base their con- nues.
In other words, the reimbursable cost
clusions on faulty reasoning.
I use my State of Utah as an example: of the Bonneville unit will be paid 100
First. They say we should cut the Bon- percent by the people living in the proneville project because it would save jected area. The total operation and
$659.8 million in Utah. That is erroneous. maintenance cost will be paid for by the
We have spent $154 million to date. water users of the unit.
Sixth. The opponents of these water
Court suits alone because of breach of
contract could amount to the $659 mil- projects say that we have alternative
lion. The fact of the matter is that 92 water supplies. I would ask them to visit
percent of this money will be paid direct- the West, Utah specifically, and point
ly back to the Government, and the over- them out to us.
In a recent study by the Pacific Southall economic benefit to the State of Utah
west Interagency Committee Water Rewould be nearly $2 billion.
When this project was started, the act sources Council, appendix 11, page 10, it
of April 11, 1956, 70 Stat. 105, authorizing states:
In the Great Salt Lake subregion, where
the central Utah project, did not even
place a specific cost limitation. That is the greatest M. & I. water requirement is
local sources will not be sufficient
how convinced they were that the proj- projected,
to meet the needs.
ect was essential.
That condition is exactly what the
Second. They say the need is questionable. The fact is that Utah is the second central Utah project and the Bonneville
driest State in the Nation. The people of unit are intended to correct. This project
Utah ought to determine the need. The is the lifeblood of Utah. Without it we
and the price of bringing water to this
property is prohibitive.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Wyoming (Mr.
RONCALIO) .
Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Chairman, to
have 20 seconds to defend an $80 million
reclamation project in Wyoming, after 7
hours of debate in this body, at the end
of a 16-hour workday, this constitutes
the height of some type of inanity that
I am incapable of describing.
Mr. Chairman, I think this is an insult
to our lawmaking process.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. MOORE
yielded his time to Mr. EMERY.)
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Maine (Mr.
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will be in a serious condition. Our population and economic growth will be
stifled.
In light of these facts and the drought
conditions we are in today, with water
supplies in Utah at 35 percent of normal,
and like situations in other States, and
in order to minimize future drought conditions, with their costly emergency
funding requirements, I urge my colleagues to vote down this amendment
and in so doing to commit to fully restore funding of these vital and necessary water projects.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. KOSTMAYER).

Mr. KOSTMAYER. Mr. Chairman, I
rise today to support this amendment
which will reduce expenditures in the
Federal budget by $100 million.
This savings will allow the termination
of wasteful water and dam projects. The
President seeks deletion of funds for 18
such projects and significant reductions
for 5 more. Originally 32 costing $230
million, even the administration says
$177.4 could be saved by cutting these
projects, we are asking only $100 million.
This proposal is based on a careful and
scrupulous analysis and review which
was undertaken bf the administration.
The analysis was based on three criteria:
First, a project must have no significant negative environmental impact;
Second, no major safety actions must
be involved;
Third, the ratio of remaining costs to
remaining benefits must exceed 1:1 when
computed at the current discount rate of
6% percent.
Mr. Chairman, some of the projects on
the President's original "hit list" passed
muster and construction of these projects can proceed. These projects have
worthwhile goals-flood control and
water supply-which justify their construction.
But what of the projects which failed
the review? These are the ones which are
the very worst offenders from the standpoint of environment, safety, and costs,
and it is these projects which this
amendment seeks to stop.
Mr. Chairman, the Congress must respond favorably to the efforts of the administration to cut this money from the
budget. We must reject "pork barrel"
politics and the philosophy that a wasteful and needless project is never one located in a Member's home district.
The fact that Congress has already approved some of the projects this amendment would eliminate or alter is no excuse for inaction today. We must challenge the wisdom of past Congresses and
of this Congress. This is what the President is doing, and if he does not, who
will?
Mr. Chairman, the problem is that the
Federal budget is a political document.
Too often it grows in direct proportion
to the wishes of the Members of Congress
to locate projects such as these in their
districts. Congressmen bear no individual
responsibility, but only a collective one
for the increasing size of the Federal
budget.
It is the President who in this instance
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bears the burden. The Congress in its collective greed does not.
I support the President, Mr. Chairman.
I believe the American people support
him, too.
During his campaign for the Presir
dency, Jimmy Carter promised to do
exactly what he is doing now. Who among
us can be surprised? He promised a balanced budget in 4 years; perhaps he will
not succeed, but he is trying to fulfill
that commitment and that promise to
the American people.
Instead of opposing the President we
should be defending him. My mail indicates my constituents do.
This amendment, a deletion of $100
million is a start. Let us listen to the
people and to the President. Let us call
an end to "pork barrel" politics. Let us
stop the unnecessary damming, ditching,
and dredging and start the saving.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida (Mr.
LEHMAN) .
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Maine, to strike $100
million in budget authority and outlays
from function 300. This amount is intended to come out of funding for the
disputed water resource projects which
have been so widely discussed of late.
Out of hundreds of ongoing water
projects throughout the Nation, only a
handful were ever mentioned for review
or reconsideration. And the evidence is
compelling that at least some of the projects mentioned are deficient by one measure or more-safety, environmental, impact, economic benefit, et cetera.
It is almost beyond belief that projects
intended to protect the safety and welfare of people and property could be
questioned on the basis of safety considerations. Nevertheless, at least two of
The review projects may pose dangers
through their siting and construction
design.
Some of the projects also raise serious
questions of land use priorities. Completion of these projects would inundate
several hundred thousand acres of productive forest and agricultural land. It is
curious that in some cases the amount of
land-productive farmland or forest-to
be flooded exceeds the amount expected
to benefit from the flood control or irrigation provided by the project. This
seems a bit absurd, when food supplies
and prices are of such concern to our
citizens, and when our need for forest
products continues to grow.
Several hundred miles of free-flowing
rivers and streams, and many acres of
wetlands and marches, some of which
provide natural flood control and water
purification at no cost to the taxpayer,
would be destroyed. So would prime wildlife habitat and many important geological, archaeological, and historic sites. In
addition, some of the projects would have
adverse affects on Indian lands and water
quality even beyond our own borders.
There is also reason to question the
use of recreation as a justification for
dam and reservoir projects. Many rivers
and streams are already enjoyed by
canoeists and anglers, but the lakes
which would replace them are likely to

be fluctuating reservoirs, often surrounded by extensive "bathtub rings" of
mudflats. And unreasonable expectations of the numbers of visitors have inflated the importance of the recreation

justification.

On some of the projects, the assumptions on which authorizations were based
have ceased to apply over time. Local
needs may have changed, and local commitments are uncertain. Without local
support, of course, the Federal Government will have to abandon the projects

or provide full funding.

There are also several projects which
would benefit only very narrow interests.
Five of the projects count as their beneficiaries only 1 company, 2 companies, 60
landowners, 69 landowners, and 106 landowners, respectively.
There is also evidence that benefit/cost
ratios were based on unsound economic
methods or have changed enough since
authorization that they are now marginal at best. At least eight are now marginal or below unity. This hardly provides any justification for the massive
investment needed to complete the proj-

ects, especially since spending on water

projects creates significantly fewer jobs
and uses considerably more energy per
dollar than a host f other Federal programs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert the following which illustrate this
contention at this point in the RECORD:
Federal Program and employment demand
(resulting from $1.13 billion investment
shift from Corps of Engineers construction) :
Corps Construction: 73,380 jobs.
Waste Treatment Construction: 95,609
jobs up plus 30.3 percent.
Mass Transit Construction: 78,443 jobs up
plus 6.9 percent.
Social Security Benefits: 95,968 jobs up
plus 30.5 percent.
National Health Insurance: 115,419 jobs up
plus 57.3 percent.
Tax Relief: 81,192 jobs up plus 10.6 percent.
Source: "Job Impact of Alternatives to
Corps of Engineers Projects", Bruce Hannon
and Roger Bezdek, Engineering IssuesJournal of Professional Activities, ASCE, vol
99, October, 1973, pp. 521-531.
Federal Program and Energy Consumption
(BTU per 1963 dollar of program):
National Health Insurance: 40,000.
Railroad and Mass Transit Construction:
43,100.
Water and Waste Treatment Facilities
Construction: 65,400.
Educational Facilities Construction: 70,600.
Personal Consumption Expenditures (Tax
Relief) : 86,000.
Corps Projects: from 92,000 up to 146,000.
Source: "Energy, Manpower, and the Highway Trust Fund", Roger Bezdek and Bruce
Hannon, Science, August 23, 1974, vol 185,
pp. 669-675.
A further issue which, to my knowledge,
has not been addressed is the impact on
these water resources projects of the administration's energy proposals. As in
most areas of our economy, both the
short and long term effects of these
proposals are impossible to predict. It
may be that hydroelectric power generation will play a part in our energy
program, but if energy conservation efforts succeed, the energy and other resources needed to construct and maintain hydropower facilities may not be
justified by new demands for power. Only

a very.small number of the projects
under discussion will produce hydroelectric power, but the investment in all
the projects is great, and most will result in a net energy loss.
It should also be noted that many of
the projects which are planned to provide
substantial recreational benefits assume
that visitors will drive to them; however,
as gasoline prices rise, recreation behavior may very well change. There may
be other effects as well, but I know of no
effort to recompute benefit/cost ratios
to allow for the impact of the new energy
scenario.
Clearly, there are a great many arguments for the exercise of prudence in
making specific funding decisions on the
individual projects. I believe this amendment will demonstrate the intent of this
House to take care that our limited fiscal resources are not wasted or used for
providing limited benefit or even potential harm at excessive cost. It is only
with the application of improved economic data, and with careful consideration of these programs and all others
mandated by Congress, that we will be
able to provide the best possible services
to our constituents, at the most reasonable cost, and, eventually, balance our
budget.
I urge all my colleagues to join me
in supporting this amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut
(Mr. GIAIMO).

Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
Some projects are good, some are bad,
some are horrible, like Dickey-Lincoln
in Maine; but I think that we ought to
leave it to the Committee on Appropriations to determine which are the good
ones and which are the bad ones. We
should not prejudge the situation and try
to determine it here in the budget resolution.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Maine (Mr. EMERY).

The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. EMERY) there
were-ayes 42, noes 137.
RECORDED VOTE

Mr. EMERY. Mr. Chairman, I demand
a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 143, noes 252,
not vot°ng 38, as follows:
[Roll No. 1621
Ambro
Ammerman
Anderson, Ill.
Archer
Ashbrook
Aspin
Badillo
Baucus
Bauman
Beard, RI.
Bedell
Beilenson
Bingham
Blanchard
Bonior
Brodhead
Broomfield
Broyhill
Burton, Phillip
Caputo
Carney

AYES-143
Carr
Cavanaugh
Cleveland
Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Tex.
Conable
Conte
Conyers
Cornell
Coughlin
Crane
D'Amours
Dellums
Derwinski
Devine
Downey
Drinan
Early
Eckhardt
Edgar

Edwards, Calif.
Emery
Erlenborn
Evans, Ind.
Fascell
Fenwick
Fisher
Fithian
Florio
Fowler
Frey
Gephardt
Gibbons
Glickman
Goodling
Grassley
Hamilton
Harris
Heckler
Hillis
Holland
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Hollenbeck
Holtzman
Jacobs
Jeffords
Kasten
Kastenmeier
Kelly
Kildee
Kostmayer
Latta
Leach
Lehman
Lent
Levitas
Luken
Lundine
McCloskey
McDonald
McHugh
McKinney
Maguire
Markey
Marks
Martin
Mattox
Mazzcli
Michel

Mikva
Miller, Calif.
Miller, Ohio
Minish
Mitchell, Md.
Moakley
Moffett
Moorhead, Pa.
Mottl
Myers, Gary
Neal
Nedzi
Nolan
Ottinger
Pattison
Pease
Pike
Pritchard
Pursell
Quayle
Reuss
Richmond
Rinaldo
Rodino
Rogers
Sarasin
Sawyer

Abdnor
Addabbo
Akaka
Alexander
Allen
Anderson,
Calif.
Andrews, N.C.
Andrews,
N. Dak.
Annunzio
Applegate
Ashley
AuCoin
Badham
Bafalis
Baldus
Barnard
Beard, Tenn.
Benjamin
Bennett
Bevill
Biaggi
Blouin
Boland
Bolling
Bonker
Bowen
Brademas
Breaux
Breckinridge
Brinkley
Brooks
Brown, Calif.
Brown, Ohio
Buchanan
Burgener
Burke, Calif.
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Burton, John
Butler
Byron
Carter
Cederberg
Chappell
Chisholm
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Clay
Cochran
Collins, Ill.
Corcoran
Cornnan
Cornwell
Cotter
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.
Danielson
Davis
de la Garza
Delaney
Dent
Dickinson
Dicks
Dingell
Dornan
Duncan, Oreg.
Duncan, Tenn.
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Okla.
Eilberg

NOES-252
English
Ertel
Evans, Colo.
Evans, Ga.
Fary
Findley
Flippo
Flood
Flowers
Flynt
Foley
Ford, Mich.
Ford, Tenn.
Fountain
Fuqua
Gammage
Gaydos
Giaimo
Gilman
Ginn
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Gore
Gudger
Guyer
Hagedorn
Hall
Hammerschmidt
Hanley
Hannaford
Hansen
Harrington
Harsha
Hawkins
Hefner
Heftel
Hightower
Holt
Horton
Howard
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Hyde
Ichord
Ireland
Jenkins
Jenrette
Johnson. Calif.
Johnson. Colo.
Jones, Okla.
Jones, Tenn.
Jordan
Kazen
Ketchum
Keys
Kindness
Krebs
Krueger
Lagomarsino
Le Fante
Lederer
Lloyd, Calif.
Lloyd, Tenn.
Long, La.
Long, Md.
Lott
Lujan
McCormack
McDade
McEwen
McFall
McKay
Mahon

Schroeder
Schulze
Seiberling
Sharp

Simon

Solarz
Spellman
Steers
Steiger
Stockman
Studds
Trible
Tsongas
Vander Jagt
Vanik
Vento
Walker
Waxman
Weiss
Whalen
Wirth
Wolff
Wydler
Wylie
Yates
Young, Fla.

Mann
Marlenee
Marriott
Mathis
Meeds
Metcalfe
Mikulski
Mineta
Mitchell, N.Y.
Montgomery
Moore
Moorhead,
Calif.
Murphy, Ill.
Murphy, N.Y.
Murphy, Pa.
Murtha
Myers, Michael
Natcher
Nichols
Nix
Nowak
Oakar
Oberstar
Obey
Panetta
Patten
Patterson
Pepper
Perkins
Pettis
Pickle
Poage
Pressler
Preyer
Quie
Quillen
Rahall
Railsback
Rangel
Regula
Rhodes
Risenhoover
Roberts
Robinson
Roncalio
Rooney
Rose
Rosenthal
Rousselot
Roybal
Rudd
Ruppe
Ryan
Santini
Satterfield
Scheuer
Sebelius
Shipley
Shuster
Sikes
Sisk
Skelton
Skubitz
Slack
Smith, Iowa
Smith, Nebr.
Snyder
Spence
Stangeland
Stanton
Steed
Stokes
Stratton
Stump

Van Deerlin
Volkmer
Waggonner
Walsh
Wampler
Watkins
Weaver
White
Whitehurst
Whitley
Whitten

Symms
Taylor
Thompson
Thone
Thornton
Tonry
Traxler
Treen
Tucker
Udall
Ullman
Armstrong
Boggs
Brown, Mich.
Derrick
Diggs
Dodd
Evans, Del.
Fish
Forsythe
Fraser
Frenzel
Gradison
Harkin

Wiggins
Wilson, C. H.
Wilson, Tex.
Winn
Wright
Yatron
Young, Mo.
Young, Tex.
Zablocki
Zeferetti

NOT VOTING- -38
Price
Jones, N.C.
Roe
Kemp
Rostenkowski
Koch
Runnels
LaFalce
Russo
Leggett
St Germain
McClory
Staggers
Madigan
Stark
Meyner
Milford
Teague
Walgren
Mollohan
Wilson, Bob
Moss
Young, Alaska
Myers, Ind.
O'Brien

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Russo for, with Mr. Staggers against.
Walgren for, with Mrs. Boggs against.
Fraser for, with Mr. Teague against.
Koch for, with Mr. Price against.

Mr. LEDERER changed his vote from
"aye" to "no."
Mr. BAUCUS and Mr. WAXMAN
changed their vote from "no" to "aye."
So the amendment was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE
OFFERED BY MR. LATTA

Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment in the nature of a sub-

stitute.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment in the nature of a substitute
offered by Mr. LATTA: Strike all after the
resolving clause and substitute in lieu thereof the following:
That the Congress hereby determines and
declares, pursuant to section 301(a) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, that for
the fiscal year beginning on October 1,
1977-(1) the recommended level of Federal
revenues is $392,900,000,000, and the amount
by which the aggregate level of Federal
revenues should be decreased is $13,873,000,000;
(2) the appropriate level of total new
budget authority is $481,500,000,000;
(3) the appropriate level of total budget
outlays is $440,600,000,000;
(4) the amount of the deficit in the budget
which is appropriate in light of economic
conditions and all other relevant factors is
$47,700,000,000; and
(5) the appropriate level of the public debt
is $777,000,000,000 and the amount by which
the statutory limit on such debt should accordingly be decreased is $24,100,000,000.
SEC. 2. Based on allocations of the appropriate level of total new budget authority
and of total budget outlays as set forth in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of the first section of
this resolution, the Congress hereby determines and declares pursuant to section 301
(a) (2) of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974 that, for the fiscal year beginning on
October 1, 1977, the appropriate level of new
budget authority and the estimated budget
outlays for each major functional category
are as follows:
(1) National Defense (050):
(A) New budget authority, $120,100,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $111,900,000,000.
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(2) International Affairs (150):
(A) New budget authority, $8,800,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $7,000,000,000.
(3) General Science, Space, and Technology (250):
(A) New budget authority, $4,900,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $4,500,000,000.
(4) Natural Resources, Environment, and
Energy (300):
(A) New budget authority, $19,100,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $19,500,000,000.
(5) Agriculture (350):
(A) New budget authority, $4,700,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $4,300,000,000.
(6) Commerce and Transportation (400):
(A) New budget authority, $18,200,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $18,700,000,000.
(7) Community and Regional Development
(450) :
(A) New budget authority, $6,400,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $7,800,000,000.
(8) Education, Training, Employment, and
Social Services (500):
(A) New budget authority, $18,300,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $19,600,000,000.
(9) Health (550):
(A) New budget authority, $48,300,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $44,000,000,000.
(10) Income Security (600):
(A) New budget authority, $172,000,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $143,600,000,000.
(11) Veterans Benefits and Services (700):
(A) New budget authority, $18,200,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $18,300,000,000.
(12) Law Enforcement and Justice (750):
(A) New budget authority, $3,700,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.
(13) General Government (800):
(A) New budget authority, $3,900,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $3,900,000,000.
(14) Revenue Sharing and General Purpose Fiscal Assistance (850):
(A) New budget authority, $9,100,0007000;
(B) Outlays, $8,100,000,000.
(15) Interest (900):
(A) New budget authority, $40,600,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $40,400,000,000.
(16) Allowances:
(A) New budget authority, $1,200,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $1,200,000,000.
Undistributed Offsetting Receipts
(17)
(950):
(A) New budget authority, -$16,000,000,000;
(B) Outlays, -$16,000,000,000.
SEC. 3. In the third budget resolution for
fiscal year 1977, the Congress provided for
revenue and spending proposals designed to
stimulate the Nation's economy in order to
reduce unemployment. These proposals, together with recent indications of more vigorous economic growth in the private sector,
provide evidence that the Nation's economy
may be returning to the levels needed to
provide jobs to millions of our unemployed.
The Congress recognizes, however, that
unusual uncertainties surround the current
economic outlook for 1977 and 1978-primarily, the economic impact of the stimulus
proposals and the likelihood of continued
economic growth in the private sector-and
that additional time and information are
needed to make final determinations with
respect to fiscal policy for fiscal year 1978;
and declares that, if economic recovery does
not proceed satisfactorily during the months
immediately following adoption of the first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1978, it will
be necessary to provide additional stimulus
to the economy in appropriate amounts to
be determined in the second budget resolution for fiscal year 1978. On the other hand,
if the recovery continues to show signs of
long-term renewed growth, it may be desirable to reduce some of the economic stimulus
provided for fiscal year 1978 in order to
make more rapid progress toward a balanced
budget.
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SEC. 4. Pursuant to section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974:
(1) Section I of S. Con. Res. 10 is amended
to read as follows:

"That the Congress hereby determines and
declares, pursuant to section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, that for the
fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1976(1) the recommended.level of Federal revenues is $355,000,000,000, and the amount by
which the aggregate level of Federal revenues
should be decreased is $3,300,000,000;
(2) the appropriate level of total new
budget authority is $469,700,000,000;
(3) the appropriate level of total budget
outlays is $414,250,000,000;
(4) the amount of the deficit in the budget which is appropriate in the light of economic conditions and all other relevant factors is $59,250,000,000; and
(5) the appropriate level of the public debt
is $707,970,000,000."
(2) Section 2, paragraph (10) of S. Con.
Res. 10 is amended to read as follows:
"(10) Income Security (600):
(A) New budget authority, $167,700,000,000;
(B) Outlays, $138,100,000,000."

Mr. LATTA (during the reading). Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the amendment in the nature of a substitute be considered as read, printed in
the RECORD, and open to amendment at
any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection,
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for 5 additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I realize
the hour is late-10 minutes until 11. We
have had 2 long days of vigorous, refreshing, stimulating debate, and I think that
it has been better for the House to have
had that debate. We have won some; we
have lost some. Let me say that during
this time I believe that the Committee
on the Budget has shown that it has done
its homework. I want to commend our
chairman for the excellent job he has
done in presenting this resolution, not
only on the floor, but presenting it in the
committee. It is a tremendous job.
Let me say that when we consider a
budget of this size, within the few short
weeks that we had to consider it, one
realizes what kind of job it is. We do have
differences of opinion, but they are
philosophical, I might say. Certainly, in
deference to the committee, if we did
not have some differences, I do not think
we would have a very good Committee
on the Budget. I think dissent is good. We
mold our legislation that way.
I sat here for 2 days and listened to
these amendments and the arguments
presented. Now I take this opportunity
to present a substitute to this package
which encompasses the philosophy on
our side that we attempted to enunciate
and pass in the committee. It will take a
little time, which is the reason I asked for
the Members' indulgence for an additional 5 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, in my remarks at the
beginning of the general debate, I attempted to avoid political rhetoric and
sweeping generalizations,

and instead

focused on facts and realities.
I said that the general state of the

American economy was good, and that
the prospects for a continued strong and
healthy recovery were equally as good.
I not only said it, the facts document it.
This week's report includes new GNP,
personal income and consumer price figures, as well as other recent economic indicators. The following comparisons
show changes from preceding week,
month, or quarter in seasonably adjusted
annual rates unless otherwise stated.
Price indicators show the all-items index
in annual rates, and special categories
adjusted weekly dollar figures. Highlights
of latest changes in economic indicators

follow:
First. The U.S. economy made a strong
first quarter advance, according to new
GNP figures released Wednesday. Despite
cold weather setbacks in January and
February, the upturn in national output
was the best in a year, paced by a strong
upturn in auto production. Factory operating rates, industrial production and
employment rose while unemployment
fell. Consumer prices rose at a double
digit rate in the first quarter, but slowed
their advance in March. Housing starts
were at the highest rate in 4 years, personal income made the second highest
monthly gain ever, and Government
economists project a strong economic
growth rate this year. Private economists
stress inflation dangers.
Second. Latest GNP figures show year's
best gain in Nation's overall production
of goods and services-gross national
product. The market value of national
output-GNP-rose 11.3 percent or $47.6

billion to reach a $1,792.5 billion annual
rate, in current dollars.
Third. Real output, a constant dollar

measure of GNP adjusted for price
changes, rose 5.2 percent in the first
quarter, about double the fourth quarter
1976 rise of 2.6 percent. Real final sales,
which equals real output minus business
inventory changes, rose more slowly in
the first quarter, up 3.9 percent compared
with a revised 5.7 percent fourth quarter
gain-all at annual rate. The smaller rise
was attributed to a $9.1 billion decline in
the annual rate of net exports.
Fourth. Personal income rose sharply
in March for the second biggest monthly
gain ever recorded, up 1.7 percent and

$24.2 billion to a $1,485.7 billion annual
rate, with larger increases in wage and
salary disbursements overall, and in
factory payrolls, commodity-producing
industry payrolls and service industry
payrolls than last month. Distributive

industry payroll gains were smaller.
Fifth. Consumer prices rose at a double digit 10 percent annual rate in first
quarter 1977, easing to a 7.7 percent annual rate in March. Over-the-month
changes were respectively eight-tenths
percent in January, 1 percent in February, and six-tenths percent in March for
the all-items Consumer Price Index. The
consumer food index rose six-tenths percent in March after a 2 percent February rise and a nine-tenths percent January rise. Nonfood commodities slowed
their advance from seven-tenths to four-

tenths percent over-month, while services moved up from six-tenths to eighttenths percent.
Sixth. Wholesale prices rose at a double digit annual rate, over 13 percent in
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March, paced by sharply higher farm
products and processed foods and feeds
prices. Over the month, the all-commodities wholesale price index moved up
faster, from nine-tenths percent in February to 1.1. percent in March; industrial
prices rose faster, from six-tenths to
eight-tenths percent; farm products rose
from 2.2 to 2.5 percent; monthly gains,
while processed foods and feeds rose
from 1.8 to 1.9 percent. The fuels and
power index rose less in March, 1.4 percent, than in February, 3.3 percent.
Seventh. Total retail sales eased 1 percent lower in the April 16 sales week, following Easter, but remained 11 percent
above year-ago levels at about $13.7 billion this week, according to advance estimates of the U.S. Commerce Department.
For the latest 4 weeks sales were also 11
percent above the like period last yearbut up 10 percent excluding auto group.
Eighth. New manufacturer's orders for
durable goods in March rose to $58.9 billion-a 7 percent rise over February.
Shipments rose 8 percent or $4.8 billion
to $58.8 billion, leaving order backlogs
almost unchanged at $169.5 billion. New
orders for primary metals rose 9
percent.
Ninth. Private housing starts rose 17
percent in March to a 2.127 million unit
annual rate, up 49 percent over the comparable year-earlier level. Private singlefamily homes rose from a 1.431 million to
a 1.525 million annual rate, while apartment starts in 5-or-more unit apartment

buildings nearly doubled from a 263,000

to a 495,000 annual rate.
gained
Tenth. Total employment
strongly in March, up over half a million
jobs above February to reach an 89.5 million seasonally adjusted level. It marks
a sustained expansion of 1.7 million persons since October and a 2.6 million gain
over the past year (see USDL 77-273,
April 1, 1977).
Eleventh. Nonfarm jobs also rose for
the fifth straight month, up nearly
490,000 jobs to an 86.4 million level,
while nonfarm payrolls also gained
nearly 500,000 to 81.3 million as seasonally adjusted. Practically all the total
employment gain occurred in nonagri-

cultural industries, whose payrolls rose

by $1.5 million over the last 5 months.
Twelfth. The civil labor force rose by
nearly 400,000 to over 96.5 million, the
second consecutive large monthly gain.
The labor force has grown by over a
million workers since January and by 2.7
million over the past year, with adult
women accounting for more than half
of the growth in each period. The labor
force participation rate, the proportion
of the noninstitutional population either
working or jobhunting, reached an alltime peak of 62 percent in March.

Thirteenth. Unemployment declined

from 7.183 million in February to 7.064
million in March, as the civil labor force
increased. Thus the employment rate
declined from the 7.5 percent February
level to 7.3 percent in March, while the
average duration of unemployment declined 1.5 weeks to 14 weeks, the second
successive decline. The unemployment
decrease occurred entirely among those

who lost their last job or were recalled

from layoffs. Total unemployment has
declined by 600,000 since November.
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Fourteenth. Key unemployment rates
show these February to March overmonth changes, seasonally adjusted:
All workers down-7.5 to 7.3 percent;
Household heads down-4.9 to 4.6
percent;
Married men down-4.1 to 3.7 percent;
Full-time workers down-6.9 to 6.7
percent;
Minority workers down-13.1 to 12.7
percent;
Adult men down-5.8 to 5.4 percent;
Adult women same at 7.2 percent; and
Teenagers up-18.5 to 18.8 percent.
Fifteenth. Consumer spending and
saving. Personal consumption expenditures rose $34.8 billion to an $1,157 billion annual rate while gains in durable
purchases, up $11.4 billion in the first
quarter, were nearly 21/2 times the fourth
quarter gain. This upswing in consumer
spending paralleled a decline in consumer savings from 5.6 to 5 percent of
their disposable income in the first
quarter.
I pointed out that capital investment,
adjusted for inflation and for expenditures on nonproductive equipment such
as pollution-control devices, was significantly behind the rate achieved in
previous recoveries. I also said that the
greatest risk to our recovery was the accelerating rate of inflation.
I asked what sort of Federal fiscal
policy was the most appropriate to the
situation as it exists today and is likely
to exist in the future. Is it appropriate
to propose the largest deficit in history
during the third full year of strong economic recovery? Is it appropriate to
spend over $467 billion in 1978, nearly
$70 billion more than we will take in,
when inflation is growing and once
again threatening to wreak havoc with
the economy?
Some may complain that we are not
proposing enough for this group or that
group and particularly for stimulus programs. All of these groups are hurt when
inflation takes off into the double-digit
range. Are you really doing the unemployed a favor by spending money on
programs which most everyone agrees
create precious few new jobs at enormous costs? Face facts, we told them,
we have to recognize that we help no
one, and hurt everyone, when we vote
money for programs with "popular,"
"catchy" titles, but which we all know,
in our hearts, are inefficient and ineffective. My colleague from New York said:
"We will never balance the budget until
we learn to say 'No' to worthy causes."
Well, the substitute before you now does
just that we are saying "No" to some
requests for Federal funds. Not because
we think them unimportant but because
we believe achieving a strong economic
recovery with full employment without
inflation is more important.
Our substitute resolution is based on
four principles:
First. We believe it is absolutely essential to balance the budget as quickly as
possible in order to keep our economic
recovery strong, and to keep it from falling victim to the vicious-cycle of inflation-begets-recession-begets
unemployment-begets-even greater deficits.
To accomplish this, we have called for

outlays and budget authority significantly below that contained in the resolution. Specifically, we have eliminated
the Carter stimulus measures planned
for 1978 and beyond because they are
simply not needed to stimulate the economy. We have also provided for fair, but
not excessive increases in many other
fundamental areas, most specifically
the human resource programs; and we
have provided for fair, but not excessive
decreases in other economic stimulus
related programs. The end result is a
budget with outlays of $440 billion and
reduces the deficit to $47 billion. That is
$1 billion, less than what President
Carter is projecting for this fiscal year.
We are proposing a deficit which keeps
the trend line going downwards. President Carter needs that trend if he is
to balance the budget in fiscal year 1981.
Let me put it to you squarely: Vote for
our proposal with a reasonable deficit
and help the President; or vote for a
record-I repeat a record-deficit of $70
billion. Face facts-we cannot balance
the budget in fiscal year 1981 if the deficit is $70 billion in fiscal year 1978-the
single biggest drop we have ever had in
the deficit was $28 billion, the next biggest drop was $13 billion, and we have
not had more than 2 consecutive years
of declining budgets since 1950. Face
it--the deficit in fiscal year 1978 must
be smaller than the fiscal year 1977 defici,-especially since there is no economic rationale in fiscal year 1978 for
a deeper deficit.
Second. We believe that the first
priority of the budget must be to provide for a strong, but not excessive, national defense, and have called for defense outlays in 1978 of $111.9 billion,
or the amount contained in the President's budget estimates of February
committee's but is requested by a Presi1977. This is $2.3 billion more than the
dent who said he could reduce the Defense budget by $5 billion.
Third. We believe that the most oppressed people of this country are the
taxpayers. We believe that it is patently
unfair to finance greater and greater
levels of Federal spending by raising the
taxes of the working people of this country, but that is exactly what has happened as inflation has pushed our
citizens into higher and higher tax
brackets while the Congress has refused
to recognize that fact by lowering the
tax rates. Indeed the Congress has made
this worse by contributing, through 20
years of deficit spending, to the very infiation which pushes working people
into higher tax brackets. We therefore
have made provision in the revenue and
outlay targets to accommodate a 10 percent across-the-board reduction in permanent income taxes. For those who
supported Mr. Carter's ill-fated $50 rebate we would assume that you will then
support this substitute. To not do so, I
would remind you, is to condemn the
American taxpayers to continued tax increases every year in the future.
Let me say also that we heard a lot on
the floor yesterday about the supposed
evils of tax relief for big business. Well,
this tax proposal is not for business; it
is just for the individual taxpayer. So,
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no one-I repeat no one-can get off the
hook by opposing this substitute on the
ground that it helps big business and
hurts the little guy.
Fourth. We believe that we must provide meaningful, productive, permanent
job opportunities for all Americans willing and able to work. This does not mean
make-work jobs in the public sector, but
jobs created by the expansion of the private sector. We need to further stimulate capital investment by improving the
climate for such investment. Our proposal to provide an across-the-board,
personal 10 percent tax cut will create 1

million jobs, and will result in savings
of approximately $3 billion in unemployment related expenditures. These are
realistic estimates based on computations
made by the Congressional Budget Office and the Congressional Research
Service. These figures show the soundness of a strategy which links tax cuts
with spending cuts and aims for a balanced budget with a lightened tax burden on the American people.
One final point. We cannot keep saying we will balance the budget "next
year," because next year never seems to
come. It is so easy for each of us to
think of countless programs and activities which ought to be funded at a higher
level, but it is a real test of courage to
admit that the health of this Nation's
economy and the welfare of our taxpayers must come first.
Do we want to expend over $46 billion
in interest alone on that national debt
in fiscal year 1978? Everybody is for all
of these goodies. And maybe we could
bring that debt down by changing the
way we operate around here, so that
instead of having those authorization
bills and appropriation bills, and Ways
and Means bills, we would put them all
together, and if we want those goodies,
we would pay for them in the same bill.
The Members ought to give that some
thought. Some of the State legislatures
are doing that.
Some may complain that we are not
proposing enough in this substitutewhich, incidentally, will reduce spending
by about $26 billion-for this group or
that group, and particularly for a stimu-

lus program. I will ask the Members, in
view of the figures I have just given, do
we need a stimulus program on top of
that?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. LATTA) has expired.
(On request of Mr. CONABLE and by
unanimous consent, Mr. LATTA was allowed to proceed for 2 additional min-

utes.)
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LATTA. I yield to the gentleman
from New York (Mr. CONABLE).
Mr. CONABLE. I thank the gentle-

man for yielding.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to associate myself with the remarks of the
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. LATTA). I
think it is a disgrace, given the condition
of the economy, that we are looking at
a record deficit-not just a large deficit,
but a record deficit-in the resolution

that is before us. Such a deficit will come
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back to haunt us later on, perhaps even
this year.
A tax cut of 10 percent across the
board would be a considerable advantage to the American people at this time
when inflation has put them into a higlher bracket. Such a cut, included in this
substitute, gives the incentive to both
thrift and industry, both critical ingredients to an advancing economy.
A substantial reduction in the total
amount of spending is an entirely justified move, given the state of the economy, and the expenditure cuts embodied
in the substitute are carefully balanced
to avoid hardship and to remove only
the ingredient of unnecessary stimulus.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to compliment the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
LATTA) for the work that went into this
amendment, and I would like to urge its
support.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment in the nature of a substitute.
Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
In effect what the Latta substitute is,
is this: It is the old President Ford
budget. If we look at the figures, we will
find they are almost identical to the
budget which President Ford sent up for
fiscal year 1978, and it contains a budget
deficit of $47 billion. That is a $23 billion
reduction in outlays, and these are the
reductions:
$8 billion in education;
$41/2 billion in income security;
$3 billion in community and regional
development;
$1.7 billion in rcvenue sharing and
general purpose fiscal assistance;
$1.6 billion in commerce and transportation;
$1.6 billion in veterans' benefits and
services;
$1.2 billion in natural resources, environment, and energy;
And then, of course, the add-on to the
defense function which was included
earlier today by the Burleson amendment.
Mr. Chairman, if we want to vote for
that, if that is what we want to do,
then we should support the Latta substitute. However, I do not think we can
do that in good conscience.
I also do not think that the statements as to the rosy economic projections will bear close scrutiny. The fact
is that the recovery in the economy is
not as strong as we would hope. There is
a recovery, but according to all our
econometric models and the statements
of our economists who have made estimates, the recovery is weak. They insist that it is weak and that it needs
assistance from the Government by way
of economic stimulus.
Mr. Chairman, I will not take additional time of the Members. I think we
should vote down the Latta substitute.
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment in the nature
of a substitute.
Mr. Chairman, there are a couple of
points we should bear in mind about this
amendment in the nature of a substitute
that I do not think the Members understand clearly.

One of them is that this calls for a
10 percent across the board tax cut. I
think this may be very important as far
as the people back home are concerned.
Another thing the substitute calls for
is a reduction in expenditures that would

reduce the deficit $22 billion below the
deficit in the resolution brought out by
the Committee on the Budget. I think
this is something that the people back
home might be interested in also.
Mr. Chairman, this amendment was
not brought forth hastily. It was given
a great deal of study. We happen to think
that it is in the best interests of the
country. We happen to think that the
people of the country are going to think
a 10-percent tax cut is in the best interest of the country, too.
What we have done is to take the
resolution of the Committee on the
Budget and try to adjust it to the
economic needs of the country as we
see them today. All indices clearly point
out that the country is recovering
very beautifully from the recession,
except in the one area of business
investment. The President of the United
States, I think very wisely, decided not
to press his $50 a person tax rebate because it would only have provided inflation without any incentive for invest-

ment.
However, a permanent tax cut, one
which provides purchasing power equal
to 10 percent of the amount of money
everybody pays in income taxes, is a
stimulus to the people of the United
States. This represents money they will
be able to spend, money which the business interests will have available. The
people who make the investment decisions would realize it will be there, and
this will stimulate them to invest money
for the purpose of producing more and
providing more jobs.
Mr. Chairman, the bottom line is jobs.
The Republican Party has never been in
favor of the jobs program which has
been offered by the administration or by
the majority: not because we are not interested in jobs for people, but because
we feel that jobs-better jobs and jobs
with meaning-can better be supplied
through the private enterprise system.
This is the reason why this amendment

has been offered. I urge my colleagues to
bear these jobs in mind because it is important. We feel that this is the way to
put America back to work.
One of the things which has always
been a truism as far as economics is concerned is that a really honest to goodness tax cut will stimulate the economy.
Mr. Chairman, those Members who
were in the Congress in the early sixties,
will remember the Kennedy tax cut and
what happened to it. Not only did business get better, but revenues actually
went up. Business activity increased so
much that revenue actually increased
rather than decreased. It is important
that we understand this so we can adopt
this amendment tonight.
The President of the United States has
made some campaign promises, and I
promised to help him keep some of them.
He made the campaign promise that he

would try to balance the budget by fiscal
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year 1981. I want to help him. There is
no way in which he can do that; there is
no way in which he can balance that
budget unless we cut the deficit rather
than increasing it to a record $70 billion
as proposed by the Democratic majority.
Mr. Chairman, I think it is essential
that we help the President. This country needs a budget balanced by fiscal
year 1981 as much as it needs anything,
and I am going to do the very best I can
to help the President do that.
Mr. Chairman, I hope that the rest of
the Members of this House will help me.
Mr. BURGENER. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the last word, and I rise in
support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the
House, I know the hour is late. I will try
to be very brief, but this matter is most
important.
We contend that permanent tax cuts
work, that they result in capital formation in the private sector, that they result in more decisionmaking for the wage
earner. They result in new jobs that last.
Mr. Chairman, we believe that there is
collective wisdom and judgment possessed by the American people who earn
the money in our country about how to
dispose of their disposable income that
is greater than that possessed by the social planners and the managers here in
the Nation's capital.
There is proof of it, Mr. Chairman and
Members of the House; and the proof is
bipartisan.
I just want to illustrate this one fact:
In the late 1950's and the early 1960's we
had a recession very similar to one we
went through recently. President Kennedy, followed by President Johnson,
made major and permanent tax cuts all
across the board, every bracket, including investment tax credits for American
employers.
Let me relate what happened. It was
predicted that in a 6-year period revenues to the Treasury would be reduced
by $89 billion. The facts were that they
were increased, increased in that period
by $54 billion; and in the last 10 years of
this Nation the number of jobs has increased twice as fast as the population,
at a rate of 21 percent, without massive
Federal intervention.
Mr. Chairman, there is currently a
great fear of double-digit inflation. All
indicators point toward a recovery now,
and the $70 billion deficit would be a disaster and would lead us into double-digit
inflation.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the
House, we cannot stand by and allow
that to happen. I urge adoption of the
Latta substitute.
Mr. BROYHILL. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of the Latta substitute.
Mr. Chairman, the impending vote on
the substitute offered by the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. LATTA) may well be the
most significant vote any of us cast in
this session. This vote will determine I
believe whether or not we will condemn
the American people and the American
economy to another cycle of boom and
bust, or whether we will take the manda-
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tory initial steps toward restoring lasting stability to the American economy.
Let us be honest with ourselves. The
budget proposed by the majority defies
every known economic principle. The record $69 billion Federal deficit proposed
in the majority's budget contains billions in stimulus for an economy which
is recovering beyond any of our expectations and which indeed may be dangerously close to overheating. The threat of
renewed double digit inflation is no
longer just a threat. It is a reality. Unless we take meaningful effective action
inflation will once again be out of control,
the purchasing power of every American
family will be substantially reduced, consumer demand will drop, inventories will
increase drastically and unemployment
will rise. We will have repeated once
again the inflation-recession cycle which
brought our people to the edge of despair a mere 3 years ago.
By virtually every meaningful measure our present economic recovery is
strong. President Carter acknowledged
as much when he withdrew his request
for the $50 rebate. Consumer demand is
up sharply. The GNP is growing faster
than projected. A half a million new jobs
were created last month. New home construction sky-rocketed in March. New
starts reflected an annual rate of 2.1
million. Are we now to ignore the economic facts before us and instead provide a record level of stimulus for an
economy which in fiscal year 1977 has
recovered strongly with far less stimulus
than was clamored for by the majority?
President Carter has recently renewed
his pledge to balance the Federal budget
in 1981. If we approve a deficit for 1978
of $69 billion, which is $20 billion more
than the latest OMB estimate of $48.7
billion for fiscal year 1977, we will be
guaranteeing that President Carter's
pledge to the American people to
balance the budget by 1981 will never
be a reality. It will be impossible to
reduce the budget gap $70 billion in 3
years. Indeed the majority is telling us
we cannot reduce it $1 billion this year.
Critics of this substitute have complained that it ignores the elderly, the
needy, the unemployed. Nothing could
be farther from the truth. This budget
takes into account these people's greatest
need, the need for economic stability.
The Nation's elderly need to know that
Congress cares enough about them to
prevent double digit inflation that
erodes their life savings. This budget
takes into account the Nation's poor by
taking actions which will prevent inflation from pushing decent housing,
decent clothing and a nutritional diet
beyond their reach.
This budget takes into account the
needs of the unemployed by providing
just enough stimulus and incentive to
the private sector of our economy to
expand and invest, to provide long-term,
good-paying jobs for today's unemployed. This budget also concerns
itself with the vast American middle
class which is tired of seeing Government fiscal policies feed inflation and
push the middle class taxpayer into a
higher and higher tax bracket where the
Government takes an even larger share
of the money he or she has worked so
hard to earn.

This substitute is the truly compassionate budget. Its compassion is real,
rather than illusory. This budget reflects
realistic priorities. It supports the funding level requested by the President to
maintain an adequate defense. It reflects
an increase in human resource funding.
Equally as important it reflects the need
to reduce the tax burden of the American people. The across-the-board 10-percent tax cut is a fiscally responsible way
of reducing the share of our gross national product consumed by the Federal
Government. It would increase the
economic freedom of the American
people by allowing them to make their
own spending decisions rather than
allowing Congress or the bureaucracy to
set spending priorities for the individual
wage earners.
The tax cut would also supply the necessary measure of stimulus to insure continued strength in the demand side of the
economy while perking up the supply side
which has lagged. The tax cut would provide the incentive for Americans to save
and to voluntarily invest in the private
sector of the economy, rather than being
forced to invest in the public sector
through continued high taxes.
This substitute is the vehicle for turning our economic policies around. We
can choose stability and greater economic freedom for our people or we can
choose renewed instability and increased
Government controls. There is no doubt
in my mind which course the majority
of the American people would choose if
they could make the choice today.
I want to point out, Mr. Chairman,
that the budget resolution as brought
forth by the majority would call for a
tremendous deficit.
I am concerned, as I know many others
are concerned, about the effect that this
is going to have on inflation.
I would point out that the Latta substitute not only provides for spending reductions, but also for an across-theboard tax decrease which the American
people badly need.
It was proved, as was pointed out by
the minority leader, that during the Kennedy tax cut almost 14 years ago, the
economy rebounded from a recession at
that time; and more tax revenues resulted because of that across-the-board
tax cut.
What is wrong with following the
philosophy of letting the people keep
their hard-earned money in their own
pockets and letting them make their own
spending decisions? Why send it to
Washington to let the bureaucrats make
their spending decisions for them?
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BROYHILL. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding to me. I did
not have the opportunity during the 10
minutes which were very graciously given
to me to go into great details about the
tax reduction part of my substitute. But,
as has been indicated before, there is
provision made for a 10-percent acrossthe-board tax cut for the individual taxpayers. It does not apply to corporations,
it just applies to individuals.

With regard to what my good friend,
the chairman of the committee, the gen-
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tleman from Connecticut (Mr. GIAno)
indicated, this is not the same proposal
that was presented by the Ford administration, because that did apply to corporations. This does not.
We think this is the right approach.
We think the people of this country are
deserving of a tax reduction and it could
be provided under this proposal and we
could still end up with about $22 billion
less deficit in fiscal year 1978.
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words, and
I rise in support of the amendment in
the nature of a substitute.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of
the substitute to House Concurrent
Resolution 195, the first budget resolution for the 1978 fiscal year. The
purpose of this substitute is to lower government spending, reduce inflation, and
cut taxes to promote real and durable
economic growth.
We proposed to reduce outlays by $26
billion, cut the deficit by $21 billion, and
allow for a general income tax reduction
of 10 percent.
I am absolutely appalled at the resolution that has been reported to this House
by the Budget Committee and new estimates by the administration. The projected outlays of $467 billion are $27
billion higher than those originally requested by former President Ford. The
deficit would approach a record-shattering $70 billion.
Assuming that economic recovery continues, such an extreme outpouring of
unearned, borrowed cash would be extremely inflationary. It would send our
economy into another ruinous dive by
destroying consumer purchasing power
and driving interest rates higher because
of Government's drain on capital markets.
Mr. Chairman, the very worst time to
run a huge budget deficit is at a time of
economic recovery, and our economy is
already well on the way to recovery from
the last recession. The question is
whether we want another surge of roaring inflation followed by another deep
recession, which is the pattern we experienced in 1974 and 1975.
We are already feeling some inflationary consequences from the enormous
deficit spending of the last 2 fiscal years.
If the inflation rate accelerates sharply
within the next year, we will be thrown
back into another deep recession.
That is the most dangerous feature of
the resolution reported by the Budget
Committee, but there are other related
dangers. It does not address the problem of obtaining investment to expand
production and create jobs.
The economic policies of this Congress
have been wholly directed at stimulating
consumer demand, on the theory that
demand will generate production and
jobs. I believe this theory has been exploded. Consumer demand is very
healthy, but investment is the weakest
part of the economy.
Investment requires confidence in the
future, and the business community fears
that inflation, taxation, and regulation
will wipe out profits. Inflation is the
greatest worry, although heavy taxation
and excessive regulation are also handicapping economic growth.
I might say that Congress is respon-
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sible for these restraints on economic
development, and it is our responsibility
to relax them. At this critical stage in
economic recovery, it is important to
avoid any further stimulation of demand
and concern ourselves with the problem
of production.
The substitute which I am supporting
would promote strong economic growth
and job creation by both reducing the
inflationary deficit and allowing general
tax reductions, increasing the rewards
for investment and work.
This requires rather steep cuts in projected Federal spending, but if we really
want healthy economic growth without
inflation, this is the course we must pursue. Production is one of the surest
methods of fighting inflation and providing an abundance of jobs and goods for
the American people, but it is fundamental that more production requires more
investment.
The huge cost and regulatory burden
of big Government is discouraging investment, and it is time that we reversed
that trend. The formula for prosperity
is to let the American people retain,
spend, and invest more of their own
earnings.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. HOLT. I yield to the gentleman

from California.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the Latta substitute to the
first concurrent resolution on the budget
for fiscal year 1978 as offered by my
distinguished colleague from Ohio (Mr.

LATTA). He has offered us a constructive
and helpful alternative to the Keynesian
now $68 billion deficit being proposed by
the majority. It is important to note,
however, that even the minority initiative provides for a deficit of approximately $48 billion. While this lower figure
is commendable, it does not go far enough
in eliminating the deficit and, so, later
today I will provide my colleagues with

the opportunity of voting for a truly
balanced budget at a later time.
The minority proposal calls for a
simple, across-the-board 10-percent tax
rate reduction for every American worker. The purpose of a permanent tax rate
reduction is to reduce the tax bias against
work, saving, and investment; that is, to
increase the reward to work, save, and
invest and to make it more desirable
for people to invest and to hire unemployed and produce more real long-term
jobs. A good case has been made that a
tax rate reduction, as proposed by the
Latta substitute, will actually increase
Government revenues by expanding the

tax base. Lower tax rates on a larger tax
base can generate more tax revenues
than higher tax rates on a smaller tax
base. This was proved during the time
in the 1960's that the Kennedy tax cuts
were put in place.
If we are in fact concerned about fiscal
integrity and wish to stop the budget
busting that has characterized Federal
spending in recent years, then we must
start now to live within our means. Deficit spending in the neighborhood of $68
billion, as contained in House Concurrent Resolution 195, will create economic
hardship and stress for the 89 million
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lems of unemployment and recession, and
the burden of proof should rest with
those who prescribe this cure for our eco-

There are only two fundamental issues. A vote yes on this substitute amendment is a vote against runaway inflation
and it is a vote for confidence in the
economy of this Nation.
If this body tonight were to adopt this
amendment in the nature of a substitute
there would be a ripple of confidence
running through our economy in busi-

nomic ills to prove otherwise. Found

ness decisions tomorrow that would do

within this first concurrent resolution
on the budget for fiscal year 1978 is an
economic policy of bigger debt, bigger
Government, bigger deficits, unnecessary
transfer payments, and a greater lack of
concern for the 89 million working American taxpayers. In addition, this irresponsible approach converts the budget
process from an instrument of control
over wild and unnecessary spending and
improper Federal revenue manipulation
to an instrument of political misman-

a great deal to bring about the kind of
continued economic growth that would
provide permanent jobs and would pro-

working people. The evidence of the past
16 years, during which we have incurred
15 deficit budgets, shows that bloated
deficits-deficits that sap needed money
from capital markets and aggravate in-

flation-have only exacerbated the prob-

agement which will at the same time encourage a bloated Federal Government
to become even bigger and will trample
increasingly on the economic free choice
of our working people. I urge my colleagues to vote on the side of reason and
sanity by supporting the Latta substitute.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition
to the amendment offered by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. LATTA).

I shall take only 1 minute.
First of all, I think the process yesterday and today suggests that we may need
to refine this whole budget process
decisively.
Second, with regard to the immediate
amendment, I would point out that the
tax reduction feature that is in this
amendment is precisely what Dr. Arthur
Burns warned our committee on the
budget we should not do.
I hope the amendment is defeated.

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SIMON. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Illinois
for yielding to me.
Mr. Chairman, I would ask who wants
to vote for a deficit just to get a tax cut?
Our good colleague, the gentleman from
California (Mr. ROUSSELOT), will offer a
tax cut in a balanced budget and that
is something that the people would like.
So, vote down the Latta amendment.
Mr. REGULA. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, I had contemplated wearing my "WIN" button in anticipation
of speaking, because what we are
talking about in this amendment is
whipping inflation.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to point
out a couple of things.
First, that the figures in this budget
resolution covering the debt, the deficit,
the total revenues, the total outlays and
the total budget authority and the functional amounts are purely advisory and
therefore can be moved around by this
body. I think we should keep that in mind
that in voting for this substitute we are
really talking about totals, the deficit,
revenues, outlays and budget authority.

vide the taxes to support the local and
State governments in doing the kind of
things that all of us feel are so important to the quality of life in this country.
Lastly, I would point out that a vote
for the resolution as it is before us with
the large deficits, with the large debt
limits, with the large outlays, is a vote
basically to increase the taxes on the
American people, the hidden taxes of infiation, as they are pushed into higher
and higher brackets and their purchasing power shrinks. In effect we are voting a tax increase if we support the
budget resolution without the Latta
amendment.
Mr. KEMP. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Latta alternative budget
resolution offered by the minority of the
House Budget Committee. Not only does
this resolution substantially reduce the
projected budget deficit for fiscal year
1978 but more importantly proposes a 10percent reduction in all individual income tax rates to help inflation-proof the
incomes of the American people.
The budget for fiscal year 1978 has
undergone considerable revision since it
was first proposed. First it was revised

by President Carter, whose latest revision increases outlays to $462,6 billion.
This represents an increase of more
than $22 billion above the Ford budget.
The majority members of the House
Budget Committee, however, have in-

creased this figure still further, to $467
billion. This would result in a projected
deficit of $69 billion in fiscal year 1978.
I believe the way to get this economy

going again, create jobs, reduce inflation
and help the average American, is to
lower their taxes.
I believe that the American people are
tired of deficit spending and they are
tired of high taxes. The following table
demonstrates the continuous upward
trend in deficit spending:
THE NATIONAL DEBT IN TiE 20TH CENTURY

Totals at the end of fiscal years
(Rounded to the nearest billion dollars)
1900 ------------------------------1
1901 -----------------------1
1902 ------------------------------1
1903 ----------------------------1
1904-----------------------1
1
1905 -------------------------1
1906 ------------------------------1907 -----------------------------1
1908 -----------------------------1
1909 ---------------------------1
1910 ---------------------------1
1911 -----------------------------1
1912 -----------------------------1
1913 --------------------------1
1914 ---------------------------1
1915 -----------------------------1
1916 -----------------------------1
1917 ---------------------------3
1918 ------------------------------12

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1953
1954
1955

-

1923 -1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
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1919
1920
1921
1922

We want to balance the budget and reduce deficits not by relying on more taxes
or the automatic tax increases resulting
from inflation, but by expanding the productive, private sector of our economy
through tax rate reduction.
It is a well known fact that every increase in the price level leads to an automatic increase in tax revenues, as inflation pushes individual incomes into
higher tax brackets without increasing
purchasing power. This means that most
individuals have had a substantial increase in their relative tax burden over
the past several years. The Congressional
Budget Office, for example, estimates that
every 1-percent increase in the price level
will lead to an automatic 1.2-percent increase in Government revenues. This tax
increase, furthermore, falls disproportionately on individual taxpayers because
every 1-percent increase in the price level
will cause a 1.5-percent increase in individual income tax revenues. The following chart illustrates how this has affected
families with average and above average
incomes over the period from 1953 to
1975:

...........--------------------------------------.........---------------------------------------------------------------------

-1957
1958................

------__
_-

1960------

-------------------

1962------------------------------1963------------------------------1964 --------------1965------------------------------1966 -----------------------------1967 ....------------..........---------------1968 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1968 ------------------------------

--

1972
69 ------------------------197 ------------------------------197 -------------------------------197 ------------------------------1973 ------------------------------1974 ------------------------------1975------------------------------1976------------------------------1
1977 1 -----------------------------19771
-----------------------------.
1978

---__----

1

__

Source: U.S. Treasury Department.

Estimated Figures, March, 1977.

1953AND 1975
FAMILIES,
ANDUPPER-INCOME
TAX BURDENSBORNEBY AVERAGEDIRECT

Type of tax
Total......----------------..

------....

---

tax...-----.. ---------income
Federalpersonal
---tax---------------------------Socialsecurity
property.-------------------------Localresidential
income------------- -------------personal
State-local
generalsales----..----------------------State-local

Taxas percent
of family income
1953

1975

Percent
increase,
1953-75

92.4

16. 5

24. 6

26.3
436.4
81.8
533.3
1i6.7

12.8
.5
1.8
.9
.5

14.7
2.9
3.2
2.9
.9

1953

1975.

Percent
increase,
1953-75

11.8

22.7

7.6
1.1
2.2
.3
.6

9.6
5.9
4.0
1.9
1.3

Note: Estimates for average familyearning $5,000 in 1953 and $14,000 in 1975 assuming all
incomefrom wages and salaries and earned by 1 spouse. Estimates for twice the average family:
Familyearning $10,000 in 1953 and $28,000 in 1975 and assumes that earnings include $105
(interest on State and localdebt and excludable dividends) in 1975and $25in 1953; also assumes
the inclusion of net-long term capital gains of $1,040 in 1975 and $350 in 1953. Estimates for 4

Unless this trend is halted, taxes will
continue to increase on all Americans.
The disincentive effect this will have on
the American economy will slow economic growth still further, continue to
depress capital spending, and make it impossible to create the millions of new jobs
needed to reduce unemployment and absorb all the new jobseekers who will
enter the market in the future.
By contrast, our proposal to cut all
individual income tax rates by 10 percent
is the best way to restore a high level of
real economic growth, create millions of
new jobs in the private sector, and expand the economic base of the Nation so
that tax revenues can be increased and
the budget deficit ultimately eliminated.
It is a fact that high tax rates do not
result in higher tax revenues. On the contrary, they actually reduce tax revenues
by reducing the marginal incentive to
work, produce, or invest. This happens
when individuals are discouraged from
earning higher incomes because their
aftertax reward is too small. Instead,
they either forgo income opportunities
altogether or put their money into taxfree municipal bonds and the like. The
Government has then lost whatever
revenues it would have derived at a tax
rate low enough to induce these individuals to invest their time and money in

Familywith 4 times average income

Familywith twiceaverage income

Familywithaverage income
Taxas percent
of familyincome

Taxas percent
of family income

Percent
increase,
1953-75

1953

1975

49.1

20. 2

29.5

46.0

14.8
480.0
77.8
222.2
80.0

16.6
.3
1.7
1.2
.4

21.1
1.5
2.5
3.7
.7

27.1
400.0
47.1
208.3
75.0

times the average family: Familyearning $20,000 in 1953 and $56,000 in 1975 and assumes that
earnings of $965(interest on State and local debt and excludable dividends) in 1975and $265in
1953; also assumes the inclusion of net long-term capital gains of $6,400 in 1975and $1,730 in
1953.
Source: AdvisoryCommission on Intergovernmental Relations.

profitmaking, revenue-producing enterprises, ratherthan tax shelters or leisure.
It should be emphasized that the decision to work or take leisure, to invest in
profitmaking enterprises or tax-free
municipal bonds, is not determined by
the total tax burden but by the marginal
tax rate. Thus a tax cut and a tax rate
reduction are not the same thing and do
not affect the economy the same way. A
tax rebate, for example, is a tax "cut,"
but it is really just reverse spending and
will act only on the demand side of the
economy, just as Government spending
does. By contrast, a tax rate reduction
increases the incentive to work and invest for everyone, thus affecting not only
demand but supply as well. This is a
fundamental distinction which Keynesian economics simply does not recognize.
I agree perfectly with those who wish
to relieve the small taxpayer by getting
the largest possible contribution from
the people with large incomes. But if the
rates on large incomes are so high that
they disappear, the small taxpayer will
be left to bear the entire burden. If, on
the other hand, the rates are placed
where they will produce the most revenue from large incomes, then the small
taxpayer will be relieved.
A very important social and economic
question is also involved in high rates.

That is the result taxation has upon
national development. Our progress in
that direction depends upon two factors-personal ability and surplus income. An expanding prosperity requires
that the largest possible amount of surplus income should be invested in productive enterprise under the direction of
the best personal ability. This will not be
done if the rewards of such action are
very largely taken away by taxation. If
we had a tax whereby on the first working day the Government took 5 percent
of your wages, on the second day 10 percent, on the third day 20 percent, on the
fourth day 30 percent, on the fifth day
50 percent, and on the sixth day 60 percent, how many of you would continue to
work on the last two days of the week?
It is the same with capital. Surplus income will go into tax-exempt securities.
It will refuse to take the risk incidental
to embarking in business.
This is the reason why this proposal
can promise an increase in tax revenues
despite a reduction in tax rates. By inducing individuals to work harder and
take their money out of tax shelters; by
increasing after tax incomes for all
Americans; and by removing the disincentives caused by high tax rates, you
will get an immediate expansion of real
output and a broadening of the tax base
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itself. At the same time, the reduction
in Government transfer payments will
substantially reduce outlays as well. The
result is that the net cost of the rate
reduction in terms of the deficit is almost
eliminated even in the first year. And,
since this proposal would not take effect
until January 1, 1978, people and businesses would begin expanding investment
and output immediately, in anticipation
of higher incomes next year. By the following year, the Government will be taking in more revenue than it would if it
had not reduced the rates at all.
Lest one doubt that this theory can
actually be proven to work in practice, I
should point out that on two different occasions this century tax reductions led
to substantial increases in tax revenues
and produced the two greatest periods of
prosperity in our history. The first occasion was when the wartime surtaxes were
eliminated following World War I. Sponsored by Treasury Secretary Andrew
Mellon, this large rate reduction was accomplished precisely by promising that
not only would tax revenues ultimately
be increased but that this would be done
by shifting the burden of taxation upward. Under the Kennedy administration the same promise was made and the
same thing occurred. The following tables
demonstrate that tax revenues exceeded
Treasury estimates after the Kennedy
tax cuts and that this was accompanied
by an increase in the tax derived from
individuals with incomes over $100,000:
TABLE1
[in billionsof dollarsj
Treasury
estimated
revenue
losses
-2.4
1963---------------------1964------------------------.................... -5.2
1965--.....-.......-... ....
-13.3
1966------------------------........................-20.0
-- 23.7
1967..-....................
-24.7
196....6------------------------

Actual
revenue
gains
+7
+6
+4
+14
+19
+4

TABLE 2.-Percent of total income tax de-

rived from rates above $100,000
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

[In percent]
-------------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5.1
6.3
7.6
7.5
8.5
9.2

You do not get this kind of effect without a permanent tax rate reduction. In
the Kennedy case, the top rate was reduced from 91 to 70 percent and the
bottom rate reduced from 20 to 14 percent.
Recently, President Carter has announced that he will veto any attempt
to permanently reduce taxes. At the
same time he has announced that he will
substantially increase taxes on all Americans to reduce energy consumption. I
think that the American people understand this issue better than the Congress or the administration. I suggest,
therefore, that a vote for a permanent
tax rate reduction today is not only
economically sound, but politically sensible as well. I am for it because it will
reduce taxes on all classes of income. I
am for it because it will encourage more

work, production, and investment. I am
for it because it will decrease the cost
of living. I am for it because it is economically, socially, and morally sound.
But the people of the Nation must understand that this is their fight. They
alone can win it. Unless they make their
wishes known to the Congress without
regard to party this effort to reduce taxes
will not pass. I urge them to speak out
before it is too late. Must we allow to
happen here in America what has happened to Great Britain.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MOORE. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
I rise in support of the amendment offered by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
LATTA).

Mr. Chairman, we are debating a budget resolution, not a detailed tax proposal.
We are talking only about aggregate
spending and revenue figures. Yet underlying these budget figures are assumptions about the tax and spending policies
of the Federal Government in the next
fiscal year. And, as we change the assumptions, the figures must change.
In the amendment now being offered,
an assumption is made that we will pass
an effective tax cut to insure a continued
economic recovery-a tax cut similar in
form, shape, structure and effectiveness
to the tax cut designed by John Kennedy and enacted in 1963.
Mr. Chairman, 15 years ago we were
thrown out of Camelot, and for 15 years
we have been trying to find the handle
to the drawbridge. A Kennedy-style tax
rate reduction is that key.
What do I mean by the structure,
shape, form of the Kennedy tax cut?
Surely not a rebate. Having the Treasury borrow $11 billion to hand out $11
billion would do very little to stimulate
demand, and it would have had no effect
on the percent of next year's earnings,
interest, or dividends a taxpayer got to
keep after taxes. There would have been
no increase in the supply of work effort,
savings, investment or output.
By a Kennedy-style tax cut, I mean
rate reduction-cuts in the marginal tax
rates that apply to each additional dollar earned. Economic leaders of the Kennedy era reasoned that such a tax rate
cut would directly increase the after tax
reward to added work effort, added savings, and added investment, to produce
added growth. The added output by the
self-employed, the added saving and investment, would produce more orders for
factories, machines, steel, glass, and so
on. And the new orders produce new
paychecks, and the paychecks produce
demand. Since capacity and demand
both increase, the growth is noninflationary. There is no other form of tax
cut that can make that claim. And it all
stems from the shape of the tax cut, and
the drop in the marginal tax rates.
The added tax base, the added GNP,
that a Kennedy-style tax rate reduction
produces, lets us project a hefty return
to the Government of the tax revenues
given up by the tax cut, even in the first
year. Again, no other type of tax cut
can make that claim.
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The most conservative estimates we
could find on the response of GNP to a
tax rate reduction came from the Senate Budget Committee. They assume a
short run multiplier of 1.5, meaning that
GNP will rise by 1.5 times the tax cut
after 6 months. By year end, GNP will be
up by nearly twice the amount of the tax
cut. At the present time, the Federal
Government is taking 25 percent of incremental GNP. Applying this recovery
rate to the GNP produced by the tax cut
means a recovery of over 30 percent of
the revenue loss from the tax cut even
before the year is out.
The Congressional Budget Office is
more optimistic, assuming a short run as
well as a long run multiplier of 2, according to figures submitted at the time of
the second concurrent resolution last
year. This implies a recovery of 37 percent of the revenue within the year.
Walter Heller told the Joint Economic
Committee in hearings on the President's
budget that the Kennedy tax rate cut
actually paid for itself in less than 1
year.
To be very conservative, we only took
a 30-percent recovery rate, giving the
Kennedy tax cut less than one-third of
its due.

In addition to the revenues recovered
as GNP rises, there will be a savings of
more than $2 billion as people leave the
welfare and unemployment roles, increasing the revenue recovery, on the
most conservative estimates, to between
35 and 40 percent in the first year.
On a full year basis, the Congressional
Research Service has given us recovery
rates of $14 to $16 billion for every million jobs created, which will return more
than two-thirds of the tax cut by its
second year, as well as reducing unemployment by nearly a full point. This
is a large return in jobs, growth and
revenues for a small initial investment.
As a consequence of a Kennedy-style
tax cut, we have every historical reason
to expect a higher permanent growth
rate, a lower unemployment rate, and
higher Government revenues on an increased tax base in the years ahead.
We need the growth that a Kennedystyle tax cut can produce. We need a reduction in marginal rates in every
bracket to get people in every bracket
to work more and play less, to get more
saving and less conspicuous consumption, to lure more money out of loopholes
and into productive investment.
Our savings rate is the worst in the
Western World. Our major trading partners have household savings ratios of
from 50 percent to 250 percent higher
than we do, according to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. And the Bureau of Labor
Statistics has new figures which show the
consequences: foreign investment and
growth are faster than in the United
States. Investment among other Western
nations is between 15 percent and 50
percent higher than in the United States.
But the clincher is wages. Real wages
rose only 11'/2 percent in the United
States from 1967 to 1975. Every other
major trading nation surpassed that
performance:
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[In percent]
Canada ----------------------------Japan -------------------------------Belgium -------------------------------------------__
Denmark ---------France -----------------------------Germany ---------------------------Italy -----------------------------The Netherlands --------------------Sweden -----------------------------Switzerland -----------------------Even Britain ------------------------

Coughlin

27
98
73
59
58
73
105
70
47
37
40

If we do not get tax rates down to encourage savings and growth, we will have
to give up rapid wage increases, rapid

job creation, rapid growth of GNP, and

the social security benefits we have
promised on the assumption that GNP
and productivity will be rising sharply
over the next 25 years.
permanent reduction in
Only a
marginal tax rates provide incentives for
growth. That is how it was done in
Camelot.
We do not need a Merlin to solve our
economic problem. All we need is to focus
on incentives-the after-tax rates of
return to labor, savings and investment.
There was no Merlin in Camelot 15
years ago. Just one key decision-the
decision to cut tax rates. That is the
handle to the drawbridge.
Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I commend the gentleman from New York and associate myself with his remarks.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
this amendment end in 1 minute. I think
we are all familiar with it.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Connecticut (IMr. GIAIno) ?
There was no objection.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California (Mr.
JOHN L. BURTON).
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman,
I ask the Members not to be misled.
There is a big deficit in this. We can get
a tax cut and balance the budget when
the amendment to be offered by the gentleman from California (Mr. ROUSSELOT)
comes up.
Vote "No" on this deficit.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by. the gentleman from
Ohio (Mr. LATTA).

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the noes appeared to have it.
RECORDED
VOTE

Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I demand
a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 150, noes 250,

not voting 33, as follows:

Abdnor
Anderson, Ill.
Archer
Armstrong
Ashbrook
Badham
Bafalis
Bauman
Beard, Tenn.
Bennett
Brinkley

[Roll No. 163]
AYES-150
Broomfield
Brown, Mich.
Cederberg
Brown, Ohio
Chappell
Broyhill
Clausen,
Buchanan
Don
H.
Burgener
Clawson,
Burke,Del
Fla.
Cleveland
Butler
Cochran
Byron
Coleman
Caputo
Collins,
Tex.
Carter
Conable
Corcoran
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Johnson, Colo.

Crane
Kasten
Kelly
Daniel, Dan Rhodes
Kemp
Daniel, R. W.Rinaldo
Risenhoover
Ketchum
Dent
Derwinski Robinson
Kindness
Rogers
Lagomarsino
Devine
Latta
Dickinson Rousselot
Rudd
Leach
Dornan
Runnels
Lent
Duncan, Tenn.
Ruppe
Lott
Early
Lujan
Edwards, Ala.Sarasin
Satterfield
McClory
Edwards, Okla.
Erlenborn Sawyer
McDonald
McEwen
Evans, Ga. Schulze
Marks
Evans, Ind. Sebelius
Shuster
Fenwick
Marlenee
Skubitz
Marriott
Findley
Nebr.
Smith,
Frenzel
Martin
Snyder
Mathis
Frey
Spence
Mattox
Gammage
Stangeland
Michel
Gilman
Miller. Ohio
Goldwater Stanton
Steers
Mitchell, N.Y.
Goodling
Steiger
Moore
Grassley
Stockman
Moorhead,
Guyer
Symms
Calif.
Hagedorn
Taylor
Hall
Mottl
Thone
HammerMyers, Gary
Neal
schmidt Treen
Trible
Hansen
Nichols
Jagt
Vander
Harsha
Pettis
Waggonner
Heckler
Pressler
Walker
Hillis
Pritchard
Walsh
Pursell
Holt
Wampler
Quayle
Horton
Whitehurst
Quie
Hubbard
Wiggins
Hyde
Quillen
Winn
Ichord
Railsback
Wydler
Jeffords
Regula
Wylie
NOES-250
Fla.
Young,

Sisk
Vanik
Skelton
Vento
Slack
Volkmer
Smith, Iowa
Watkins
Solarz
Waxman
Spellman
Weaver
Stark
Weiss
Steed
Whalen
Stokes
White
Stratton
Whitley
Studds
Whitten
Stump
C. H.
Wilson,
Thompson
Tex.
Wilson,
Thornton
Wirth
Tonry
Wolff
Traxler
Wright
Tsongas
Yates
Tucker
Yatron
Udall
Young,
Mo.
Ullman
Young,
Deerlin
Van Tex.
Zablocki
Zeferetti

Pickle
Pike
Poage
Preyer
Rahall
Rangel
Reiss
Richmond
Roberts
Rodino
Roncalio
Rooney
Rose
Rosenthal
Roybal
Ryan
Santini
Scheuer
Schroeder
Seiberling
Sharp
Shipley
Boggs
Derrick
Diggs
Dodd
Evans, Del.
Fish
Forsythe
Fraser
Gradison
Harkin
Jones, N.C.

NOT VOTING-33
Price
Koch
Roe
LaFalce
Rostenkowski
Leggett
Russo
Madigan
Sikes
Meyner
St Germain
Milford
Staggers
Moakley
Teague
Moss
Walgren
Murphy, Ill.
Wilson, Bob
Myers, Ind.
Young, Alaska
O'Brien

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On the vote:

Mr. Teague for, with Mr. Rostenkowski
Addabbo
de la Garza
against.
Akaka
Delaney
Mr. Sikes for, with Mr. Staggers against.
Alexander Jordan
Dellums
Mr. Evans of Delaware for, with Mr. MoakKastenmeier
Allen
- Dicks
Kazen
Ambro
Dingell
ley against.
Ammerman Keys
Downey
Mr. Gradison for, with Mr. Price against.
Anderson, Kildee
Drinan
Mr. Madigan for, with Mr. Derrick against.
Kostmayer
Calif.
Duncan. Oreg.
Mr. John T. Myers for, with Mr. Diggs
Krebs
Eckhardt
Andrews, N.C.
against.
Krueger
Andrews,
Edgar
Le Fante
N. Dak.
Edwards, Calif. Mr. O'Brien for, with Mr. St Germain
against.
Annunzlo Lederer
Eilberg
Emery
Mr. Bob Wilson for, with Mrs. Boggs
Applegate Lehman
Levitas
Ashley
English
against.
Calif.
Lloyd,
Ertel
Aspin
Mr. Young of Alaska for, with Mr. Walgren
Tenn.
Lloyd,
AuCoin
Evans,
Colo.
against.
Long,
La.
Fary
Badillo
Mr. Fish for, with Mr. Moss against.
Md.
Long,
Baldus
Fascell
Luken
Fisher
Barnard
Mr. FITHIAN changed his vote from
Lundine
Baucus
Fithian
"aye" to "no."
Beard, R.I. McCloskey
Flippo
McCormack
Bedell
Flood
Mr. WALSH changed his vote from
McDade
Florio
Beilenson
"no" to "aye."
Benjamin McFall
Flowers
So the amendment in the nature of a
McHugh
Flynt
Bevill
McKay
-Foley
Biaggi
substitute was rejected.
McKinney
Bingham
Ford, Mich.
The result of the vote was announced
Ford, Tenn.
Blanchard Maguire
as above recorded.
Mahon
Blouin
Fountain
Mann
Boland
Fowler
AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE
Markey
Fuqua
Bolling
OFFERED BY MR. ROUSSELOT
Mazzoli
Gaydos
Bonior
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I ofMeeds
Bonker
Gephardt
Metcalfe
Bowen
Giaimo
fer an amendment in the nature of a
Brademas Mikulski
Gibbons
substitute.
Mikva
Ginn
Breaux
The Clerk read as follows:
Calif.
BreckinridgeMiller.
Glickman
Gonzalez
Brodhead Mineta
Amendment in the nature of a substitute
Minish
Brooks
Gore
offered by Mr. ROUSSELOT: Strike all after
Md.
Gudger
Brown, Calif.Mitchell,
the resolving clause and insert in lieu thereof
Burke, Calif.Moffett
Hamilton
the following:
Harley
Burke, Mass.Mollohan
Resolved by the House of Representatives
Montgomery
Burleson, Tex.
Hannaford
(the Senate concurring), That the Congress
Pa.
Burlison, Mo.Moorhead,
Harrington
Murphy,
N.Y.
hereby determines and declares, pursuant to
Burton, John
Harris
Murphy,
Pa.
Burton, Phillip
Hawkins
section 301(a) of the Congressional Budget
Murtha
Carney
Hefner
Act of 1974, that for the fiscal year beginning
Michael
Carr
Myers,
Heftel
on October 1, 1977Cavanaugh Natcher
Hightower
. (1) the recommended level of Federal reveChisholm Nedzi
Holland
nues is $409,000,000,000, and the amount by
Nix Hollenbeck
Clay
which the aggregate level of Federal reveNolan
Cohen
Holtzman
nues should be decreased is $13,884,000,000;
Collins, Ill. Nowak
Howard
Oakar
(2) the appropriate level of total new
Conte
Huckaby
Oberstar
Conyers
Hughes
budget authority is $453,500,000,000;
Obey
Corman
Ireland
(3) the appropriate level of total budget
Ottinger
Cornell
Jacobs
outlays is $409,000,000,000;
Panetta
Cornwell
Jenkins
Patten
Cotter
Jenrette
(4) the amount of the deficit in the
D'Amours Patterson
Johnson, Calif.budget which is appropriate in the light of
Danielson Pattison
Jones, Okla.' economic conditions and all other relevant
Pease
Davis
Jones, Tenn. factors is $000,000,000,000; and
Pepper
(5) the appropriate level of the public
Perkins
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debt is $726,331,000,000, and the amount by
which the statutory limit on such debt
should accordingly be increased is $26,331,000,000.
SEC. 2. Based on allocations of the appropriate level of total new budget authority
and of total budget outlays as set forth in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of the first section
of this resolution, the Congress hereby determines and declares pursuant to section
301(a) (2) of the Congressional Budget Act
of 1974 that, for the fiscal year beginning
on October 1, 1977, the appropriate level of
new budget authority and the estimated
budget outlays for each major functional
category are as follows:
(1) National Defense (050):
(A) New budget authority, $120,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $112,000,000,000.
(2) International Affairs (150):
(A) New budget authority, $7,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,000,000,000.
(3) General Science, Space, and Technology (250) :
(A) New budget authority, $4,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,400,000,000.
(4) Natural Resources, Environment, and
Energy (300) :
(A) New budget authority, $20,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,000,000,000.
(5) Agriculture (350):
(A) New budget authority, $2,729,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $2,333,000,000.
(6) Commerce and Transportation (400):
(A) New budget authority, $18,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $16,000,000,000.
(7) Community and Regional Development

(450):
(A) New budget authority, $6,413,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,208,000,000.
(8) Education, Training, Employment,
and Social Services (500) :
(A) New budget authority, $17,922,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,359,000,000.
(9) Health (550):
(A) New budget authority, $41,136,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $39,900,000,000.
(10) Income Security (600) :
(A) New budget authority, $160,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $134,000,000,000.
(11) Veterans Benefits and Services (700) :
(A) New budget authority, $18,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,700,000,000.
(12) Law Enforcement and Justice (750):
(A) New budget authority, $3,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,100,000,000.
(13) General Government (800):

(A) New budget authority, $3,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,000,000,000.
(14) Revenue Sharing and General Purpose
Fiscal Assistance (850):
(A) New budget authority, $8,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,000,000,000.
(15) Interest (900):
(A) New budget authority, $37,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $37,000,000,000.
(16) Allowances:
(A) New budget authority, $500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 8500,000,000.
(17)
Undistributed Offsetting Receipts
(950):
(A) New budget authority, -$16,000,000000.
(B) Outlays, -$16,000,000,000.
SEC. 3. In the third budget resolution for
fiscal year 1977, the Congress provided for
revenue and spending proposals designed to
stimulate the Nation's economy in order to
reduce unemployment. These proposals, together with recent indications of more vigorous economic growth in the private sector,
provide evidence that the Nation's economy
may be returning to the levels needed to provide jobs to millions of our unemployed.

The Congress recognizes, however, that
unusual uncertainties surround the current
economic outlook for 1977 and 1978-primarily, the economic impact of the stimulus
proposals and the likelihood of continued
economic growth in the private sector-and
that additional time and information are
needed to make final determinations with
respect to fiscal policy for fiscal year 1978;
and declares that, if economic recovery does
not proceed satisfactorily during the months
immediately following adoption of the first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1978, it will
be necessary to provide additional stimulus
to the economy in appropriate amounts to
be determined in the second budget resolution for fiscal year 1978. On the other hand,
if the recovery continues to show signs of
long-term renewed growth, it may be desirable to reduce some of the economic stimulus
provided for fiscal year 1978 in order to make
more rapid progress toward a balanced
budget.
Sec. 4. Pursuant to section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.
(1) Section 1 of S. Con. Res. 10 is amended
to read as follows:
"That the Congress hereby determines and
declares, pursuant to section 304 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, that for the
fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1976(1) the recommended level of Federal revenues is $355,000,000,000, and the amount
by which the aggregate level of Federal revenues should be decreased is $3,300,000,000;
(2) the appropriate level of total new
budget authority is $469,700,000,000:
(3) the appropriate level of total budget
outlays is $414,250,000,000;
(4) the amount of the deficit in the budget which is appropriate in the light of economic conditions and all other relevant factors if $59,250,000,000; and
(5) the appropriate level of the public debt
is $707,970,000,000."
(2) Section 2, paragraph (10) of S. Con.
Res. 10 is amended to read as follows:
"(10) Income Security (600) :
(A) New budget authority, $167,700,000.000;
(B) Outlays, $138,100,000,000."
Mr. ROUSSELOT (during the reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous
consent that the amendment in the nature of a substitute be considered as read,
printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from California?
There was no objection.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, let
me urge my colleagues to support this
substitute resolution to balance the budget. I cannot support House Concurrent
Resolution 195 as reported by the House
Committee on the Budget. It is a sham
and an insult to the budget process. It
calls for a deficit of over $68 billion, very
nearly the highest in our country's history. The nature of the resolution is
especially incredible considering its purpose in the context of current economic
progress. Recently, President Carter announced his withdrawal of support of
the $50 rebate.
The reason he gave centered around
the fact that the economy no longer
needed the extra stimulus which the
rebate would have provided. Recovery is
proceeding at a most respectable pace,
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Carter pointed out, and an extra $50
billion in economic stimulus would do

nothing but aggravate inflation. I agree
with President Carter; the $50 rebate
was unnecessary in light of current eco-

nomic conditions. And yet the Committee on the Budget reports a budget resolution for 1978 with a deficit of over $65
billion! Why, we ask. To ensure economic recovery, to provide jobs, to provide for needed stimulus, the majority

tells us.
I submit that with growth in GNP at
5.2 percent for the first quarter of 1977compared to 2.6 percent for 1976, retail
sales climbing, housing starts booming
and economic indicators generally looking very favorable, we simply do not need
"help" in the form of more deficits. In
fact, the only unfavorable economic indicators in the present outlook, and those
which threaten sustained growth and
recovery, are inflation and capital in-

vestment-the very ones which would
be further aggravated by passing the
Committee-reported budget resolution.
That kind of help we can well do without.
For these reasons, I am offering a substitute resolution to House Concurrent
Resolution 195 that will bring budget
outlays in line with anticipated budget
revenues and balance the budget for the
first time in several years. If my amendment is passed, spending will be maintained roughly at 1977 levels. My outlay

level will be $409 billion-approximately
$56 billion lower than the committee figure. By adopting this amendment, then,
taxpayers will be able to keep, spend, or
invest $56 billion more of what they earn.
The net effect of this proposal would be
roughly the same as if the voters of the
United States turned thumbs down on a

$56 billion bond issue.
It is clear that this country is ready
to move away from the traditional deficit spending policies that have been
touted for so long as the panacea to unemployment and recession. Business
Week, in an article for their March 22,
1976 issue, conceded this trend when they
stated that the conventional methods
of fiscal stimulation to remedy slowdowns
in the economy are being discarded as
"ineffective" and no longer useful. Many
economists and politicians, notably those
who are proposing the committee's first

budget resolution, suggest that high deficit spending is necessary to reduce unemployment. Addressing this issue, Business Week states:
Economists and politicians now agree that
by themselves the traditional modes of stimulating economies by government spending
or increasing the money supply will not end
high unemployment. These conventional policies, used to excess, will only create additional inflation in economies that have suffered far too much inflation for years.

Just now the economy is beginning to
shrug off the effects of the gargantuan
deficits of recent years and the recovery
is proceeding apace. To inflate the economy at this point with more deficits
would be tantamount to extending an invitation for an encore of the recent reces-
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[In billions]
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1945
1946
1947
1948

Receipts
------------------------------

Outlays
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-47.8
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The private sector smoothly converted
from a wartime to a peacetime economy,
provided jobs for millions of veterans,
while defying the warnings of the Keynesians who said that unemployment
would hit the 10 million mark unless
Government jobs programs were increased. This remarkable transition took
place because the Federal Government
did not preempt the needs of the private
sector, and the free market system was
left to operate without massive Government interference. Adequate money was
available in the capital markets to supply the expansion needs of private industry because the Treasury was not
crowding out the private sector and
confiscating the lifeblood of free enterprise.
In addition to proposing a balanced
budget, my amendment also assumes an
across-the-board personal tax cut of
10 percent. The purpose of the tax cut
is to reduce the tax bias against work,
saving and investment; that is to increase the reward to work, save and invest and to make it more desirable for
people to invest and to hire the unemployed and produce real long-term jobs.
All of these activities will serve to greatly
boost growth and GNP. It is my belief
that a 10-percent reduction in personal
income tax rates-given the high level
at which rates presently are in the
United States-will actually increase
Government revenues by expanding the
tax base. Lower tax rates on a larger
base can generate more tax revenue than
higher tax rates on a smaller base. This
has been established conclusively many
times in the last 50 years, most notably
in the early 1960's when the Kennedy tax
cuts were put in place. Many were concerned that the large tax reductions
which Kennedy proposed would result
in massive revenue losses. The U.S.
Treasury, for example, argued that 6year revenue losses would total $89 billion. In fact, there were revenue gains
of $54 billion realized over a 6-year
period as the following table, which
many of my colleagues have already
seen, illustrates:

1963-68
EFFECTOF 1962-64 TAXCUTSON REVENUES,
[In billions of dollars]

_----------------Revenuelosses estimated in 1953 by U.S. Treasury-----..
--------------------------------- ----------Actual revenue gains..-Differencein estimates...--..-..--.
Source: U.S. Department of Treasury.

.............-......--

....

-

1967

1968

Total

20
14

23.7
19.0

24.4
4.0

89
54

34

42.7

28.4

143

1963

1964

1965

1966

2.4
7.0

5.2
6.0

13.3
4.0

9.4

11.2

17.3

There can be little doubt, then, that
do
reductions in taxable income
reduce rates
unemployment,
stimulate housnot result in higher deficits,
increase available funds for
ing, but
andrather
they expand the tax base,
increase
revcapital expansion.
enues, boost GNP, increase The
employment,
amendment which I am proposing
today gives the Members of this House

the opportunity to not only vote for a
balanced budget-a goal which is commonly held by all of us-but also to give
the 89 million working people of this
country a tax break by permitting them
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to keep a greater amount of the income
they earn. I urge my colleagues to reject
bigger government, higher deficits and
less economic freedom of choice by joining me in restoring fiscal sanity to our
Government and hard-earned tax dollars
to American citizens.
Mr. WYLIE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment in the nature
of a substitute.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
substitute because I know of no other
way to protest a $70 billion deficit.
There is no way the President can
meet his campaign promise of a balanced budget by 1981 with this kind of
a deficit.
Recently I read a statement by Mr.
George Santayana who once wrote:
Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.

In August of 1974 representatives of
the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions Supervision, Regulation and Insurance met in West Berlin to discuss
international banking legislation and
economic matters with top West German
bank regulatory officials. Germans are
afraid of inflation more than anything.
As they talked they recalled the huge
deficits of the Weimar Republic and
Hitler's ascension to power when inflation became rampant. They said the
overriding reason why Hitler was able to
get into a position to come to power was
because it took a "bushel basket full" of
Reich Marks to buy a loaf of bread. The
Republic of West Germany does not run
a deficit budget, and our hosts shuddered
when we spoke in terms of a public debt
of a half trillion dollars. Many of us remember the depression which hit the
United States in 1929 following a period
of rampant inflation.
Before that in the early 1860's, many
States passed constitutional amendments
to prohibit deficit financing following an
inflation-depression cycle. Indeed, in my
own State of Ohio the constitution has
such a provision so that the State and
each of its municipalities must live
within tax revenues collected.
Not long ago there was heated debate
in this body about the plight of New York
City. New York City got in trouble because it ran up a deficit of more than
$9 billion. And who can forget what has
happened to England after deficit spending caught up with that great nation.
There may be times when a budget
deficit is necessary to stimulate the economy, but it should not be a way of life
if our free enterprise system is to remain
viable.
Earlier this year I introduced H.R. 80.
Its goal is a balanced budget. Under its
provisions the House and Senate would
each have to declare an "economic emergency" by a two-thirds vote before Federal spending could exceed income. I
would like to add that language to the
Rousselot substitute but our rules preclude it. I concede there may be times
when a temporary budget deficit is a
proper economic tool, such as during an
economic depression or war; but continual deficits have made inflation a
painful, everyday part of our lives and
robbed us of the effectiveness it should
have as a tool for economic stabilization.

I think most people in the country remember the past and would rather not
have a repeat of economic depression or
double-digit inflation and I submit the
Committee on Budget forgets the past.
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word, and I rise in support of the Rousselot substitute.
Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask
the Members of this body this: Is there
a single Member here who, if they put a
simple question on the popular and
clever questionnaires we send out to our
districts asking "Do you want a balanced budget?", could not predict the
response?
Is there anybody from any district, no
matter how great the Federal largesse in
that district might be, who would expect some response other than an overwhelming affirmation that the American
people want a balanced budget?
Mr. Chairman, I believe that the President won last year because of his talk of
balanced budgets, zero-balance budgeting, and his. claims to restructuring, reorganizing, and reducing the size of the
State government in Atlanta, Ga.
I believe if we are honest with ourselves, we must admit most Americans
demand a balanced budget. It appears
that most of America's media outlets are
not here. However, the New York Times
is here, AP and UPI are still here, can
anybody honestly face them and say the
majority of their constituents do not desire a balanced budget.
Mr. Chairman, now that we are 4
months into the 95th Congress, I am sure
my colleagues can anticipate, as well as
I, many of the pressing economic problems which we will have to face during
the next year and one-half. The Congress
has faced them before and has attempted
to deal with them. Those attempts have
not been successful. The problems are
not solved. We are facing them still.
I believe that these economic problems
are almost entirely the result of one
fact: Congress has failed to control the
purse strings of the National Government.
It takes no crystal ball to foresee the
problems arising out of this failure on
the part of the Congress.

unemployment, but unemployment has
reached levels no one should condone.
Third. How can we assure our local and
State governments have access to the
funding they require?
Local and State authorities which once
had access to the private money markets
now find that they cannot afford to pay
the interest rates on borrowing. The Federal Government has offered higher and
higher rates on its own borrowing and
driven the smaller governmental units
out of the market. To finance further
the vast amount of Federal spending,
Federal taxation has reached levels that
the local and State governments find
that their citizens cannot support needed
local projects. Local governments cannot
borrow because the Federal Government
has borrowed all the money. Local governments cannot tax because the Federal Government has taxed all the
money.
Fourth. How can runaway inflation be
stopped?
In 1946, the dollar was worth 148 percent more than it was in 1975. In 1965, it
was worth 72 percent more. In 1974, it
was worth 11 percent more. Moreover,
the rate of decline in value has accelerated. The value of the dollar has
dropped 25 percent in the last 3 years.
Fifth. How can interest rates be
brought under control?
Few young couples find that they can
afford mortgages nowadays. Businesses
cannot afford to borrow to increase their
capital investment or hire more employees. Individual borrowers cannot afford to acquire funds for their personal
investment.
HOW THE PROBLEMS AROSE

The 95th Congress, I feel sure will try
to tackle these problems as the preceding Congresses did. But if the 94th Congress is any guide, the root of the problem will be ignored in almost all of the
proffered solutions. There can be no solution of any of these problems without
some real fiscal responsibility. None of
these problems can be solved without
putting an end to the deficit spending
that has plagued this country for 16 of
the last 17 years and 41 of the last 49.
None can be solved without a balanced
budget.
THE PROBLEMS WE FACE
Now, Mr. Chairman, I do not say that
First. How is social security to be the majority of the 94th Congress and
funded?
previous Congresses acted maliciously to
Actuarials show that, at current rates prevent the solution of these problems or
of taxation, the future work force will that certain of its members reaped some
not be able to pay for all the benefits personal or political gain from unconthat have been promised today's work trolled spending. I believe that th- ramiforce. Is the American citizen of the next fications of deficit spending have just not
generation to be smothered in taxes in been clearly understood or squarely
order to fulfill the inordinate promises faced.
I would like to state just what those
made to his forebears?
Second. How is unemployment to be ramifications are.
THE PRICE OF DEFICIT SPENDING
ended in the long run?
For 40 years, antimarket economists
What have been the dreadful consehave believed that unemployment could quences of this irresponsible spending
be eliminated instantly if the economy that has been voted by the majority party
were "fine-tuned" with a little bit of in so many past Congresses?
inflation, a little bit of government
First, when the majority party votes
spending, a little bit of public works. huge deficits, somebody must fund them.
Economic events of the last 5 years That "somebody" is the American taxhave belied that theory. Government payer.
spending has never been higher. InflaThe U.S. Treasury is forced to go to
tion is virtually out of control. Public the private money market to borrow
works are still hailed as the panacea of when its revenues do not meet the ex-
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penditures the majority party has voted.
The immediate result is a constriction
of money available to private borrowers
and the individual citizen. Money for
home mortgages, for individual investment, for small business growth, for capital investment, for research and development and for hiring is severely limited.
This constriction of available money
results in higher mortgage rates which
drive couples out of the home market. It
also forces a decline in new home construction. This, in turn, results in unemployment in the vitally important construction industry. It results in a decline
in capital investment among companies
of all sizes, and a decline in investment
for research and development. No research means no product improvement,
no new products, no new ideas.
The size of the Central Government's
activity in the private money market
cannot be minimized: It now swallows up
over 50 percent of all the private money
available to borrowers. Once the Federal
Government goes into the market with a
"shopping list" of this size, there just
isn't much left on the shelves for the
American people.
Second, private borrowers are not the
only ones crowded out of the money market by the big spenders in the Federal
Government. State and municipal governments must also compete for the limited funds. Massive Federal borrowing
severely limits the availability of funds
that State and local authorities could
use for bond issues, for public works
projects, rapid transit systems, water
purification, for health centers, and for
social services of all kinds.
This results in the curtailment of local
programs that have been in existence
for years and the postponement or cancellation of new activities needed by the
citizenry. But local and State governments have found that they cannot just
cancel needed programs-they are forced
to come begging to the Federal Government for a share of the Treasury's revenue. But it is not revenue that they receive, it is totally a portion of the borrowings of the Federal Government. The
same borrowings that have prevented
them from borrowing for themselves.
Moreover, what the local and State governments receive from the borrowings of
the Federal Government has the hidden
price tag of Federal redtape, long delay
and higher interest rates. They pay a
premium on what they could have gotten
themselves.
It should now be clear what has to be
sacrificed in order for the Central Government to finance its deficit spending:
ready mortgage money, capital investment, research .and development, increased employment, product innovation,
local and State projects.

the problems created by its massive borrowing.
At the same time that production of
goods and services is cut back for lack
of capital funds, the Central Government is spending money it has absorbed
from the private sector to spend on public programs designed to stimulate demand. The result of artificially stimulated demand and the limitation of
business ability to respond to that demand is easy to see: steadily rising consumer prices.
Another-more insidious-harm results from uncontrolled Federal spending. Besides selling its debt instruments
in the private money market, the Central Government sells them to the Federal Reserve. But, one would ask, how
can the Federal Reserve buy anything?
It produced nothing so it has no revenue of its own with which to purchase
these debt instruments. The answer: It
simply increases the money supply. When
one has control of the printing presses,
there is no limit to the amount of purchasing that can be done-and no limit
to the borrowing of the Federal Government.
With more dollars floating in the economy and the same amount of goods-the
Fed having produced nothing to match
the dollars it has created-prices must
rise. The new money lessens the value of
that already in circulation and classic
inflation ensues. A general loss in purchasing power, in spite of government
redistribution of income, results from an
increase in dollars with no accompanying increase in goods.
THIS WAY TO THE POORHOUSE
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that we are far from being in the position of Great Britain-but are we? Our
real growth was minus 1.8 percent in
1975. Great Britain recorded a drop of
only four-tenths percent in the same
year. Our situation is not yet as dire as
Great Britain's, but the road signs are
pointing the same way.
But instead of heeding the signposts,
the Democratic majority in the 94th
Congress took steps to hurry us along
the way. The majority party has consistently approved a national debt that
has grown and grown like some malignant cell. At the beginning of the 94th
Congress, one which-according to the
big spenders-had dedicated itself to
"fiscal responsibility," the debt ceiling
was $495 billion. The Democrat big
spenders then proceeded to up that ceiling to $531 billion in February 1975. Four
months later they upped it to $577 billion. The second session of the Congress,
as well, showed little evidence of fiscal
responsibility: Automatic intermediate
debt limits were established by the Democratic Party for 1976. For September 30,
1976, the allowable debt was $636 billion;
for March 1977, $682 billion; and for
September 1977, the ceiling was raised
to $700 billion. That is almost the size of
our entire GNP in 1965. The Democratic
majority of the 94th Congress voted, in
total, a 41 percent increase in our debt
ceiling.
And now, the estimated national debt
for fiscal year 1978 is $794 billion-about
40 percent of this year's GNP.
How much more will the majority
party approve before England finds that
it has been joined in the poorhouse by
the American people? I do not think the
ceiling has to be raised too many more
times before that occurs.
In an editorial which appeared a few
months ago in the Wall Street Journal,
an informal accounting of the total
assets and liabilities of the United States
was conducted. The bottom line holds
little comfort for those who make light
of our impending economic crisis.
Although we are a wealthy country,
our assets total $5.7 trillion, we are
nevertheless up to our ears in debt.
Liabilities which include debts not included in the annual budget-social security, veterans payments, defense pensions, Federal pensions, and many other
items-total $5.6 trillion. That does not
leave much wealth to spare when one
considers that items which offset our
wealth in this accounting do not include
the debts of the State and local authorities.
Now the big spenders here in Congress
will argue that this is not a problem
because these debts will not all be called
up at once. But that is not the point.
The point is that the United States is
going into deeper debt each year. This
massive Government spending, while
politically popular with those who receive
the Government's largesse-can only
lead to unavoidable economic ruination.

The policy which has created this
situation-and let us make no mistake
about which party has instituted this
policy-is deficit spending, an unbalanced budget.
The United States lags in capital outlay. Fixed investments between 1960 and
1973 averaged a meager 13.6 percent of
gross national product.
The increase in output per man-hour
in manufacturing grows more slowly.
The annual average growth in efficiency
for the United States during the period
1965-75 was a pathetic 2 percent.
Outlays for such things as machinery,
computers, and trucks increased 2.5
percent from the spring of 1975 to the
end of 1976, after deducting for inflation.
In the four preceding economic recoveries, the increase averaged 17.8 percent.
Investment in producers' durable
equipment and structures combined was
smaller last year relative to the Nation's
GNP than in any other year since 1963.
Spending for research and development in 1976 was 6.2 percent lower than
it was in 1968, after allowing for inflation. Research got only about 2.25 cents
ARE THE RESULTS WORTH THE PRICE?
out of every dollar of total national
But on what does the Federal Govern- spending, the smallest share since 1957.
ment spend all this borrowed money? Is
We are rapidly approaching the ecoit actually something that is worth this nomic state of Great Britain, the queen
sacrifice or something that benefits so- of deficit spenders. Congressional big
THE REAL SOLUTION
ciety as a whole?
spenders are often heard to utter phrases
In this Congressman's opinion, the of pity and, "Isn't it a shame about EngFiscal responsibility-the real kindanswer is "No."
land." But they make no effort to pre- not the kind stump speeches are made
I believe that many of the Federal vent their own country from going her of-is the only way to avoid this ruinaspending patterns actually exacerbate way. Now, the big spenders may argue tion. Our debt must be paid off now. If we
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wait, the toll that debt will take will be
too great too survive. Our budget must
be balanced now. And it must continue to
be balanced every year hereafter.

most important efforts that any Member
of this House can undertake.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words and

For this reason, I support wholeheart-

I rise in opposition to the amendment in
the nature of a substitute offered by the
gentleman from California (Mr. RousSE-

edly the efforts of my colleague from
California (Mr. RoussELOT) in his efforts
to require a balanced budget. It is my
sincere hope that the errors of the past
will not be repeated and by the passage
of his amendment, our Nation will find
again the sound footing of fiscal

integrity.
Mr. BADHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DORNAN. I yield to my colleague,
the gentleman from California (Mr.
BADHAM).

Mr. BADHAM. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment offered by
my good friend and valued colleague, the
gentleman from California (Mr. RousSELOT), because I am convinced that the
time has come for this Government and
this Congress to abandon the practice
of spending beyond our means.
Let us look at just how serious the national debt situation really is. The Gov-

ernment of the United States began operation with a national debt from the

Revolutionary War of some $78 million.
We came close to paying off the entire
debt by 1837 when the debt hit an alltime low of a mere $37,000. Since then

the debt figure has fluctuated with the
condition of the national economy and
the demands of war.
We emerged from World War II with
a debt that was staggering by the standards of the day. At the end of fiscal year
1946, the national debt was almost $270
billion. The debt fluctuated at about this
level until the end of the 1950's. When
President Eisenhower left office, the debt
had reached $290 billion. I might point
out, Mr. Speaker, that the last President
to leave office with the debt lower than
when he took office was Calvin Coolidge.
But in the 1960's and the 1970's, the
Government has run up large deficits
and increased the debt by fantastic proportions. In 1965, the debt hit $313 billion. By 1970, it reached $370 billion, and
in 1975, it was $533 billion. To put this in
perspective, $533 billion represents $2,495
for every man, woman, and child in the
United States.
The national debt is now $652 billion,
and' it may exceed $705 billion by the
end of this fiscal year. The interest on
the national debt for the current fiscal
year is estimated at $42 billion. This is

just interest and does not include the repayment of any principal. This makes
the payment of interest on the national
debt the fourth largest single item in the
Federal budget.
I have been encouraged to note that
my colleague gathers a larger number of
supporters for his amendment to balance
the budget each time it is offered. As a
freshman Member of this body, this is
my first opportunity to join with others
who agree that we must end deficit
spending in casting a vote in favor of
the amendment. I commend my good
friend and colleague, Mr. ROUssELOT, for
his leadership in this most important
cause, and I am proud to join with him
in this effort which surely is one of the
CXXIII-
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LOT).

I must say that I believe his arguments
and his estimates are incorrect. I appreciate what the gentleman wants to do.
We all want to get a balanced budget,
but I do not believe this is the way to
do it.
I urge the defeat of the amendment.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words.
Mr. Chairman and my colleagues,
we have heard two "beautiful dreamer" speeches, but this will not work.
It cannot be done as proposed. We
are wasting our time. Therefore, I say
that we have no choice but to vote this
amendment down. The budget simply
cannot be balanced in one fell swoop
with the deficit as large as it now is without total chaos and every Member of this
body knows it. I dream, too, but my
dream is a practical one.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by the gentleman from California

(Mr. ROUSSELOT).

The question was taken and the Chairman announced that the noes appear to
have it.
RECORDEDVOTE

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were-ayes 131, noes 271,

not voting 31, as follows:
[Roll No. 164]

AYES-131
Ammerman
English
Andrews, Mathis
Evans, Ind.
N. Dak. Mattox
Findley
Michel
Archer
Flynt
Calif.
Armstrong Miller,
Frey
Ohio
Ashbrook Miller,
Gammage
Moffett
Badham
Goldwater
Montgomery
Bafalis
Grassley
Barnard Moore
Guyer
Bauman Mcorhead,
Hagedorn
Beard, R.I. Calif.
Hall
MottlHammerBeard, Tenn.
O'Brienschmidt
Biaggi
Brinkley Panetta
Hansen
Broomfield Patterson
Harsha
PettisHolland
Brown, Mich.
Quayle
Brown, Ohio
Hollenbeck
Buchanan Quillen
Holt
Burgener Risenhoover
Hubbard
Burke, Fla. Robinson
Ichord
Rose Jenrette
Burton, John
Rousselot
Byron
Jones, Okla.
Cederberg RuddJones, Tenn.
Chappell Runnels
Kasten
Kelly
Clausen, Satterfield
Don H. Sawyer
Kemp
Schulze
Ketchum
Clawson, Del
Kindness
Cochran Sebelius
Nebr.
Kostmayer
Coleman Smith,
Collins, Tex.Snyder
Lagomarsino
Corcoran Spence
Latta
Stangeland
Crane
Levitas
Daniel, DanStockman
Lloyd, Calif.
Stump
Lloyd, Tenn.
Daniel, R. W.
Symms
Davis
Lott
Lujan
Derwinski Taylor
Thone
Devine
McDonald
Tonry
Mann
Dornan
Boggs
TreenMarks
Downey
Derrick
Trible
Marlenee
Duncan, Tenn.
Dickinson
Jagt
Vander
Edwards, Ala. Marriott
Walker
Diggs
Edwards, Okla.
Martin
Dodd
Wampler
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Watkins
Whitley
WolffWilson, Bob
White
WhitehurstWylieWinn
Young, Fla.
NOES-271
Abdnor
Foley
Addabbo NolanFord, Mich.
Nowak
Akaka
Ford, Tenn.
Alexander Oakar
Fountain
Oberstar
Allen
Fowler
ObeyFrenzel
Ambro
Anderson, Ottinger
Fuqua
Patten
Calif.
Gaydos
Pattison
Anderson, Ill.
Gephardt
PeaseGiaimo
Andrews, N.C.
Annunzio Pepper
Gibbons
Applegate Perkins
Gilman
Pickle
Ashley
Ginn
Pike Glickman
Aspin
PoageGonzalez
AuCoin
Pressler
Badillo
Goodling
Preyer
Baldus
Gore
Pritchard
Baucus
Gudger
Pursell
Bedell
Hamilton
Beilenson Quie Hanley
Benjamin Rahall
Hannaford
Railsback
Bennett
Harrington
Rangel
Bevill
Harris
Hawkins
Bingham Regula
Blanchard ReussHeckler
Rhodes
Blouin
Hefner
Richmond
Boland
Heftel
Rinaldo
Bolling
Hightower
Roberts
Bonior
Hills
Rodino
Bonker
Holtzman
Rogers
Bowen
Horton
Brademas Roncalio
Howard
Rooney
Breaux
Huckaby
Rosenthal
Breckinridge
Hughes
Brodhead Roybal
Hyde
Ruppe
Brooks
Ireland
RyanJacobs
Brown, Calif.
Santinl
Broyhill
Jeffords
Sarasin
Jenkins
Burke, Calif.
Scheuer
Johnson, Calif.
Burke, Mass.
Schroeder
Johnson, Colo.
Burleson, Tex.
Seiberling
Burlison, Mo.
Jordan
Sharp
Burton, Phillip
Kastenmeier
Shipley
Butler
Kazen
Shuster
Keys
Caputo
Simon
Kildee
Carney
Sisk Krebs
Carr
Skelton
Krueger
Carter
Le Fante
CavanaughSkubitz
Chisholm SlackLeach
Iowa
Smith,
Lederer
Clay
Lehman
Cleveland Solarz
Spellman
Cohen
Lent
Long, La.
Collins, Ill. Stanton
StarkLong. Md.
Conable
SteedLuken
Conte
Steers
Lundine
Conyers
Steiger
McClory
Corman
Stokes
McCloskey
Cornell
McCormack
Cornwell Stratton
Studds
McDade
Cotter
McEwen
Coughlin Thompson
McFall
D'Amours Thornton
McHugh
Danielson Traxler
McKay
de la GarzaTsongas
Tucker
McKinney
Delaney
UdallMaguire
Dellums
Uilman
Mahon
Dent
Van Deerlin
Markey
Dicks
VanikMazzoli
Dingell
VentoMeeds
Drinan
Volkmer
Metcalfe
Duncan, Oreg.
Waggonner
Mikulski
Early
Eckhardt WalshMikva
Waxman
Mineta
Edgar
Weaver
Minish
Edwards, Calif.
WeissMitchell, Md.
Eilberg
Whalen
Mitchell, N.Y.
Emery
Mollohan
Erlenborn Whitten
Wiggins
Moorhead, Pa.
Ertel
C. H. Ill.
Murphy,
Evans, Colo.Wilson,
Tex. N.Y.
Murphy,
Evans, Ga. Wilson,
Wirth
Murphy, Pa.
Fary
Wright
Murtha
Fascell
Wydler
Myers, Gary
Fenwick
YatesMyers, Michael
Fisher
Yatron
Natcher
Fithian
Mo.
Young,
Neal
Flippo
Tex.
Young,
Nedzi
Flood
Zablocki
Nichols
Florio
Zeferetti
Flowers
Nix
NOT VOTING-31
Harkin
Evans, Del.
Jones, N.C.
Fish
Koch
Forsythe
LaFalce
Fraser
Leggett
Gradison

Madigan
Meyner
Milford
Moakley
Moss
Myers, Ind.

Price
Roe
Rostenkowski
Russo
Sikes
St Germain

Staggers
Teague
Walgren
Young, Alaska

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Teague for, with Mr. Koch against.
Mr. Sikes for, with Mr. Staggers against.
Mr. Milford for, with Mr. Rostenkowski
against.
Mr. Walgren for, with Mrs. Meyner against.

So the amendment in the nature of a
substitute was rejected.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, I am offering an amendment
to the first concurrent resolution for the
fiscal year 1978 budget, which is now
generally known as the transfer amend-

ment.
The transfer amendment is a concrete
legislative proposal that would reallocate
Federal revenues to national priorities.
This issue has been a matter of general
discussion since the budget process was
first implemented. Although, there have
been parochial efforts to address this issue, heretofore, the budget process has
not been an effective mechanism for re-

ordering
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national priorities.

Conse-

quently, this is the appropriate time for
fostering the mandate of the Congress.
As the attached Dear Colleague, which
was circulated earlier indicates, the effect
of the transfer amendment will be to
reduce the military budget by $12.9 billion in budget authority and $4.0 billion
in outlays, while creating a net increase
of 562,600 new jobs by allocating military budget reductions to employment
creating programs.
I would like to share with my colleagues a few of the letters that I have
received in support of the transfer
amendment.
I believe that the transfer amendment

concept will be the first in a series of
steps which will permit us to make significant changes in the manner in which
our public funds are expended.
U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS,
Washington, D.C., April 25, 1977.
DEAR MEMBER OF CONGRESS: The United
States Conference of Mayors supports Representative Parren Mitchell's effort to transfer funds from excessive military spending
to underfunded jobs-creating and social programs. The Transfer Amendment to the FY
1978 First Budget Resolution is an important step toward more rational and humane
national budget priorities.
The cities of America are still awaiting a
serious urban program to diffuse the explosive fiscal and social crisis which the
mayors must confront daily. With the stimulus package dismantled, Congress must provide higher levels of support in FY 1978 for
job programs, economic development, and
maintaining essential city services.
At the same time, a commitment to welfare reform, national health insurance, and
an urban investment bank must be made so
that the basic ills which threaten our cities
and impose hardships on our citizens can
be cured.
The funds to begin these programs are
available. What has been lacking is a commitment to reorder our priorities and put our
resources to better use. In this regard, we
cannot afford wasteful Pentagon programs

or excessive military spending while basic
needs go unmet.
At our last annual meeting in July, 1976,
the Conference of Mayors adopted a Resolution which: "calls upon the Administration
and Congress to redress the imbalance between domestic expenditures and expenditures for the Pentagon and foreign aid, reccgnizing that the social defense of this nation is at least as important to the national
defense as is our military defense."
The Mitchell Transfer Amendment would
begin to redress the imbalance. It would
create hundreds of thousands of jobs without raising the deficit or increasing taxes.
And it would stimulate a general debate on
national priorities. I am proud to support
these goals.
Sincerely,
KENNETH A. GIBSON,
President.
N. PLAINFIELD, N.J.,
April 5, 1977.
DEAR MR. MITCHELL: I want to congratulate you on your amendment to transfer
moneys from the military budget to urban
priorities which we so urgently need whatever they might be.
Wishing you the best success.
Sincerely,
KATHE DRUCKER.
MORAVIAN COLLEGE,
Bethlehem, Pa., March 27,1977.
Hon. PARREN MITCHELL,
House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MITCHELL: Enclosed
you will find a copy of a letter I have just
written Corigressman Giaimo, concerning the
budget transfer amendment you are offering.
I want to thank you for your courage and
foresight in sponsoring this measure. I hope
you will be able to find many co-sponsors
and that it will pass successfully the House
Budget Committee, the House itself, and
finally become law.
I am only sorry a more formal letter could
not have been written by the college itself.
Best wishes to you in your struggle to
fund important domestic programs and reduce military spending.
Sincerely,
C. CLARKE CHAPMAN, Jr.,
Professor of Religion.
Enclosure.
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION,
March 27, 1977.
N. GIAMO,
ROBERT
Hon.
Chairman, the House Budget Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington,
D.C.
DEAR MR. GIAMO: I write this letter, not in
any official capacity, but simply to tell you
of the discussion on campus of the transfer
amendment proposed to the Budget Committee by Representative Parren Mitchell.
On March 18 the President's Advisory
Council of Moravian College met; this is a
group made up of the various deans and administrators of the college, together with
some representatives from the student body
and the faculty. As an advisory group it cannot speak for the college as a whole or in
any official capacity, but I think it is fair
to say it fairly represents many constituencies of the campus. After some discussion,
the consensus was that we found ourselves
"in sympathy with the general intent of the
transfer amendment" of Mr. Mitchell.
We intend to send to you an official letter
of particulars on this position. But legal
counsel advised against this, specifically because of uneasiness about possible IRS
harassment if even such an informal body
as the Advisory Council of the college took a
stand relative to 'any legislative proposal. So
no such letter has or will be sent;

However, on my own responsibility, and
as a member o fthat Council, I wished you
to know of the unusual degree of interest
in the transfer amendment. As I perceive it,
the reason is that many of us do not see how
the federal budget can give sustained and
funded attention to the many social needs
within our country (and in particular, those
needs relative to independent higher education and the funding of the several grant and
loan programs of the federal government), if
reductions in military spending (function
050 in the FY78 budget) are not made.
It seems to me that military expenditures
have been growing at an unprecedented rate
for peacetime. I understand the President
Carter proposed a $11.6 billion increase in
military spending for FY78, an increase of
10.7 percent over the previous year. New
weapons procurement would rise 16 percent,
after having already risen 37 percent last
year. The cost of new weapons systems in the
closing months of 1976 escalated by $181/
billion. Where will it all end?
Let me personally urge you to support the
Parren amendment, as a first step in readjusting our national priorities. And I thank
you for your careful attention to this important matter.
Sincerely,
G.

CLARKE CHAPMAN, JR.,

Professor of Religion.
THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
Fayette, Iowa, April 19, 1977.

Hon. PARREN MITCHELL,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MITCHELL: The Iowa Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church, and
its Board of Church and Society, have been
on record as supporting the "transfer amendment" concept for shifting federal funds from
wasteful military expenditures to domestic
programs for meeting human needs. We are
communicating support for this measure to
our own Congressional delegation, and wish
to congratulate you for your leadership in the
campaign for a Transfer Amendment.
You should have several strong allies
among the Iowa Congressional delegation
when the measure reaches the House floor
in the persons of Reps. Blouin, Harkin, and
Bedell.
Sincerely yours,
BARBARA DALE.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT
OF MENTAL HEALTH
Dorchester, Mass., April 22, 1977.

Hon. PARREN MITCHELL,
U.S. Congress,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MITCHELL: The mem-

bers of the Bay Cove Mental Health and Retardation Area Board are in support of your
amendment to the First Concurrent Budget
resolution to transfer several billion from the
Defense Budget to be allocated for human
services.
Our representatives in the Congress and
Senate have been contacted by mailgram
today.
We wish you the very best of luck and continued success.
Sincerely,
MARJORIE F. LINDSAY,
Executive Secretary, Area Board.
RED BIRD MISSIONARY CONFERENCE,
THE UNITED METHODIST CIHRCH,
QUEENDALE CENTER,
Beverly, Ky., April 21, 1977.
Hon. PARREN MITCHELL,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MITCHELL: I am writing to you
to commend you for introducing the Transfer Amendment. I am totally in favor of cut-
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ting funds from the military budget and
transferring these funds into social programs, which would result in new jobs. This
should strengthen the entire economy by increasing tax revenues, and indirectly generating even more jobs.
Thank you for all of your efforts in this
area.
Sincerely yours,
ALICE M. FEIND.
WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL
LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM,
Santa Cruz County Branch, April 20, 1977.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MrrCHELL: Here are
Transfer Resolutions signed at our last regular meeting.
We have sent a copy of the names and addresses to our Representative, Leon Panetta,
and told him that you have these originals.
We also sent him a report regarding community needs which we have developed from
interviewing persons active in education,
senior citizens concerns, children's welfare,
environmental problems, housing and health
care. We have attached this report to this
letter.
We note that Naomi Marcus of WILPF,
when she testified for the House Budget
Committee March 2, said, "What is necessary
in order to ease the transition period from a
military oriented economy is government
planning and government funding for the
transition period. With such planning and
funding, it is probable that a healthier economy would be produced with a stronger economic base than before the cuts."
There should be a commission in every
county to determine both the local domestic
needs and the economic impact of military
spending and to recommend methods of conversion of jobs supported by military spending to jobs that fulfill human needs. The
funds for this beginning step, this commission, could come from cuts- in military
spending.
We hope your proposed Transfer Amendment is successful.
Sincerely,
PAT MILLER,

For Feed the Cities Not the Pentagon
International
Committee, Women's
League for Peace and Freedom, Santa
Cruz Branch.
WESTCHESTER HISPANIC
CoALrrION, INC.,
White Plains, N.Y., March 31, 1977.
Hon. PARREN MITCHELL,
U.S. Congress,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MITCHELL: The Westchester Hispanic Coalition is in total support
of the transfer resolution bill being examined by the Congressional Budget Committee. It is our believe that the economic
resources of this nation should be devoted to
the uplifting betterment of human needs of
the American citizens.
The $18,000,000.00 to be transferred from
the defense budget should be used especially
in programs that would alleviate employment
and that would have direct impact in reducing the high percentage of minorities and
especially Hispanics in the unemployment
lines.
Aside from the already specified supported
programs, we recommend that funds be allocated to CETA Title I and to the Bilingual
Title VII Educational programs.
Copies of this letter will be sent to the
district congressional Representatives and
members of the Congressional Budget Committee.
Sincerely,
HECTOR E. GHIMENTI,
Chairman.

NETWORK,
Washington, D.C., March 21,1977.
Representative PARREN MrrCHELL,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MITCEELL: Thank
you for your leadership in sponsoring a
transfer amendment to the Budget Resolution. NETWORK has written newsletter articles for our members as well as mailed materials to our activists on reordering national priorities. We will be phoning around
the country to our district and state coordinators to urge them to visit their representatives during April's recess to urge them
to vote yes on the transfer amendment.
Instead of spending for more weapons production and for development of new nuclear
weapons and breeder reactor programs,
NETWORK urges the Congress to use federal
dollars for human needs.
We urge cuts in the following programs:
B-1 Bombers-halt production.
MX ICBM-halt research and development.
Cruise missiles-halt research and development.
Nerve gas--cut completely.
ERDA budget for the breeder reactor prothe Clinch River demonstration
gram;
project.
We support instead increased spending
forGrain reserves-$6.34 b for FY 78 start up.
National Health Security-$200 m for FY
78 start up.
Full Employment-$16 b.
Displaced Homemaker-$10 m.
Public Service Jobs particularly in nonfor-profit sector-$2.5.
CETA Title I-$1.5 b.
Funding for the Rural Development Act
and Farmers Home Administration-$16.4.
Consumer Co-operative Bank Bill-$6.5.
Neighborhood Commissions-$2 m.
We appreciate your work for human needs.
We only wish we had your Marshall Plan
for the cities as an option for this Congressional Budget Resolution.
Thank you for your efforts on behalf of
federal spending priorities for people.
Peace,
Sr. MAUREEN KELLEHER, RSHM,
Issue Development Manager.
HOLY TRINITY CATHOLIC CHURCH,
Trinidad,Colo., March 21, 1977.
Hon. PARREN MITCHELL,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: It is with considerable interest
that I am following your efforts to have a
substantial sum transferred from the military budget to one for domestic programs.
You have my congratulations for espousing
this worthy cause, and my prayers for your
success.
In my column for the local paper your efforts are being brought to the attention of
Colorado citizens.
Sincerely yours,
Rev. A. J. ADAMS, S.J.
EAST BAY WOMEN FOR PEACE,
Berkeley, Calif., March 24,1977.
Hon. PARREN J. MITCHELL,
House Budget Committee, U.S. Congress,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MITCHELL: We heartily
endorse your proposed transfer of 15 billion
dollars from the Defense Budget to vitally
needed domestic programs.
A military budget increase of 10.7 percent
for FY 78 above that for PY 77 is unthinkable, just on its face. And when it is combined with actual cutbacks below FY 77 levels for meeting the needs of our cities, our
schools, our housing, etc., it is indefensible!
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We applaud your leadership in restating
the fiscal priorities of this Nation and in
taking action to implement them.
Sincerely yours,
GRACE DILLEY,
EastBay Women for Peace.
COALITION FOR COMMUNITY ISSUES,
Vista, Calif., March 24, 1977.
Hon. PARREN MIICHELL,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
SIR: Our coalition supports you in your
efforts to transfer Military funds to programs
that will meet human needs. Good work, we
must stop our support of dictatorships
throughout Latin America and elsewhere
and this is a sound start.
Also, today, our coalition members sent 12
other Mother for Peace postal cards to
our 43 dist. Representative Clair Burgeneryou will have to push him to admit thisbut, you sir are now advised and may proceed as you think best. Mr. Burgener is not
known as to turn his back upon the military-industrial complex that serves to sustain San Diego. Push him a bit, he deserves
to wake up to the realities of our present
crisis.
Sincerely,
JOSEPH O'BRIEN,

Chairman.
NOMOR-COMMrrTEE FOR A
NUCLEAR OVERKILL MORATORIUM,
Chicago, III., March 25, 1977.
Hon. PARREN MrrITCHELL,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MrrCHELL: First of
all, as one of the organizations working here
in Chicago on the Campaign for the Transfer
Amendment, let me say how pleased we are
that you have agreed to sponsor the Transfer
Amendment.
We realize that much of the proposed
Transfer Amendment may change, but we
channel significant
hope the spirit of it-to
deletions in the military budget into social
programs-will be met with some enthusiasm,
at least by a greater majority than in the
last Congress.
We recognize that this process is in its infancy, and we expect to continue with it,
as it is an approach favored by supporters of
NOMOR, particularly our labor backers in
steel, etc. We especially want to emphasize
the importance of the cuts of nuclear weapons systems and the $1.9 billion to be freed
by declaring a moratorium on development
and testing of nuclear devices. The importance of deleting cruise missiles cannot be
understressed-I'm sure you're aware that
their development poses a qualitative change
in the direction of the arms race that, at
the very least, is destabilizing. We also support deleting the B-1 bomber, Trident submarine, Missile X, etc., but if you were to
ask us our priorities, they would be the aforementioned: moratorium on new devices,
stopping the cruise missiles.
Enclosed is a copy of our position statement for your information.
Sincerely,
MARTHA L. SCHMIDT,
Executive Director.
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION,
April 22,1977.
Hon. PARREN J. MrrCHELL,
U.S. House of Representatives, Cannon
House Office Building, Washington, D.C
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MITCHELL: On behalf
of the National Farmers Union, I am writing
to endorse your effort to transfer funds from
the military budget to domestic programs
during the House's consideration of the First
Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1978.
The National Farmers Union believes that
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Congress has the responsibility to provide
the services to the American people which
are basic to a decent and stable standard of
life. For too long, the country has been
spending an unwarranted amount of its
precious resources on the military sector
at the expense of many domestic programs.
Now, through the new Congressional Budget
Process and the transfer amendment, Congress possesses the tool to begin reordering
our national priorities.
I am gratified to see that many of your
suggested new domestic programs would
directly benefit rural Americans. Rural development, home weatherization, small business loans and national health insurance are
just a few of the programs which will receive
transferred funding. In addition, the jobs
creating stimulus funds in your amendment
will help lift economic burdens generally
by generating new revenues.
I firmly believe that this Transfer Amendment will not in any way jeopardize our
national defense.
SWe sincerely hope that your colleagues
will recognize the importance of the transfer
amendment and will lend support to this
worthy cause.
Sincerely,
ToNY T. DECHANT,
President.
U.S. CONFEaRNCE OP MAvYORS,
Washington, D.C., April 25, 1977.
DEAR
BER OF CONGRESS: The United
States Conference of Mayors supports Representative Parren Mitchell's effort to transfer funds from excessive military spending to
underfunded jobs-creating and social programs. The Transfer Amendment to the FY
1978 First Budget Resolution is an important
step toward more rational and humane national budget priorities.
The cities of America are still awaiting a
serious urban program to diffuse the explosive fiscal and social crisis which the mayors
must confront daily. With the stimulus package dismantled, Congress must provide higher
levels of support in FY 1978 for job programs,
economic
development,
and maintaining
essential city services.
At the same time, a commitment to welfare
reform, national health insurance, and an
urban investment bank must be made so that
the basic ills which threaten our cities and
impose hardships on our citizens can be
cured.
The funds to begin these programs are
available. What has been lacking is a commitment to reorder our priorities and put our
resources to better use. In this regard, we
cannot afford wasteful Pentagon programs or
excessive military spending while basic needs
go unmet.

IME•

At our last annual meeting in July, 1976,
the Conference of Mayors adopted a Resolution which: "calls upon the Administration
and Congress to redress the imbalance between domestic expenditures and expenditures for the Pentagon and foreign aid. recognizing that the social defense of this nati^n is at least as important to the national
defense as is our military defense."
The Mitchell Transfer Amendment would
begin to redress the Imbalance. it would
create hundreds of thousands of jobs without raising the deficit or increasing taxes.
And it would stimulate a general debate on
national priorities. I am proud to support

these goals.

Sincerely,
KEmNETSF A. GIasON,
President.
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AssRICA,
Washington, D.C., April 22, 1977.
Hon. PARREN MITrcELL,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MITCHELL: The Federal budget reflects the values and commit-
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ments of the government toward the Ameri - are complying with the requirements of
can people. At his inauguration, Preslden t
the Congressional Budget Control and
Carter called for a "new spirit." The way tio
Impoundment Act of 1974.
reflect this "new spirit" in the budget Is t4o
I would remind my colleagues of the
establish new spending priorities which re
turn more goods and services to the workinlg purpose of that law by quoting from the
House report on it:
people of the country.
The purpose of this legislation is to imWe all know the consequences of the ol d
slowes
i
prove congressional control of budget outpriorities-millions of unemployed,
economic growth, rising medical costs antI lays by (1) establishing a legislative budget
decaying cities. But military spending ha!s process for determining national policies and
risen in "real growth" for the past two years . priorities.
We are procuring expensive new weapons sys.
Congress enacted that law in an effort
tems which do not deserve to be funded.
to regain control of its constitutional
The Mitchell Transfer Amendment to H
responsibilities in this field.
Con. Res. 195, the First Budget Resolutior
for Fiscal Year 1978, would begin to reordei S Supporters of this amendment to enour spending priorities by shifting tax dollars
dorse the President's desire to abandon
into job-creating programs and new social needed water resource projects propose
initiatives. By reducing military spending tc
that the House meekly bow to the blatant
reasonable levels and transfering the funds,
overriding of congressional constituyour amendment would stimulate a gain of
hundreds of thousands of new iobs without tional responsibilities for establishing
breaking the deficit ceiling or imposing nen Snational priorities and spending policies.
tax burdens on our already over-taxed
They would have us make a sham of
citizens.
the care, diligence, determination and
guarconvinced
that
your
amendment
I am
labor those of us here now poured into
antees that our military structure will rethe effort of the 93d Congress which
main more than adeouate to protect national
brought about the passage of the Consecurity. Unless we shift monies to produce
gressional Budget Control Act and the
jobs and to advance social justice, we shall
strengthening of Congress ability to disfind that the greatest threat to our national
charge its responsibility for setting nadefense may well be internal decay rather
than an external assault.
tional priorities.
On behalf of the United Mine Workers of
The supporters of this amendment
America, I support your transfer amendment would have us say here tonight that it is
and urge the House of Representatives to
necessary for Congress to properly dismake new budgetary priorities the center of
charge its constitutional responsibilities
its effort to help create a new spirit.
for setting and keeping to national priSincerely,
orities
only when we have a Republican
oSYDNEE
M. SCHWARTZ,
administration in the White House.
Assistant Director,
Legislative Department.
They would have us tell Members who
STATEMENT BY THE GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR IN SUPPORT OF THE TRANSFER
AMENDMENT

As Governor and Lieutenant Governor of

occupy this Chamber tonight who have,
in past years, repeatedly studied and
then supported the water resources projects for which this amendment would
delete money that they acted against the
best interests of the Nation.
Supporters of this amendment would
have us adopt it and by that action tell

Massachusetts, we are aware of the pressures
put on state and local governments to provide increased services in the face of insufficient funds. A major source of this fiscal
our congressional legislative committees,
pressure is the massive diversion of resources
which have recommended and won apat the national level from civilian spending
to military spending. The Insufficient investproval for those water resource projects,
ment of the federal government in necessary
that their work is of no account.
programs creates an imbalance which agThey would have us tell the Nation
gravates unemployment and the decline of
that the majority of this Congress is so
our industrialised areas.
weak as to be willing to agree to the
We agree with the National Conference of
thrashing, by an administration not yet 4
Mayors that the time has come to "re-dress
the imbalance between domestic expendimonths old, of years of congressional
tures and expenditures for the Pentagon and
labor, concern, and study.
foreign aid...." We believe that the most imThe supporters of this amendment
portant element of our national defense is
would have us adopt their proposal and
a healthy, productive population involved
thereby blithely toss into chaos not only
in constructive work.
our natural resource planning but all our
Therefore, we support a cut in military
spending for 1978 with the savings applied to
long-range project planning.
domestic, economic and social needs.
They would have us tell the Nation
Communities whose economies are hurt that any new Presidential administraby these cutbacks should be aided by fedtion can ignore constitutional responsieral programs so that no one section of our
bilities and nullify the law of the Nation
nation bears the financial burden of ecoby its own decisions without benefit of
nomic conversion. We support the concent
reflected in the Transfer Amendment to the prior consultation with and approval of
irst concurrent budget resolution to be
the Congress, if that administration is
submitted by Congressman Parren Mitchell. so fortunate as to represent the same
MICHAEL S. DsIKAKIS
political party as the majority of the

THOMAS P. O'NEILL III

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, I

risein opposition to the Emery amendment. This proposal is a deliberate poke
n the eye of our Budget Committee
which ought, instead, to be commended
'or the conscientious and careful job it
has done.
In addressing ourselves at this time to
I;he work of adopting the first concurrent
Ibudget resolution for fiscal year 1978 we

Congress.
I do not believe that the majority of
this House has so lost its sense of its indi-

vidual and collective responsibilities or is
so ignorant of the fine work that has
been done by past Congresses as to yield
to the blandishments of the backers of
this amendment.
I do not believe that the majority of
this House actually is willing to abandon
our people to the disastrous future that
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will result from failure to fund these
water resource projects.
Therefore, I urge that you join me in
voting to defeat this amendment.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, as a cosponsor of legislation to establish a separate World War I veterans pension program I rise in unqualified support of the
Anderson amendment. For the last 2
days we have been dealing with budgets
for various agencies totaling well into
the billions of dollars. This amendment
here will require but $500 million but its
benefits to the 800,000 World War I
veterans in this Nation cannot be measured in dollars and cents.
Without question, this Nation has
been unresponsive to the plight of the
World War I veterans. Many of these
men who risked their lives in defense of
their Nation today find themselves fighting a different enemy, poverty. Some veterans are receiving pensions of less than
$15 a month. This is a deplorable situation which must be changed, and now is
the opportunity to do so.
The gentleman from California (Mr.
ANDERSON) is to be commended for this
amendment and his leadership on behalf
of the World War I veterans. As the
senior New York member on the House
Select Committee on Aging I feel the
time is long overdue for us to make
amends to the World War I veterans of
this Nation who have received the cold
shoulder rather than the compassion of
their Government.
I urge swift approval of this meritorious amendment. We must not allow our
World War I veterans continue to teeter
on the edge of poverty. They have served
their country in war and in peace. They
have earned this separate pension, it is
not a handout. It should be provided to
them.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, the
Burleson amendment restores the Defense budget requested by the President,
and approved by the House this week. I
do not like to vote for an increase of this
size, about 15 percent over last year, for
any Federal expense category, but I shall
support the Burleson amendment.
The reasons why I think this amendment must be adopted are: First, the
SALT talks are going poorly; and, second, the Russians are continuing their
dangerous military build-up.
Whether the SALT difficulties are
caused by the recalcitrance of the Russians, or the inexperience of the new
administration, or both, makes little difference until we have an agreement, or
are making progress toward an agreement, we cannot afford to cut back any
development or procurement beyond the
level requested by the President.
I regret the need to vote for outlays
at this level but I see no other reasonable course. I only hope that SALT successes will enable us to hold back future
increases.
Mr. JONES of North Carolina. Mr.
Chairman, on behalf of the 15,000 veterans of World War I living in my State
of North Carolina, I gladly rise in support of the amendment offered by my
colleague
from California,
GLENN
ANDERSON.

I received a letter from A. J. Falvo,
Commander of the North Carolina De-

partment of the Veterans of World War Agency fears the project will violate
I which I would like to share with you, Minnesota's water quality in the Red
River which forms the boundary between
in part:
I agree with you wholeheartedly that the North Dakota and Minnesota. The PCA's
time is long overdue to help us who served March 22 statement submitted for the
our country, who now more than ever are hearing record as part of the Interior
deserving of a pension. Many of my buddies Department's review process elaborated:
have been called by the Great Commander
Our new understanding of the magnitude
to their last reward, the ranks are thinning of the GDU lead us to believe that the irrigaout.
tion return flows from GDU entering the

I urge my colleagues to support this
urgent and long-overdue legislation.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Emery amendment.
Representative DAVE EMERY Of Maine

seeks to lower the budget authority and
outlay by $100 million in function 300national resources, environment, and
energy-of the first budget resolution for
fiscal year 1978. The resolution sets congressional spending and revenue guidelines for the fiscal year 1978 budget.
The Emery amendment is intended to
reduce appropriations for water resources projects by $100 million. In light
of President Jimmy Carter's review and
recommendations for Federal water development programs-deletion of funds
for 18 projects and modifications for 5
others-the President's actions deserve
our support. I feel this amendment is a
reasonable approach.
The President's criteria for review of
Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of
Reclamation water projects was focused
on environmental impact, cost/benefit
ratios, safety issues and impact on beneficiaries. Two projects which fail these
criteria, the Garrison Diversion Project
and the Cache Basin Project, affect my
home State of Minnesota.
The Garrison Diversion Project in
North Dakota is a Bureau of Reclamation irrigation project. This project is designed to irrigate 250,000 acres now dry
farmed. Some recreation and municipal
and industrial water supply benefits
would also be provided. However, in
order to irrigate 250,000 acres, 220,000
acres of productive land would have to be
converted or destroyed. This impact on
wildlife habitat, particularly on prairie
wetlands for migratory waterfowl, has
caused concern in Minnesota's Department of Natural Resources.
Mr. Roger Holmes, chief of the DNR's
section on wildlife, wrote President Carter March 15 outlining his concern about
the two projects. Mr. Holmes writes to
President Carter:
We have been particularly concerned with
the Garrison Diversion Project in North
Dakota because of the tremendous impact
the project would have on the North American waterfowl resource.

In addition, Minnesota's Pollution
Control Agency Board voted April 19 to
submit an amicus brief on behalf of the
National Audubon Society's lawsuit
against the Bureau of Reclamation on
the Garrison Diversion Unit. The National Audubon Society has brought suitagainst the project, charging violation
of the National Environmental Policy
Act, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act, and the international Migratory
Bird Treaty and Act. The case is now
before the U.S. District Court here in
Washington. Hearings are expected
shortly.
The Minnesota Pollution Control

Wild Rice and Sheyenne Rivers and thence
the Red River would have a substantial adverse affect on the water quality of the Red
River and result in additional water treatment costs for Minnesota cities using the
Red River for municipal water, principally
Moorhead, Minnesota.

Ms. Marion Watson, chairwoman of

the MPCA's citizen board, wrote of the
board's concern in a March 8 letter to my
office:
(the Pollution Control
This Agency
Agency) has for some time expressed its concern that completion of the Garrison Diversion Project, as proposed, would cause degra-

dation of the Red River of the North, violate Minnesota water quality standards and
result in significant additional costs for municipal water treatment in Minnesota.

Ms. Watson goes on to say:
is that it should be
Our position ...
stopped and no further funds appropriated
for construction until such time as a complete analysis can be made of its total cost
including any modifications and the environmental and economic consequences to
others be properly balanced against the benefits to North Dakota.

President Carter has recommended
modifications for the Garrison Diversion
project. The project is now 20 percent
complete. It is estimated that it will cost
$436.4 million to complete the present
plan. The President is seeking to cut that
figure by $302 million. The estimated
cost of the alternatives he is recommending is $134 million.
Four major irrigations areas and their
associated principal supply works, with a
minor exception, would be eliminated.
The President also promises to take into
account the upcoming International
Joint Commission report at which time
the project will undergo further review.
If the President's plan goes through,
Minnesota's concerns about the project's
implications on water use and water
quality degradation from the Sheyenne
River into the Red would be relieved.
The Minnesota DNR and PCA also
have concerns about the Cache Basin
project in Arkansas. Minnesota Attorney
General Warren Spannaus outlines the
State's concerns in a March 11 letter to
President Carter.
Spannaus writes:
The Cache River project is a matter of
great concern of the State of Minnesota, because approximately 15 percent of the mallards produced in this state find wintering
habitat in Arkansas. The Cache River-Bayou
Deview basin is the most significant wintering site in Arkansas.
Minnesota has been a leader among the
states of the Mississippi Flyway in challenging the compliance of the Corps with the
National Environmental Policy Act in regard
to the Cache River project. Our office has
expended considerable time and effort in

mounting a challenge before the U.S. District
Court in Little Rock and earlier this year before the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in
St. Louis.
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Regardless of the technical legal advocacy
of the environmental impact statement on
the Cache River construction, we firmly believe the review now under way will confirm
that the project will cause severe damage to
Flyway waterfowl. We urge that the federal
government halt the Cache River construction permanently.

The DNR's chief of wildlife echoes that
concern.
The President calls upon Congress to
delete funding and deauthorize the Cache
Basin project while considering needed
protection of remaining bottomland
habitat which is the wintering grounds
for thousands of migratory waterfowl
traveling on the Mississippi flyway.
The 21 remaining projects President
Carter has recommended for deauthorization or modifications have similar
problems. We cannot assume that these
modifications will go through. The Public Works Appropriations Subcommittee
chairman has already said he will probably go ahead and recommend funding
all these projects despite the President's
recommendations.
So, it is up to us signal our concern
about wasteful spending and the need to
conserve our limited natural resources. I
ask for your support in passing the
Emery amendment.
Mr. BYRON. Mr. Chairman, in a recent poll of my constituents in western
and central Maryland, residents voiced
a strong opinion that Congress be wiser
and more judicious in its spending and
funding programs. And, I am proud to
say that this Congress is doing just that.
We are making a serious effort to spend
wisely, but not wastefully.
In the interest of wise spending, I rise
to support continued funding of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration.
As it continues to show lower crime rates,
this program shows itself as being one of
the most productive and beneficial for
the dollars we invest.
In my district, the Howard County Police Department, under the leadership of
Cpl. Daniel M. Davis, 3d, points with
pride to a successful program aimed at
reducing home burglaries. In those parts
of Howard County where the burglary
prevention program is in effect, burglaries have dropped dramatically. In those
parts of the same county, where the program has not yet been instituted, burglaries have increased.
This program is being funded by a
grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Its success, I believe, is a most eloquent argument for
the continuation of LEAA funding.
I would like to share with my colleagues in the U.S. House, this article on
the Howard County Police Department's
burglary prevention program by Michael
J. Clark in today's Baltimore Sun:
HOWARD BURGLAR-BEATERS CLAn• SUCCESS IN

ELICOTTr CrrY
(By Michael J. Clark)
The Howard County Police Department is
claiming "unqualified success" in decreasing
the number of residential burglaries in Ellicott City as a result of a special burglary
prevention program the department has
operated since last June.
Cpl Daniel M. Davis 3d, commander of the
county force's "Target Burglar" section, said
yesterday that the special team's "crime prevention efforts in Ellicott City have begun

to pay off, and I definitely believe our program can successfully deter burglaries."
He said that during the first quarter of
1977, reported burglaries in Ellicott City,
where the program has operated, decreased
by 69 percent in comparison with the first
three months of last year. Burglaries dropped
from 36 to 11 in the comparative periods, he
said. The decline was noticeable as far back
as last fall, he said, but the sharpest dropoff has come since mid-December.
However, in Columbia, where the team
has not operated yet, burglaries increased
during the same three-month period by 33
percent, or from 56 to 75.
The special burglary prevention unit is
being financed by a $117,000 yearly grant
from the federal Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, supporting the activities of
five detectives and a clerk-typist.
Corporal Davis, a 32-year-old Cornell University business management graduate who
has been on the police force for six years, said
the extensive work his unit has performed in
Ellicott City neighborhoods has been con-

sidered "menial and unexciting" by some
other members of the department.
The unit's detectives, he said, have trudged

door-to-door, interviewing residents and giving them recommendations to improve their
looks and lighting and even have advised
people to "clear away some shrubbery" to
better ward off potential burglars.
"The better hardware on the houses deters the amateurs and the kids who commit 50 percent of the burglaries," he said.
Furthermore, the unit has made 32 presentations to community groups about methods to protect their homes. It has also let
the department's engraving kits to area residents, asking them to mark their driver's
license number on their valuables. Such
items as coin and stamp collections, jewelry
and furs are photographed for identification
purposes.
Homeowners participating in the program
place stickers on their windows warning that
"all items of value on these premises have
been marked for ready identification by law
enforcement agencies."
To date, Corporal Davis said, 13 neighbor-

hoods have enrolled in the department's
"Operation Identification" program to mark
valuables and have posted large signs at the
main entrances to properties.
"The marked personal items are much
harder for a thief to sell because pawn shops
won't touch them," the unit's commander
said.
Although the unit's detectives have made
28 burglary arrests since last June, Corporal
Davis said most of the team's efforts have
been directed at working with the community.
"The result has been that many officers
have viewed our efforts as some kind of public
relations effort with the community. No one
in the department has ever had the exposure
to modern theories of crime prevention before," he said.
The corporal said his unit now feels vindicated, "since burglaries in Ellicott City have
dropped cff considerably since mid-December,
and the Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement [which funneled the federal aid
to the unit] has now permitted us to expand
our work into Columbia, where the county's
burglary problem is now."

Mrs. HECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
to speak in favor of the amendment to
House Concurrent Resolution 195, which
would partially fund a pension increase
of $150 for veterans of World War I,
and of which I am cosponsor.
As a member of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, I have sponsored legislation for many years to provide a service
pension to certain veterans of World
War I and to their widows. I also supported a compromise measure, which
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passed the House, to provide a 25-percent differential in pension rates for eligible veterans who are 80 years of age
and older. Both of those provisions were
designed to aid World War I veterans,
most of whom relied upon their pension
benefits as their major source of income.
Mr. Chairman, for years these veterans
have borne the burden of inflation; it is
important that we address their needs
and seek to redress them. I believe that
the measure now before us is an important step in that direction, both for the
27,000 such veterans in Massachusetts
and the more than 800,000 who live in
our country today.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Chairman, the note
on the Burlison amendment may well be
the most significant of the current session. It will say to Russia and the world
that America is or is not prepared to
stand strong-to hang tough-in the
face of an obvious push for Communist
supremacy worldwide.
This vote can reveal America's reaction
to the collapse of the efforts to,revitalize
the SALT II talks between Russia and
the United States, a collapse due to Russian arrogance gained through growing
military strength.
It is obvious that there must now be
greater stress on more adequate military
preparedness for America. This does not
mean an arms race. It means the Russians are close to superiority and that
they will take advantage of this situation. The steady gains by the Russians
have left them in position to deal more
aggressively in conferences and throughout the world. Only a strengthening of
American military posture will change
this situation. The Russians apparently
feel that this is the time to flex their
muscles and they are pressing for advantages worldwide.
The Burlison amendment is only a
small beginning but it can be a very
significant one.
This is not a time to cut America's defense. Even a modest reversal of the
downward trend in America's defense
posture will produce a significant reaction abroad and a reawakening of confidence at home. One more backward
step will produce just the opposite. The
free world wants America to lead. We
can lead only if we are strong.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, today
the Congress, in considering its 1978
budget resolution, is taking off into its
semiannual jaunt into fantasy land.
I will avoid the specifics of today's
resolution, because they have been
thoroughly discussed. But I do want to
touch upon some of the high points of the
fiction that we have created for the
people.
It may come as a surprise to know that
our national statutory debt limit is still
$700 billion. After all, in last year's third
resolution we acted to bring it up to
$718.4 and today we will undoubtedly
jump that up to the recommended $801.1
billion. That is another 11.5-percent increase-mere peanuts for a Federal budget. However, it is precisely $101 billion
more than the law allows, and many
billions more than prudence would permit. The servicing of our debt has increased 19 percent since our last budget
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fantasy, and that interest is the fourth
largest item in today's resolution.
This year's deficit, as calculated by the
committee, is the source of some pride to
some Members because it is supposedly
based on more realistic economic projections than the President's. I applaud this,
but I find little joy in a 1978 deficit of
$64.3 billion.
Much of the program initiation designed by our new administration to combat our economic situation is in this bill.
So-called stimulus items in it are: $5.9
billion for 750,000 public service jobs, $1.7
billion for countercyclical assistance, $3.1
billion for accelerated public works, and
$2.4 billion for special employment assistance. There simply is not time for
me to dissect each of these expenses, but
even a cursory glance tells us that the
public works jobs will cost about $25,000
per job per year in projects taking from
3 to 5 years. The countercyclical grantsin-aid will, as will the public works
spending and, to a certain extent, the
public service jobs spending, be used
heavily for replacement of State and
local funds which would have been spent
anyway.
In short, these programs may be useful but they are inappropriate for our
current economic situation. Because the
spending will occur over the next 11/2
years, these programs will give little immediate help. This kind of stimulus was
not needed 3 months ago when it was
proposed-nor when the President withdrew his rebate-and it is not needed
now.
I will be supporting a number of
amendments intended to inject a smidgen of reality into this exercise. The most
significant will be the Latta amendment
to reduce individual taxes by 10 percent
and to reduce next year's debt by spending reductions of $36 million.
Unless this resolution is substantially
amended, I urge that it be defeated. We
siniply cdnnot lay deficit on top of deficit,
without contributing to a serious increase
in an already much too high rate of in-

amendment may well be the people's
best evidence on fiscal responsibility, or
irresponsibility.
Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I re-

gret that I am not able to deliver these
words in person, but by the time the
amendment on which I now rise in support comes up for a vote, I will be in my
home State of West Virginia at the Baker
Center in
Administration
Veterans'
Martinsburg.
This center provides many much
needed services for veterans of my home
State, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and is to be
expanded and modified to improve the
available services.
But just as this center provides a
needed service, so also does the amendment offered by my friend from California, GLENN ANDERSOiN.

This amendment seeks to increase the
veterans section of this first concurrent
resolution on the budget by $500 million.
The money could be utilized to fund a $50
pension to those men and women who
served our country in its time of need
and now find themselves in need.
I gladly cosponsored a bill. H.R. 55, to
provide a much needed monthly pension
of $150 for these veterans of World War
I. There are 9,000 in my State alone.
Since that time of initial introduction,
160 Members of this Congress have
joined with Congressman ANDERSON and
myself in cosponsorship.
I urge my many friends and colleagues
to recognize the urgency of this amendment and pass this amendment. Our veterans deserve no less.
Mr. SEBELIUS. Mr. Chairman, I wish
to address myself to function 350, agriculture, of the first concurrent resolution on the budget-fiscal year 1978
House Concurrent Resolution 195.

As reported by the Budget Committee,
this agriculture budget outlay figure was

$2.88 billion, which was $547 million more
in outlays than President Carter's budget
request.
On Monday, the first amendment to
House Concurrent Resolution 195, of-

flation.

fered by Mr. GIAnIO, increased among

The Congress has an unsurpassed reputation for appropriating more than it is
willing to raise. Sooner, I hope, or later,
the people are going to catch on to Congress lack of fiscal responsibility. The
vote on this resolution and on the Latta

000,000 increase.
Mr. GIAIMO made the following statement in support of the increase for the

others, function 350 from $2,880,000,000
to $4,395,000,000, which was a $1,515,-

agriculture budget:

Mr. GIAIMIO. Mr. Chairman, I offer a
Budget Committee amendment to the first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1978 to cover
reestimates of commodity program expenditures in the agriculture functional category.
The amendment increases outlays for the
agriculture function and the budget resolution total by $1,515 million. This change is
necessary to acccmmodate recent administrative actions and changes in the economy
which will require payments to be made
under current law.
The committee was aware during its markup that some adjustment would have to be
made for this program, but deferred action
until events settled down and a reliable estimate could be developed. Among other
things, during committee markup, the administration was in the process of presenting
its farm policy recommendations to the Congress. I have discussed this matter several
times with the gentleman from Washington,
the distinguished chairman of the House
Agriculture Committee, and his staff, and I
have also talked about it to Director Lance
of the Office of Management and Budget.
The administration has now submitted a
revised estimate for this program, which has
been reviewed by the Congressional Budget
Office and the committee staff. This increase
assumes that administrative actions to extend wheat loans-the reseal program-to
expand storage facility loans, and to increase
price support levels for wheat, feedgrains,
and dairy will require additional expenditures. Further, it is assumed that deteriorating economic circumstances for commodities, such as wheat, will require larger loans
and payments.
I wish to emphasize that the amendment
addresses only payments expected to be made
under current law. It assumes no legislative
changes for 1977 crops. Payments made for
this program under current law are mandatory. There is no choice. It was just a matter
of developing a reliable estimate, which I
believe we now have.

The Budget Committee, in my opinion,
has addressed only one part of the congressional budget equation-that is, the
President's recommendation. The President revised his Agriculture Ludget after
the Budget Committee reported House
Concurrent Resolution 195, and the

first amendment taken up on the floor
responded to that increase of President

Carter's.
What about the Agriculture Committee proposals? The Agriculture Committee forwarded to the Budget Committee
the following recommendation regarding target prices, loan levels, and related
programs on March 15, 1977:

FORFISACLYEAR1978
LEGISLATION
OF AUTHORIZING
ORMODIFICATION
REENACTMENT
REQUIRE
WHICH
PROGRAMS
FOREXISTING
BUDGETREQUESTS
I. PRESIDENT'S
Committee recommendation
President's request
Budget
authority

Majorissue or program

*

,

Outlays
*

Budget
authority
(difference)
*

*

Outlays
(difference) Comment
*

*

(350)
C. AGRICULTURE
1. CommodityCredit Corporation-Price supportand $1,234,342,000
(12-4336-0-3-351).
relatedoperations

(a) Dairy-....-......-

-

... -

-

(b) Feedgrains...-----.---------.....-----------........

--..

.

$86,799, 000 ------------

163,700, 000 .............
230,900,000 -------------

upon
range of figures based
$1,467, 400 The committee has recommended a likely
to occur underexisting
its bestjudgment of the outlays
3,325,000
programs and the alternate types of legislation that it considers
explanation
an
is
below
Listed
most probably will be enacted.
of the assumptions made for each of the operations of CCCthat
resulted inthe committee's range of increases.
+216,900,000 Recommendedoutlays based upon legislation providing for 85
percent of parity.
(a) assumesno legislation which
2 alternatives:
+114,100,000 Recommended
the
affecting
legislation
wouldaffect1977crop;(b) assumes
969, 100,000
1977crop whichsets the target price at the estimated cost of
a
loan
and
land
for
values
acquisition
production using average
Tate based on the same ratio to the target price as under the
current program.This results in a target price for corn of $2.20
and a loan rate of $1.94. Bothalternatives assume a 50 percent
increase in disaster payments based upon the unusual weather
pattern in recent months.
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LEGISLATION
FOR FISCALYEAR1978-Continued
OR MODIFICATION
OF AUTHORIZING
FOREXISTINGPROGRAMS
WHICHREQUIREREENACTMENT
1. PRESIDENT'S BUDGETREQUESTS
Committee recommendation

President's request
Budget
authority

Majorissue or program
(c) Wheat................................---

- ..--

Budget
authority
(difference)

143, 300,000 .-....----

Outlays
(difference) Comment

-

(a)+553, 700,000 Recommended
3 alternate assumptions: (a) assumes no legislation
affecting the 1977or 1978crops; (b) assumes legislation basing
(b)l, 556,700, 000
(c)856,700, 000
target price and loan rates on cost of production for both the
1977and 1978crops (a target price cf $3.15 for 1977and $3.34
for 1978,and a loanrate of $2.86 for 1977, and $3.03 for 1978);
(c) assumes new legislation affecting the 1978crop but not for
the 1977 crop. Under all 3'assumptions there was included an
amount for an increase in disaster payment activities based
upon the recent unusual weather activity and an increase in
outlays as a result of a fiscalyear 1978 wheat reseal program to
encourage continued storage of surplus wheat on the farm. The
reseal program would reduce receipts from repayment of prior
year loans and add interest and storage costs to CCCfor those
loans.
(d) Cotton..--...-........
...........................
125,700,000 --.....--..-------+47,800,000 Recommendedan increase based upon an anticipated 50 percent
increase in disaster payments. The committee also considered
the same alternatives as stated above for feed grains but considers that possible legislation basing target prices and loan
rates on cost of production should have no effect on program
costs since market prices should exceedtarget prices.
(e) Peanuts.---...--_..............................
62,400,000 ------------... +51, 500, 000 The recommendation is based on a continuation of the acreage
allotment for the 1978 crop at the current level of 1.6 million
acres instead of the President's budget assumption that it
would be reduced to 1 millionacres.
(f) Rice....------------------.
.......................
117, 000,000 .-----....-+89, 500,000 Assumes a continuation of the current program for fiscal year 1978
but recommends an increase in program costs based upon March
1978 revised budget projections by the USDA.
(g) Tobacco----------........--........ .......-......
-37,700, 000 ..--.
.
-------------......... No change.
(h) Wooland mohair____.......---__........................
3, 300, 000 -------------+49, 000, 000 Recommends an increase based upon new legislation whichwould
establish support price at $1.20 per pound(90 percent of parity)
in lieu of $0.72 per pound for wool produced in calendar year
1977.
(i) CCCexport credit sales program
_.._.......................
-2,500,000 ..............
+231,500, 000 Recommendsan increase based upon projections that because
of high carryover stocks the gross credit outlays for fiscal year
1978 would be $1 billion,the same as in fiscal year 1977, and
would not be reduced by $250millionas estimated in the President's budget.
(j) Farmstorage facility loan program..........................
-3,030,000 ---......----.
+112,400, 000 Recommends
an increase based upon an expansion of the program
to provide additional farm storage facilities for the storage of
grain under a reseal programas reflected in recent statements of
the administration.
(k)Soybeans---.........---..........._............................................................
Nochange.
() Allother programs .---------....................------900, 000 .............
. +-1,000, 000 Recommended an additional $1 million for dairy indemnity programcontingencies.

At this time both the House and Senate Agriculture Committees are marking up their farm bills. The Senate has
a provision in its bill-on which the full
committee has voted-raising target
prices and loan levels for the 1977 wheat
crop. The Subcommittee on Livestock
and Grains has also reported to the full
committee on the House side its recommendations for increases in target prices
and loan levels for the 1977 wheat and
feed grains crop. That matter will be
taken up by the full committee this week.
Thus, I take this opportunity to place
the Members on notice that in acting on
House Concurrent Resolution 195 without waiting for the reporting of the farm
bill by the House- and Senate Agriculture Committee they foreclose an intelligent discussion of the Budget Committee's recommendation for a budget
target for function 350-agriculture, incorporating President Carter's latest revisions but not your own congressional
legislative committee recommendations
for 1977 or 1978.crop costs.
I submit to you that House Concurrent
Resolution 195, fortunately, only sets
"targets." And, I am fully aware that at
least in 15 instances, budget limitations
have been waived in this session on the
floor of the House with respect to legislation which would have exceeded budget
ceilings set by the House.
Most certainly, in my opinion, the
farm bills will contain proposals increasing target prices and/or loan levels for
1977 crops, and all Members should be

-----

Outlays

on notice of this prospective action as it
relates to budget ceilings.
I fully expect that some Members at
that time will raise questions about such
proposals-as is their right. But, also,
I fully expect that the committee will
seek and obtain the necessary waivers of
the Budget Act provisions to meet the
serious needs of our Nation's farmersespecially our wheat farmers who are

beset by drought, low commodity prices,
and high production costs.
President Carter's proposal for 1978

crops does not help our farmers t'-is year.
As our farmers tell us, "the future is
now." If the farmers do not get help for
their 1977 crops, their future as farmers

is all but eliminated.
Please keep the foregoing in mind
when considering House Concurrent
Resolution 195 and when we bring our
farm bill to the floor.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. GIAIMO

Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I offer
a technical amendment, which is in order under the Budget Act to conform the
aggregates to action taken on prior
amendments.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. GIAIMO: In the
matter relating to the recommended level of
Federal revenues strike the amount and insert in lieu thereof $398,094,000,000";
In the matter relating to the amount by
which the aggregate level of Federal reyenues
should be decreased strike the amount and
insert in lieu thereof "$1,073,000,000";
In the matter relating to the appropriate

level of total new budget authority strike
the amount and insert in lieu thereof
"$505,656,000,000";
In the matter relating to the appropriate
level of total budget outlays strike the
amount and insert in lieu thereof "$466,732,000,000";
In the matter relating to the amount of
the deficit strike the amount and insert in
lieu thereof "$68,638,000,000";
In the matter relating to the appropriate
level of the public debt strike the amount
and insert in lieu thereof "$794,968,000,000".
In the matter relating to the amount by
which the statutory limit on the public debt
should accordingly be increased, strike the
amount and insert in lieu thereof "$94,968,000,000."
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, under
the Budget Act it is in order to offer a
technical amendment to conform the
aggregates to actions which have been
taken. Now, there have been many
amendments offered here. The amendments were clearly explained and they
defined the amounts of money which
were added to or removed from the first
budget resolution.
But, there are mathematical inperfections in some of the amendments that
deducted from or added to the original

base figure, as well as in other amendments that deducted or added to amendments for which there were substitutes,
or perfecting amendments. Now, it is
essential-and the Budget Act providesthat this kind of amendment, which is
purely technical in nature, will make
the necessary mathematical corrections
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to make the numbers conform to the in-portation, the authorizing committees
tentions as expressed by the votes today. asked for $23 billion. We rejected 10 perThat is what the amendment provides, cent of that amount. For the Committee
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, I move to for Community Development, we were
asked to spend $9.7 million. We rejected
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I have checked this 17 percent of that amount. For Defense
amendment, and we agree with it. It is we were asked to spend $121 billion. We
a technical, mathematical amendment. rejected 4 percent of that amount. On
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, will the floor, all but $1 billion of that 4 percent was restored.
the gentleman yield?
Mr. LATTA. I yield to the gentleman
Many people who voted to restore it
from Michigan.
are people who would not vote for this
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, I budget resolution no matter what was in
witnessed this exercise, and as one who it, because they do not like the deficits,
was involved in putting the Budget Com- or so they say.
mittee together, and had serious reserMy grandfather told me that if you
vations about the effectiveness of the buy the groceries, you pay the bill. I am
Budget Committee, I think we have not a sadist, and I am not about to carry
proved conclusively tonight-yesterday the load for a package which somebody
and today-that it is time to get rid of else put together.
the Budget Committee.
I would like to say something else too.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on I probably should not say this, because
the amendment offered by the gentleman I know the chairman would not want me
from Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMO).
to say it. But I am going to say it anyThe amendment was agreed to.
way.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
This bill has been out of committee 28
Chairman, I move to strike the requisite days. I know the chairman of the Comnnumber of words.
mittee on the Budget has been down to
Mr. Chairman, since being granted the the White House three separate times
honor to serve on the Budget Committee since this bill came out of committee. I
2 years ago,
I voted for past budget reso- know he has talked to the director of
lutions. T have attempted to persuade the Bureau of the Budget. I also know
Members of the House to vote for past that not once did either of them raise
budget resolutions, and my attempts to with the chairman of this committee
so persuade them were based upon the directly their concerns about the cut in
intention of the budget process. In the the defense budget which has been relast 2 days, yesterday and today, we have ferred to time and time again on this
seen an utter and complete perversion floor.
and bastardization of the budget process.
Yet we are told that the President is
If, by some miraculous parliamentary unhappy with the defense cut. It seems
maneuver, that terrible damage can be to me that, out of common courtesy, if
undone before the final vote, then I have the President is unhappy, he owes it to
got another option; but unless that can the committee and he owes it to the
be accomplished, I have no choice butchairman to say so directly and openly.
for the first time in my service on the
I am going to vote against this, and I
theto do so also becaus
e
g Members
committee-to vote against this first con- u
the Members to do so also because,
urge
current budget resolution.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to as indicated, 17 percent restraint on
strike
community
development,
25 percent
restrike the
the last
last word.
word.
straint on education
and training,
33 peraionnational resources and
straintn e
Mr. Chairman, I rise to ask the House,
if this resolution is still in its present
form when the final vote comes, to vote energy, and 1 percent restraint on deagainst it. I, in committee and on the fense is simply not a balanced budget
floor, voted against money for programs approach. We have not had restraint by
I believe in, in order to be fiscally re- the people who preach it the loudest. And
sponsible, in order to try to bring to the unless we can do something about it yet
tonight. I would urge the Members to
House a bill which is fairly balanced.
If I am to impose discipline upon my- vote against this resolution so that we
self-and this is the whole point behind can address it again when the House is
the budget process-then I have a right in a more serious mood.
to expect other Members to do the same
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
thing. But, I think we ought to look at gentleman yield?
what happened over the last 2 days.
Mr. OBEY. I yield to the gentleman
Over the last few days we took out from Missouri (Mr. ICHORD).
the rebate. We have left in many suMr. ICHORD. I thank the gentleman
perfluous, gratuitous and unasked for from Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY), for whom
items. We have added $4 billion to the I have the greatest respect because he
Pentagon budget,
has made a valiant effort in this body
I think we ought to ask how we have to legislate honestly and with integrity.
handled committee functions in this bill.
I do not know whether he can do it or
The House authorizing committees not, but the gentleman has tried. But in
asked for $32 billion for natural re- my own mind I feel this way: I would say
sources and energy. The Budget Com- to my good friend, the gentleman from
mittee rejected one-third of that Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY), that he is being
amount. The Committee on Education very vindictive when he says he is going
and Labor asked for $30 billion, and the to vote against this, because let me point
Budget Committee rejected 25 percent of out what is the only significant increase
that amount. For Commerce and Trans- that has been made.
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Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I reclaim
my own time, and I refuse to yield
further.
Mr. ICHORD. This refers to the defense budget and the President's request.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY) has the floor, and
he controls the time.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman from Missouri (Mr. ICHORD)
or any other Member wants to attack me
for being vindictive, that Member can
do it on his own time.
All I am suggesting is that this is not
the kind of a package which I cam-

paigned for back home with my taxpayers.
Mr. Chairman, I would urge that the
Members look at this as I have.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. OBEY)
has expired.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I know it is late. I hate
to take this time, but I do think we have
an important decision to make tonight.
That decision is whether Congress can
discipline itself and live within a budget
process. That is what is at stake here
tonight. If we have to stay here a little
while longer, I am ready to do that, and
I hope the rest of the Members will be
here so we can do the work we are paid to
do. I will say to my friend, the gentleman
from New York (Mr. PIKE) and other
Members that this is part of the work we
are paid to do with the salary increase
we received this year.
It is essential that the budget process
works. If we make a travesty of the process, we are not going to be given any
gold stars by our constituents. Believe
me, our constituents are not as concerned, as some of us would think, about
congressional pay; but they certainly
are concerned about whether we do our
jobs down here and do what we think
is right for the country.
This budget process has to work. We
made a commitment when we adopted
this process and when we told Presidents
they could not impound funds and set
budget priorities unilaterally. We told
them that we would do it here.

Let us just think of what we have done
here. We have beefed up the budget deficit from $64.2 billion to almost $68.6 billion. What some of the Members may not
know is that this budget deficit has inherent in it a legislative reform package
that we must enact. If we do not enact
it, we are going to have to add $2 billion
more to the budget deficit. That, I will
say to my colleagues, would put it over
$70 billion.
We hear a great deal of talk here
about budgets from our friends on the
minority side, but they do not vote for
budget resolutions to any great degree.
They have not voted for them before in
the past, either in committee or on the

floor, and I can assure my colleagues
that they will not do so tonight, based
on their past performances.
There are also some conservative Democrats in this House who do not vote for
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budget resolutions as we would hope they
would. It is the more liberal Democrats
who have supported the budget process in
past years in the Congress.
It is these liberal Democrats who have
supported the budget process in the Congress in past years who have asked for
some fair treatment and for a sharing
of the burden of budgetary belt-tightening. They have said that it is not right
to eliminate tax rebates that would go
to the little people of America but keep
in the resolution business tax relief that
would benefit the business community.
They believe that it is not fair to hold
up on the parts of the economic stimulus
package that would help the unemployed,
but then provide goodies all along the line
for special interest groups.
They also think that the Defense Department, which is clearly the only agency of Government that receives massive
budget increases year after year, should
not share the burden. They do not think
it is fair to say that the Defense Department's budget cannot be reduced by one
single dollar. They are saying, "Let us all
share in this difficult process of holding
down the deficit."
Mr. Chairman, that is why we are here
tonight, and now we are asking our
friends here to vote for this first budget
resolution for fiscal 1977, even though
they may be most unhappy about it. I am
asking them to vote for it, although I
realize they may be most unhappy. Then
we will try to work out these problems
in conference.
Mr. Chairman, there has been a suggestion made that we offer a substitute
resolution here, restoring this budget to
its original set of figures. That would be
the original resolution that we brought
in here to the Members. We could ask
them if they would accept it if we brought
it in with its original dollar figures. There
have been suggestions made that this
could be a compromise gesture at this
last point, and this would be done in
order to try to preserve this budget process and make it possible, perhaps, to pass
this first budget resolution.
If we do that, it is going to open the
measure up to the very same amendments that had been offered before. We
might move to limit time and get a
vote on these amendments. It would include a vote on the Burleson amendment, on the Pike amendment, and perhaps on other amendments offered today that could be reoffered.
I hesitate to do that, but if the Members wish, we could offer that amendment and provide for a time limitation
so as to strictly.limit debate. If we want
to preserve the budget process, we could
go back to the original figures that we
had-with a $64.2 billion deficit-and
perhaps work out some compromises in
the areas of disagreement that we have
debated so hard on here today. We could
then, perhaps, work those compromises
out in the Senate. It would take a little
more time, but it might well preserve
this budget process.

Mr. Chairman, I am very fearful that
if we do not do something like that, this
budget resolution may fail and we will
have to go ba:k to committee and start
all over again, with very little time before our May 15 deadline.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMO)
has expired.
(On request of Mr. FLOWERS and by

unanimous consent, Mr. GIAIMO was allowed to proceed for 2 additional minutes.)
Mr. FLOWERS. Mr. Chairman, will my
friend, the gentleman from Connecticut, yield?
Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentleman
from Alabama.
Mr. FLOWERS. Mr. Chairman, I
plead guilty to being one of those Members who suggested this alternative to
him. I did so for what I think is a very
good reason, and that is the preservation
of this process.
I came down on this issue as the gentleman from Maryland and the gentleman
from Wisconsin came down on it, but for
different reasons.
I think it is a menagerie that we have
exhibited here in the last couple of days.
My friends on the other side of the aisle
have not exactly shown the kind of respcnsibility that I hope we would if we
were in the minority here.
I am not.casting aspersions on anyone's
intent or intestinal fortitude or whatever,
but I say this to the Members of the
House on both sides: When we have some
really tough votes around here, where are
we going to be if we cannot even have a
little process like this proceed as it
should?
What about the energy package, which
will be a tough one to tackle? How many
people have the guts to tackle that when
we have shown what we have shown here
during the last couple of days?
I have supported some Members in the
past on legislation. I voted along with
some Members in the past and voted
against the position of some Members in
the past; but I think we have to restore
an orderly process here in considering
legislation.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GIAIMO. I yield to the gentleman
from Maryland.
Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland. Mr.
Chairman, if this can be accomplished,
if we can get back to the original resolution that we brought out on this floor,
despite my deep and abiding concerns
about the inadequacies of the resolution,
I am prepared to support it, Mr. Chairman, because that one, at least made
some sense, but what is before us now
does not make a damn bit of sense.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
WRIGHT), the majority leader.

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, the suggestion just offered by the chairman of
the committee is a very innovative one.
I have never seen it done that way be-
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fore. It just depends on how satisfied or
how dissatisfied the Members of this
House may be with what has heretofore
been done.
I should think that if the process suggested by the chairman were to be followed, we ought not again open it up all
at the same time. That would be imprudent if that were followed through
in that way, because of what we might
decide.
Mr. Chairman, how many of the
Members would rather see it the way it
came out of committee, without any
changes, with the hope that those who
were ready to go to the conference
would try to bear in mind the responsibility of the membership, or would the
Members rather see it just as it is right
now?
I do not know, but let us look around
now, Mr. Chairman. This is a strange
arrangement.
Let me just ask the Members that
question.
POINTe OF ORDER

Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, I make
a point of order.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Maryland will state his point of order.
Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, under
the rules of the House, only the presiding
officer can put a question to the body.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will state
that the gentleman is correct. The gentleman is correct that we will proceed
under the rules of the House.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Massachusetts (Mr. O'NEILL), the
Speaker of the House.
Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Chairman, I have
not had a chance to talk with the chairman of the committee on this question,
and surely I would not want to encroach
upon his rights if I did.
The hour is 12:30 in the morning. We
have been debating this item for 2 days.
Some of the Members are pleased with
what has happened. Some of them feel
saddened and feel that those they represent are being treated unjustly.
Mr. Chairman, this is a democratic system. This is the way we operate, but it
is now 12:30 in the morning. I have been
a legislator for 40 years, and I have seen
that every time that it is unwise to legislate beyond the stroke of midnight.
Truly, I think it would be a mistake for
the House of Representatives, Mr. Chairman, at this time to bring up the amendment you mentioned. We set rules earlier
in the year that on Mondays we would
quit at 5:30 p.m. and on Tuesdays we
would quit at 5:30 p.m. and on Wednesdays we would work until we finished
the day's legislation. I think we have
come to the end of the day's legislation.
All we are trying to do here is set
targets. Some Members may not approve
of those targets but there will be a resolution with other targets later in September, if this passes today.
If we do not pass the legislation along
this line what would happen? Any legislation with entitlements cannot be
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Perkins
brought to the floor of the Congress. For Ryan
Pike
example, the black lung bill, just using Shipley
Poage
that as an example, could not be brought Sisk
Preyer
Iowa
Rahall
up before the Congress unless it went Smith,
Steed
Risenhoover
to the Committee on Rules for waivers Stratton
Roberts
Traxler
of points of order.
Roncalio
unlman
Rooney
No appropriations bill can be brought Waggonner
before the Congress under the rules that
NAYS-320
we have set up unless we have first passed Abdnor

this preliminary version of the budget.

Duncan,
Tenn.
Addabbo
Early

Allen .
I believe we ought to vote now and let Eckhardt
Ambro
the chips fall where they may. If it passes Edgar
Anderson, Ill.
Ala.
Andrews,
N.C.
well and good, if it does not pass, I would Edwards,
Edwards,
Calif.
Andrews,
hope that the Committee would bring the Edwards,
Okla.
N. Dak.
legislation back to the floor next Week. Eilberg
Annunzio
But I do hope we would go on and vote Emery
Applegate
Erlenborn
Archer
for the final passage of this bill tonight. Ertel
Armstrong
Ga.
Mr. GIAIMO. Mr. Chairman, I move Evans,
Ashbrook
Ind.
Ashley
that the Committee do now rise and re- Evans,
Fary
Aspin
port the concurrent resolution back to Fascell
AuCoin
the House, with amendments, with the Fenwick
Badham
recommendation that the amendments Findley
Badillo
Fisher
Bafalis
be agreed to and that the concurrent Fithian
Baldus
resolution, as amended, be agreed to.
Flippo
Barnard

Flowers
Baucus
Flynt
Bauman
Ford,
Tenn.
Beard,
R.I.
from Connecticut (Mr. GIAIMO).
Fountain
Beard, Tenn.
Frenzel
Bedell
The motion was agreed to.
Frey
Beilenson
Accordingly the Committtee rose; and Gammage
Benjamin
the Speaker having resumed the Chair, Gaydos
Bingham
Mr. NATCHER, Chairman of the Commit- Gephardt
Blanchard
Gibbons
Blouin
tee of the Whole House on the State of Gilman
Boland
the Union, reported that that Commit- Glickman
Bonior
tee, having had under consideration the Goldwater
Bonker
Bowen
concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 195) Goodling
Gore
Breaux
setting forth the congressional budget Grassley
Brinkley
for the U.S. Government for the fiscal Gudger
Brodhead
Broomfield
year 1978, had directed him to report Guyer
Hagedorn
Brown, Mich.
the concurrent resolution back to the Hall
Brown, Ohio
House with sundry amendments, with Hamilton
Broyhill
the recommendation that the amend- HammerBuchanan
schmidt
Burgener
ments be agreed to and that the con- Hanley
Burke, Calif.
current resolution, as amended, be Hansen
Burke, Fla.
Harrington
agreed to.
Burke, Mass.
Harris
Burton, John
The SPEAKER. Pursuant to section Harsha
Burton, Phillip
305(a), title 3, Public Law 93-344, the Heckler
Butler
Congressional Budget Act of 1978, the Hefner
Byron
Heftel
previous question is ordered.
Caputo
Hillis
Carr
Is a separate vote demanded on any Holland
Carter
amendment? If not, the Chair will put Hollenbeck
Cavanaugh
Holt
them en gros.
Cederberg
Holtzman
Chappell
The amendments were agreed to.
Horton
Chisholm
The SPEAKER. The question is on the Hubbard
Clausen,
Huckaby
concurrent resolution.
Don H.
Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Speaker, on that Hughes
Clawson, Del
Hyde
Clay
I demand the yeas and nays.
Ireland
Cleveland
Jacobs
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Cochran
The vote was taken by electronic de- Jeffords
Cohen
Johnson,
ColemanColo.
vice, and there were-yeas 84, nays 320, Jones,
Tenn.
Ill.
Collins,
not voting 29, as follows:
Jordan
Collins, Tex.
Kasten
[Roll No. 165]
Conable
Kastenmeler
Conyers
Kelly
YEAS-84
Corcoran
Kemp
Cornell
Akaka
Ketchum
Dingell
Jones, Okla.
Cornwell
Alexander
Keys
English
Kazen
Cotter
Ammerman
Kindness
Evans, Colo.
Kildee
Coughlin
Anderson,
Kostmayer
Flood
Lloyd, Calif.
Crane
Calif.
Krebs
Florio
Long, La.
D'Amours
Bennett
Foley
Krueger
Long, Md.
Daniel, Dan
Bevill
Lagomarsino
Ford, Mich.
McCormack
Daniel, R. W.
Biaggi
Latta
Fowler
McFall
Davis
Bolling
LeDelaney
Fante
Fuqua
McKay
Brademas
Giaimo
Leach
Mahon
Dellums
Breckinridge
Ginn
Lederer
Mattox
Dent
Brooks
Gonzalez
Lehman
Meeds
Derwinski
Brown, Calif.
Hannaford
Lent
Mineta
Devine
Burleson, Tex. Hawkins
Mollohan
Levitas
Dickinson
Burlison, Mo. Hightower
Moorhead, Pa.
Lloyd.
DicksTenn.
Carney
Howard
Murtha
Lott
Conte
Dornan
Ichord
Nedzi
Lujan
Corman
Downey
Jenkins
Nix
Luken
Drinan
Danielson
Jenrette
Patten
Lundine
de la Garza
Duncan, Oreg.
Johnson, Calif. Pepper
McClory

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the motion offered by the gentleman
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Whalen
Thornton
Snyder
Weaver
White
Tonry
Solarz C. H.
Weiss
Treen
Wilson,
Spellman
Whitehurst
wilson,
Tex.
Trible
Spence
Whitley
Wright
Tsongas
whitten
Stangeland
Tex.
Tucker
Young,
Stanton
Wiggins
Zablocki
Udall
Stark
Wilson,
Bob
Van Deerlin
Winn
Steers
Vander Jagt
Wirth
Steiger
Vanik
Wolff
Stockman
Vento
Stokes
Wydler
Volkmer
McCloskey
Studds
Wylie
Walker
McDade
Yates
Stump
Walsh
McDonald
Yatron
Symms
Wampler
McEwen
Taylor
Young,
Fla.
Watkins
McHugh
Young,
Mo.
Thompson
Waxman
McKinney
Zeferetti
Thone
Maguire
Mann
NOT VOTING-29
Markey
Jones, N.C.
Roe
Boggs
Marks
Koch
Rostenkowski
Derrick
Marlenee
LaFalce
Russo
Diggs
Marriott
Dodd
Leggett
Sikes
Martin
Evans,
Del.
St Germain
Madigan
Mathis
Fish
Meyner
Staggers
Mazzoli
Teague
Milford
Forsythe
Metcalfe
Walgren
Fraser
Moss
Michel
Young, Alaska
Gradison
Myers, Ind.
Mikulski
Price
Harkin
Mikva
The Clerk announced the following
Miller, Calif.
Miller, Ohio
pairs:
Minish
Mrs. Meyner with Mr. Teague.
Mitchell, Md.
Mr. Staggers with Mr. Sikes.
Mitchell, N.Y.
Mr. Rostenkowski with Mr. Milford.
Moakley
Mr. Moss with Mr. Russo.
Moffett
Montgomery
Mr. Price with Mr. Dodd.
Moore
Mr. Leggett with Mr. Harkin.
Moorhead,
Mr. Fraser with Mr. Jones of North
Calif.
Carolina.
Mottl
Mr. Diggs with Mr. LaFalce.
Murphy, I..
Mr. Koch with Mr. Derrick.
Murphy, N.Y.
Mrs. Boggs with Mr. Evans of Delaware.
Murphy, Pa.
Mr. Roe with Mr. Fish.
Myers, Gary
Myers, Michael
Mr. St Germain with Mr. Gradison.
Natcher
Mr. Walgren with Mr. Forsythe.
Neal
Nichols
Mr. GONZALEZ changed his vote from
Nolan
"nay" to "yea."
Nowak
Mr. LUKEN changed his vote from
O'Brien
Oakar
"yea" to "nay."
Oberstar
So the concurrent resolution was reObey
jected.
Ottinger
The result of the vote was announced
Panetta
Patterson
as above recorded.
Pattison
POINT OF ORDER
Pease
Pettis
Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Speaker, a point of
Pickle
order.
Pressler
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
Pritchard
MCKAY). The gentleman will state it.
Pursell
Quayle
Mr. BAUMAN. The Chair made no
Quie
mention of a motion to reconsider. Is a
Quillen
motion to reconsider in order?
Railsback
Rangel
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Regula
gentleman will be informed that on this
Reuss
resolution there is no motion in order
Rhodes
for that purpose under the Budget Act.
Richmond
Rinaldo
Mr. BAUMAN. I thank the Speaker.
Robinson
Rodino
Rogers
GENERAL LEAVE
Rose
Rosenthal
Mr. Speaker, I ask
HOLTZMAN.
Ms.
Rousselot
unanimous consent that all Members
Roybal
Rudd
may have 5 legislative days in which
Runnels
to revise and extend their remarks and
Ruppe
to include extraneous material on the
Santini
Sarasin
concurrent resolution just voted on.
Satterfield
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
Sawyer
objection to the request of the gentleScheuer
woman from New York?
Schroeder
Schulze
There was no objection.
Sebelius
Seiberling
Sharp
PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Shuster
Simon
Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Speaker, on WednesSkelton
day, April 27, on rollcall 156, I was unSkubitz
avoidably not recorded. If I had been
Slack
Smith, Nebr.
present, I would have voted no.

